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PCW 8256/8512
Please send

me

copies of 'Aftershock'

at £17.95

AMSTRAD CPC DISC at £14.95
AMSTRAD CPC CASSEHE at £9.95
ZX SPECTRUM 48/1 28K at £9.95
Keep In touch with our latest releases.
Telephone or write (or tree admission to
the Interceptor Moll Order Club.

I

enclose a ctieque/P.O.

£

for

Hi

or VISA
You may order through ACCESS
by post or telephone (07356) 71145/3711

Please debit

my CREDIT CARD

ACCOUNT NO.

I

I

I

I

I

I

Signature
I

I

I

I

I

EXPIRY DATE

D
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StunninG Features
kNockout Reviews
Invaluable Tips
Sizzling Offers
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SOMERSET. TA115AH
TEL . 0458 74080
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EDITORIAL

•

BEN TAYLOR

KEY WORDS
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An

28

on Alan Sugar's marketing

astonishing attack

plans for

the PCWs.

MINI-REVIEWS
new

Succinct summaries of a

joystick interface, a desk

diary utility and a LocoScript tutorial aid.

ADVERTISING • TONY NOWELL

AD PRODUCTION DIANE TAVENER
DESIGN • DEAN WILSON

SUBSCRIPTIONS • JANE FARMER
PUBLISHING CHRIS ANDERSON
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NEWS PLUS

30

Latest events, latest products, latest inside information.

Everything a

PCW owner needs to know to keep in

A

GOOD BOOK GUIDE

large pile of intriguing

for the

new books have been

published

PCW market. We sort the chaff from the wheat.

touch.
TYPESETTING
WORDSMITHS TYPESETTING
WEST END • STREET • SOMERSET
TEL -0458 47007

33

WHICH PAYROLL PACKAGE?

10

HEADERS AND FOOTERS

A step

by step explanation of one of LocoScript's most

confusing (but valuable) features.
COLOUR ORIGINATION
WESSEX REPRODUCTION
325A WELLS ROAD BRISTOL
•

BS4 OQL

A detailed

comparison of six programs which

PAYE on

PCW

PRINTING

m

REDWOOD WEB OFFSET
YEOMANS WAY
TROWBRIDGE • WILTS

14
The

a

will

put

36

latest educational

software faces

of
its

DISTRIBUTION

SEYMOUR PRESS
ROAD
LONDON SW9 7 AG

334 BRDCrON

BOOO PL US IS an irxiependem publication.
The company who pioduce it - Future
Publstiing Ud-have no link with Amsiiad

16

39

we cannot guarantee to return

we enter into

personal correspondence.

We take great care to ensure that wttat we

new

publish

is

liability

accurate, but

we cannot accept

tor any mis{akes or mispfints.

18

4!

GRAFPAD 3 ON TEST

to this

CAD graphics on

new

package.

PCW are possible thanks

your

A detailed

programs that run

LANGFORD^ PRINTOUT

sensational allegations of censorship at

The Old

Barn.

review.

any form without our permission.

24

individual keys in

In which so-called 'author' David Langford tries to create
an effective front page for a manuscript and levels

No part ol tiMs publication may be reproduced in

A

list

piece of

software.

Detailed

heads the

from CP/M

Information's clever

Consumer Elearonics.
untortunatety

Tomahawk

packages.

FRIENDLY KEYBOARDS

How to customise

INDEX CREATOR

We check out Ansible

We neclome conlributons from readers, but
material submitted to us. nor can

new entertainment

8000 PLUS

examination.

© hUTURE PUBLISHING LTD 1986

FLIGHT SIMULATOR

Digital Integraion's impressive

EDUCATING JOYCE

63

GOING ONLINE

PHONE CALL CALCULATOR

A type-in

major guide to joining the teiecoms revolution. The
the equipment, the cost.

program

listing

which proves that they don't
BT won't like it though.

have to be long to be good.

benefits,

66TIPOFFS
Here it is, the seaion no Amstrad owner can afford
to be without. Five pages of Invaluable snippets of
info supplied

PC PLUS
AMSTRADPC

73

by

PCW owners nationwide.

THE GOOD SOFTWARE FILE

This comprehensive guide to the growing range of

1512

The most detailed review yet of 1 986 's
most exciting new computer. Our
special supplement starts on p43.

software available for Amstrad

PCWs

provides a sharp,

we consider most
monthly seaions, this

concise evaluation of the packages
significant.

Now split

into three

issue's offering includes

Word
82

Accounts, Communications and

Processors.

SPECIAL OFFERS!

We present remarkable bargain

buys on the range of
Caxton software. And ProSpell. And Elearic Studio
products. Not to mention Infocom adventures.

Create Superb Graphics

On Your PCW 8256/8512

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
THE ELECTRC STUD

O

THE ELECTRC STUD

MOUSE

LIGHT PEN
if

The

ir

directly into the expansion port at the rear of the
supplied complete and REQUIRES NO FURTHER INTERFACE.

Pen plugs

Light

monitor;

it

is

if

if
if

COMPLETE MOUSE GRAPHICS PACKAGE INCLUDES

Light Pen simulates a "real world" pen by allowing the user to
accurately freehand draw directly onto the screen.

The

if Precision High Quality
if

Amongst the many features of the program are:
PENCIL, MULTI-SIZE PAINT BRUSH, SPRAY CAN, ELASTIC SHAPES
(Rectangle/Triangle/Cube/Clrcle/Ellipse/Polygon), ELASTIC LINE, PINNED
LINE, RAYS, ERASER, CLEAR SCREEN, INVERSE IMAGE, COPY IMAGE,
MOVE IMAGE, SET POINTS, and many others.

PLUS THESE GREAT EXTRA FACILITIES

PAINT FILL or BRUSH
variety of shading.

from the Texture

Palette, giving

an almost

MULTI SIZE TEXT with horizontal/vertical/forward/backward

The superb "ART" Software program on

•
•
•
•

infinite

images

Save and Re-load any area

Expand or Contract areas

Joystick connection on the interface
(Basic Joystick driver program is included on each disc).

to

£129.95

DOCUMENT COVERS, LOGOS, PCB LAYOUTS, and many more

applications.

GSX DRIVER

included on disc for installing the Light Pen to use with

of the screen.

of the screen.

Co-ordinate Display option.

* Suitable for ARTWORK, LETTERHEADS, PLANS, DESIGNS, MAPS,
if

disc

Pen package).

(identical to that supplied with the Light

print facility.

to produce hard copy by outputting screen
printer in 3 sizes (single or double density).

Program allows you

PCW8256

Interface.

is

• STORE PICTURES TO DISC for future use.
if

Mouse, complete with

our "ART" program, which has a user-friendly
ICON/WINDOW system for selection of functions, with on-screen prompts
to guide the user through the program. SIMPLY PLUG IN AND DRAW!

ir Supplied with the pen

DR

DRAW.

£79.95

GSX and DR DRAW are
Registered Trade
Marks of Digital

Research

Inc.

THE ELECTRC STUD

VIDEO DIGITISER
The ultimate graphic input device which enables you to
connect your Amstrad to a video recorder or video
camera with a standard video outlet.
When the video is running, you can see the video images
on your computer monitor and you can freeze the action
in a fraction of a second and capture the frozen video
image on your computer screen. This image can be
saved to disc or printed and is fully compatible with the
ESP Light Pen and Mouse graphics programs to allow on
screen manipulation and print out facilities, to enable
text to be added if required.

We believe this is the first real time digitiser for a home
micro that has an instant frame grab facility
a product of this quality has

and certainly

never before been available at

PLEASE NOTE OUR
NEW ADDRESS:

this

low

cost.

Choose from two models:
8256/8512 (Model P8)
(Model C6).

PCW

CPC 6128

Both models are supplied with
software on disc and all
necessary interfaces to allow
connection to your Amstrad.

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO

me a complete LIGHT
consisting of Light
Pen with interface, "ART" Program
disc and the User Manual, for the
price of £79.95.
Please rush

PEN PACKAGE

Please rush me a complete MOUSE
PACKAGE consisting of Mouse with
interface, "ART" Program disc with
extra facilities and the User Manual,
D
for the price of £129.95.

AVENUE ONE
LETCHWORTH

Please rush

me

a

complete

on Disc and manual
£99.95.

TRADE ENQUIRIES

is

enclosed

Card No:

for the price of

Expiry Date

Model P8
Model C6

G

0462 895720 (UK Sales only)
0462 675544 (Export Sales only)

my AccessA/isa

VIDEO

DIGITISER complete with Software

DIRECT ORDER HOTLINE

£99.95

Cheque/P.O. for£
Debit

UNIT 13

THE BUSINESS CENTRE
HERTS. SG6 2HB
TELEX: 825585 PSL

ORDER FORM

^ 0462

675666

n
D

M^

s

Signature
Please

fill

in

...

coupon and return

THE ELECTRIC STUDIO,

to:

Unit 13,

The Business Centre, Avenue One,
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 2HB

KEYWORDS

WRONG. ALAN
At the launch of the PCI5I2,
Alan Sugar was asked whether
Amstrad could continue

opposed to word-processing)
role quite as quickly as the new
Amstrad marketing line would
suggest. Examine the facts. Many

marketing the PCW range
without a price cut. The answer
was Yes, because the PCW was

people's

computing

simply "a typewriter
replacement", and therefore
aimed at a completely different
market.
In other words, Amstrad are
now saying to the world, "If you
just want a word processor, buy
a PCW, but if you want a

requirements are straightforward. They don't need the
latest technology or colour
graphics or miraculous operating
speeds or megabytes of memory.
Just an established, proven piece
of software running on a solid,
reliable machine.
As thousands can testify, the

computer you'll need our new

PCW 8000 series can offer those

PC."

users

why Sugar

easy to see

this line

abandon

Its

computing

1512,

all

they need, and for the

you get a printer thrown

random

handful: lecturer, civil servant, biology teacher, oil industry

consultant, publicity manager,

programmer, mathematician,

surgeon, electronics engineer,

company director,

journalist,

housewife, railway signal technician, research student, arms dealer,
psychologist, priest, solicitor.. .and so

it

goes on. Haven't come

across any of Alan Sugar's lorry drivers yet.

The impressive range of occupations

is

accompanied by the
home and

information that a large majority of you have both
business uses for your computer. This encourages

never liked the

split

some publishers have

us.

We have

tried to impose

"user" magazines and "professional" magazines.

between

And as far as PCW

owners are concerned we would seem to be right. You want
COMPLETE coverage of the machine in one magazine.

same money as the equivalent

has
- he wants to
give his new baby every chance
of success. And succeed it will.
The baby is very, very beautiful.
But inspection of the facts
suggests that the PCW may not
It's

adopted

The first week after a new magazine hits the newsstands is always a
nervy time for the people who produce it. So we were pretty
when the mail started pouring in and early sales figures
pointed to a virtual sellout of issue I.
The questionnaires you returned made especially fascinating
reading. You, our readers, would appear to be a pretty talented set
of people - here, for example, are the occupations listed on a
pleased

Among the other early questionnaire findings I can reveal that
there are only slightly more 8256 than 8512 owners out there, that
almost all of you are interested in doing more with your machine
tham just LocoScript, that the suggestion of introducing a cartoon
strip was greeted with horror (it won 't happen) and, alas, that this
page of editorial rambling was less popular than any other section.
So I'll shut up and let you get on with the issue.

in

as well.

Sorry, Alan, but people are
going to buy PCWs for the
reason you originally suggested.
It's more than a word-processor.

still

(as

C.\^^^

Melting Amstrad
This month's cover photo provides

an interesting testament to the
hardiness of the 8000 range.

<

We

picked up the machine during a

The machine in its original
state at NewStar - used for
testing hot software?

visit

NewStar Software (thanks, boys),
one of whose employees had
managed to leave it behind in a house
to

fire.

Imagine his surprise when, on
plugging the thing in afterwards,

it

worked! Well, the disc drives did
seem rather ill, but the rest of the
8512 was quite happy. Were it not
still

for the fact that a gaping hole at the

back exposes one to risk of instant
death by electrocution we might well
still

be using

it. It

matches the decor

ofThe Old Barn rather

well.

By the way, the flames on screen
were produced using the Elearic
Studio Light Pen package.

£25 winners

Robin, help!
Saturday

I

Dam. Weelcend work to

try to finish writing issue 2.

A call

comes

in from a reader. "Help!
bought Batman from you a week ago.

I

I

haven't stopped playing

it.

It's

turned

later,
itself

look what happens.

into

squirting water at

do with the
Aaaargh!

me! And what do

cigarette packet??!

The three people whose questionnaires from
issue
came up lucky are housewife Mrs C
A Windmill from Leeds, Mr A J Withers,
I

machine, computer.
Never mind Batman, can anyone
help me with Infocom's remarkable
Ballyhod How do stop the elephant
I

But I'm stuck!"
It's the old story. The PCW bought
for "word-processing only". A few
brilliant.

months

business tool, entertainment

I

self-employed, from Bury St Edmunds, and

management student Ross Maynard from
Hythe in Kent.
£25 vouchers are on the way to all three.

The DFCFHBER
8000 Plus
shops on

IS

due

issue of
in

the

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 20th, Why
not ask your newsagent to
reserve a copy!

It's

much more:

8000 PLUS 5
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Disc drive deluge
Suddenly expansion mania has
gripped the PCW market. Last issue
we carried a survey of expansion
options for the 8256/85 2. and since
then even more products have
emerged.
Silicon Systems (061 848 8959) have

£159.99. For an extra £20 they will
attually

post

it

the upgrade for you by

despatch should be around

7 days. Prices include

to

last

two

Peripherals.

or

3".

It

costs £49.95,

and

A

"anybody who can fit a mains plug
will be able to fit the UNIFACE in
less

than 15 minutes," says their

users to

fit

to

hard disc gives your

some 3000

discs,

PCW

which amounts

pages of information.

It

cuts out the need to have lots of
different discs floating around,

and

Is

the same to use as a floppy disc
except runs a good deal faster.

a S'A" third drive. Also

just

be a suitable disc drive
and murmurs of a

The prices of the two versions are
£449 + VAT for the IOMb,and
£599 + VAT for the 20Mb. Details
ASD on 03224 49235/6.

unit, at £149.99,

1

Mb

ordinary floppy

cheap hard disc are in the air too.
Kintech Computers (0208 850176)
are getting in on the act with a

complete 8256 to 85 2 upgrade

10

the storage capacity of around 60

MD

Tim Kay.
Coming soon will be a "mark 11"
UNIFACE, which will allow 8512
available will

carriage

month, there is now a choice of
10 or 20 Mb systems from ASD

read any type of external disc drive,

SW,

3'/i"

VAT,

and insurance.

The hard disc front too is seeing a
boom. After the Timatic WEB system

announced the UNIFACE, an
Interface for the 8256 that allows

fit

- the turnaround time from

arrival to

1

from

The UNIFACE

kit at

interface

and

S'/i"

drive from Silicon Systems

SuperWriter comes to
a sticky end
The heavyweight wordprocessor
SuperWriter has been withdrawn
from the Amstrad PCW market.
Although it has proved very
successful on other machines, such as
the Apricot, Sorcim's Tony Beken
confirmed that there were problems
with the package as implemented on
the PCW. He said "We've taken a
business decision to withdraw it",
meaning that at £49.95 the profit
margins were not

sufficient to justify

The problems seemed

to be mainly
facilities

-

trying to get fancy effects and run the

mailmerger produced nothing but
frustration. Users

who

will

continue to

do

not seem to have found any serious
problems. Contact Sorcim on 0753

77733 for help.
Meanwhile, dedicated SuperWriter
afficionados may be interested to
know that a lookalike wordprocessor
called

DMSSOWord is to

be made

available by Optronics.

DMS80Word

is

a

the venerable Magic

new

packaging of

Wand

processor

(which in turn spawned
SuperWriter), specially customised
for the Amstrad. Selling at £49.95,

further development investment.

with the printer control

bought SuperWriter

get support for any trouble they
encounter, although many people

have already

Freddie Nicholls of Optronics claims
it has all the features that made

that

SuperWriter successful and a good
deal more. Optronics can be found
the end of 01 -892 8455.

at

B-b-books-by-Babani
Prolific technical publishers

Vicarious

Babani

Books have just released their new
catalogue, which contains some items
of interest to

PCW owners.

lansyst have launched an

In addition to their established
LocoScript primer "A Praaical
Reference Guide to Word Processing
on the Amstrad
8256 and PCW
85 2", there Is a new 256-page
offering about Basic and Logo
programming specifically on the

intrigulngly

programmers of all
denominations. "Variables In
Context Analyst and Reporter", to
give it its full name, is a software
maintenance and debugging utility
for large programs.
If you've ever tried to write a

PCWs.
"Getting Started with Basic and
Logo on the Amstrad PCW 8256 and
PCW 8512" by F.A. Wilson costs

program of several hundred lines,
or even worse to modify someone

£6.95. Like the
a large

i

7NF

(Tel.

01-603 2581/7296).

6 8000 PLUS

say will be an

indispensable tool for

PCW

1

other PCW book, it is
format publication, which was
probably the only way to fit the title
on the cover page.
Babani are offering to provide a
free catalogue, for which send your
name and address to Bernard Babani
(Publishing) Ltd., The Grampians,
Shepherds Bush Road, London W6

named program The

VICAR, which they

program, you will know how
necessary such a thing is. Look for
a variable that you need to edit,
and suddenly it has mysteriously
vanished from the listing, even
though it was definitely there S
minutes before.
Aside from fire-fighting on
else's

wmmm^

pleasures
programs that haven't stuck to the
(

best principles of structured

programnrving, the VICAR can also,
it is claimed, help with writing

maintenance documentation for all
programs.
Another advertised feature is
the ability to cross-reference
program source files to list
everywhere a variable is used,
together with its context, so you
can safely make changes that affect
the variable. It is available for a
variety of programming languages,
II andC.
on the Amstrad PCWs are
any of the language
Contact lansyst on 0l-*07
0187 for details, plus hot news of
versions upcoming for other

including Basic, Pascal, dBase
Prices

£29.95 for

variants.

languages.

I

y>

•*

A

x^'-v^
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PICTURE
THIS!
Electric Studio

price for tlieir

have announced a

new digitizer which

allow you to put video pictures
directly onto your computer
will

screen.

It's

to cost £99.95 and

should be available by
after being

November

previewed at the

October Amstrad show.

The digitizer plugs into your
PCW's expansion port and has a
standard video connector for
linking up to a video camera or
recorder.
Pictures from the source will
then appear on your monitor, and
you can use the digitizer to "grab"
frames and store them. These can
be edited by you at will, using for
example the Electric Studio
lightpen or mouse. Gives you
unprecedented power over your

favourite

TV characters.

Produced using the Electric Studio
digitizer.

Saxon

As the

offerings

Microfile/Microword by Amsoft)
get a

new

is

to

look.

Saxon have announced the Micro
conforming to
Amsoft's naming policy, contains the
programs Microfile, Microword,
Microcalc, Microlabel and Lock-it.
The whole bundle will sell for £49.95,
which used to be the original price of
Microfile and Microword a\one.
Collection, which,

individual

program names

suggest, the suite provides a database,

The database and word processor
package Flexifile/Flexiwrite from
Saxon Computing (also marketed as

a

word processor

specially designed

for mail-merging

and use with that
database, a spreadsheet, and a label
printing program. The final item,
Lock-it,

is

an encryption

utility

protect your valuable database

your claims on 0401 50697.

so

from your deadliest
enemy's prying.
Saxon's David Robinson is aware
that they are safe

that existing

owners of

Microfile/Microword
for those

who

two alone might

miffed at missing out

Telephone spy shock!
SC Telecom have developed a
85 2 which
package for the
they claim will cut telephone costs
an office by 5 or 20%.

PCW

made from any extension can be
printed showing the date, time, cost
and number dialled - quite a
making that

paid £49.95
feel a little

The package comprises

hour-long

call

girlfriend.

The program

illicit

to your Australian
also includes

options to cover the various
electronic mail services available.

1

The phone

in

1

on the other

exchange, and generate a range of
reports. For example, a list of calls

disincentive against

to
files

three programs. For these users, the
extra ones can be purchased "at a
nominal cost" from Saxon - stake

a suite of

programs that constantly log all
telephone traffic through a company's

on

call

rental terms,

logger

is

available

and costs from

£13.95 for small exchanges.

You

can

out more about it from S.C.
Telecom at 0245 87 64.
find

1

Discs for the 8512
Arnstrad have had a rethink on the
kinds of discs that suit the two
different disc drives

on the

PCW

8512.

Previously there have been

two

kinds of disc: "CF-2"s for the top
drive,

and

2DD"s
discs

slightly costlier

"CF-

for the lower drive. Both

were

physically the same, with

the CF-2DDs being in theory
manufattured to a higher
specification for the

requirements of

the double density B drive.

However, Amstrad now say they
are satisfied that CF-2's are good

enough to work in both drives, and
the special CF-2DD's are redundant.
Even CF-2's that were bought before
the CF-2DD's were dropped are of a
high enough quality to work in the

PCW85l2'sB

drive.

As ever though, once you have
formatted a disc for one drive, you
will not be able to use that disc in the
other one.

8000 PLUS 7
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Getting personal

Desktop Publishing
'

The new

Mirrorsoft

package can combine

text

and graphics

$um umu muum^

package for LocoScript users which
aims to provide a few

Street Publisher ior the Amstrad

LocoMail overlooks.

PCW computers. This

is

a

new

Mailmerging

is

that

facilities

the process of

multiple copies of

version of the package being

running

developed on other micros called
Fleet Street Editor- the change in

mailshots, each one personalised to
"Dear Mr. Smith" or whoever
according to your mailing list. In the

name

reflects

more

its

with the

facilities

sophisticated

ability to

handle

off

last issue

of 8000 Plus

we

looked at

multi-page publications.

four such packages, and Qmail's

Desktop publishing was made
famous by the Apple Macintosh, and
allows users to lay out and print
magazine-style pages directly on their
microcomputers without going
through the traditional typesetting
and graphics design stages. Text from
a wordprocessor and graphics

claimed specificationcompares

arranged

in

several

columns on

favourably, although
actually

it

won't run

from within LocoScript

like

/.ocoMa/Zdoes.

Qmail

is

specifically

aimed

at

LocoScript documents, and won't
process ASCII
processors.

It

files

from other word
most of

can cope with

LocoScript's range of print styles, and

diagrams can be intermixed and
a

sells

for £29.95.

Christian Allwood, Proteus'

page.

output can either go to the standard
Amstrad printer, or for high quality
results that will virtually match
proper typeset text you can use a

marketing man, said that its main
advantage over /.ocoMa/7 was in its
database facility. "Databases are an
essential part of a mailmerge
operation, and while LocoMail is

variety of laser printers, such as

great for simple address

With

Fleet Street Publisher,

Hewlett Packard's. Mirrorsoft

(Tel

01-377 4645) say that Fleet Street
Publisher should be available by

November
be

Accounting for taste

come up
new mailmerger

Proteus Computing have

with Qmail, a

Mirrorsoft are shortly to release their

desktop publishing package Fleet

much more flexible

Qmail

lists,

is

for advanced

applications." Proteus are at 01-748

2302.

but the price has yet to

fixed.

good adventure

Jolly

Systems (0922 55852), best
l<nown for their games software, are
Elite

some

distributing

sophisticated

accounts software for

PCW users

from AXIS business systems. Axis

authorettes of those

adventures

business system.

Last,

new

starts a

it

distributed by

is

Last

life

to get a

Priscilla

Langridge says that The

Secret of St. Bride's
schoolgirl novel

being

Advance Software

the

on

PCW version

now been

cut to £29.95.

some software

CvCCweJtO
&(AT

and
distributed by CRL, is something
called The Very Big Cave Adventure.
Also looking set to join

Mmm,

can't think

about.

If

42030-

have struggled

//

distribution.

past.

who

"a

may have gone before.
Audiogenic are doing the

Contaa Robert Stallibrass at ASP
on 0279 22846 for further info.

those

is

computer", and

entirely

that

In

amendments, a specially written new
manual will go out with all copies of
the program, which is good news for
all

itself

a

is

rewritten and expanded from any

Previously selling for £49.95, the
addition to

text

PCW market.

facelift

Promotions.
price has

jolly

The Secret of St.
hockey
on the Amstrad

sticks for an attack

the database system from

Rational Solutions,
as

like

Bride's, are girding their

Revamped At
At

Bride's software house,

St.
is

described as a multi-user integrated

in

the

it,

what that one's

you want to find out, ring
on 010 353 75
an Ireland number.

St.

Bride's Schoolhouse
it's

Mouse and Joystick
The mouse uses the same basic
operating software as supported by
Mirrorsoft's Fleet Street Publisher

Kempston Microelearonicsof
Bedford have developed two
products for the PCW machines, a
mouse system and a joystick

and Nabitchi Computing's EXBASIC,

The mouse

has

two button and

optically controlled,

is

and manages a

pointer arrow on the screen. It
comes complete with "desktop"

software which allows the user to
screen as if it were a
treat the
drawing board, using the mouse to
point to and manipulate items on the

PCW

8 8000

become a standard,
the Kempston mouse costs £89.95.

so

interface.

PLUS

it

looks set to

Their joystick interface fits onto
the expansion port at the back of the
PCW, and incorporates a standard
joystick

D conneaor.

It

sells at

£14.95, or £29.95 including a "high
quality arcade-type joystick". All

enquiries to 0234 219106.

Modem mania

A

Communications

separately at around £25

is

a rapidly

proved by the
increasing number of products and
services based around it. This month
sees three new modems coming on
the market, one from Astracom and
two from Tandata.
For the technically minded. The
Astracom 1000 is a V2I/V23 Hayes
compatible modem. It sells at
£145 + VAT, and boasts auto-dial,
auto-answer and Centronics printer
facilities, and the software is sold
expanding area,

as

The Astracom 1000 Modem

+ VAT. A

low cost V22 upgrade at around £100
will be available later in the year.
Astracom are on 0792 473697,
Tandata are offering two packages
for PCW owners. Their Tm 10 V23
modem, complete with Chit-Chat
viewdata software sells for £172.50,
while the Tm5 2 V2I /V23/V25bis
Hayes compatible modem with ChitChat Combo software goes for £299.
Both prices include VAT. Contaa
Tandata on 06845 6842
1

1

1

/^\

MASSIVE STOCKS

PROGRAMMERS!
^YOUR No. OPTION
1

GUARANTEED ON
Free Lance Contracts
or Conversion

-

Original

NEW!! From MICRO POWER PC SOFTWARE
DATAFLOW

III

MAILFLOW

III

&

Finished Product Publishing

U.K. POSTAGE FREE

AMSTRAD 8256/851 2/PC1 51
Flexible, Easy to Use Database
PLUS
Mailmerging with LOCOSCRIPT

(Turn your PCW 8258/8512 into a fully integrated
Information Retrieval System and automate 80/90% of
your Office Procedures)

Concept

"In-House" Programming

ONLY £49.95

With exceptional distribution in the U. K,, Europe, and
expanding markets around the world "Elite" and

inc VAT!!

DATABASES
D Base
Condor

£U9:tnrE107.10

II

"2,99 Classics" can guarantee to offer the very best
terms on all forms of finished product and
programming/publishing agreement.

J3»Sr

1

*CondorJunior

Here's Why?
quite simple. To get the ven/ best products and
programmers we offer the ven/ best terms around.
It's

Scratch Pad
Sage Retrieve

JlS^r^r £53.99
j:69:fr £62.99

Pocket Wordstar

SA^rS^r £44.95
S29:S5r £26.95

Prospell

Brainstorm
*Touch 'n' Go

Finished Product Publishing
Our reputation for
quality on both the "Elite" and "2,99 Classics" labels
ensures the highest profile for the product. With a
choice of either outright payment or monthly royalty
with a guarantee, its got to be your No 1 option,

SA^r^r

£44.99

.X^ArST £22.49

GRAPHICS
DR. Graph
DR. Draw

SA9r9T
j^&r9r

£44.95
£44.95

ACCOUNTS

Free-Lance Contracts -

£89.99

S5^r9r £53.99

WORD PROCESSING

Take up the Challenge

Original Concepts

£89.99

J3&r9r £89.99

JS^rW

Delta

Cardbox

SAGESOFT

Elite offer financial

support to

S£»:9r £62.99
S£M^9r £62.99

Payroll

proven programmers and development houses
wishing to create original product.
Conversion Contracts - We can also offer the ven/
finest titles for conversion, again on a fixed payment or
monthly royalty with guarantee basis. Around
El 0,000 per proiect is quite achievable,
"In-House" Programming Opportunities

Invoicing/Stock Control
Popular Accounts
(Integrated Bookeeping/Accounts)
Popular Accounts Plus
(Invoicing and Accounts)

J3*r99- £89.99
JJ^ergg" £134.99

Super Combo
(Accounts, Invoicing and Payroll

j:W9:9g'£1 79.99

Looking for a change?

M.A.P SOFTWARE

Both "Elite" and "2,99 Classics" can offer In-House
to work on both salan/
salan/ with
royalties.
Solid
support from
'In-House' graphics and sonics people makes a great
working environment,

*Sales Ledger, Puchase Ledger, Nominal
Ledger, Stock Control, Payroll (EACH)

programmers the opportunity

and
.

V

COMPLETE PACKAGE (All five!!)
<

ACT NOW
Finished

!

samples
immediate decision

JA^rWr £44.90
i:M^:O0'£134.99

(While Stocks Last)!

(8256/8512 Peripherals/Games)
INTERGEM 5.25 Inch 2ND DISC DRIVE

!

Product - Send by recorded
and
relevant
documentation

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS

deliver/

an

for

ADAPTOR

ja^T^r £74.95
JSTrST £57.75

RS 232 INTERFACE
Studio LIGHT PEN
Bridge Player
3D Cyrus Chess
Lord of the Rings

XJ^fT

Black Star

XWr^r

SASRaid

JLWr^r £10.95

JJ9-:95r £71.95

Electric

Free-Lance Contracts/ln-House Programming
Advise us by 'phone, telex or post of your experience
with details of published/soon to be published work
(if applicable) and samples where possible.
-

Then let us know the area of your interest and
matches with ours we'll arrange an immediate
if

£14.95

SASrf^ £11.95
i2A:^r £17.95
£10.95

it

meeting.

PC 1512 VERSIONS AVAILABLE ATTHESE PRICES
SendS.A.E.ForFullListofAmstrad 8256.8512, and PCI 512
Software Bargains
MAIL ORDER ONLY

ORDER NOW!!

Contact - Software Development.
Elite

Systems

Name

Limited.,

Anchor House, Anchor Road, Aldridge,
Walsall,

West Midlands

Tel: (0922)

55852

Address

WS9 8PW

Telex:

336130 ELITE G

Tel

No

Post To, B.S.B., Royal House, Sovereign Street,
Leeds LS1 4BJ. Telephone 0S32 4381 1

(OVERSEAS CONTACTS WELCOMED)

8000 PLUS 9

,
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ONTEST
PAYROLL

Amstrad-owning accountant DAVID ADAMS explains what to look for in
payroll package and compares the six progranns available on the 8000s.
For a small company the payroll
aggravation, not only because

it

Is

often a source of

represents a

being paid out of the business, but

lot

of

more because

money

of the

hassle over calculating tax, national insurance and the
dreaded Statutory Sick Pay (SSP).
Putting your system onto an Amstrad will put an end
to the calculations and can offer other benefits too; One
very time-consuming element of a manual system which

a

is often overlooked is the time spent in producing the
more time in balancing
them. And when payroll is calculated manually it usually
means that only one person has the necessary experience
to do the work, but with a good computer system the
aaual operation is made simpler and is therefore more

annual returns and then even

easily

understudied.

Certainly, there are a

over the job but

it is

number

of bureaux

who can

take

rather expensive and usually means

that as well as being out of the business's control, the

MAP
PAYROLL
MAP

Supplier:

Computer Systems

wages are prepared a week behind.
is oftsn one of the first tasks
like any other projea
requirements are studied first.
On the face of it, all that is needed is a simple program
to calculate gross pay, work out the tax and insurance
and print a payslip. In praaice a lot of other items need
considering: Will pay be weekly, fortnightly, monthly or 4
weekly or even a mixture of all these? How many
overtime rates are paid? What is the maximum number
of employees? Is there a need for departmental costing
and if so over how many departments? Etc, etc...

For these reasons payroll

(Tel: 061 624-5662)

considered for computerisation but
It is

PLUSES
Can amend and rerun at any stage
(even after printing payslips)

i

is

provision to record

amounts

paid)

Programs necessitate a lot of disc
swapping
Automatic amendment of tax code
changes does not print record of

amendment of leavers
Facility to hold up to 40 standard
hourly and weekly wage rates

alterations

nn
-n

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

MINUSES
No SSP calculation facility (although

there

Cash analysis is broken down into
departments
System prevents re-use or

OVERALL SPEED

made

DOCUMENTATION
AUDIT TRAIL
VALUE FOR MONEY

CAMSOFT PAYROLL
Supplier:

Cambrian Software

(Tel 0766-831878)

PLUSES
Full payslip details displayed

MINUSES
on

screen and any item can be amended
immediately - when accepted the
payslip is printed at once with an
optional file copy.
Facility for free-hand narrative on any

Screen menus somewhat untidy and

sometimes

difficult

to follow

No listing of cheques

'

payslip

Uses

M drive for programs to speed

operation
Built in on-screen help facility
Selective search and sort routine for
output to screen, printer or disk
•

Uses alphanumeric employee codes

RANGE OF FEATURES

DOCUMENTATION

EASE OF USE
OVERALL SPEED

AUDIT TRAIL
VALUE FOR MONEY

10 8000

PLUS

very important that

all

ONTEST
PAYROLL
So

in selecting

a parol! program you must check

your

features carefully against
in

own

its

COMPACT PAYROLL

requirements, bearing

mind the following:

When

number of staff on the payroll
remember that it is essential to keep

calculating the

important to

You should therefore take
of staff

who will

number

into account the likely

leave in the year as well as those

who are

employed or

will be engaged.
system all pay records are easily available
Because of the space considerations
on small computer installations not all systems keep
records on disk of the weekly pay history and if this is the
case it is important to take and keep comprehensive
print-outs for each pay period and for each employee.

already

Supplier Compact Software Ltd (0306 887373)

it is

records for each employee until the end of the tax year.

On a manual

for future reference.

PLUSES

MINUSES

^ISupplied with test data
*iGood facility to change employees tax
codes following budget
L'JCan run payroll for several companies

i] Must be run from original disks
"1 Programs spread over 2 sides of a disk
and run in BASIC
Needs use of data input form and
calculation of a check digit for each
employee processed
3 Once payslips are printed there is no

l^iSame programs available for PC
machines and data transportable

chance of changing anything
Most expensive program tested

listing

paper

print the payslips

on to

OVERALL SPEED
plain

special preprinted stationery.

is

plain

very cheap and a typical cost of special

SAGESOFT POPULAR
PAYROLL

is £40 per thousand, it is necessary to take into
account the extra time for the printer to fill in all the
extra headings etc on plain paper. Certainly for the small
payroll it can be quicker and cheaper to use plain paper

but for the larger business the extra printing cost
in

is

likely

Supplier Sagesoft (091-284-7077)

printing

a

MINUSES

PLUSES

time.
If

DOCUMENTATION
AUDIT TRAIL
VALUE FOR MONEY

paper and

While

stationery

to be quickly recovered by the reduction

i

1

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

Features to look out for
Some systems
some require

-j

number of staff are

some systems can be

paid a standard

wage or salary

set to run these automatically with

no need for any operator

input.

While running the

be made and where on a
net pay figures would be spotted this

payroll, mistakes can easily

manual system

silly

is not always the case when computerised. A system that
displays the gross and net pay on screen before the point

R Any or all employees payroll can be
rerun at any stage up to final update
'! Full pay history available for all

employees and leavers
Calculates average pay for holiday
pay etc
Very easy to install

consequent embarassment

With some packages the only
correct a major mistake once the payroll has been
well as a lot of time.

updated

is

to return to the

payroll right

through

last

I

i

i

1

of no return or allows the pay to be rerun after printing
payslips can save a lot of

L] Limited number of
additions/deductions
rJ Doesn't print a list of cheques
No analysis of additions/deductions

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

as

way to

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION
AUDIT TRAIL
VALUE FOR MONEY

backup and run the

again.

COLLEEN PAYROLL

Another option which can be very useful is that of
cash rounding, where the net pay for all cash paid
employees can be calculated to the nearest round figure
(typically lOp, 50p or even £1) with the balance being
carried forward to the following week. This not only

Supplier Colleen Ltd

(Tel: 0443

L!

1

Comprehensive employee details
Calculates wage rates from an annual

I

Shows

I

Runs

in

BASIC and menu

payslip

on screen while

creating

i Complete with good report
generator

1

selections

involve a lot of responses

-IComes with Tax

total
'^

43«46)

MINUSES

PLUSES
-

& Nl details blank

with advice to look up details!
Generally very complicated to

implement
Attempts to amend
I

individual

employees' pay after an automatic run
(as advised in the manual) caused a
progrann crash

DOCUMENTATION
AUDIT TRAIL
VALUE FOR MONEY

8000 PLUS

11

ONTEST
PAYROLL
saves a lot of time

in

purposes so payroll package should be able to provide

counting cash but can also save the

from the bank.
With the recent changes in legislation, SSP has been
extencied and in certain circumstances one Period of
Incapacity for Work (PIW in civil service language) can

good hard copy.
While most packages

now

whom

v^eight of cash to carry

last as

long as three years.

It is

that any payroll system can cater for SSP either

preferably to replace manual attendance records.

good records are

A facility found on some programs

time

make a cup of coffee while the job is done for you.
With successive Chancellors usually finding reason to
make major changes in either tax or National Insurance
at budget time it is also important to take a support

&

monthly employees

DOCUMENTATION

dd

audit trail
value for money

jGD

last

On an
automatic system the only requirement is to tell Joyce
how much each code should be increased and go and

personalise disk

Zin

that for

only time consuming but also prone to error.

Amendment routines very tedious
To set up system it is necessary to
phone Sandpiper with a set of check
and obtain password to

digits

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
OVERALL SPEED

is

amending employees' tax codes

budget, the "L" and "H" codes were increased by 13 and
20 respectively and on some systems it would be
necessary to amend each employee record manually, not

department at a

Separate data discs for weekly

a

following budget changes. For example, following the

MINUSES
I

for

a

buying.

automatically

Supplier: Sandpiper Software (Tel: 0978 358832)

Can only process

if

regular modest salary
is supplemented by large bonuses or varies widely
over different periods it is necessary to adopt the special
procedures anci this should also be considered before

(single-drive version)

PLUSES

company

company pays its direaors
there is no problem but if the

practice

In

salary

It is

available for audit

SANDPIPER PAYROLL
Simple to install
Uses M drive to speed operation
Holds comprehensive SSP records

cope with the normal

there are special methods of calculating

deductions.

complementary to a manual recording system or
essential that

will happily

range of National Insurance codes, none of those tested
cater specifically for directors of a limited

therefore important

contract with the software suppliers so that changes
which might involve modifications to the program as well
as the basic parameters can be implemented without
problem.

PAYROLL PACKAGES COMPARISON TABLE
Price

Length of free support (days)
Cost of annual support
No. of companies
No. of employees/disc

Number of departments
Number of overtime rates
Maximum additions/deductions

COMPACT

SAGESOFT

COLLEEN

SANDPIPER

camsoft

MAP

£99.95

£69.95

£29.95

£79.95

£49.95

£49.00

90

14

90

90

30

£56.93

£40.00

£29.95

£40.00

£39.95

£50

99

No limit

No limit

1

No limit

1

1000^

300

100(8256)

400

3953

940

99

20

99

30

9

10

100

3

3

4

6(preset)

3

4

18

8

2

13

15

16

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

On screen review of payslip
Amendments after p'slip printed

NO
NO

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

SSP

Cfieque/Giro printing

Net pay rounding

YES
YES
YES

Preprinted payslips required?

Copy payslips produced
Calculation of

NO

Sickness attendance recording

YESi

YES
YES
YES

Tax code changes in bulk

YES

NO

Weekly pay history on file

YESi

End of year summaries printed

YES

P45 detail printed for leavers

NO

Contracted out

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

Casfi analysis print

N.I.

Directors Nat. Insurance
1

2.

3.

NO
NO

NO
NO

YES
YES

YES

NO
NO
YES

NO
NO
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
N/A

NO
YES

PLUS

YES
YES
YES

NO

NO

Manual

YES

NO
NO

NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO
NO

YES

YES

YES
Scm only
YES

NO

YES3

NO

Depending on the number of periods for wrhich sickness and pay history is required. It is possible to keep them for all periods at the expense of number of
employees heW. If space is short it is possible to print the records tor filing and then delete ttiem from disc to release more space.
Can amend employee codes but - unlike Compact - does not produce a printed record of amendments
Ttiene is a manual over-ride tacilitv on Tax and Nl.

12 8000

NO
NO

NO
NO
YES2

NO

TASWORD 8000

THE WORD PROCESSOR FOR THEAMSTRAD PCW 8256 AND 8512
^ mvTTm.

TflSUORD 8000
The Uord Processor

(C) Tas«an Software Ltd 1986

^

«ntr»

^l

MVf

..

line
trxt ri)ht

^% rtjustitv

1

main menu
Print tPHt file
print with Data merge
Save text file
Load text file
Merge text file
Return to text file
Uiew disc file
rename disc file
Erase file from disc
Customise program
save Tasword
checK spel ing
change drive
change user number
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TASPRINT 8000

PROCESSOR

TASWORD 8000 for the Amstrad PCW 8256 and 8512 disc £24.95
TASWORD 8000 offers a fast and flexible approach to word processing on the PCW 8256
and 8512.

TASWORD 8000 has been especially developed to make use of the unique features of the
PCW computers, utilising ALL of the large memory built into these machines- Your
document can be nearly onehundred thousand characters long on the PCW 8256 and over
300,000 characters long on the PCW 8512. That's enough room for over TOO pages!
TASWORD8000 is fastlWith all of your document held m memory at any one time.there
is no need for the program to access the disc as you move through your text. Cursor
commands allovi/ the user to move through the text both easily and quickly even with very
long documents. TASWORD 8000 allows you to move rapidly to the start or end of
your text and to ANY line or page number
TASWORD 8000 is remarkably easy to use. You can view detailed help displays AT THE
SAME TIME as you are typing.The detailed manual and the interactive TASWORD 8000
TUTOR supplied with the program mean you can be producing quality documents
immediately - you only need to read one page of the comprehensive program manual
before using TASWORD 8000!
TASWORD 8000 includes a sophisticated set of print options which allow you to print any
part of your document, automatically number pages and pnnt headers and footers.
document is easy- just enter the number of copies required.
TASWORD 8000 can be used to take full advantage of ANY printer connected to the
via the Amstrad parallel/senal interface.
DATA MERGE. TASWORD 8000 includes the powerful Tasword mail merge facility.You can
store a list of names and addresses on disc and Tasword will pnnt your letter, each
individually addressed, to each of your intended recipients.The TASWORD mail merge is
open-ended and flexible - stonng names and addresses is just one application. Printing
can be made conditional: just send a letter to addresses in London, for example.
TASWORD 8000 includes two of the unique TASPRINT 8000 fonts (Lectura Light and
Median). This gives you two new unique typestyles on the
printer The TASPRINT
fonts give your panted documents a very special appearance and have great impact
when used for headings within your text.
With these, and a host of other useful features such as a permanent word count.
TASWORD 8000 is a fast and flexible approach to word processing on the Amstrad
8256 and 8512.

THE STYLE WRITER
TASPRINT 8000 for the Amstrad PCW 8256 and 8512 disc £14,90
TASPRINT 8000 consists of a further six fonts that can be used with TA^WORDSOOO to
extend and enhance the variety and appearance of your pnnted documents. In addition,
with TASPRINT 8000 you can pnnt files from disc onto the PCW phnter in one of the eight
TASPRINT 8000 fonts. TASPRINT 8000 utilises the graphics printing capability of the PCW
printer and the printed text is double the height of normal text - ideal for notices, posters,
and for headings within documents.

Printing multiple copies of a

PCW

PCW

PCW

^—~rN

checker for

TASWORD 8000

Available from good stockists and direct from:

/>-i

TAS'SPELL 8000
TAS-SPCLL 8000 for
Tfie spelling

text

THE SPELLING CHECKER
Amstrad PCW 8256 and 8512 disc £16.S0

ttte

TASWORD

8000, TAS-SPELL 8000 checks the spelling of your
text in standard ASCII format.

and any other

nmfl BUa "" *""":'
Jo .asina lo read
LECTURA LIGHT - ^^^/J^.tne.^lU^- .cript

/C^

"^

Springfield House,

Hyde Terrace, Leeds LS2 9LN.

438301 'L
TASMAN SOFTWARE, DEPTSOOOi

Tel: (0532)

you do not want to cut this magazine, simply write out your order and post to:

If

SPRINGFIELD HOUSE, HYDETERRACE, LEEDSLS29LN
'

I

;

enclose a

cheque/PO made payable to

TASMAN SOFTWARE Ltd OR charge my ACCESS/VISA number:
PRICE

ITEM

£
£
£

NAME
ADDRESS

^g,^^- ^^^^
TelephoneAccess/Visaorders:LKds(0532)43S301

^x ^

Please send me aFftCETasrrtanbrochuredescribingyour products

tor:

OutsideEuropeadd£1.50peritemairmail.

Jj^*^

the Amstrad CPC464,

664 and612S[J,

the Amstrad

PCW 8256and8512[J.

£
TOTAL £

.

8000 ^
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All

TASMAN 464 software is fully compatible with the 664 and 61 28
All prices include

VAT, postage and packaging.

ONTEST
EDUCATION

EXAMINATION TIME
Educational software has been a controversial area
in the past, often giving poor value for money to
fboth suppliers and purchasers.
Many programs are just lists of questions.
Computers are ideally suited to this, and can make
taking tests fun. But when you compare the
number of questions in a £20 program to the
number of questions in a £5 text book, it's easy to
isee why schools are cautious about the value that
I

CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
£12.95 each

•

such software provides.
The advent of the PCW has revolutionised
software prices in most areas, so what's happening
in education? This month sees three new programs
out: two from School Software, and one from LCL.
We take a look at these, and also at Bourne
Educational Software's range available for the

PCWs.

Different examining boards have different syllabuses, and
different teachers have their

School Software

'
'

Target age:

12-16

own

styles,

a job lot of 100 questions being ideal

to be

some

provision for adding

is

so the chances of

small.

new

in

There ought

questions to the

program.

Teacher! Teacher!
If you are a ceacher and you
use computers as aids, or if
you don't because they just

aren't suitable, write and

tell

you demand from
a program. Tell us what
particular packages you use.
or which ones you've thrown
away in disgust. We'll spread
the word, and hopefully
there'll soon be an
improvement in the range and
us

what

it is

quality of educational software
available.

Two

programs that cover

8 or
9 sections each, with 10 questions per section. Rather
than being a multiple choice test, the questions are the
If you get the answer wrong at first,
you are given a "clue", which is the first two letters of
the correct answer.
In addition, before you start on a topic's questions you
have the option of reading a screen or two of short notes
about it. These are necessarily brief, but at least get you
in the right frame of mind.
The questions are of a generally advanced standard,
although Chemistry is hindered by the fact that all the
numbers in formulae come out garbled on the PCW
a range of O-level topics in

fill-in-the-blank type.

screen.

There are some problems over the

basic design

—

Secondly, fill-in-the-blank questions are error prone.

There are frequently several "right" answers, for example
do you type "reaaant" or "reagent", and the chances of
being marked correct by the program is then down to
pot luck. This of course is on top of the issue of typing
errors and spelling mistakes; unless students can be relied

on to always spell "chromatography" and other technical
terms correctly, their marks will be unfairly lowered.
All in all, these two programs are very ambitious in
terms of the range of topics they try to cover. If the
questions covered suit your needs, you'll like them,
otherwise not. They are supplied without any
documentation other than loading instructions on the
grounds that the programs are self-explanatory, and at
£12.95 they are very reasonably priced.

Chemistry's version of
formulae.

6..CMplete the equation Fe^H'SO}

= |...

SOMH'

PHOTOSMTHESIS AND ENZYMES
TVPES
ats and carbobsdrates (susars and
starches) .Certain Hinera salts. ^
vitaNins and inter are a so required
fXHb

MINUSES

PLUSES
High standard of questions for Oi

level

Preamble notes introduce a topic
I

before the questions

Poor method of posing the questions
prone to errors
No flexibility to add questions for a

b!)

organisiis

:

particular syllabus
i

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

Formulae are garbled

in

Chemistry

lis is a constructive
process by which ight energy is
converted to che* cal enerqy under

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

MICRO MATHS
£24.95

• LCL •

Target age: 8-Adult

PRESS

A sample of the

SPACEBAR

TO CONTINUEI

preamble notes from Biology.

The recommended age range seems very wide - this
really an O-level

is

maths package, covering 24 topics from

Fractions to Differential Calculus. You'd be a precocious
The help

chat Micrx>

provides after a
attempt.

Maths

wrong

eight year old to get these questions right.

first

The answer appears after the
second failure.^

Within each topic, questions are picked at random
from a pool, so although it never stops asking questions,
you do get repeats sometimes (which maybe is no bad
thing for the less able).
Replies to questions are typed

in

mathematical

notation, using x\2 to represent x-squared and so on.

There is some flexibility in answering, for example if a
reply was x + 3, then 3+x would be equally acceptable. If
you get a question wrong, you get a surprisingly well
tailored reminder of the relevant basic principles, and a
second chance.

One

nice feature

is

that you can pause and use the

PCW as a calculator while pondering an answer.
14 8000

PLUS

In

faa

ONTEST
EDUCATION
a bit of a cheat, since

this

is

you

in

leaves

stops the program,

it

dumps

BASIC where you can type ?2 + 2 or whatever, and
you to type CONT when you want to resume.

LCL have built a few bells and whistles (literally) into
Micro Maths to make it a bit more interesting. Some are
such as a tidy screen layout with reverse video text,
but others like long piercing beeps when you get a
nice,

question right, and a clock that runs 4 times too

fast,

are

PLUSES

MINUSES

Can pause to use Basic as a calculator
while thinking
/'Unlimited" question set
Connes with a good (but unrelated)
•

Questions
!

I

I

I

Good explanations act as hints after

a topic repeat

Some frills (like clock and beeper)

annoy

book
i*

in

occasionally

No flexibility to add questions for a

particular syllabus

wrong answers

not.

a palliative to the slightly high cost, you get a

Finally, as

book thrown

in free.

Evans contains 50

"O

Level Mathematics" by

RH

AEB syllabus questions with worked

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

answers.
All in

price

is

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

quite a professional program, although the
higher than its competitors. Well worth looking
all,

at for O-level revision classes.

Antiquity

WORLD-WISE
ANIMAL/VEGETABLE/MINERAL
£14.95

1 Has it
I

Mde

•

each

Bourne Educational Software

Recommended

by the Roiians?

•

ages: 7-15

n

iuMMM!

Let

M

think

,

Is it the fol loving:

Stonehenge? n

These two programs are based around the same central
idea. The child thinks of an objea and the program tries
to guess what it is by asking a series of yes/no questions.
The programs begin with the bare minimum of stored

- but the idea is that the child can
"teach" the program by typing in the correa answer
the program gets stuck and then adding a yes/no

objects and questions

I give up!!

when

Please enter the Antiquity

question which would have identified the objea.
World-Wise is all about geography, and has a UK and a
I

.

When

you stump World- Wise for the answer,

it

asks for the correct one.

World

settion.

as counties,

The

UK seCTion

towns and

has 10 general topics, such

antiquities,

and the World section

more topics including capitals, flags and countries.
For each topic, World-Wise knows just two examples at
the start, and one question to distinguish between each
has 10

Antiquity

pair.

Animal/Vegetable/Mineral deak with, not surprisingly,
its three eponymous categories, and again it begins
knowing two examples of each and one question to

Stj*f
._

Please type in a question
a Jf?s ?r no ansiier

between the fol loving:

separate them.

When the program runs, it asks for the child's name,
and can record up to six sessions. "Recording" means that
the teacher can sit down after the lesson and ask the

wer

of London
tonehenge

programs for

Here prisoners kept there?

a

breakdown of what new questions and

objects each child has entered.

Hhat is
">S «2ff«U|||«r '«
Tover of London ? les

tto

change any

entries
2.

And

then asks for a question so that

it

can get

it

right in future.

These two programs are robust but essentially
unexciting versions of a simple idea - they really
encourage the child to think clearly about the
distinguishing features of topics in question. However, the
scope for error typing in long questions is considerable,
particularly for the lower end of the 7-15 age range, and
both World-Wise and Animal/Vegetable/Mineral will
require careful classroom supervision to get the most
from.

Antiquity

1 Has it

Mde

can be used as many times as the
imagination holds out
Performance can be monitored after

child's

Kmhmm!

a session
>' As you build up examples and
questions, they can be saved for reuse

Let ne think

Is it the foUoving:

Tover of London? y

Next time around, you see how

El It

itl

Lots of typing will need supervision
With only 2 choices at first, it takes
time to get going
Documentation keeps talking of the
i

'

-'.

cassette-based version
Mundane screen layout

later

Hooray!! I got it right!
3.

MINUSES

PLUSES

by the Ronans?

? n
S Here prisoners kept there?
? y

it

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

has learnt.

8000 PLUS

15

ONTEST
document

into LocoScript.

Once you've decided

that a

is pretty much finalised, you go through it
marking all the words and phrases that you want to
appear in the index. Then, when the whole document is
complete and page numbering won't change any more,
you run the index program to pick up all the marked
items with their page numbers.
Marking words is done within LocoScript as you type,
by using its standard Reverse Video control code. This
code is either picked from the Emphasis menu, [f3], or
more quickly by typing [ + ]RV. It has absolutely no effect
on the printing of a document, but conveniently shows all
the words to be index highlighted on the screen when
you edit.

part of the text

NSTANT INDEXING
ANSIBLEINDEX
£49.50,

Ansible Information

Anybody who has tried and failed to read a bad manual
knows how important a good index is - be it for a
computer program or a town tourist guide. AnsiblelndeX
is a program which will read a LocoScript document and
automatically produce a complete, paginated index for
so now there's no excuse for any more impenetrable
tomes.

Preparing for action

Extra, 6xtra
For the £49.50 asking price of

is quite short but very well written - it
all the facts in a very light, readable style that
assumes no computer knowledge. But it does seem
strange that a manual about an automatic indexing
program does not iself have an index, although it is short
enough that this isn't a real problem.
The indexing process starts while you are typing your

Ansiblelndex, you also get

The manual

two other

covers

utilities,

AnsibleChecK and Grease.
These are respectively a word
counter/proof reader and a
word use frequency analyser.

They are

available separately

at £19.50 the pair,

reviewed them

and

we

in issue

I.

m

Tr

ItmTn^e!

'

liiiiii

kii

nit tiie

iiii

nijto

iiie

(jSTthj Coi

in Miiii

fw

th(

A

page from some favourite
bedtime reading ready for
indexing

inUIIH

imndtd

hith
IE Monour tbu (ither inl thg Mther, is the
tiite; tlut iSu diss Mjr be prolonsei, iwl thiVTiusVo "ell nitirnee,
in the land nhich the.Lort siveth thee.

IIkmIB
Highlit

words are to be

recorded

in

the index

'k!*S,?!5S'?Sii
'E. neither shilt thou

—

^
his ox,

I,
his rield, or his nanservant, or his
or his ass, or any thing that is thy neighhour's.

adultery

238

covet

228

desire
bear

CP/M and comes on a
preprepared startup disc, so that when you've finished
editing your document in LocoScript you just press
[SHIFT] + [EXTRA] + [EXIT] and it automatically starts.
Operation is very simple; you just put your LocoScript
disc back in and enter the name of the document,

Ansiblelndex runs from

regardless of

what group

it

was

in.

AnsiblelndeX then reads the document and produces a
file. Afterwards, you have the option to fine
tune the index format, like specifying in which column
the page numbers printed alongside your index entries
basic index

are to start.

This leaves you with a new file in the first group of
your LocoScript disc, containing the index. Although it is
not a proper LocoScript document, converting it into
that form is not too hard, and the manual explains fairly
well how to do it. Once done, you can polish it up delete unwanted entries, add special ones, and so on.

The finer

points

AnsiblelndeX checks whether a word you index has been
done before or not, and if so merges the entries. Multiple
occurences on the same page are only recorded once. For
example, if "Frinton-on-Sea" was marked several times
on page 5, and again on pages 8, 9, 10 and 12, the index
entry would be:
Frinton-on-Sea5, 8-10, 12

228

false wit ness,

Index fingered

it,

Phrases can be "inverted", meaning that a phrase in the
Mushroom Curry" can appear
indexed as "Curry, Chicken with Mushroom", or even
"Mushroom Curry, Chicken with".
If you are writing a long document with LocoScript you
will probably be working with each chapter split into a
separate file for speed. AnsiblelndeX can go through a
series of files one after the other, and then produce a
single index for the whole lot.
When submitting a manuscript for publication,
knowing the LocoScript page numbers for the index is

228

text like "Chicken with
God,

227-228

Lord thy

228

ne ighbour' s

house,
kill

228

Lord

227

sabbath
steal
wife,
The index

for

it

227
228

nel ghbour'

228

produced by

AnsiblelndeX

as much use as a London bus pass in Monte Carlo.
you can produce a dummy index with the actual
page numbers left blank. When your proofs come back
from the publisher, you can adjust your document and
run AnsiblelndeX again to get the proper page numbers

about

Instead,

MINUSES

PLUSES
lii

Indexes ordinary LocoScript

t]

The

basic index file output

is

not a

documents

LocoScript document

HCan invert index phrases - "Fred
Smith" as "Smith, Fred"
El Can produce a single index for several
documents or chapters
Et] Readable and comprehensive manual
SCan produce a "dummy Index" if the
page numbers aren't finalised
F] Word counter and word usage

B You can't automatically index general
topics (eg. "software") unless they

analyser also

in

specifically
Id

The

occur

in

the text.

price will deter casual users.

the price

out.

On the negative side, the main drawback is that you
words that don't occur in the text. For
example, if a number of pages talk generally about the
Stone Age, but that actual phrase never appears as such
(even in a heading), then you can't index it. You can
liowever add it manually to the index after AnsiblelndeX
can't index

has

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION
8000 PLUS VALUE VERDICT

done

Also,

PLUS

nice when marking inverted phrases
them under both forms at once, eg.

"different printers" and "printers, different", rather than
e/tfter

16 8000

work.
would be

its

it

to be able to index

normal or inverted.

INFORMATION EXPLOSION?
DON'T KNOW WHERE YOU READ THAT ARTICLE?
CHI BASE has the answer!

CHIBASE is a text retrieval system forthe Amstrad PCW8256/851 2 computer
CHIBASE is a NEW and EASY way to store and recall 'filing' card' type text records on disc.
Now you can store and recall hundreds of text records on a CF2 or CF2DD disc.
CHIBASE helDS vou to find essential information.
You

TEXT

create

records by simply typing

on the Chibase screen. Clnibase

in

words, highlighted

the text, as a

in

STUDENrrS AND RESEARCHERS

ttiem

uses

KEY

means

Compile essay notes, keep your own ab-

of

'ut.a

a notebook with
an index. With a simple command, you can
highlight any word even as you are typing your
indexing the records.

just like

It's

law

stracts.

of biitttr

lor gulic pMter.

^i^'Iffii'ilrl^S^r"rv

3 ta 4 nil

«

Hck

flexibility of

iiit.
I

RY which
that

ALL

is

RETRIEVED

simply a

SOME

or only

be present

for

by using an ENQUI-

You can

of l<eys.

list

of the enquiry

a record

be

to

appreciate the complete

Highly "Visible"
practical

in

lessons:

keep lists of apparatus etc. and you can
a practical to suit the subject you wish
to demonstrate and whatever equipment is

specify

find

keys need

retrieved.

will

Chibase.

TEACHERS
Use as a teaching aid.
use. Use for planning

text.

Text records are

You

i

Many

Keep miscellaneous notes on

available.
I

may be retrieved

records

by an enquiry.

your classes.
I

A

text record

can hold up

23

to

lines of

HOBBYISTS

80 char-

Use

StlKt a (iMtiait

acters.

for

indexing

magazines, collections

etc.

CHIBASE is a GENERAL PURPOSE text retrieval system
It

is

:

SIMPLE to use no complicated formatting no complicated command syntax to learn
FLEXIBLE
there is no restriction on layout a record is just a page of text, which can obtain up to 50 key words
EFFICIENT
fast enought to think with, big enough to store typically 300 (drive A) or 1 200 (drive B) records.
COMPATIBLE You can 'pull' text from Chibase into a word processor document
You can move text from the word processor to Chibase (up to 23 lines of 80 characters).
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

EXPLAINED

:

A tutorial

introduction

is

provided

for

the novice,

and

all

the functions of the system are explained simply and concisely.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £39.95
ORDERING From Cwmbran Computer Centre, 3-4 Ventnor
:

INC. (offer ends

Rd, Old

If

you're In the area,

1

5/1

1

/86)

Cwmbran, Gwent. tel

Please note : recipe database not supplied; screen appearaiTce

(06333) 60996
may differ slightly from that shown here.

Access welcome

why not drop In for a free demonstration?

"Quite the best and most flexible personal accounts system I've seen- doubles as an inexpensive business system" CotrtpuXirtg with the Amstrad September

"Money Manager

is

good enough

Unbamtmblu vmlum

cl^aiT
CPC664
CPC6128
Financial

to

make most programs

of this type give up in

shame" Popular Computing Weekly 17-23

MONEY MANAGER
Thousands of satisfied users!

ONLY £29.95

inci.vAT,p&p

April

1

985

1986

Unrivalled features

PCW8256
PCW85i2

management software for personal and/or small business use.

all financial transactions, and for analysing them in a number of very powerful ways in order to facilitate sound
wishing to control their personal finances in a business-like way. Use it to
check bank statements, keep track of expenditure, monitor cash flow, make budgeting forecasts, prepare business financial statements, pacify your bank manager,
convince the tax and VAT inspectors, avoid nasty surprises, etc. etc.!

Money Manager

financial

is

an easy-to-use system for recording

management.

It is

ideal for controlling the finances of a small business, or for users

print
1 2 months of entries are kept in a file stored on your disc. At any time, you may load a file into the computer memory, add to or edit the entries, analyse them,
statements, and then save the updated file for later use. Entries may be historic (for record keeping) or forecast (for budgeting). You may have any number of separate
files, and make copies of files for archive purposes. You may advance the period covered by a file month by month.

Up to 100 separate transactions may be entered per month. Each
entry consists of:
• The day of the month, e.g. 23rd of June.
• An account number, one of up to 9 defined by you to suit your
circumstances

1=Barclays, 2=Visa, 3=Hallfax

e.g.

etc.

• Reference, e.g. ABC1 23 for a cheque number or invoice reference.
• A class code, one of up to 50 defined by you to suit your

•

circumstances e.g. hO=Household expenses, h1=Mortgage,
h2=^Rates or pO=Production, p1=Raw materials, p2=Assembly,
p3=Packing, etc.
A description so that you can see what each transaction was for,
or 'Box of 10 discs".
e.g. "New gearbox
An optional single character mark which you may include for
further classification, e.g. b=business, p=private, etc.
The amount of the transaction, which may be plus or minus.
A marker to indicate whether the entry is exempt, zero rated or
'

•

•
•

taxable for VAT, or alternatively the actual

VAT

according to account, class and mark (e.g.
expenses for business using a credit card,
and produce reports on the screen or printer as follows:
statements, showing each transaction for any month
or for the whole year.
Detailed monthly VAT statement showing input and output
amounts excluding VAT, the actual VAT and the total amount, plus
totals and net VAT due.
Tables showing the totals in each class for each month of the year.
Tables showing the totals in each class for each account.
Tables showing monthly maximum, minimum, average balances,

You may
all

select categories
entries, or all motoring

etc.)

•
•
•
•
•

Full detailed

turnover, cashflow etc.

•

•

Bar graphs of any category month by month.
Pie charts of annual totals for various categories (CPC version
only).

Plus: standing orders
full

Full

Q

—

order — item search

paid.

entries optionally sorted into date
facility.

Comprehensive manual and

sat of practice data included.

telephone support.

Send cheque or credit card number or phone for immediate despatch.

Connect Systems
3 Flanchford Road, London W1 2 9ND 01-743 9792 Sam- 10pm 7 days a week

^^^^^

ONTEST
more than the traditional

CAD, SIR!
n

which

we

How Grafpad works
Existing

physically point to parts of the screen rather than using

The tablet is roughly A4 size, plugs into the expansion
port on the back of the PCW, and lies on a flat surface by
the computer while the CAD program runs. A special

GRAFPAD 3

pen is provided to point at the tablet; the central area
corresponds to the PCW screen, so moving the pen
causes a crosshair cursor to track around the screen in
sympathy.
The outer edges of the tablet contain a series of menus,
and it is these that really control the program. To
perform an action, you point the pen at the menu item
on the tablet and click a "selea" button on the pen. The
PCW can then work out which choice you had pointed
to, and do it.

is

the process

of putting a draughtsman's board onto a computer being able to draw straight lines, regular shapes such as
circles

resolution, at

720 x 256 dots,

is better than most standard
microcomputers on the
market. The poor old IBM PC
manage 640 x 200.

text

and rectangles, and also being able to place simple
page. Grafpad 3 is a new improved version of
CAD package, which comes with an

on the

Grafeales'

impressive-looking specification.
Traditionally,
built

CAD

computers and

has involved expensive custom-

professional quality, the

for

many

Who

good

needs a

can be useful

very smooth

computer aided draughting

many

is

which

of

little real

is

a

is

for

symbols used many times over.
it

And

should be simple to change the draught

design

GRAFPAD'S DIGITISING
TABLET

The special

The

tablet

icons for

basic

pen

drawing the

symbols

The drawing area

Menu

for choosing your

own

defined symbols

General program operations,
e.g.

copy,

move etc

18 8000 PLUS

it

isn't as useful as it

is

altered.

if

these trades, a

CAD

i.e.

or horizontal, and closed areas can be
with hatched shading.

Usually, points are picked by just

putting the pen at the

of

the

But think how many other professions rely on using
diagrams in some form. Elettricians, plumbers,
in all

way, and

filled

CAD packages can

it

...

lines this

strictly vertical

few

saves a lot of effort drawing

course

>roduced diagram is going to
mpress customers much

In

Objects are drawn by defining their end points or

drawing electronic

out the same components over and over again.

seamstresses, builders

points,

corners. Straight lines can be forced to be orthogonal,

typically consist of relatively

duplicate symbols easily, so

draw are

sounds.

value, but in fact

areas.

One obvious application

objects that Grafpad can

boxes, circles, arcs, text and freehand shapes.

freehand mode, you just move the pen normally on the
tablet and the screen reflects this. However, you can't get

CAD?

that

in

circuit diagrams,

_

lines,

purposes.

specialist application that

basic

The standard

results

You might think
t

Grafpad's features

But unless you need
Amstrad PCW can produce some
which will be quite good enough

plotters.

can only

surprisingly

Microdrafi)

the keyboard arrow keys.

Grafsales, £149.50

Screen resolution
Interestingly, the PCW screen

CAD packages (like DR Draw and

provides a "digitising tablet" and pen, to allow you to

can benefit from taking a tab et

Computer Aided Draughting (or "CAD")

on the back of an

are operated by keyboard input, which isn't the most
natural way to create a drawing. Uniquely, Grafpad 3

whether designers

investigate

jotting

envelope.

^

^J
W

ONTEST
< An accurate Grafpad
draught of Ben Taylor's new

isn't always very accurate. As
you can type in the co-ordinates of a point from
the keypad for extra precision - Grafpad can work with
co-ordinates up to 7 significant figures.
Although the PCW printer can only print on A4 paper,
Grafpad can work with sizes from A5 to AO. If the
drawing is too large to print at once, it comes out on
separate sheets that you then paste together afterwards.
Items, once drawn, can be copied, rotated, moved,
slanted or refleaed. For detailed work, you can zoom to
arbitrarily large magnifications and position items to a

appropriate place, but this
an option

12-speed racing bike
15 minutes'

-about

work.

high accuracy.
Finally, and most importantly, groups of objects can be
clumped together and defined as a "symbol". These
symbols can be saved in files and reused in other
drawings. In fact, Grafpad comes with a library of
predefined electronic circuit symbols such as capacitors

and

logic

THE PEr^NY FARTH NG
I

symbols.

M

Some

of the standard

electronic symbols that

Grafpad

action

in

The description above
does

work

it

The

first

the manual

in

needed

how to

is

make is that the current version of
- essentially it just lists all the

a product of this type, what is
few worked examples and some tips on

a

use the package efficiently. Grafsales say that a

Getting going

is

a

little

distressing, mainly

current manual's shortcomings.

When

first start,

Nowhere

the
is

but it means you have to use the zeroing
program can fine tune the correspondance
between the tablet and the screen. If you don't do this,
then when you point to a menu choice the pen will
this explained,

function so the

probably get the

wrong one.

Having said this, once you get into the swing of things,
Grafpad is very simple to use and has obviously been
designed with great care. For example, the number of
different ways you can define a circle are all useful, and
even complex operations like grouping or rotating

few pen clicks.
The tablet is fairly reliable in operation, although the
way it works means that it is easily disturbed by being
near metal surfaces. On the desk that was used for the
review, some menu choices occasionally went wrong and
the tablet had to be recalibrated. The pen, with its
selection button, was convenient to use, and overall the
system for pointing to tablet menus for operations is

objects take only a

excellent.

The

is quite good on the standard PCW
output does take an awfully long time -

quality of print

printer, although

20 minutes per page depending on
The screen does weird things during
which might make the unwary think the

printing,

However, there

What more

could you want?

is not in how many different shapes
you can create, but how easily you can change things once
drawn.
Grafpad doesn't shine in this respect, but it is quite
adequate. The key feature is that it can zoom in on a
small area, fine tune the draught by eye, and then
when you go back to normal size the items will all

draughting package

look to be perfectly placed.

is

no way to

select a

line,

group of objects

make sure all their left sides line up.
Also useful would be a simple way of resizing an objea by
eye to fit its surroundings, just by moving one corner of
and, for example,

bounding box to a new

its

Circles
Grafpad actually has three
ways of drawing a circle. You
can either specify the centre

location, leaving the other

and any circumference point,
or two opposite points on a
diameter, or any three points
on the circumference.

anchored.
Finally, since printing is quite a slow process, it would
be nice to have a way of doing a faster draft quality print.

Verdict
Within the PCW's inherent limitations of screen
resolution and processing speed, Grafpad provides an
excellent
tablet

CAD package. The specially designed digitising

makes the program easy to

occasionally

it's

quite hard to

use, although

make the

desired tablet

contact.

The only reservation is that £150 is a lot to pay unless
you really want the package. Most people could probably
live without a CAD system fairly happily - but if you've
got a PCW, and want a cheap, effective draughting
program, then Grafpad 3 is highly recommended.

5 and

The range of features that Grafpad provides for drawing
is, on the whole, very comprehensive. The real test of a

T

allowing you to construct properly closed polygons.

PLUSES

complexity.

program had crashed!

CD

Objects can be aligned to the end or midpoint of a

due to the

you

screen prompts you to calibrate the tablet.

T

o

On

new version of the manual will be available in a matter of
weeks, and will be supplied as a free update to anybody
who has the current version.

between

come

how

truly awful

functions available.
really

sounds very impressive, so

practice?

point to
is

all

with Grafpad

-1

Specially

MINUSES

deigned digitising tablet for

[rJThe

manual

is

very unhelpful

new version is promised)
The digitising tablet is a little

easy use
All simple geometric sliapes can be

(although a

drawn
Groups of objects can be saved as

temperamental at times

El

-

No simple way to align groups of
objects to a common edge
Printing is slow

'

'

]

symbols for later use
Unlimited zoom feature allows
detailed working
Can snap objects to match the
endpoints of lines etc
Full range of rotate, copy, move

'

1

I

'

commands

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

=1

J

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION
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8000 PLUS 19
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ONTEST

AUTO ESTIMATOR

assumption that since you can reclaim

CMPonent Igpe

PRODUCT COSTING
£49.95

each

•

it all it

has no real

effect.

JOB ESTIMATING

:

adMcrt costs
Cost

teseription

Per

Cornix Software

Keeping track of costs and profit margins in a small
business can be a major headache. Material prices can
from day to day, and this means taking
difficult decisions all too often about how to price
products and services.
Cornix software have now produced two programs to
help in just this situation. Product Costingz\ms to allow
manufacturers to see an up-to-date breakdown of a
product's costs, ^nd Job Estimating does much the same

displas ad. in Gazette
Printing fliers

fluctuate wildly

for service industries.

The

When

However,

selling price, effectively

components are either materials, like the cost of bricks,
or they can be services such as labour costs.
For each component, you specify its basic unit such as
reams (of paper) or hours (for labour), and also the

rather than asking you to

unit.

worked out from the

fix

on each item. So

a mark-up, the profits are

individual

component

profits.

Job Estimating is designed to provide customers with
an on-the-spot estimate or quote. To do this, you can
print out a breakdown of the estimate, hiding all the
profit figures

and adding

in

VAT, with the customer's

reference and details, headed by up to 10 lines of your

own company

details.

automatically calculates the costs and profits, and offers a

suggested

override
it

can be time-consuming and
complicated getting the

spreadsheet set up precisely
to your requirements. That's

where these packages

differently.

defining a component, you are asked to give

both the cost price and the

specifying the trade discount you get

current price per

greater flexibility.

Job estimates are built up in much the same way as
produa costs, by specifying the labour and material costs
of the components. However, in this case the profits are

costs of

Having constructed the component database, you go
on to specify how the components are combined to
produce a product or job. The program then

Any spreadsheet program
should be able to perform
similar functions to these
packages. Indeed a good
spreadsheet will offer much

of components, from Product Costing

Job Estimating

worked out

principles of operation

Both programs work by building up a database of the
"components" of a product or job. The

Spreadsheets

R = Nenu
An example

score.

SOMERTOM aLOBAU IMRORT/'EXPORT LTD

price which you then have the option to
your experience of the market tells you

final

if

? ^a Small Street i3rd bin on left^
Scmerton 1234 (ssk for Big Papa)

Tel

differently.

The

Anna Derson
23 Banks Street

virtue of this "database" style of operation

Lowton
Sonerset

becomes apparent when you have several different
products or jobs being costed from the same basic
components. Suppose you are a manufacturer of banana
flavoured products, and suddenly the price of banana
flavouring soars. By changing one entry in the program
you can propagate this price change through your whole
product range.
The documentation for both packages is excellent,
written for businessmen and not for computer weirdos.
In operation, the programs are fairly self-explanatory,
running from simple screen menus.

leth October 1986

QUOTATIOI
To FaBlly cantract on Kr. D. Kendaclous and thereafter
gratuity for sweeten ng up Da Boss.

Detailed as

Quantity
flt««fltit

10
1
1
1

5

:

Anna Derson

Units
tttfftttft
hour
box
off
off
favour

Product Costing, you build up the component database
described previously, specifying for each one the cost

to you (either purchase price or wages paid).

The product description is entered, one component at
At the end, the
program calculates the total cost, asks you for the markup to be applied (maximum 100%) and once you have

a time, giving the quantity of each used.

fixed the final price

it

can print out a profitability

statement for each product.
There is no allowance for

Description
Hire of gunman
Kagnum bullets
white suit
violin case
gratuity
Total Price
Vat $ 15%
Total Including Vat

Product Costing
In

as

VAT

in prices,

on the

|

:-

Job Reference

IflSO.OO

247.50
1897.50

This quotation Is va Id for 30 days from the above date,

A quote for a customer as

printed out by Job Estimating

Conclusions
you run a small business, only you will know how much
you need such programs to help you. Even if you can do
costing in your head, these packages will be very useful in
presenting your figures to clients or financiers - everyone
If

computer printouts!
There are some annoying restrictions in both packages.
you can't define the cost of one component to
depend on another, for example to say that you always
pay a skilled worker twice an unskilled worker; you have
believes

First,

MINUSES

PLUSES
Welt written manual aimed at
businessmen not programmers
Simple and robust to use
Changes in material cost instantly
products/Jobs
Job Estimating page headers provide
a simple and neat way of producing onthe-spot quotes
reflected in

all

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

Cost of one component can't be
dependent on another
Can't add new components to a
'

to enter each individually.

'

description after first definition
Inflexible design of printed
1

estimates/quotes

Only really suitable for feirly simple
applications

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

Second, once you have defined a product's
components, you can't add new ones, like if a customer
extends the job spec on a quote. Since you can edit
components, the recommended process is to define some
dummy ones for each costing, which can be edited into
real ones later, but this is awkward.
Overall, these

business market), but

help

20 8000

PLUS

two packages will be a great help in
is where the PCW has its main
some inflexibility means they won't

small businesses (which

GEC

prepare international

bids.

PUBLISH, PROGRAM, OR PLAYGAMES

ALL ON ONE MACHINE!

Our development team have been hard at work with Joyce for many
months now, and the result of their labours is nothing short of amazing!
Using keyboard, mouse, or Electric Studio light pen,
these are just some of the facilities at your disposal;

FLEET
STREET

Over 300K of ready-to-use graphics on a library disk
Full-feature studio package for graphic creation and
manipulation
5 fonts,

each in 5 point sizes and 5 styles

word processor for text entry
on-screen editing in page make-up
page make-up with variable leading,
columns and margins, page sizing, orientation and
Full-function

Text editor

CITY OF LONDON EC4

for

Full-function

V,

put}lisber

dummies, graphic scaling and basic graphics editing
tools,

hyphenation,

justification,

block movements,

text

rules,

proportional spacing,

and snap to guides.

management structure
Enhanced print-out to dot matrix
File

Fleet Street Publisher is without doubt one of the most
powerful and sophisticated products to be written for the

PCW. It enables the user to produce multiple-page
documents with editable layouts, left and right hand
pagination, automatic page numbering, and sequential
or non-sequential columns and pages,

Hardware requirements:
Amstrad PCW 8256 or 85

1

2

PCW printer or

Epson-compatible with Centronics interface

Optional extras:
Additional fonts and font editor

Fleet Street Publisher is supplied in a slip-cased ring binder
comprising comprehensive indexed manual and disks.

Graphics libraries

Special printer drivers
£69, 95 including

VAT and m tial user support

mmmiiim

fiis^iFiHinigii

OPERATING

[SYSTEM.
The result of months of development work in creating
the graphics side of Fleet Street Publisher, the Graphics
Operating System is a complete set of graphics
programmer's tools, providing the machine-code or

Designed

in

co-operation with British Aerospace, Strike

m

Force Harrier puts you the pilot's seat of one of the
world's most exciting fighter planes. With the most
realistic

instrument display (albeit just a

little

futuristic)

and handling you're likely to see on an 8-bit simulator,
the program combines accurate flying and strategic
gameplay - with an element of shoot-em-up to keep you
on your toes.

high level programmer with a full graphics operating
environment. All the routines are fully documented with
input requirements and error messages.

Functions supported include:

Drop-down menu construction
Graphics filing
Character drawing to any defined pixel position on
the screen

Line drawing

You must plot your way to enemy HQ, defending yourself
from ground and air attack using all the sophisticated
weaponry at your disposal - cannon, bombs, and
Sidewinder heat-seekmg missiles, as well as chaff and
flares to put the

enemy off your tail.

But don't forget to

keep moving up your landing sites and ground crew, or
you'll find yourself stranded

without fuel or arms!

£19.95 including pilot's manual and map

Ellipses and circles

Line weight and style

Windowing
Shape fills
Sizing

Block handling
Rotation

£99.95on

disk,

including user manual

For more information on these and other
forthcoming Amstrad PCW titles, talk to
your local retailer or contact us direct at:
The publishers reserve the right to alter prices and
specifications without notice.

Maxwell House, 74 Worship Street, London EC2A ZEN
Tel: 01-377

4645 Fax: 01-377 0022 Telex: 886048 BPCC G

A COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW AND PC COMPUTERS
Astracom have developed a complete communications system (including comprehensive
comms. software) for the Amstrad PCW and PC computers based upon the Astracom 1000 modem.

ma

Zishacom-

could simply say that the Astracom 1000 is a multi-standard intelligent auto-dial auto-answer modem with
Centronics printer controller facilities. But we think that you would much rather know that it has just the three
essential ingredients that you would want in your modem;

We

*

Low

*

High Performance

*

Ease

Price

of

use

BT Approval
applied for:
imminent.

result

The Price
The Astracom 1000
intelligent

modem

is the lowest price V21/V23
available in the U.K. today.

The Performance.
The Astracom 1000 provides the complete answer
your communications requirements.
It

has

all

the major international

to

FSK modem

modes;
300/300 baud CCITT V21 Originate
300/300 baud CCITT V21 Answer
1200/75 baud CCITT V23 Main channel
75/1200 baud CCITT V23 Back channel
- enabling communication with all the major online
services such as Prestel, Micronet, Easylink, BT
Gold, Microlink, One-to-One, etc.
It has its own high efficiency command protocol in
addition to the conventional Hayes protocol.
It has auto-dial and auto-answer facilities for
convenience and efficiency.
It has an inbuilt Centronics printer port which
enables the direct printout of incoming modem

The Simplicity
The Astracom 1000s onboard microcomputer
controls all modem and printer functions, under
software commands from your computer. The
Astracom 1000s auto-scan feature puts the modem
into the correct

mode

to

respond

to the

incoming

carrier.

We

also provide comms software packages that have
been specifically tailored for use with the Astracom
1000. The use of this software, combined with the
smart features of the Astracom 1000 (such as auto-

scan) provides a complete
'plug-in-and-go' system.

and very easy

to use

Astracom 1000 = £145 + VAT
Serial cable = £.8 + VAT
VAT
Amstrad PCW comms. software = £30
Amstrad PC comms. software = various packs
(please enquire by phone)
Low- cost s/p interface for PCW = Price TBA
VAT
Astracom 1000 V22 upgrade = £100
-I-

-i-

data.

have a low-cost upgrade route to the PSK
modem modes V22 and V22bis (1200 and 2400 full

Astracom Complete Communications Systems are
also available for a wide range of modern computers

duplex!)

e.g. Atari ST,

It

will

payable

to

BBC,

QL

etc.

anytime for a free datasheet or advice, or order now, cheques
Astracom, 13 Beechwood Road, Uplands, Swansea SA2 OHL for fast delivery.

Phone our 24hr hotline

1

ONTEST

TRAPPING
TYPNIG

ERRORS
SPELLING CHECKER
Computer One

£34.95,

Computer One

Suggest to serious writers that they use a spelling checker
and you will get short shrift. Now give them a word
processor, and ask again

checker

is

in a

month's time. Using a

not an admission of

Illiteracy, it's

spell

a necessity for

- fingers do weird things
with keys when asked to type simple words like 'nad' and

who

anybody

uses keyboards

'hte'.

Computer One have

new version of their
work with files from

released a

checker program. It will
most kinds of word processor: LocoScript, Wore/Star and

spelling

ordinary ASCII

(like

Tasword), and claims a dictionary

64,000 words.

size of

The full story
Spelling

Checker

a

is

checking LocoScript

CP/M program, and even when
you

have to leave
LocoScript, start CP/M up, run the program and then
restart LocoScript. Tedious, but unavoidable for now.
The file to be checked is sorted and compared against
files

will

the dictionary. As each possible misspelling

word

is found, the
put on the screen and you then have three main

is

choices: to alter

dictionary so

One

it

it,

to leave

it

as

won't be flagged

pleasant surprise

is

spot the incorrert words,

it is,

as

or to add

wrong

in

it

future.

allows you to artually modify

and correct the error at the same time. At each
it puts on the screen the word and its immediate
context, and asks you for the correction, if any.
There are a few frills of the type that have become
traditional now for spelling checkers. A "crossword
solver" allows you to search for words that fit a certain
template, and you can also generate all meaningful
anagrams of given letters. Of course, you won't get
proper names out of it, or real Call-My-Bluffisms like the
name for a 17th century cucumber-skinning machine.
the

file

mistake,

Spelling

Checker knows of are

about 20 different files, which makes searching
it opens and closes each file. If you have an
8512, you can speed it up by copying all the files over to
stored

in

rather slow as

the

M

drive

where

the dictionary

is

file

handling

is

faster.

Unfortunately,

too big for an unexpanded 8256's

M

drive.

The range of words seems good, but

very similar in specification to Prospell
from Arnor. Both work in exactly the
same way, and can actually modify
spellings in files as they go.
One difference is that Prospell lists
possible errors in alphabetical order,
and Spelling Checker lists them in order
of occurrence.
Our checklist summarises the main
features of both. As you can see,
Prospell is faster but has a smaller
dictionary. Dictionary size is not too
important if you are a good speller and
only want to spot typing errors, but if
you're a crossword fiend then big is
beautiful. Prospell can't be copied to the
drive, and it processes files of greater
than 3000 words or so in separate
chunks.
What do you want: speed or a big

M

Spelling Checker

£34.95

e29.95
V

V

V

V

Speed{wpm) f

4000

650

Dictionary size

30,000

64,000

X

%'

WordStar

fifes

Runs from M: (8512)
Large files

Oossword

3000 words
at a time

\'

solvBrI
>-'

Anagrams

•1

t "speed" in words per minute determines tl»
time spent scanning before the action starts

A

The main

features of Prospell

and Computer

One's checker

on compound words - hyphenated words are

shown

as errors,

and contractions

like can't

strangely bad

usually

and

you'll are

Go Hang
As

The documentation

is

very good on the simple aspects

of using the spell checker, but the sheer range of

update and maintain the dictionary
daunting later on.

possibilites to search,

makes

it

a

little

Overall, a

good

a diversion,

you

Hangman program

also not recognised.

worthy

professional program, and a

money.

It's

that

soa

also get a

for your

a bit tacky, but

adds CO the value
of thing.

if

you

all

like

The

graphics bear a remarkable
similarity to the hangman

game

used

in

Computer

One's Typing Tutor package!

challenger to Prospell.

HI N USES

PLUSES
Massive 64,000 word dictionary
Can handle large files
Dictionary can be modified, and
searched for anagrams etc

Not as fast as it could be
Flags up many hyphenations.
contractions, etc as errors.
;

i

i

•

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASEOFUSE
BBBB
5(J00P/.t/S

it is

Computer One
Prospell
Price

LocoScript files

dictionary?

'Reads LocoScript, WordStar and
ASCII files

Dictionaries and documentation
The 64,000 words that

Prospel

vs.

is

to the

that the checker does not just
it

Computer One's Spelling Checker

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

!

VALUE VERDICT
8000 PLUS 23

UPGRADE
The
mail

is

difference

between ordinary mail and electronic

that you don't get get the electronic variety

In practice, you have to log on to your
elearonic mail system regularly to ensure a vital message

delivered to you.

isn't

missed.

what is known
where you can send a telex to the
number of the destination telex.
The message will then be forwarded on by the service, to
the correa number and aaually printed out at the
However, most

mail services also offer

as a 'telex bureau',

system, specifying the

receivers'

end

in

Any

the normal way.

automatically be stored as a message

There are often
systems.

One such

Gold. This offers

telex returned will

on your mailbox.

private services within elearonic mail
is

its

Texcnet, which runs inside Telecom

subscribers a variety of text-related

services such as translations. For example, users

who

can

may register as service suppliers, and those
wanting translations done look them up in Textnet's
register. Then you send your text by Telecom Gold
mailbox, and receive the translated results in the same
way.

translate

Prestel and Micronet
The major viewdata system, Prestel, acts mainly as a
source of information. From within Prestel you can
2.

examine the latest stock market figures, look at
tomorrow's weather forecast, or see the football

Much

in

the same way

as teletext,

there

is

results.

an index of the

information and services available and the appropriate
is seleaed by entering a 'page' number. There are
however far more 'pages' of information available in
Prestel - literally tens of thousands. Also, unlike Teletext,
you can interaa with the system. For example, you can
book theatre tickets, order computer goods or run a
bank account with the Bank of Scotland - the time may

item

The world

of telecommunications splits computer users into three
camps. Some believe it's the most powerful use their micro can be
put to, offering access to vast quantities of Information and almost
instant communications through "electronic mail".
Others find the subject baffling, frightening even. Others
understand the potential of comms, but are wary of the expense and
suspicious of the technical hassles that can sometimes occur.
We asked enthusiast CHRIS LAING, a confirmed member of the
first camp, to give an introduction to the services available and review
a selection of the equipment you'll need.

One of the fastest

expanding application areas is the
world of computer communications - or "comms" at its
fans know it. Traditionally, this has been the domain of
the enthusiast who was to be found dialling his local
bulletin board at 3 o'clock in the morning when the
phone rates were cheapest.
Recently, however, there has been a substantial upturn
in

the

number

of people using the technology

in

the

everyday running of their businesses.

What's on offer
what services are available within the wonderful
world of comms that would entice you to part with your
money and go "on-line"?
So,

Electronic mail
The role of Elearonic Mail systems, such as Telecom
Gold, One-to-One and Easylink is primarily as a
replacement for a telex machine. You dial-up the service,
and then transmit the message you wish to send into the
I.

recipient's mail area

(known as his mailbox). When the
on to the elearonic mail system,

recipient then next logs

he

be notified that there
which he may then read.

24 8000 PLUS

will

is

a

message waiting for him,

come when

far more is possible and you can aaually
choose your week's groceries from the screen!
Within the Prestel system, there are areas which have

restriaed access

-

unless you've paid the right

money

to

the right people, you won't be allowed to look at their

An example of this

the Micronet urea, which is
dedicated to microcomputer news, reviews and trivia and
which are only available after you have paid a
pages.

is

subscription. Within Micronet there's a seaion aimed
specifically at Amstrad owners, although currently the
few hundred people who use it are mainly owners of the

CPC micros.
When you subscribe to

you are assigned a
exaaly the same way

Prestel,

mailbox number which works

in

as

the mailboxes described earlier. The messages are

somewhat more

fiddly to construa, but at least

include piaures

in

you can

them.

Bulletin boards
as the professional services, there are also what
are known as bulletin boards. These are ASCII systems,
3.

As well

which are operated by unpaid enthusiasts, usually as a
forum for information exchange where messages are left
for anyone who's interested enough to read them. The
boards are split up into different areas, so that you can
access those bits which you need with the minimum of
messing about.

Linking to other computers
Once you've got a modem and the right software you can
pass documents down the phone-line to other computer
users. They don't have to own Amstrads - just any

4.

machine which is similarly 'online'.
This facility can be very useful. If you want to send a
word-processed report fast to someone at the other end
of the country, for example, a direa

quicker than posting a

phone

link

is

a lot

disc. Especially useful for slothful

UPGRADE
freelance journalists

who don't get their copy

So what do you need to do
Since the data transfer takes place
first

thing that you need

from your

BT socket - this

next stage

is

on time.

How to

it?

down

a

phone

something to suck

is

in

in

for registration information - a

is the job of a modem. The
getting the data from the modem to the
computer; for this, you need a serial interface. Finally,

when the

The

PCW you will

data arrives at your

comms software to
emulation package.

of

make some sense

requirements for

all

of

it

need a piece

TELECOM GOLD (01 403 6777)
£40 registration plus £10 per month
minimum. Heavy users will be charged
more per month depending on usage.

MICRONET(OI 278 3143)
£10 per quarter, on top of Prestel
charges. No connection charge.

PRESTEL

Don't forget the cost of the phone call
Many services are local calls from
places, which works out at about
SOp per hour at cheap rate times.

(100, and ask for Freephone
Prestel Sales)
For private users free registration, and

We shall start with the simplest element to define,
is

the

serial interface.

This will plug into your

PCW's

expansion port and offer a 25-pin socket to take a
standard serial lead for connertion to a modem. The
obvious contender is the official Amstrad CPS8256
interface

which comes with a

port on which you
There are however

parallel

can connert an external printer.

COMMS

SOFTWARE
COMM +
Bundled with Voyager

modems from Modem

House

quarter standing charge.
Business users pay more.

£6.50 per

too.

most

which offer the same facilities and
- or example from Pace (£59 +
+ VAT).

several interface clones

seem to work

just as well

VAT) or Peartree

(just

£39

One of the most useful features of the package is its
ability to define 'tasks'. These tasks are a predefined
sequence of commands that may be given to the program
to execute at a specified time. Used correctly, a task can
be set up that will periodically examine your mailbox - an
almost invaluable background task.
Chit-Chat is easy to use, and very powerful - probably
the best all rounder of those reviewed. Its main drawback
is that it will not support any of the more advanced error
correcting

undoubtedly the heavyweight in the
communications world. The package supports both
viewdata and ASCII, with several different terminal
emulations available in the ASCII mode.
The package has a text editor for off-line message
preparation, and comes with various file transfer
This

Sat);

- a terminal

is

available.

which

For all users, a connection charge of 6p
per minute is made during business
hours (8am-6pm Mon-Frl, 8am-lpm
It's free at other times. Some
pages (eg. weather Information or share
prices) charge extra to be seen.

human

answer, so don't try to connect your
modem to the line!

will

devoted to looking at the
three, and comparing the equipment

rest of this feature

get onto the main services

Here are the contact numbers for the
main services you can use. Ring and ask

line, the
the data

file

transfer protocols.

is

protocols as standard.

COMM

structure.

Alternatively, an entire application can be developed as
has been done in conjunction with the Voyager modem,
which is examined in the modems section.
potential of the package

user's capabilities,

inexperienced

and

as

such

in this field.

do something a

Supplied free with every
This program

is

'hidden'

distributed with every

PCW

on the Locoscript

PCW.

It

little bit

is

limited only by the

may be

However,

best

left

by those

for those looking to

more advanced there

can be no

it represents communications software
crudest form.

There are no
little in

the

way

facilities

it's

The only

saving

free.

bundled with Astracom

modem)
The next step-up from

Mail232, Kiwichat supports both
ASCII and Viewdata, which can be displayed either as one
page over a full screen or two pages side by side.

Configuration

is

achieved via a set of menus that are
bottom of the screen, as is switching

CHIT-CHAT

between
There

two different seaions, ASCII only
and Viewdata only ("Viewdata"). Operation of
is very friendly, with full use made of the
PCW's f-keys to access menus and set up options. It is

that

KIWICHAT
£45.94, KIwisoft (or

displayed along the

This software includes

is

in its

for autodialling, and precious

of documentation.

feature of this package

is

available for ASCII

transfer,

other choice.

E86.95+VAT(or bundled with Pace Nightingale
modem for E173.90+VAT), Sagesoft

disc that

can be run by typing

MAIL232 from within CP/M. Only

The real power of
+ lies in the fact that it has
an entire command language, offering complete control
over the serial interface and data transference. The user
can write a program that will automatically dial up
Telecom Gold, log on with the corrert identifier and then
send a file to a specified mailbox, using a simple command

The

MAII_232

ascii

and viewdata modes.

is a simple file transfer option available, that
doesn't use any handshaking or error correcting
protocols. You can save the set up of baud rates and so on
to disc, and then recall it at any time. This allows a

different setup to be saved for various systems and then

("E-mail"),

recalled as appropriate.

the packages

The Prestel emulation worked very well, and managed
to keep up with moving screens (ie. crude animations).

possible to construct a 'directory' of services, recording
the telephone number, baud rate at which they operate,
the serial interface setup and whether it is ASCII or
viewdata. Recalling a service is simply a matter of moving

An

the cursor over the required entry, and selecting it. If
your modem supports autodialling then Chit-Chat can be
configured to dial out for you.

an improved version

option is available to save a page to disc and
subsequently be reloaded and displayed.
Kiwichat is a very funaional package. The version we
saw had few (if any) bells and whistles, but Kiwisoft tell us
is forthcoming offer features such as
automatic logging onto Prestel, and customised function

keys.

8000 PLUS 25

UPGRADE

MODEMS
VOYAGER 7/VOYAGER
£I29.95/£I49.95 (includes

software),

Modem House
The Voyager is a conventional type of modem which
They
comes in two versions Voyager 7 and Voyager
1

Modem House

1

1

1

.

according to

recommended for professional use"
£20 more. The modem offers various choices
"is

of
and costs
baud rates including those required for most available
services: 1200/75, 75/1200 and 300/300. The unit is small
and neat, although not very stylish, with a series of
indicator LEDs on the front panel. There is no facility for
connecting a phone into the modem for dialling - instead

the

modem

plugs directly into a standard

BT phone

COMM

+
socket and you have to use the bundled
software to do the dialling or answering for you. This
facility is extremely useful, but the
does not yet have full approval for the

autodial/autoanswer

modem

in fact

autodial

facility.

Nevertheless as a package this probably represents the

MODEM
There are several standard

FEATURES
answer mode can be made to
automatically intercept an incoming

softv/are

protocols for driving modems, the most
notable of which is the 'Hayes' protocol
that was developed in America. If you
buy a modem that does not recognise
one of these protocols but comes with
its own software, and then discover that
the software has shortcomings, there is
little you can do to recover the situation
other than badger the company
responsible for the development until
they fix it
Another useful feature is the ability to
autodial and autoanswer. This means
exactly what it says - you can plug an
autodial modem directly into a phone
line, issue it with a set of instructions
from software and it will automatically
call and log on to a bulletin board.
Similarly, a modem set into auto

data call.

One final consideration on the subject
of modems is whether or not it has
received approval

from

British

Telecom. Although the lack of approval
does not necessarily signify a fault or
deficiency with the modem, there is a
certain peace of mind if you know that
it meets with their specifications which
are

fairly stringent.

a moderh is sold
without approval simply because of the
time involved in getting it - there is
currently a delay of anything up to and
over six months. However, it is in fact
illegal to connect a non-approved

More often than

not,

modem to BTs system.

a

Astracom

has autodial and

has

its

own

internal printer driver,

so that a Centronics printer can be connected to record

both incoming and outgoing phone calls.
The presentation of the hardware is good, but the

manuals available at the time of review were only

CONCLUSION
the combination of the
Voyager modem and the adapted
+ software make an ideal
starting point for those new to the
game. Since the package is even
supplied with an interface cable, it really
is a case of plugging the thing in and
starting up straight away (provided you

For

this reason,

COMM

is

the

in

terms of

performance, value for money and appearance. It is Hayes
compatible, with autodial and autoanswer and features,

The
automatic baud rate detection and speed
speed buffering allows your terminal software to be
operating at 1200/1200 even though the modem is in fact
operating at 200/75. This makes logging onto any
buffering.

1

database almost

- simply

trivial

set

your terminal for

1200/1200 and let the modem do the rest.
Options are available to install a battery backed

memory and to take the data rate up to 2-4O0/24O0
although there are very few bulletin boards that
currently support this high speed transfer.
The

data reliability

good, and the manual well

is

to find fault with.

it's difficult

PACE SERIES 4
Base
This

mode £265 + VAT, Pace Micro Technology

is

the Rolls-Royce of the

Although similar

in

has

its

own

built in

modems

specification to the

The

several distinctive features.

first

LCD display

allow direct control over the

is

reviewed.

WS4000,
that the

it

has

modem

and control buttons, that

modem.

Like the Astracom, the modem has its own printer
port - the Pace has a slight advantage, however in that it
can be configured as a stand alone recorder for incoming

messages. The modem will answer the phone and
transmit a predefined message, and will then produce a

hard copy of any text received.
The unit comes with a built in clock and battery
backed RAM as standard that permits storage of up to 64

phone numbers, and there are
available covering various

several different models

baud rates up to a

maximum

of

2400 baud.
is

no denying that

modem, but

this

is

the most elegant and

unfortunately

it

has a price tag

DATAPHONE
£59.95

+ VAT, Dataphone

The Dataphone

already have a serial interface!)
Sage Chitchat is probably the best
software for someone who already owns
a modem, and simply requires the
software for their PCW.
if you already have the software, then
the Miracle WS4000 or the Pace Series 4
is probably the ultimate in terms of
overall comms power, but these are not
recommended for those of a nervous
disposition or a weak wallet.

Ltd.

offers autodial/autoanswer in 1200/75,

75/1200 and 300/300 mode. It is controlled entirely via
one of the handshake lines on the serial interface using a
unique protocol, and consequently must be used either
with the bundled software (/C/w/c/iat again) or with

custom written routines.

The modem
leads hard

Communications is one of those areas
where things either work first time, or
else take days or even weeks to sort out.

well, but

to match.

new modem which

modem

work

WS4000

There

autoanswer, supports the Hayes software command
protocol, and has automatic baud rate detertion. In
addition, the

to

the 'switchless' modems.

1000

£166.75 (includes Kiwichat software),
is

'automatic' features.

modem seemed

£149.95, Miracle Technology
The Miracle is probably my favourite modem

sophisticated

ASTRACOM
The Astracom

Overall the

presented -

money.

best value for

modem's

of the

least featured of

have similar specification, but the Voyager

has not yet

had time to gain Telecom approval, but works reliably
The Astracom is bundled with Kiwichat {see above)
which in its current version does little to take advantage

1

COMM+

The modem

preliminary, though thorough.

is

straightforward to connect, with all
it - the power supply is

wired directly to

integrated into the mains plug.

Operation

entirely

is

under software control, and once

again the unfriendliness of the current version of Kiwichat
lets

it

down, although

autodial

facility.

it

When

identically leading

The manual

to

does have support for the
the current mode is

in use,

two pairs of which are
some confusion.

displayed by the LEDs,

labelled

with only extremely short notes
on the operation of the software - definitely room for
is

brief,

improvement here.
The lasting impression given by the Dataphone,
it is

is

that

cheap and effective but lacks the finesse of the other
reviewed.

modems
26 8000

PLUS
I

GRAFPAD & POWERCAD
II

for

£149.50
£195.50 VAT

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512

now for AMSTRAD PC 1512
IBM and Compatibles

Inc.

A complete Draughting system for Architects,

Engineers,

Electronic Designers and anyone involved in drawing
schematics, technical illustrations etc.
Grafpad II is a unique. Low Cost Digitiser Tablet.
Powercad is a professional CAD software package.
Together they make a Computer Aided Draughting
system for use with the Amstrad CPC 6128, PCW 8256/
the PC 1512 and IBM and Compatibles.
8512, and
The system represents on order of magnitude break-

NOW

through in price/performance relationship.
The programme is totally Menu driven, with the Menu
printed on the Tablet Overlay sheet.
Items ore selected by moving the Pen to the desired
function on the Menu and closing the Pen switch.
Ultimate USER FRIENDLINESS is achieved.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Versions

Very easy to

use.

Accurate,

Automatic Dimensioning.
Hatching,
Definable Text fonts.
Definable Grid and Snap.

Copy, Move,

Mirror X,

Y,

Fillets.

Unlimited

Pan and -Zoom,

Rotate and Slant.
Rubberbanding.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce X,Y

Copy array
Ten Line
Fast Text

styles.

mode.

Freetiond Drawing.
Library storage.

Auto Scaling.

On screen Colour.
Symbols, Sections
created, stored and
retrieved.

StretctiX.Y.

for,

AMSTRAD CPC 6128, PCW 8256/8512, PC 1512,

•
•
•
•
•

IBM and compatible Microcomputers.
Plot or Print

Drawing

A5 to AO.

UnitS:

microns, mm., metres, kilometres, thiou.,
Relative or Polar Co-ordinates.

ins,

or miles.

Draw to Absolute,

Grafpad and Powercad
II

Graf sales

TO:

Ltd., Unit

Grofsales

Please supply

is available from your Micro Dealer or direct from^
Q2, Penfold Wort<s, Imperial Way, Watford, Herts WD2 4YY. Teh (0923) 43942. Telex 946024.

Ltd, Unit

:

Q2, Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford WD2 4YY.

me with

PC1512 or IBM at £195.50*

Grafpad

ll(s)

and Powercad for my PCW 8256/8512 Micro at £149.50*

Delete where unopplirable

Please allow 28 days for delivery, plus £2.50. p&p. (£10 for Datapost).

Name:
Address,-

I

enclose ctieque value £_

If

you prefer to pay by Credit Card. Please tick box.

Barclaycard.

D

Access

D

Card No,
8000 PLUS 27

I

ONTEST

T

The Joycestick

JOYCESTICK

controlled by a joystick rather than the keyboard

Cascade, £24.95

example, Digital Integration's Tomahawk.

interface for

Cascade's Joycestick

plugging into the back of the
PCW, with its standard

An

increasing

jo/stick.

the

PCW 8256 and 8512 which

number

of arcade

games are coming out for

really

come

alive

when

is

- for

a joystick interface for the

PCW

machines, complete with a suitable joystick. It slots onto
the expansion port at the back, and requires no special
tools or fiddling in the Amstrad's innards to

The

joystick itself

is

inside

it

fit.

a Spertravideo Quickshot

has had a bad reliability record

in

the past.

are flimsy and the risk of failure

is

The

I,

which

contacts

relatively high

you are the type who gets overwrought during a game.
However, since the interface is standard, if you have an
games
computer you can just as easily use that.
Joycestick also comes with a "free" game. Colossus 4
chess (normal cost £19.95). Chess may seem a strange
if

old favourite joystick from your previous

choice for joystick use, but

it's used to point to the pieces
and squares for moves. In fact. Colossus 4 is probably the
most powerful version around.
On balance, the package's value depends whether you
are going to use the chess program or not. The package
including Colossus 4 is great value, but for heavy alien
zapping you may eventually need to shell out £10-15
more for a decent joystick.

VALUE VERDICT

8000 PLUS

WRITE

HAND MAN

no matter what program you are running at the time.
Press the command key, and up in the top left corner of

£29.95, Hisoft

m

the screen, about 10 rows by 20 columns, you can type
brief notes, use a calculator, do some simple edits to text
see a calendar, define the f-keys or give CP/M
commands. Unfortunately, the smallness of the work area
is a real obstacle, and makes the file editor virtually

files,

useless.

The manual is particularly bad. First, it tells you the
wrong command for starting up the package - it should

A

Now

Hand Man's

Using Write

calculator, while

running

in

a

new

version specially for

PCW machines, the

aim of this package is to provide you with an electronic
notepad on your screen that can be called up at any point.

NewWord.

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE
8000 PLUS

OVERALL SPEED

H
n

DOCUMENTATION

anan

VALUE VERDICT

matter.

LERNLOCO

while running LocoScript. This seems to be a natural

the KftIN MENU place the cursor [•] ower lESI.Ml.

l!iin«<iij4!il<4Jl<iilfTOijAl;(*>WJTBi[illlllJliH'i»TiWfHT

It's

IIST.OOl is on screen for editing.
P ace the Cursor over the first CftPITM. letter "ft",
tliB

when

foUovinj Xey cotwands please proHise

m

Jenn<i ifou'

1

'asel

iiour

text on screen, This is called

The LocoScript manual
frustration for

companies

8000 PLUS
28 8000

PLUS

is

SAVDK PHRASES. The use

an evergreen source of

selling tutorial

LernLoco

RANGE OF FEATURES
EASE OF USE

is

newcomers, which explains the

books, audio tapes, and

it is

talking about isn't part of the text

There are some nice tips on how to get special
on the screen and printer. However, you've got to
understand the bare basics of editing to get the most
from it. Best to ignore the early lessons, and treat it as an
effects

I id

A A sample tutorial screen
from LernLoco

the screen

itself).

READ THE

KL^§t^fM'lfi!.Mo»^^^^^^
Locoscript has repeated

on where to go next.
good on the actual editing features of LocoScript,
(eg. Disc Management,

instruction

but weaker on the other parts

lEJ and lENIEItl.

iS^^'i liS^ of

way

to learn the program, so that you can fiddle around and
try out the keys as you read about them. The files form a
progression of lessons, each one ending with an

Minerva, £16.95

hm

be [ALTJ + [, not [ALT] + J. Most of the manual is taken
up with explaining how to configure the program for
other machines, and how to write your own machine
code additions.
If you're the kind of person who would spend an hour
looking for your ACME shoelace-tier instead of doing it
by hand, you'll love Write Hand Man. Frankly, even
though the calculator feature is quite useful, anybody who
uses the notepad or diary rather than a pencil and paper
has just gotta be some kinda deviant. Good background
utilities can be extremely useful, but when you have to
load 20 files and read a bad manual to do it, that's another

legion of

packages of varying types

-

now from Minerva a disc.

a set of files

on a

disc,

which you read

OVERALL SPEED

DOCUMENTATION

VALUE VERDICT

improvers course.
How you get on with LernLoco depends on whether
like the writing style. The lessons are personalised to
"Jenny", and the idea is that you change all the Jenny's in
a file to your own name with the [EXCH] command. This
personalisation is heavily overused, and ends up being
excruciatingly painful. For a tutorial package, some of the
writing and screen design is surprisingly inept too.
Overall, a good idea, but LernLoco needs some serious
attention to the text to realise its potential. Still, at £16.95
it's fair value and has some useful tips for many people.

you

PCW 8256/8512 COMMUNICATIONS
PRESTEL, TELECOM GOLD, BULLETIN BOARDS, EVEN TELEX FACILITIES ALL

THE DATAPHONE
£59.95 +

VAT &P&P

£49.95 +
A modem

with

the

following

An

features:

AUTO DIAL

PCW

from

the

8256/8512

keyboard doesn't even
a telephone attached.

need

AUTO ANSWER
modem

allows

A

full

the

emulation software
supplied on a 3" disc with the

PCW

following features:

with the following

RS232 SERIAL

industry

be
accessed
remotely. Complete with MAINS
POWER SUPPLY, Telephone
plug
and RS232 type "D"
to

standard

connector.

PRINTERS
type

VT52/Z19 terminal with 30
character
screen
90

300/300, 1200/75,
75/1200 BAUD RATES CCITT
V21 & V23, BELL 103 & 202.

port

to drive

on easy

PCB

with

selectable

Easy

Baud

filing

rates.

emulation

CPS8256.

graphics,

double

with
solid

height

full

or

APPROVED

MODEMS AL3D

>«

*

SPLIT
allows

consecutive viewing of index &
pages. PRINT screen or TEXT

AVAILABLE
•II

block

separated,

chars.

SCREEN on PRESTEL
PROHI0H^EDh„^

Special

DATA.

of

PRESTELA/IEWDATA

to

SOFTWARE controllable.

lI^".Uii.X^i^«-^

for

DATAPHONE menu.

to

edge

Equivalent

line

TELECOM GOLD, BULLETIN
BOARDS etc. Fully menu

type

CENTRONICS

etc.

connector.

on

port

"D"

Can be used

PARALLEL

connect

connector.

Fully

of

features:

the

VAT & P&P

TERMINAL

plugs directly

back

the

SOFTWARE
£39.95 +

VAT & P&P

interface that

onto
direct

THE KWICHAT

THE RS232
CENTRONiCS
INTERFACE

MODEM

FROM YOUR OWN DESK!

PLEASE PHONE

THE PACKAGE £1 49.85 ^vAj

postfree

EVERYTHING YOU NEED

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE for registered users. MONEY
Supplied DIRECT from BRITISH MANUFACTURER.
DATAPHONE LTD, 92 The Plain, Epping, Essex
Telephone: (0378) 78047

To:

please send me:

if

not satisfied.

CM16 6TW.

..(Oty)

DATAPHONE Modems at

..(Oty)

RS232 Interfaces at
KIWICHAT Software discs at

..(Oty)

RETURNED

£74.69 inc VAT &
£60.89 inc VAT &
£48.24 inc VAT &

P&P
P&P
P&P

OR
..(Oty)

I

enclose a cfieque to the value of £

Name

DATAPHONE Packages at
No

or

£172.33

inc

VAT (post free)

ACCESS No

Signature

Address
Post

Code

(Please Print)

SWEET T

E
Bookworm Simon

It seems an unwritten law of the micro Industry that whenever a new
computer hits the streets it is followed almost immediately by
several dozen books on how to use it. Each seizes on some particular
aspect of the new micro's operation and expounds In great detail on

those facets not exhausted by the manual.
In most cases, it must be said, a new micro's manual can stand quite
bit of amplification, and that is certainly true of the PCW's. Thick it
may be, but as my old English teacher used to say 'Quality before
quantity; don't scribble' (he was full of these meaningless little

a

phrases).

A year on from the PCW's launch, new books are still falling thick
and fast through the Future Publishing letter box, so we thought it
might help you decide between them If we passed a few comments on
each. Most of the books we've received fall Into three main categories:
using Locoscrlpt, understanding CP/M and PCW companions. Those
that don't are covered In a separate section at the end.

first book is a strong contender for the longest PCW
of 1986. A Practical Reference Guide to Word
Processing on the Amstrad PCW8256 and PCW85i2
by F.A.Wilson is proud of the fact that it was produced on
a PCW - in other words it's not typeset it's LocoScrlpted.
While this shows laudable perseverance, the finished
produa from Bernard Babani Press looks less than
professional. Even if you love that familiar LocoScript
typeface, you won't like the patchy way it's been printed.

PCW 8256 from Collins to be a good solid text. So

rapidly shifting market.

For a start there are plenty of examples in this book.
scientific formulae demonstrating the

Everything from

PCW's mathematical charaaers

to seaions from tonguein-cheek novels showing cut and paste techniques.
Throughout these examples there's a refreshing sense of
humour which helps to keep the text light and readable.
There is a lot of information in this book, with perhaps

twice the text content of the Wilson text, but because of
Sinclair's

The

isn't

helped by the quality of the paper

it's

processing tutorial covering the writing and printing of a

list

and technical tables. There are also
diagrams giving step-by-

Some of the

advice within these chapters

only need four discs to run your

local book shop. We've
printed the ISBNs alongside
the value verdicts.

your

home (two for

is

a

little

busy

PCW satisfactorily in the

backing up system discs and another

for data), with perhaps a

few more

if

you're using

two

it in

a

office!

The

style of writing

is

a

little

PCW before,

odd

in places,

too.

If

I

be rather bemused
by: 'The technique which must be used to associate a
particular template with an intended document is on a
group basis, that is on the expectation that all documents
in a particular group will have the same template.' This
'reference guide' is nearly all tutorial, and there are many
hadn't used a

I

think

I'd

printer and disc management.

The Help chapter
details

At the end

of

all this,

there

takes each Locoscrlpt operation and

which menu to

start

from and what to do to

achieve your desired result. This

is

a really useful

reference and combined with the earlier tutorial chapters

makes the whole book a very good supplement to
Amstrad's manual.
Sunshine Books, whose offering is Practical Amstrad
Word Processing, seem to buy their covers in job lots.

you'd expect

his

later,

PCW showing the same file management
You can

tell

them

apart, though, as

is photographed on a piece of Formica,
is on a sheet of industrial duck-board.
David Lawrence and Mark England, the authors of both
books, approach Locoscrlpt in a very methodical way.
The book is struCTured as a series of tutorials in the use of
the program, and includes exercises at the end of each
chapter to help you practise what they've taught. To
make sure they know how your PCW is likely to behave,
they start by telling you how to prepare a special disc for
the course, giving instruction on the use of DISCKIT in
the process.
The course is thorough and the text well written and
presented. There are useful appendices at the end on the
+ and '-' menus and an action table, which does
something similar to Ian Sinclair's Help chapter, but in
much less detail. If you particularly want a tutorial guide,
but are unhappy about the cost of a tape-based course,
then Practical Amstrad Word Processing can be

while this one

'

'

highly

The

better tutors.
Ian Sinclair has probably written more computer books
than you have three inch discs (unless you've taken
F.A.Wilson's advice). With such a proven track record

30 8000

to explore the other

the Companion's

useful 'follow-the-arrows'

to

to

this, Sinclair starts

cutting and pasting, phrases and blocks, layouts and

both have a

suspect, however. For example, F.A.Wilson feels you will
is

After

features of Locoscrlpt, with chapters on templates,

screen on the cover.

menu, an address

Numbers

or

word

the Beano.
of the book is similarly patchy. All the
subject headings you might expect in a book on
in

step instruaion on specific operations.
of tracking

down

holds your attention well.

This book and their Amstrad Companion, reviewed

some

way

it

forty pages are devoted to a basic

printed on, which might charitably be likened to that

Locoscrlpt are there, with chapters on text manipulation,

best

first

section.

templates and examples of the production of a restaurant

Book numbers

balanced style, which doesn't talk

dissolve into jargon,

are another thirty five pages devoted to a special Help

The content

Standard Book

it is. It

much the same ground as the previous book but
shows an attention to detail often missing from computer
books, which are nearly always written quickly to catch a

title

used

of these books
quote their International

the 8000s

The

This patchiness

The

titles for

covers

letter.

Using LocoScript

down any

new

Williams pores over a wealth of

Amstrad Word Processing on the

recommended.
last

two books

in this

Glentop. You might think
to release

aimed

section are both from

it's

pushing

it

for

one publisher

two books on the same subjea, but

at slightly different

they're

markets and use very different

formats.

PLUS

h

BOOKS

Word Processing with the Amstrad PCW8256
and PCW85I2 by Stephen Morris is an instructional

a series of low-cost books which will nearly

book which takes you through each of the operations you
are likely to use in producing Locoscript documents.
Its main claim to fame is the copious use of dumps from
Locosript screens which are used to illustrate the text.
While these dumps are rather blurred (none of the books
seem to be able to reproduce screen dumps clearly) they
are a great help when sitting at the keyboard following
the book through chapter-by- chapter.
The writing style throughout the book is clear but
doesn't assume the reader is a fool. The chapter headings
are much as with the other books.but there is a useful

The book is written by M.E.Thompson, who has
divided his work into two sections: a short tutorial on the
basics of editing and a more extended reference to
I

and special keys.
found the book very handy to use.

PLUS VALUE VERDICTS

8000

A Practical Reference Guide
Price £5.95,

31

ISBN 0-85934-161-5

Amstrad Word Processing on the

1

I

1

I

1

of using
It

CP/M, excluding machine-code programming.

deals with

all

the supplied

CP/M

compulsory chapter on ED, and
is

utilities,

uses DR's

before buying.

A much more accurate title P.K.McBride's An
CP/M Plus on Amstrad
is

Introduction to

Computers.

This Glentop

book

really

covers

all

aspects

GSX

CBASIC

as

keen to demonstrate the

advantages of compiled languages, but

I

including the

also delves into

The chapter on languages

an example. McBride

Ian Sinclair must have been busy over the last few
months. His Using Amstrad CP/M Business
Software, a companion to his Locoscript book,
concentrates on other applications for your PCW. There
are separate chapters on spreadsheets and databases,
where he takes well known products as his examples
(dBase II, Cardbox and SuperCalc 2 among others).
These chapters only occupy 30 out of 140 pages,
however, and do wonder who named the book, Mr
Sinclair or Messrs Collins. That's not to say that the
remainder of the book is of no use; far from it. There's a
good description of the Amstrad disc system, most of the
useful CP/M Plus utilities and a full chapter on ED, which
must be the most over-described text editor on any
micro. There are also good chapters on printer control
and the use of printers other than Amstrad's own.
The book is useful, well written and reasonably
illustrated. It's not primarily about business software
though, and you should check its contents for yourself

i

PCW8SI2

1

graphics.

under CP/M.

PCW 8256

ISBN 0-00-383328-3
Practical Amstrad Word Processing
Price £7.95 ISBN 0-946408-94-7
Word Processing with the Amstrad PCW8256 and
Price £6.95 ISBN -85 8 -053-6
Locoscript Pocketbook
Price £3.95 ISBN -85 8 -079-X
Price £8.95

I

programs, such as spreadsheets and databases, to Z80
machine-code for those who want to write programs

well indexed,

little

1

The four books in this section are far less comparable
than those on Locoscript, so you may well feel you need
two or more of them to provide all the information you
need on CP/M. They range from the use of application

It is

where necessary (and the screen dumps are a
sharper than the norm) and just the thing to keep
by you on your desk when working with Locoscript.
Perhaps not the best buy for the first time user, but a
very good investment for the more seasoned writer.
illustrated

There is a tendency in PCW books to tack the 85
model number onto books written solely for the 8256.
Although there is not a lot of difference in Locoscript's
operation on the two micros, Morris makes no attempt
to describe copying from one drive to another in his
section on DISCKIT, and assume therefore that the only
reference to the twin drive machine is on the front cover.
Glentop's other offering is the Locoscript
Pocketbook, a neat little reference work which is one in

CP/M

a large

particular operations

shortcuts chapter at the end.

Understanding

fit in

pocket.

it's still

a peculiar

choice considering Amstrad supply Locomotive BASICs

with all their micros. There's even a brief chapter on
commercial software, but products get mentions rather
than reviews.

Among the most useful areas of this book are the
appendices. There are six of them, and they all make
good references for anyone wanting to get at CP/M
functions from machine code or high level languages such
as Pascal

or C.

Appendix A is a cross-reference between 8080 and Z80
mnemonics, which is useful if you're updating old
machine-code. Appendix Bis a list of control codes
(although surprisingly for CP/M version 2.2), and
appendix C is the obligatory hexadecimal conversion
table. Appendix D is a very useful description of CP/M's
BDOS functions and appendix E is a BDOS quick
reference guide. The final appendix details the structure
of CP/M's system control block and how to make use of
it.

Overall, this
using

CP/M

for

is

a very handy

book

more than running

Introducing Amstrad

if

you're thinking of

application programs.

CP/M Assembly Language

another of this year's Collins books by Ian Sinclair (I
lager he drinks?) and takes us one step
down the road to Z80 machine-code using CP/M.
This book, like McBride's, covers the CPC6I28 as well as
PCW range, but this is quite reasonable as the
implementations of CP/M on both are very similar.
The book aims at the novice machine-code
programmer, but one who Is familiar with BASIC and is
Is

wonder what

further

8000 PLUS
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BOOKS
keen to solve problems in assembly language. It starts
with a very lucid explanation of bits and bytes, taking a
series of simple lightbulb circuits to symbolise the Os and
Is in
It

a byte of

moves on

Amstrad machines. The next chapter
handy

disc utilities written in a

Handy, that

memory.
at a steady

CPC and

pace to delve into the

PCW architeaures and their implementations of CP/M,
and then describes in some detail the Z80 processor used
in both micros. After this comes a chapter on handling
the processor's registers, culminating in some short
routines in Z80 assembly code. The process is
comparatively painless as little mathematical or scientific
knowledge is assumed (although you will need to be able
to grasp new concepts fairly quickly).
After this introduaion, the book starts to look at
CP/M itself, builds more routines and describes the
machine-code utilities supplied with CP/M Plus on the

details a series of

mixture of BASIC and

machine-code.

make

use of

is, if

you have a CPC6I28. The routines

AMSDOS and

machine, and

the BASIC built into the

not run on a

will

PCW.

It's

a

shame

CPC

that a

version couldn't have been put together without the use

would obviously have taken a
good while longer to prepare. With this reservation, the
book is recommended as a good introduaion to machinecode programming under CP/M.
The final book in this seaion is another of Glentop's
pocketbooks, this one by J.B.Vonk. As with the
Locoscript pocketbook, this one lays out all its
of BASIC, although that

information

in

information

is

a very clear

of a

way.

much more

In this

case of course, the

technical nature, and there

are plenty of tables and diagrams explaining just about

8000 Plus Value Verdicts

anything you might want to

the struaure of the
microprocessor, the majority of the book is devoted to an
opcode-by-opcode guide to the instruction set of the Z80.
The advantage of the book is not that the information is
particularly new, but that it's all gathered together in one
place and presented in a convenient form.
At the price, it represents very good value for money.

As well

I

Z80 Pocketbook
ISBN 1-85181-036^

Price £3.95

know about the Z80

processor.

CP/M Business Software
ISBN 0-00-383309-7
A Introduction to CP/M Plus on Amstrad Computers
Price £7.95 ISBN -85 181 -054-4
Introducing Amstrad CP/M Assembly Language
Price £9.95 ISBN 0-00-383328-3
Using Amstrad

Price £8.95

PCW

are

brief,

as a general description of

but are probably adequate as prompts for the

well-heeled user.

From here the book swings round to look

Companions

printer and

how to

control

it. It

control codes and describes the

These books try to be
covering

many

all

things to

aspects of the

micro users by
but in less detail than

all

PCW,

than the single-topic books.

The User's Guide to the Amstrad

Thus

8256/8512 by

Don Thomasson

starts

PCW

with a resume of

the form of an extended glossary. The
glossary covers actions as well as items so, for instance,
there are entries for 'Reverse Video' and for 'Right
Locoscript,

in

for 'Limbo' and for 'Line Feed'. All these entries

Justify',

8000 Plus Value Verdicts
The User's Guide to the Amstrad PCW82S6/85I2
Price

£1095 ISBN 0-86161-204-3

The Amstrad Companion
ISBN 0-946408-95-5

Price £7.95

at the
provides a useful table of

PAPER

utility.

CP/M

is

covered in seven and a half pages, with a further five and a
half on 'Advanced CP/M', which comes down to a couple
of handy tips like how to get at the terminal emulator
through BASIC.
Following chapters are headed BASIC, file handling
(which offers an explanation of Jetsam), and thirty five
pages detailing an accounting program which may or may
not be of use to you. The Guide stops short at 50 pages
with a couple of blank pages for notes, and you may well
agree with me that Melbourne's asking price is rather
high for a book which tends to dabble rather than discuss.
1

The Amstrad Companion

by David Lawrence and

Mark England takes a different approach. By
concentrating on four subjects it manages to cover each
SUBMIT file. It finishes with a table of common CP/M
operations and

lists

of

file

in

extensions and editing key

sequences.

Honourable Mentions
Dow

There's not room for more than a
glance at the other two books received.
The first is another in the Glentop

Pocketbook

series, this

time on

Logo.

The main part of Martin Sims' book
describes each Logo primitive with the
diagrams or list
examples. Towards the back are a series
of projects in Logo, mostly concerned
with the turtle side of things. Like each
of the Pocketbooks, this is a good little
reference work to have by you while
trying things out. It covers six variants
of the language, including Glentop's own
Honeylogo.
aid of simplified turtle

Dynamics of ProStar from
JonesIrwin is a big American book full of
instruction on the wide range of
MicroPro software, of which the best

known

WordStar. There is tutorial
material here for the rank beginner as
well as the more experienced user, and
plenty of hints and tips from the author,
is

ISBN

1-85 18 1-035-8

Dynamics of ProStar
Price £16.95
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ISBN 0-87094-669-2

variant, the

seCTion,

two

which forms the bulk of the book,

brief

is

introduaion to the Mallard

authors present six complete

BASIC

programs, ranging from a simple accounting routine to a
a fair

amount of detail. The first seaion, on CP/M,
some of the less understood aspects of the

describes

operating system, such as user groups and creating a
card index database. According to the back cover, these

Jane Davis, who has spent her last four
years setting up MicroPro systems in
the States, lucky thing. If you've
invested heavily in the likes of

programs are in use in more than 20 countries. What it is
to have friends worldwide! The seaion finishes with some
useful routines for you to build into your own programs.
The final two seaions of the book cover GSX graphics

WordStar, InfoStar and CalcStar, you
may well find this book worth the
chunky asking price.

The

8000 Plus Value Verdicts
Logo Pocketbook
Price £3.95

The next

on BASIC. After a

and Logo. The former is a good explanation and useful if
you want to produce graphing programs for your PCW.
latter tries to take the language further than the
spirograph piaures usually used to illustrate it. The book
is valuable to anyone exploring the software supplied
with the PCW. If you've bought your machine recently,

you may well not have a copy of the Mallard BASIC
manual. This book from Sunshine won't replace it, but
will at least let you get some use out of the language. •

LOCOSCRIPT
Anatomy of a page
The key to using headers and footers is to understand
how LocoScript splits up the page when printing. As
shown in box
there are three areas: the header (top of
I

,

the page), the text area called the page body, and the
footer

the

(at,

you guessed, the foot of the page). You can set

number

of lines allocated to each of these areas to be

anything you want, as long as the total

number matches

HEADERS

HEADER AREA

iiiiiiiiililiiP-iSiii^^^^

Nothing to do with
FOOTER AREA

football, just

the

production of nicely labelled docunnents.

Ben Taylor negotiates one of LocoScript 's

DEAD AREA

trickier features.

70

lilillliiliiiiliiii^^^^^^^^

lines

FOOTEBS
DEAD AREA
Header and footer regions for continuous &
areas at the top and

bottom of the

single sheets.

single sheet that

you

Note the dead

can't print on.

the overall page length.
Single sheet A4 paper has 70 lines per page. The
perforated continuous stationery that is used with the
traaor feed mechanism on the printer can print 66 lines
per page - this size is known as American Quarto

(although

sheet

A4

The

it is

occasionally possible to buy continuous

paper).

PCW printer can

put text on any line
on continuous sheet paper, but can't print on the top 6
lines or bottom 3 lines of single sheet paper. This is simply
because, as with an ordinary typewriter, the paper feed
rollers have to have enough paper to be able to grip the
sheet properly. For this reason, to use headers and
footers

it is

buy some continuous sheet
you won't be able to print them at the very

best to try and

paper, or else

Most of the instruaions in manuals and tutorials about
LocoScript are aimed at producing simple letters of one
page or so. However, LocoScript is capable of producing
much more complex results, from esoteric professional
documents to complete novels.
Once you progress beyond about two pages of text, it
becomes important to make sure the page layout gives
the document a consistent and attractive look - in
particular, automatically numbering the pages is useful.
This kind of thing is done using LocoScript's Headers,
Footers and the Base Layout, and
we're looking at this month.

that's

the area that

It really is well worth while taking the trouble to use
headers and footers, although they have a justifiable
reputation as one of LocoScript's more impenetrable
areas. Early versions had bugs in, with the result that you

do page numbering, but these have
mostly been ironed out.

couldn't actually

now

tops and bottoms of pages.
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Novel layout step by step

The page

is 66 lines long
(standard continuous paper)

Fjge iizei
Line numbers 1-6 (the top 6
lines) are reserved for header
text

ll

The header
on

line

text actually starts
2 (so line of the
left

First,

6

say

pjge body

54
G

on

line

64

:

64

left,

The header text will
and have the author "L.
will be the page number,

The footer
like "-

23

-".

Suppose you want to print it on continuous paper (so the
is 66 lines long) with header and footer margins of 6
lines each, the aaual header or footer text being on lines 2
and 64 of the page respeaively. As a refinement, the header
text should not appear on the very first page.

]

text actually starts

Peace" on the

centred between hyphens

page

'

The footer

i

(so lines 61-63 are

blank)

6

Defining the page layout
You can

and

of several pages, like

think of the layout you want.

"War and

Tolstoy" on the right.

Footer zone
position

numbers 61-66 (the
bottom 6 lines) are reserved
Line

for footer text

document

War and Peace.

blank)
,',

we'll use LocoScript to create headers

footers for a straightforward

""iti

Page length
Header zone
position

I

header text has been

As an example,

lines

instruct LocoScript to format the page for any

size of paper,

but you have to

tell it

how many

lines

on the sheet, even for standard sizes. This is done
the Page size menu of the "Editing header" screen:

fit

can
in

this menu is just a matter of simple arithmetic.
can alter the page length and the header and footer

Using

You

zones and positions, but the "page body" is calculated by
LocoScript and is not directly alterable.
The page body is the text area proper, which is the
page length less the number of lines in the header and
footer zones. In the example menu shown, lines 7 to 60
inclusive are the lines that the text you type Into
LocoScript will actually appear on. To alter this, you must
juggle the page length and the header and footer zones
appropriately.

Trouble saver
Remember that
footers that

headers and

you define

in

54

jyBateoDv

61

62
63
64
65
66

lines
I

Defining header and footer text

g^^ Produce

The header and footer

your headers and footers to appear on.

texts themselves are just typed

lines

a rough sketch

showing which

you want

Into the relevant slots in the "editing pagination" screen

a

TEMPLATE.STD file are

in just

over into documents
that you create from that file.
So you can do all your
pagination once and for all in
the template document,
leaving you only to edit the
actual title in the page headers
for each new document.

carried

the same

way as you do

in

the ordinary LocoScript

screen.

You can use any LocoScript format command In
headers and footers, like pitch changes, tabs or
underlined text. The style commands are treated as
separate from the ones used for the main page body, so if
you set a header in bold type, it isn't necessary to turn
bold off for fear that the whole of the page body will end

up

in

bold too.

You

will

two sets of header and
because you can make certain pages
you might not want to have a

see there appear to be

footer areas. This
special

-for

is

Instance,

In

LocoScript, create (or edit) the

document

to contain your story. While editing, press

Changing this starts page
numbering from the specified
number.
This is useful if you are storing
and printing documents in

lines

,

P

Modes menu and
pressing

[f7]

[f7]

that

is

going

to get the

Header menu option. Then
take you to the Page size menu.

select the Edit

twice will

Pagination
First page nunber
fill

'

pages sa ne

separate chapters.

you want to differentiate
between types of pages (eg.
odd and even numbered
ones), set that up here.
If

Best to ignore these choices,

and set them

all

to enabled

Last page diliers
Odd/even page's differ

First page
Header enabled
Footer enabled
_ast page
Header enabled
footer enabled

i

!

v

i

<.'

v
v

;

Now you fix which line numbers will carry the actual
headers and footers: Following your page plan sketch, set the
page length to 66, the header and footer zones both to 6, and
the header and footer positions to 2 and 64 respeaively.
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d

irr^i ;!.

inHilUtt^^H^H

[f8]

p,..-e

i:jnhei-

page number

in

different places for

left

and right hand

;

To use this, you first open the Pagination menu from
the "Editing header" screen and set it up as required look at the labelled example for details. Then, back in the
editing pagination
;lil'l

-li.l.-.t

f':;:;

;":i:;:l

1

[

+

-Lsjjoul

menu, and then press

size

key).

Then

just

type

in

the header and

1110

end of header
he<
1

page differs"

"First
]

menu,

footers you want.
:

Ibh^

and press the

it

ii.h ..>«..)(

pages.
Hit,

.'

menu. Set the

for the Pagination

option (highlight

J

f'Ol :.liij».

[ENTER], clear the Pa ge

Press

header on the very first page of a document, but only for
the continuation pages. Or you might want to put the

leave the

menu, and return to the "Editing pagination" screen (use
the [EXIT] key).

used (or all pa9es>

Centre)
«nd of 'footer'
fOl
1

;

used for all pagesi

end of header 2

:

used (or no pajes at all-

end of footer 2

:

used for no pages at all'

(?a9eHo)==

-

FT

^MJ;i:atr)ll

The way to print page
numbers in the form "- 42-'
bottom of all pages

Page numbering
er.l

:

onlii

or ill
nd of footer':

HJType

in

the footer,

-

:

at the

used for only the first

One of the most common

the I

PWS jxoejt

[EXT] and

to print out page numbers automatically. This

the firs

used for ill pijes except the first

the header and footer texts as needed. (Note: in
(PageNo) = = = - will cause the page number

between the two
"Use this pagination".

to be printed centred
select

uses of headers and footers

dashes.)

Then press

is

is

done

with the LocoScript Page Number command.
You have to tell LocoScript how many spaces to allow
for the page number, and within the space you reserve
the number can be left, right or centre justified.
Suppose you know your document will not run
beyond 99 pages, that means you need two spaces for the
number. The way to insert this in a header is to type as
part of the header text where you want the number to
appear, [ + ] PN which tells LocoScript to print the current
page number - you will have to have the "show codes"
edit option in effect to see anything on the screen.
Then immediately afterwards type = =. This centres
the page number within those two spaces - note that the
equals signs themselves will not be printed out.
Alternatively, you could have used
to left justify, or
to right justify. Any other text In the header Is just
reproduced as normal.

»

«

i

!,'.;

You're

now

back

in

the ordinary text editing screen, and

your masterpiece. The headers and footers
shown during the ordinary course of editing, but
automatically appear when the document is

can begin typing
will

they

not be
will

printed.

iitT^-^^/^- r.-,f^rf.?SLW%-j.'

Printing out the

^.,.^j,r-a.-vrf^-«i-f^Si.;*.-^--

document

There

is a final trap for the unwary after you have bravely
hacked your way through the jungle of LocoScript
headers and footers, and this comes at the aaual printing

stage.

Confusingly, even though you have defined
lengths and stationery types

printer has to be told

K^When you come to print the document,
[fl]

for the

press [PTR], and

Options menu. Make sure the "Continuous
is ticked (use the
key to set it if not).

stationery" option

S

them

in

all

the page

your document, the

PCW

again separately, or else the

happen In the wrong place.
So before printing, go into the printer Options menu
and check that the paper length specifications match the
ones defined In the document Itself.
page breaks

will
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ONTEST
GAMES
once a second so the movement

TIME TO RELAX

a

little

Your first
Takeoff

is

task

verdicts

on three new entertain nnent
titles

TOMAHAWK
Digital Integration
This

and

is

the

It's

first flight

a corker.

an American

4

£19.95

simulator to appear on the 8000s,

The program puts you

AH-64A Apache

program notes

In

the cockpit of

helicopter which the

gleefully inform

you

"the meanest,
deadliest combat helicopter ever to rule the skies!"
Down here In Westlands country they don't take kindly
to that sort of talk, but we'll

let

it

is

pass.

The disc loads remarkably quickly from a cold start (no
need to boot up CP/M first). You then have four main
options - three different combat missions and (thankfully)
a training mode. You can also choose night or day flight,
level of cloud cover and whether to have weather - crosswinds, turbulence and the like.
In flight, the program offers you the now standard splitscreen view - cockpit indicators and controls coupled
with a constantly changing view of the ground below.
Ground features are drawn in outline and include trees,
mountains, pylons and landing pads, as well as field guns,
tanks and enemy helicopters.
The update of the external view happens only about

Distant mountains

An enemy

helicopter

Missile sights

The

landing pad you've just
taken off from

Altimeter
readout

dials

and

digital

Speed indicator

Vertical

Number of missiles

remaining

Enemy targets shown here
when system locked in
Artificial

horizon

Fuel indicator

Collective lever

- controls

"lift"

Doppler compass shows
position of

enemy

units

Score indicator!
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is

draw

to master the basic flying

a doddle, but learning to

helicopter accurately
flight controls

Our

as objects

closer

is

jerky, but overall the graphics are impressively

detailed.

is

skills.

manoeuvre the

another matter.

are available

- throttle,

A full

range of

collertive, cyclic

control (for which you can use Cascade's "Joycestick"),

and rudder- but to get any confidence in using them
you'll need to keep a careful eye on the range of
instruments which include altimeters, artificial horizon
and a Doppler navigation compass. There's also a map
which can be switched in to replace the external view to
reveal the depressing progress being made by the enemy.
The real fun starts with the shooting. You can choose
between missiles, rockets and machine gun, the first of
which includes an automatic target tracking system.
In training mode the enemy don't shoot back, so you
can pop off tank after tank with finesse. But once you're
ready for one of the actual combat missions it's a different
story. The world's deadliest flying machine will find itself
shot to pieces time and again.
If you know nothing about piloting, you'll find

Tomahawk a
instructions

difficult

program to get

into.

The

accompanying the package, although copious,
much trial and error is

are unclear on several points, and
required.

That apart the program is wonderful. A sophisticated
many hours of intricate air combat.

simulation offering

bet they

sell

thousands.

I

ONTEST
GAMES

AFTERSHOCK
• £17.95

Interceptor Micros

There is'a long ran of buttons aiid a flashing displai) bearing the legend ;-"POM£i)
rftEUffi..,LIFT INOPEMTM",
The ruddy glow of the disylag casts a pulsing reflection on the polished ihUs
and ceiling of the lift,

Interceptor have long been producing adventures backed

up by graphics on other micros,
In

some

Aftershock you have an intriguing

your

them very good.
challenge: to make
of

There is an exit Hest,

way through an earthquake-devastated city to a
which must be repaired before it melts

SEARCH LIFT
Vou have found a panel in the ceiling.
>

nuclear reactor

down.

>

Progress

is

controlled

typed keyboard

commands, the only funaion of the
)

graphics being to add

atmosphere to the rather terse

location descriptions.

The

latter aren't

by the repeated misuse of the

word

After solving the

first

in

radio

>

mm.

»,•

.

^-S^'"

PANEL

^'

I

O.K,

office block,

> THAI'S «HAT I SAU BEFORE
Trg another cow«nd.
|

'\

> EXAHINE HOLE
Try another comiand.

GO UP
Iry another cowiand.
)

jewellery shop.
Potentially an excellent scenario, but the

baldness of the program's responses.

doesn't understand the response

is

To

GO mOUGH HOLE
Try another connand.
)

anything

it
>
UP
Vou can't go in that direction,

simply "Try another

command" - no indication of which word it doesn't
understand. The two other main responses are "Please
rephrase that" and "You can't", equally unhelpful.
means that your main
is

not

in

"^

game

nevertheless failed to grip me. This largely because of the

various puzzles

'%

PHIL ON PANEL

Trg another coiwand,

problem of how to escape from
you have a considerable

-

.,

Vou can't,
>

"A

number of locations to explore featuring such things as a
zoo whose frightened inhabitants, including an alligator,
seem to want feeding, a lorry leaking oil (hmmm...whaf
to do with oil?), a flooded underground station, and a

This

||n :.
*^f -...">..:

OPEN PANEL

helped incidentally

"lay" as

here".

lays

your burning

CLINB ON CHAD)

way by

the usual adventure

in

difficulty in solving

>

'

EXANINE CEELING

'

Vou find nothing of interest.

the

EXANINE PANEL
You find nothing of interest.
>

thinking what to do, but simply

>

CLWB

OUT

(ff

LIFT!

ATMOSPHERE
INTERACTION

CHALLENGE
VALUE VERDICT

in

communicating properly with the program.
The graphics are pretty, to be sure, but would have
I

preferred

more

attention given to the

game

itself.

A Part of the early action in
After Shoct< (combining three
screens of text). Inset are two
of the graphic screens that
appear later in the program.

HEROES OF KARN
Interceptor Micros

The

• £17.95

location descriptions in this text adventure merit

inclusion in the

Guinness book of records. They are

LONG.
This

isn't

entirely a

good

thing. Certainly there

plenty of detailed information to help create that

important atmosphere of mystery. But
far

better presented

Computer

lines

on screen,

all

could have been

on screen.

displays, unlike magazines,

any space between
solid text

it

is

smU

m

the distance. On so«ie«hat lower ground to
long line - a stone circle is just visible
the south sUnds a grove of trees, fro* »hich a thin, blue colu*n of SHoke is rising.
>s

do not

if you
one paragraph,

of text. So

all in

you are high on the bracken-covered top of the Mors, Far to the <iest you can see a siull
sheep-,
cottage, beyond an expanse of open fields. Hoorland lies to the north, and a
track runs east through the closely natted bracken and heather, Larks and pipits »heel and
soar in the cloudless blue sky, and their calls drift doira on a gentle breeze. Bees bun

include

print 12 lines of
it

requires

considerable concentration to read.

These lengthy descriptions appear to have been
introduced as a replacement for the stunning graphics

which featured in other computer versions of this title,
but which have been dropped for the PCW, possibly
because this version is written in Basic.
The game itself has a traditional scenario - you must
rescue the four heroes of the title and make use of each of
their special powers (swordsmanship, magic, etc).
On the way some testing puzzles must be solved,
sometimes involving fairly complex commands. However,
although the program can go beyond the traditional two-

tou are in a sm 1 grove of trees, at a ca«p of the windering Gvpsies. Off to the nest
rise the downs of Brosgar, and the ancient ring of stones. Northwards, lies open iioorland,
and to the east, the downs rise again against the skyline. Under the trees stand a group
of brightly painted caravans, red and yellow. on. the ween grass. Several horses roan in
the glade, grazing on the sweet grass and drinking fro« a s«all spring. Fro* one of the
caravans cones the sound of nusic, pipes and vio ins in a fast dance «elody that speaks
n the centre of the group of caravans
of hills and valleys, freedo* and new horizons,
burns a snail wood fire, over which bubbles a po of stew.
Ihiton the Gypsy King is sitting bu the fire. He savs;
'Find ny nagic dirror, and in it I will read your future.'

Try one of these descriptions

word command

BALROG WITH
means

in

certain instances (eg.

BIBLE),

its

ATTACK

language handling

is

for size!

by no

brilliant.

If any one of the words you type in aren't in the
program's (pretty limited) vocabulary it simply responds
with 'I'm sorry don't understand'. Frustrating. But
dedicated adventurers will still find plenty to enjoy.
I
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3EN TAYLOR

explains

how to

customise individual keys to do your

Didding.
Users of LocoScript are positively pampered by the
-all the keys

up to

make

on the keyboard are

life

PCW

nicely labelled and set

specially easy.

[EXTRA] +

'A Let's fix the keys so that the unused key
produces the backslash character.
on the number diagram, [f I] is key
number 02. Note that the number, 02, identifies the
actual physical key labelled [fl]/[f2], and so the key
number for [f2] would also be 02. To distinguish [fl] from
[f2] we have to tell SETKEYS a bit more, namely whether
the [SHIFT] key is being pressed or not.
Without further ado, here's the command that sets up
[fl] as we want:
[fl]

So, checking

However, if you run programs using CP/M you know
and the
arrow keys cannot be used, and at the same time many
CP/M programs (like WordStar) use horrific choices of
keys for commands, like [ALT] + KQ. Wouldn't it be nice
to be able to use those spare keys to replace the complex
that things get a lot harder. In general, the f-keys

multiple keystrokes?
is a way to do this on the PCW,
is to use the SETKEYS program that comes free on
CP/M master discs delivered with the machine. You
can make all the unused keys on the keyboard do useful
things, including automatically typing entire CP/M
command lines.

Fortunately there

.02N "\"

which
the

02

is

the code

[fl]/[f2]

number

key

is

N
it

principles behind altering the

quite simple really. Every key

keyboard layout are

on the keyboard

has a

unique number associated with it, as shown in the
diagram - so the space bar is key number 47, and so on.
But the alphabet letter that the PCW links with each
number can be altered, thereby changing the effect of

called

and copy

-

it

could represent an entire string of words or

[f I]

key

quotes.

from

[f2].

BSLASH.KEY.

the most useful part of SETKEYS is that you can
define a single keystroke to "expand" to more than one
letter

that the
in

for

Now for the exciting
SETKEYS.COM on
it

it

part. Find a disc

(side 2 of

onto the same disc

with the

file

the original master
as

BSLASH.KEY

is

discs),

on.

Type
SETKEYS BSLASH KEY
.

Now

characters.

is

The next step is to get the SETKEYS program to read
and act on this cryptic command. To do this, the
command first has to be put into a CP/M text file (see box
at end of feature), which for argument's sake will be

pressing that key.
In fact,

to produce,

"Normal" - that is
not [SHIFT]ed - to distinguish

The keys numbered
The

The character

for the

if

you press

[fl],

a backslash appears on the

75

10

11

03

77

20

12

04

73

13

14

05

00

15

07

06

02

01

79

78

=r^

A The PCW keyboard,
showing each key with the code that

SETKEYS knows

it

by.

The key facts
The simplest way to explain is to go through a worked
example. Suppose that a program you use often requires
you to type a backslash, " \", as part of its commands. On
the PCW, backslash is awkward to get, you have to type

produce the backslash character from
you reset the machine (eg. to run
it can be used inside any program.
Characters produced in this way can be deleted and
edited like any normal keystrokes.
screen,

now on

[fl] will

until

LocoScript), and
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You can of course set up many keys at the same time you don't have to have a separate command file for each.
command on a new line one after the other
in the file that you give to SETKEYS.

1)

2)

Some final frills
Memory jogger

Remember how you

you can put any text
on the end of the
command line, and it is

number and

ignored by SETKEYS. This
means you could type a

there can be replaced by several things: "S" means
[SHIFT], "A" means [ALT] and "E" means [EXTRA].

In fact,

you

comment to remind you what
the command does:
02N'\"(Set[fl]to\)

(the

key)

[f I]

Here are
by

now

identify a

state

a couple of

example SETKEY commands, and

hopefully you will be able to see

translations

where

78 A

"

[f2]

b " means: set [ALT]

key (which

+ [ENTER]

is

to be "b"

With a bit of effort you can convert your PCW
keyboard to one that can enter all the commands you
regularly use for your favourite programs at a single
keystroke. You can of course put the SETKEYS command
in your PROFILE.SUB command file to set the keys
automatically when you start CP/M up.
It's a good idea to put sticky labels on the tops of your
redefined keys, in case someone else unused to your
conventions uses the machine.

key to SETKEYS by its
- "02 N" means key code 02
used Normally (ie. unshifted). The "N" in

its shift

like

02 S "a " means: set the

[SHIFT| + [fl])to"a"

Just put each

their

come from:

SPECIAL KEYS
Boffin note
The full

story

[RETURN]

is

Some characters, such as the "per

I

this:

use

jM

All the
I

ASCII

to 26 can be

SETKEYS

way, offering the

full

on pages 13-1 18 of the PCW CP/M
manual - for example, the per
thousandth sign is code 181.
Using ASCII codes in SETKEYS is
broadly similar to ordinary keys. When
defining [fl] to be\, the command was:
02 N "\"

you want to specify to SETKEYS that a
key is to represent [RETURN] (a useful
thing to do as you'll see). How you
would go about this? - to set the [fl] key
to be [RETURN], you want to have a

To define it to be a per thousandth sign,
the command is just

command something like

sign,

single quotes

cannot be typed

from the Iceyboard

CP/M,
but nevertheless can be displayed on the
directly

in

To get at them, you have to
know their ASCII codes. These are

screen.

to represent

[RETURN].

code numbers
specified to

and preceded by t. •>"*
otherwise placed exactly where the
backslash was in the first example. So
putting this new command in a file and
running SETKEYS with it will now
define [f I] to print out a per thousandth
sign on the screen.
Another possible problem crops up if

thousandth"

ASCII code 13
(decimal), and M is the 13th
letter of the alphabet, so we
is

in this

range of

control functions.

listed

1

02 N "t'181

02 N "(RETURN]"

'"

But you simply can't type thisi

Note how the code,

between

181, is

press

If

you

[RETURN] after the open-quote,

the line

will

end and when you run

SETKEYS it won't understand what
"

02 N

means. So there
specify the

instead

'

(

t

keyboard).
then,

is

a special way to

[RETURN] key: you type ]H
is [EXTRA] + [J on the
To set [fl] to be [RETURN]

you would type this

line into

your

SETKEYS file:
02 N "tM"
This mightn't sound too us^ul, since
no-one would want to change the
[RETURN] key's placing, but it does
have an extremely powerful function in
helping to create whole command lines
(see separate box).

^mn^m^^am^m^mf^

COMMAND
Boffin note 2
In

faa, the

# sign

introduces a

hex code, so rather than
talking of codes between 80
and 99, really the codes are
from hex 80 to hex 9E. 9F

means "ignore

this code".

Getting keys to produce special single
characters is useful, but it is also
possible to produce entire lines of text
at a single keystroke, although this
requires a little more effort
Suppose that a command you use
regularly is HA * BAK, to delete your
backup files and clear some disc space.
f

You can do this using SETKEYS in a
two stage process.
First, pick a number between 80 and
99. This will be the special number that
to be produced by
the appropriate keystroke. So, picking
80 as our chosen number, the first
command to give SETKEYS is

LINES

the special code 80 into the letters ERA
*.BAK followed by a [RETURN]
character -as explained in the "special
keystrokes" box, [RETURN] is
represented by |M Now all we have to
is tell SETKEYS which key will
generate the special code 80, and this is
done similarly to the backslash
example. Suppose we want to use the
keypad key "2" to do the file erasing for
us, then put in the command file the

do

line:

will identify ttie text

So, bringing
file

(we'll call

07 N "l'#80'"

Now, back at CP/M type St KEYb
ERABAK KEY. From now on, pressing
the keypad key "2" will automatically
type on the screen L RA * BAK and,
because of the final fM, execute the
command as if you had typed it
normally, ending with [RETURN].
1

.

07 N "r#80'"
07
(at

the code for the "2" key
the centre of the cursor

is

N

This says to "expand" (iience the "E")

.J

IS

80

IS the special code to be
generated. The quotes and

for

Normal use no
(EXTRA)

arrows ail have to be there
don't ask why'

[SHIFT], [ALT] or

CREATING A
we've talked a lot about
creating text files of a few lines. If you're
using LocoScript and its "Make ASCII
file" option, this is very time-consuming
In this article

together, create a

ERABAK.KEY)

two lines:

E#80 "ERA*. BAKTM"

Iteys)

E#80 "ERA* BAKtM"

it all

It

containing the

press

J

FILE

t" get to the next line. After the

type ALT J Z, and
you are returned to the familiar A>
last line of the file,

-

'

|

If you make a mistake typing the file,
you can't edit it with PIP, so you'll have
to retype the whole thing. This is why

prompt.

if s only useful for small

Creating the file ERABAK.KEY, as used elsewhere
in the article, and checking it by TYPEing it

single

afterwards.

rest of the text,

files.

and frustrating.
If you don't have a special CP/M text
editor like WordStar, there is a quick
way to create short files using the CP/M
command PIP, which everyone has on

their master disc. Put your
disc in the drive,

PIP

After the

P1P.COM

and type

filenaf'ie'CO'-.

[RETURN],

''!

P\

PIP waits for

you to type the text to go into the

Type each
then hold

40 8000 PLUS

line,

press

file.

[RETURN], and

down the [ALT] key and

B)pip erakk.k8u=Go
I
"ERA »,BftRtH"
«7 H "t'lseB>type eralMlc.keii

m

'm *.mn'

I tie
»? N "t'lse'"

And

usifig

key

it

'2"

- after the SETKEYS, pressing the
on the cursor key pad produces ihc

T

B)
B>
B>setke!fs erabalc.key

*.m

B>DiA
ERASE '.BAK (V/N)?
B>l

y

COLUMN

Front page
treatment
Wearing

my

other hat as a Science
waste my days

Fiaion reviewer,

I

reading lots of allegedly imaginative

new books

The

featuring computers.

megacomputers of SF have several
irritating points in common....
They all work, and never beep at
you for failing to slot in the proper
"start of

day" disk with the hidden

program

LocoScript

files.

(By the

4K on your
program disk by
displaying - with fB "Show Hidden" way, you can save
LocoScript

and then erasing

MAIL232.COM,

a

communications program which is no
earthly use until you buy an interface.
Keep the master copy....) They work
fast, depriving you of the fun of racing
trained snails along a

measured

Most SF computers

file.

talk

and take dictation, or can be plugged

your thoughts go
straight to the screen: either way,
there's no trouble with coarse,
directly into so that

mundane keyboards.
Back

we

in reality

have the

PCW8256/SI2, which
devour

its

at least doesn't

my

users' brains (though

over the
universe (even if they seem to be
outbreeding mere humans) or
wife isn't so sure), take

precipitate nuclear holocaust

know

(I

CND and

Greenpeace people with
Amstrads, but they're oddly rare in
the Pentagon and Kremlin).
The worst SF threat that the
beasties

pose

is

I

the Creeping White

The Paper That Ate
You buy the gadgetry

Peril, subtitled

Manhattan.

with thoughts of that fabulous hightech catchphrase, "the paperless
office".

A week

later

you're

surrounded by crumpled manuals
and early drafts - all around the

cure. Glory, glory.

There are two

9

Dash

It!
How do you type- dashes^ One isolated
hyphen can get accidentally joined to an
adjacent

wotd

best to type a dash as

two

consecLit ve byphefis (Son>e ptefer thiee

During relaying two
can bieak apiit at

ordinary

)

silly

Hard hyphens stick togcthci it s worth
making a pan ot them a standard phrase
toentci with

PASTE

D-tor-dash

monitor are stuck reminders
"Press
alter

EXTRA 4 for

like

pause) (7 f8"

ENTER

- the

and you'll live forever,
provided you never think of the

floor

is

the screen. Publishers' readers
this in a different

poor sods

some glimmer of
the task

is

do

way: they're the

who first sift through

submitted typescripts

in

search of

literary virtue,

and

complicated by the

psychological faa that in typescript

new

point. Every

no matter how

embarrassing

fact that

many tips on

presentation you amass,

you

will eventually

have to display

some actual talent.
The virtue of word-processing

mechanize the boring bits, so it's
setting up a standardized front
page for typescripts. Because the
most tedious things to type are those
known by heart, like your own
it's

horrifyingly easy to

month was
I

sec,

every

fact

line of a

blow the

[tjstificatton

with

gaff

on

scandal

right-|i]stification

LocoSci ipt

becomes
so you can

file

wordi longer
jjcyjeeze fewer words onto a disk Will
6 bytes

^

{.about

fcoMafia gag

!

ine this time'

Who kr

to disk so that LocoScript can do

famous simulation of an

its

interglacial

period.

On my PCW the screen

looks

the text

line,

new document

start a

Explanations:
is

The

"serial rights"

a formula which should cause

who try to buy "all
horror!).

shifty characters

rights" (shock!

Word-counts are

"exactly 5751 words"

with suspicion

is

literary agent, his/her address can

you have a

If

The point of
before the title on

Angst by using TEMPLATE.STD.

the blank

page

can stick lots of boilerplate
header, for example, a

no header

number:
at

all

I

for the

word
number as

page, and the magical

a

header for following
"first page"
set at zero; the cover sheet isn't
really part of the MS, but carries
information for the editor (it'll be

The number of the

If you specify your cover sheet and
part of Page
in TEMPLATE.STD for
your "stories and articles" group,
there's no need to lay it out each
it'll
popped
in automatically.
time:
be
A rough suggestion based on my own
slovenly habits.... Start with ten or so
Returns to help centre the text on
the cover sheet (you can tinker with
I

Then enter something like
the following, centred or spaced out
as you see fit:
this later).

I

lines

of the text

is

that editors like

to have this space to scribble

material into this LocoScript

usually specify

an

obsessive amateur.

follow or replace yours.

A

regarded

as indicating

make

the covering sheet. Avoid existential

You

for

vital

short pieces: round them to the
nearest 10 or SO words, since

on

ripped off before typesetting).

brutally ccnsoied. by

As you

you can add the appropriate title; as
you finish, stick the word-count into
its slot on the cover sheet.
bit

to

worth

off-putting mistakes right there

Name

a blank

no offence except to
is

I

Here's the key

cultivate an eye for

remember one

begins.

writer has to confront the

right-justified

continued

TITLE
Your
...and after

more follows, but do

pages.

Last

You need to

publishers:

"langford" plus a page

the great LocoScnpt

Address, line 1 (etc)
(Pagebreak)
(Several returns)

I

LocoScripting submissions to

first

accident, while trying to

.

do ring from the intensive
ward and say how you got on.
Meanwhile, that horrid coughing is
your editor reminding me to
mention writing. Last month
revealed open secrets about

10 minutes of each hour,

which isn't
you regularly save your files

.

care

difficult

when

page after page....

illicit

Author ( i e y ou
xOOO words
first English
serial rights offered

tinkering,

try to stop staring at the screen for

screen sentences can lose their shine

you to redo

of

bit

base layout with double-spaced lines

jusimccition

(long

me to this

(LS2) and a starting page

HBHE

a sea of

out there beats

word "hippopotamus".) Eyestrain is
the more specific worry; you should

if

TITLE

I

template.

elixir

discarded sheets because brilliant on-

printed, forcing

my

don't. (Take

sign" or "to

page numbers don't press

'f6= Pages', use f7

valid

PCW

you - so

most readable with the brightness at
minimum, and wouldn't
mind turning it down further: maybe
one day I'll invalidate my guarantee
by soldering in a resistor. If anyone
absolute

address,

worries about
the
monitor. One is very
general; if you fret about evil effects
of working with the green screen,
the mere stress of worrying will be
bad for

hyphens

and look

line etld

i

nothing looks as good as Real Print.
the screen we have the reverse
problem, maybe because of all that SF
about infallible super-machines: those
neat green words look so convincing
that your eye skips clean over the
typpong errors and warped;
punctuation. Learn to be distrustful!
Some good news on the monitor
front: despite horror stories about
deadly screen radiations which turn
you into a low-budget special effect
from Dr Who, researchers say
computer monitors are somewhat
less dangerously radioactive than
houses or people. Must tell this to
the software customer who's
convinced his screen emits cosmic
rays, making him nauseated
whenever he sits down to work.
used to get the same sensation from
pencils and paper - the problem
wasn't so much the dread A4radiation and HB-particles as working
for the civil service. A letter of
resignation produced a complete

On

8(X)

metres while LocoScript chugs to the
end of a

(how the

typesetters' directions
is

to appear,

etc).

their address

Some

on page

I

title

people repeat
,

but the

editor will only have to cross

it

out

come typesetting time.
Your mission, should you choose
to accept

it, is

to get your text into

print and to have

bearing

it

some

resemblance to what you actually
wrote. Zap those ambiguities! For
example, liberal use of soft hyphens
can tidy the right-hand margin - but
your editor will hit you in the
mouth, having stayed up all night
deciding whether each hyphen

is

meant to be there or should be
up when the text is

closed

rearranged. Safer to use hard

hyphens throughout, though
LocoScript makes them a bore to
type-

Questions? Violent disagreements?
them in, c/o 8000

Letter bombs? Send
Plus....

I
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p&h electronics Ltd
5 THE PARADE- YATELEY

22/24 GUILDFORD ROAD

HAMPSHIRE

24 HR SALES LINE
0252 878107

TEL: 0252 877222

BAGSHOT SURREY
BAGSHOT 0276 74533
•

|

TEL:

PCW GAMES

AMSTRAD
MICRO CENTRES

Hitchhiker's

Guide

£28 00
£18 00
£14 00
£23 00
£23 00
£18 00
£14 00
£18 00
£14 00
£14 00
£12 00

30 Chess
Chess

Cyruall

TELEPHONE OR VISIT

Lord of the Rings

Hobbit

FAST PHONE SERVICE - 48 HOUR DESPATCH ON ITEMS IN STOCK
SUPPLIERS TO SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATION AUTHORITIES

.

,

Bridge Player

,

Man

Bat

French Mistress

(Tutorial)

Fairlight

Heros of Khan
Space Invaders

PCW SOFTWARE

NOT JUST MAIL ORDER
CALL AND COLLECT FROM

CAMSOFT ACCOUNTS
Cambase DataBase

£45 00
E45 00
£85 00

Payfoil

Stock/lnvoice/Sales-integrated

£1356,00
each £45 00

Stock/lnvoice/Sales/Purchase/Nominal

Above moOules stand alone

Dalagen by Gemini

£35 00
£45 00
£110 00

Supercaic 2

dBase 2
Daybook

Gem

by Gemini

30 Hour Basic Standard Edition
Word Processing Book
Advanced Z80 M/C Programming
Assembler Routines lor Z80
Programming the Z80
Teach vourselt Assembler Z80
Z80 Reference Guide

Pocket Wordstar

PRINTERS

£2700

Prospell Ispelling ctiecker)

DOT MATRIX
MTBO +100cps
Tally MTBO with NLQ

£189.00
£350,00
£249 00
£22,00
£55,00
£279 00
£279,00

Tally

SAGE
£78 00

Popular Accounts
Popular Accounts Plus

£115,00

Popular Invoicing

£55
£55
£150
£150
£55
£55
£55
£55
£78
£185
£225

Popular Payroll

Combo Pack

Popular

Supper Combp Pack
Data Base
Magic Filer
Chit Chat

Mail'

Cfiit Cfiat

View Data

Cbit Chal

Combo

Mbdem
Modem

Chit Chat with

Combo

with

Epson LX80 with NLQ
Epson LX80 Tractdr Unit
Epson LX80 Sheet Feeder
Kaga Taxan 810 with NLQ
Cannon PW1080A with NLQ

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Citizen

120D

(Parallel)

E215",00

DAISYWHEEL
Juki 6000
Brother

,

HR15

Daisystep

OWP

1120

AMSTRAD-Printer leads

to suit

RESEARCH

DIGITAL

DR Draw
DR Graph
Pascal/MT

+

CBasic Compiler

^NEW

£45 00
£45 00
£45 00

,

£79
£39
£60
£20
£39
£95

Brainstorm

Scratchpad Plus

Touch

Go

N'

Smart Key

Condor

i

£795

,

£9 95
£15,95
£19 95
£19,95
£6 95
£6 95

Complete Forth

£1910

Starting Forth

Logo Programming
Starting Logo
Guide to Playing the Hobbit

ASK FOR A COPY OF OUR COMPREHENSIVE BOOK

DRIVE

£30.00
£150.00

5>i" DRIVE

£170.00

ADAPTOR (2nd DRIVE)
100K 5/4" DISC DRIVE
400K DS/DD DISC DRIVE

CALL...

LIST

+ MEMORY KIT

INTERGEM

00
00
00
00
00
00

£9,50
£8 95
£3,95

^

2nd DISC DRIVE

CAXTON SOFTWARE
Cardbox

£795
£19 95
,

256KMEM0RYKIT

;-

95
95
95
95
99

£6 95
£I2 95
£12 95

Z80 Applications
Z80 ASS Language Subroutines
Z80 ASS Language Programming
Nev( Hackers Handbook

£210 00
£395 00
£249 00
£12.00

£45,00

,

,

to Logoscript

GENERAL BOOKS

Established over 14 years

£9 50
£35 00
£45 00

PCW 8256/851
PCW 8256
,,

Step by Step Guide

£4700

Realtime Audio Tutor

£8
£9
£8
£9
£4

Amstrad CP/M Ass, Lang.

Mastering Amstrad
Using the

(BAGSHOT Smin from JTN.3/M3J

OTHERS

Data

Intro

ONE OF OUR CENTRES
OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK

£8500

Sales/Pjrchase/Nominal-lnlegrated

AMSTRAD BOOKS
AMSTRAD 8256/8512
Amstrad Word Proc PCW 8256/851

£95 00
£110.00

£165.00

SYSTEMS

SANDPIPER
Accounts - Single Drive
Payroll - Single Drive
Payroll - Dual Drive
Combo - Single Drive
Combb - Dual Drive

ACCESSORIES

£125,00
£145
£65,00
£75,00
£170,00
£190,00

Accounts - Dual Drive

j

3 Piece Cover Set

PCW

Printer Extension

Printer

+ Sales

£46 00

Ledger

Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Payroll
Payroll

Listing

PCW Memory

Upgrade

to

lor

Copy Holder

(tits

PCW

512K

Self Adhesive Labels (one across)

PCW

£6.50
£12 00
£4.50
£14 00
£45,00
£55.00
£58,00
£30,00

Kit

Paper

Blank Discs (10) 3in
Blank Discs for 2nd Drive (10)
RS232 and Centronics Interlace

£46,00
£46,00
£46,00
£46,00
£145 00

Stock Control

Complete Pack Less

£10 00
Lead

Ribbons

2000 Sheets

Invoicing

PCW

Printer Covers (State model)

MAP

4000

£1750
£700
EITOO

to monitor)

Disc Storage Box Lockable (holds 30x3'l

FULL TECHNICAL/SERVICE
SUPPORT FOR ALL
AMSTRAD SYSTEMS

Disc Storage Box Lockable (holds 70x3")

£14.00
£25,00
£75.00
£15.00
£99.00
£39.00

Antiglare Monitor Screen
Light

Pen

tor

PCW

(Electric Studid)

Suppressor Plug
Data

Modem

Computer Bag

lor

PCW

(2 part)

MAIL ORDER COUPON

WSTVAT FREE EXPORT SERVICE ON ORDERS OVER £15 NETT
PLEASE ALLOW FOR CARRIAGE COSTS OR REQUEST CARRIAGE QUOTATION

P&H ELECTRONICS LIMITED
22/24 GUILDFORD ROAD BAGSHOT SURREY GU19 5JN
•

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
PRICES ARE SUBJECTTO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/VISA ORDERS WELCOME

•

CREDIT FACILITIES

Please send me: (or order by

letter)

at£

1

2.

at£

3^

at£

I

Instant credit

up

to

J^

Name.
Address

enclose cheque/PO for £

Card Number

10%

Expiry Date

ASSY: £2.00
£1.00 PER ITEM

DISC DRIVES: £5.00

SOFTWARE - BOOKS - LEADS ETC:

Or please debit my Access/BarclaycardA/isa*^<te/ete as app//caWo>
I

U-.OOO, deposit

CARRIAGE COSTS - SYSTEMS £8.00

P&P
P&P
P&P

PRINTERS: £700

.Telephone.

SECOND

ie

ISSUE FREE

WITH 8000 PLUS

magazine aevoted to the AmSTR AD PCTSl 2
and compatibles

ALL THE SOFTWARE YOU COULD

WANT FOR THE NEW PC:

MASSIVE REVIEW OF THE PC
FULL DETAILS OF GEM PAINT
PLUS NEWS AND VIEWS

GE
-L. ..'-

pro

ill

^

Dictaphone
MICROMAIN ENANCE
Direct to you.
Let the experts provide the maintenance
back-up you will want for your new Amstrad
PC1512.
Dictaphone can offer comprehensive
servicing and repair facilities nationwide for
the new PCI 51 2. We are Amstrad approved.
Naturally.

We are one of the country's leading

Amstrad computer servicing

specialists,

and

besides handling the PC1512, we also service
the PCW8256, PCW8512, CPC464, CPC664

andtheCPC6128.
Find out more about our fast call-out and
low cost Amstrad servicing contracts. Phone

FREEFONE DICTAPHONE and ask for the
Amstrad Hot

Line.

# Dictaphone
A

Pitney Bowes Company

Dictaphone

Dictaphone

Company

Ltd,

is

a registered trademark.

Regent Square House, The Parade, Leamington Spa, Warwicks CV32 4NL.
(Tel.

0926 38311)

PC PLUS

PC PLUS

HRST SCREEN
DREAM MACHINE - THE FULL REVIEW
Compatibility,

1

EDITOR

46

Amstrad PC 5 2 covering everything you are likely to want to know.
speed, documentation, software, maintenance and more - it's all here.

Massive six page review of the

1

SOFTWARE & SERVICES

Matt Nicholson

CONTRIBUTORS
Bob Piper
Simon Williams
Chris Hughes

53

Three pages covering GEM software, word processors, desktop publishing, accounting and games that
are out for the PC - other areas to be covered next month.

GEM PAINT

DESIGN
Dean Wilson

SUBSCRIPTIONS
jane Farmer

PUBLISHER

58

Simon Williams takes a look

at

Chris Anderson

ADVERTISEMENT

the colourful painting package that comes with your PC.

MANAGER
Tony Nowell

CROSSED LINES

60

PC PLUS

FUTURE PUBLISHING

We seem to

be having slight problems with our phone system
Chris Hughes should explain...

down here

LIMITED
The Old Barn

Old Barn, but perhaps

at the

Brunei Precinct

Somerton
Somerset

TAII5AH

PC PLUS GOES
INDEPENDENT
Good news for all those PCW owners who are fed
up with all these pages 'wasted' on the new PC;
and good news for those who want to read about
the PC but don't want to waste their money on
all this PCW rubbish- PC PLUS will be a
separate magazine on the bookstands from Issue
Three, the

December

issue.

PC PLUS, the user magazine for owners of the Amstrad
PCI 5 2, was always intended to be a separate magazine:
just waiting until there were some people
around who actually owned the thing! But by the time
issue three is out the machine will have been available for
a month and, by all accounts, selling like hot cakes.
Although PC PLUS \s aimed specifically at Amstrad
owners, much of its content is applicable to any PC
compatible. If you already own an Olivetti, Compaq,
Tandy, Zenith, Walters... or even the IBM PC itself, then
this is the mag for you, too. But what can we offer that
you can't get anywhere else?

documentation and, most important, value for money,
and the reviews will also be checking out software under
MS-DOS, DOS PLUS and GEM, looking for any problems
and the best way of using it on your PC.
Much like any other mag, hear you say, but we regard
product evaluation as an on-going process. We won't
simply review a package and then forget about it for
evermore - instead we will be continually telling you
about new tricks or bugs that we discover as we work.
PC PLUS is not only about the Amstrad PC, it will also be
written on the Amstrad PC. We use these machines all
I

the time.

But it's not all work, work, work at PC PLUS. We will
be carrying extensive reviews of games, and even maps
and pokes for the more popular titles. Art, music and
programming languages will be covered on a regular basis
too, with features written by specialists in each particular
field.

^pe- fon -TKfte fo(A\« &OT .
THe (»l»ktT KirJO OF PC TH6f>ef

•

1

we were

FEATURES
On

a

more

general

level,

of computing with the

PC PifS will

PC

at

home and

look at
at

all

aspects

work. From

the problems of computerising your business to the joys
of playing adventures
is

- we

will

write about

it

serious, bizarre, unusual or just plain funny.

whether it
And if you

fancy putting digit to keyboard, feel free to send us your

work - we pay good

rates

if it is

published.

we will

be running regular series on
and DOS PLUS
GEM and programming
baffled
you're
by the manual, turn to PC

For the beginner

making the best use of the

MS-DOS

operating systems, and on using

NEWS

in

interest, we will be telling you about new
hardware and software for the Amstrad PC as it comes
out. As many of you will be coming to computing for the
first time, we will be particularly interested in news of
training centres, user groups, clubs and so forth anything that helps you get to grips with your new
machine. If you are selling a package or service that you
think we ought to know about, then send details to the
News Editor at the above address.

Whatever your

REVIEWS

out of five

if

POPPING

THE STACK
If

you want to keep up with
in computer jargon.

the latest

INTERACTION
We want you to contribute too. PC PLUSv^M have a
hefty letters section, and plenty of room for your tips and
problems. The magazine is here for readers at all stages
on the learning curve, and we don't know everything, so
tell us about your experiences, views, news, problems,
criticisms and any useful tips you have discovered for
improving your relationship with your PC. These pages

and be a hit with your friends,
then you ought to know
about the phrase 'Let's pop
thestack'. It means simply to
return to the previous topic
of conversation, and refers to
a 'stack' held in

computer

memory which

acts rather

like a

spring-loaded stack of

plates in a restaurant, in that

the last bit of information put
in to the stack is the first bit
out - otherwise known as a
Mast in first out' structure,

look at every aspea of the hardware, software or

be given a rating
on range of features, ease of use, overall speed,

service in question. Each

BASIC 2. So

PLUS

are for you, and there will be plenty of prizes for the best

Every issue will contain a major review section, which
will

(0458)74)11

product

will

letters and tips.
There will also be plenty of Special Offers on software
and games, giving hefty discounts to readers and
subscribers of PC PLUS. See you next month!

or

aLIFO.
This snippet of vital social
infbrmacion is brought to you
thanks to Microscope
magazine.
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DREAM iCHIN
CENTRONICS AND RS232
INTERFACES
The PC 1512 comes with both as standard - items
on many compatibles. The
that are optional extras

Centronic

is

the standard parallel interface for

communicating with the outside world, and

is the
usual connection to use for a printer. It is a 25-pin
female D-type connector, needing standard PC

cables.

The RS232 port is the same, but a male socket
RS232 is the standard serial interface, used
mainly for communication between computers, but

this time.

some

printers. While Centronics is only able
from the PC; the R,S232 can receive
The PC's RS232 port can be set to speeds
baud up to 9600 baud; with seven or eight
data bits, one, ,5 or two stop bits and hardware
handshaking on or off. It uses a standard 8250 chip as
found in many compatibles, for those who want to
also for

to send data out

as well.

from

1

10

1

know

such things.

SSMSSSSBBSBS
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JOYSTICK
On

the left-hand side of the
back of the keytxjard is a nineway D-connector that takes
any standard joystick {told
you it wasn't just a business
machine!). Like the mouse,
the characters sent by the

PC can be
suit the game
you're running, and these
values can be held
permanently.
joystick to the

changed to

\

-

\

PC PLUS
Launched only

six

weeks

ago, the

already nnade considerable

waves

Amstrad PCI 5 12
the computer

has

in

industry. Software houses are slashing their prices while

hardware manufacturers quickly rethink their marketing
- and the machine has only just gone on sale in

strategies

many ways

In

this

history of offering

money -first
the

PCW

is

typical of Alan Sugar.

what appears to be

in hi-fi

and then

in

He

has a

incredible value for

computers.

In

particular,

range of word processors brought computer
who could not have

power to a whole range of people
justified

the cost of existing models.

Amstrad PC does not look so
revolutionary; after all, the base model is the same price
as a PCW 8256 but doesn't include a printer. However,
setting aside the higher power for a moment, the main
selling point of the Amstrad is that it is compatible with
IBM's own PC, and is the cheapest compatible on the
At

sight the

first

market by a large margin.
Being compatible with the IBM gives a micro a huge
advantage. The IBM PC is the nearest thing in this market
to an 'industry standard' - which means that literally
thousands of software packages and hardware add-ons are
available for the Amstrad PC from Day One. It also means
that Amstrad owners can take advantage of the support
industry that has grown around IBM's PC; maintenance
engineers, training specialists and programmers, for
example, are already familiar with your machine. The
Amstrad PC is guarunteed support from the moment you
buy it.

BUT SHOULD YOU BUY ONE?
Of course you can only

really

we

yourself, but hopefully

answer that question

can help you considerably

in

It is

fairly

well

written as manuals go, and caters for the
experienced user as well as the beginner.

The more in-depth Amstrad PCI5I2
is

P-

>
>

The four colour

high resolution

mode

colours from any of three 'palettes'.

the same as those of IBM's

The

takes

monitor this could pose problems,
although some corporate suppliers are
selling the PCI5I2 without monitor,
presumably for

it's

we did not have access to the
named above. We will be looking

claims as

boards

mode are compatible with IBM's
standard CGA (Colour Graphics
Adaptor). The final mode is simply an
extension of the two colour mode, and
was included so that GEM applications
could run In full colour. This mode is
not compatible with the equivalent
mode of IBM's EGA (Enhanced
Graphics Adaptor). Both the top two
modes use up 64K of memory for the

EGA

and will probably
be converted for use with the Amstrad's
if the demand is
there. The only area that might be
affected is Computer Aided Design,
which would probably need more
expensive equipment in any case.
The five modes of the Amstrad PC
are all available whether you have a
colour or a mono monitor, if you are
using a monochrome model then the 16
colour modes are displayed as 16 levels
of grey - not so colourful but very
specialised these days;

own graphic modes

it that an EGA card, with
highest resolution of 640x350 pixels,

Rumour has

cannot be used in the Amstrad PC
because it senses the presence of a
'CGA', and because of the higher clock
speed. However we have heard that
with some clever jiggerypokery it can
be made to work - should you want it

PC PLUS. The question

into this in a future issue, but the
of software that requires an
or Hercules card is limited and

amount

display.

its

this purpose.

We were unable to test any of these

palettes are

CGA.

All except the 16 colour high resolution

parts; first of
If

so,

The monochrome monitor

handy.
display

is

paper-white rather than the

and as such
on the eye.

usual green,
easier

is

somewhat

really divides into

all,

should

only interested

available

from Amstrad for £29.95. as is the
Locomotive BASIC 2 User Guide for £9.95.
Also with your PC comes four SlVinch
disks, providing you with MS-DOS, DOSPLUS, GEM Desktop. GEM ftinrand
Locomotive's

OK

rumoured to work, but again you would
need another monitor. As the power
supply for the Amstrad PC is in its

40 X 25 characters in 16 colours
80 X 25 characters in 16 colours
320 X 200 pixels in four colours
640 X 200 pixels in two colours
640 X 200 pixels in 16 colours

do you need a computer at all? And
It be the Amstrad PC?
The important thing is what you need a computer for for work, for pleasure or for its own sake. As these pages
show, the Amstrad PC is capable of fulfilling all these
needs, and as an IBM PC-compatible is ideal for most
purposes. The only proviso would be if you are really

comprehensive manual; which covers the
machine itself. GEM, MS-DOS and DOSPLUS in some depth - but BASIC 2 md
Painchir\y briefly.

^
^

secondly;
a reasonably

Technical Reference manual

A

Hercules graphics card is supposed
to be
but, like the EGA, would not
be able to drive the Amstrad's monitor.

in

A Hercules colour card is also

two

MANUALS

GEM

The Amstrad PC's display operates

the pages of

SOFTWARE AND
Your PCI5I2 comes with

GRAPHIC COMPATIBILITY
several modes, both alphanumeric and
graphic:

any quantity!

in

games,

computer might be more
could be regarded as a

in

which case

suitable

little

a

cheaper

home

-the Amstrad PC

over the top for Space

Invaders.

Having decided that you do need a computer, and that
- and affordable at>-

BASIC 2.

a PC-compatible might be a good idea

THE MOUSE

PC

S12K Personal Computer

This handy gadget allows you
to control your PC without

touching the keyboard. It
plugs in to the left-hand side
of the main unit, and works
by means of clever circuitry
that detects the
a roller-ball

which

tells

you're rolling
This

is

tllsl F
^^
7

1

mouse. The important button,
used for 'clicking' and
is

9
PgUp

6

it.

a 'two-button'

'dragging',

B

'"-

movement of

under the mouse
the PC which way

3

i

PnO"

t-

L
—
i

the left-hand

button - the right-hand
button is the equivalent of the
[Shift] key on the keyboard.
Initially the mouse seems very
sensitive, but this can be
adjusted, and the setting
permanently recorded in the
battery- backed RAM. You can
also change the characters
sent to the PC by either of
the mouse buttons, so that
they perform specific
functions with particular
software. Again, these can be
permanently set.

2

KEYBOARD
This sports 85 keys, and looks very similar to the IBM keyboard.

It includes ten function keys which, again
like the IBM, are arranged in two columns of five, This is a bonusas many PC -compatibles lay the function
keys out in one row along the top of the keyboard - causing problems with the keyboard overlays that come
with some PC software.
Both the [Numlock] and the [Capslock] keys have indicator lights showing when they are selected, and the
keyboard features a couple of extra keys not found on the IBM PC. These are the [DEL-*] key for deleting to
the right (useful for word processing), and an extra f£NT£Rj key on the numeric keypad.
One nice feature is the ability to generate any ASCII character on screen by simply holding down the [Alt]
key and capping out the ASCII code on the numeric keypad - handy for the odd umlaut.

PC PLUS
PROCESSORS

Amstrad's prices - then another set of tests need to be

The processor

applied:

is

the

computer,
its instructions from
programs stored in the
computer's memory, and
'controller' of the

is

easy to use?

Is it

whatever. Processors are very
simple-minded beasts, really
only capable of shifting data

What sort

from one memory address to

How

another, and doing simple
addition.

Computers

give the

impression of being intelligent
because the people who write
the programs are, it is to be
hoped, intelligent. Given long

enough to work on a problem
computer will usually come
up with the answer. Since a
long time to a computer is a
few millionths of a second computers seem to be pretty
a

smart.

more

is it?

is

controlling the output to
screen, printer, disk or

Will

I

of support will get if things go wrong?
understand the manual?
does it compare with the competition?
I

This review aims to answer

all these questions, and more.
But first the specifications. Technical specifications are
dangerous things, but unfortunately anyone buying

anything technical these days - from washing machines to
cameras - ends up comparing the specs (even if they don't

understand them). So
specs aaually

let's

look at what the Amstrad PC's

8MHz, or

eight million

pulses per second.

16-bit processor, in

the sense that

it

handles data

in 16-bit

chunks both internally and externally. It is the big
brother to the 8088, the processor used by the IBM PC;
which deals with data in 16-bits internally but has only an
8-bit data bus for handling memory and other
peripherals. It is also possible to run the 8086 at clock
speeds up to 8MHz, rather than the 4.77MHz used by the
IBM, which means that the Amstrad can process data
considerably faster.

There are more powerful chips around, such

as

the

WHERE TO BUY
There should be no problem finding tNe
Amstrad PC in your high street, inde0cl
pretty well from launch Dixonsliave
had one PC on demonstration in 250
outlets throughout the country. TheM^
were actually shipped over by Dixonji
itself, and Its outlets will not be sellin|^'
the ISI2 until the main shipment
,

,

'reference sites' - businesses that the
dealer has sold to before - to get a
second opinion. Also remember that
the smaller specialist is more likely to
go bust than a high-street name.

'.

arrives.

Other high

street outlets that will|te
selling the PC include Laskys, who a.«e
also providing a telephone hotline
service for £40 a year. John Lewis and
it;

the computer. Adding an 8087 would cost around £150
plus

8086 is not the most advanced processor
is probably to be found at the heart of more
computer systems than any other. It was the first truly

with

motherboard for an 8087 Maths co-processor. This is a
separate processor that carries out the mathematical
stuff, leaving the main processor to get on with running

VAT.

Intel

around, but

WH Smith will be stocking

together

Ryman and Softshop who

computers and operate out
of Ryman's Tottenham Court Road
branch. Currys are planning to open 30
or more computer centres throughout
the country, which will specialise inihe
Amstrad PC and low-cost software.
specialise in

MAIN SPECIALISTS
Micro Business Systems
P&P Micro Distributors
Network Systems
Norbain Micro
Computer Marketing PLC
IBL

First

Software

Vistec Business Equipment
Advanced Data Technology

Wildings
City Business Systems
CPS Data Systems
Eltec Services Ltd.

Sandhurst Marketing
Office International

On the more specialised level there
are a large number of distributors and
dealers who have been supplying
computers to business for some time. If
you intend to use your PC primarily for
business, and are looking for solid
support from your dealer. It might be
wise to buy from a specialised outlet as
the staff will have a wealth of
experience on installing computer
systems, built up over the past something not always true of high
street shops. The danger here is that, as
with any market, there are plenty of
cowboys as well as bona-fide dealers. It
is a good idea to ask for a couple of

There has been much speculation as to
exactly when you will be able to walk
into a shop and actually come out with
your new PC 5 12. At the time of writing
Amstrad was quoting early October for
the floppy-drive models, and midOctober for the hard disk variety.
There have been rumours of delays on
the hard disk models, perhaps even to
after Christmas, but in any case we
would advise waiting for these until
1

we've had a chance to test them
thoroughly. As we have already said you can always add a hard disk card if
you can't wait

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
The Amstrad PC comes with SI2K

PC PLUS

memory in

all

from the cheapest model up to the top-

configurations,
flight

hard disk colour option. This

RAM

(Random Access Memory), and

is

what
is

is

known

as

used for the

temporary storage of programs and data files read from
the disks. It is not used for permanent storage as its
contents are lost when you turn the power off.
5 I2K sounds like a lot of space to play with, but RAM is
also taken up by the operating system, and by GEM
Desktop if it is left resident in memory. Nevertheless,
5I2K is quite enough to run virtually every application
program written for the IBM PC, and the Amstrad can be
expanded to the maximum 640K that MS-DOS can
handle for around £40, including VAT. The extra chips go
into the motherboard too, so this expansion does not
take up one of your precious slots.
In addition to this is a small area of memory, only about
50 bytes, that is permanently powered by four AA-sized
batteries - called the Battery-backed RAM. This is
used to hold the date and time, various parameters about
the mouse, joystick and serial interfaces, and the amount
of

RAM
RAM

that

is

set aside as a

'RAM

disk'.

This

is

a portion

is partitioned off to be used as though it is a
As such it is exceptionally fast, but all data is
lost when the power is turned off. If you are operating
under the GEM Desktop system the maximum size of
your RAM disk is limited to 34K - but if you are prepared

of

that

disk drive.

to forsake

GEM

then the

RAM

disk can be as large as

your application program can stand. This battery-backed
RAM is unique among PC-compatibles, and very useful
indeed. As the Amstrad also features a Real-time clock
and calender it also means the machine always knows
the date and time without you having to reset it
whenever you turn it on. The clock is quartz-locked, and
so should be very accurate.
In terms of storage the Amstrad PC offers several
options. On the basic level you can choose to have one or
two 360K 5'/<-inch floppy disk drives. These are the
standard format, compatible in every way with those of
the IBM PC. 360K is enough to store approximately
50,000 English words on each side of a disk, which is
something like the number of words in this magazine. In
practice though you would probably allow space for the
operating system and perhaps an application program
too, so the capacity would be lower. They are not
theoretically as reliable as three or 3.5 inch disks as the
surface
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If it is

still

Amstrad PCI5I2 is the 8MHz 8086
processor. This means that the PC uses an Intel 8086
of the

processor driven at a clock rate of

computer programmers - so don't
much importance to this specification. The
important thing is that the Amstrad PC uses the same
processor and clock rate as a number of other PC-

cleverness of the
attach to

compatibles, including the successful Olivetti range.
not fast enough for you there is space on the

tell us.

THE TECHNICAL BIT
The heart

The

Motorola 68000 used by the Apple Macintosh and Atari's
range; and Intel's 80286 which is to be found in IBM's
recent AT. These have 16-bit data busses, like the
8086, but operate with a 32-bit architecture internally.
The PCW 8256 has a Z80 processor which deals eight bits
both ways, and uses the older CP/M operating system.
It is important to remember that, like the brake horse
power of a car, processor type and speed is a crude
measurement of computer power. The actual speed at
which a computer operates depends largely on other
aspects such as the speed of the disk drives and the

ST

How compatible
How reliable it?
How powerful it?

taking

is

not as well protected

- but

this

is

not

really a

PC PLUS
EXPANSION

problem and they are a lot cheaper and easier to find.
The more expensive models in the range, the HDIO

HD20, come with

and

built-in 10

SLOTS
Three expansion slots are
provided, which are very easy

or 20 Megabyte hard

disk as well as a single floppy drive. These offer storage

to get at for a change. These
allow you to slot in additional
circuitry such as modems,

or 60 times that of the humble
your program and
data files. Hard disks are very delicate creatures and have
after all they are storing an awful lot
to be very reliable
of your precious data. Hard disk versions of the Amstrad
PC are not available yet, so we on PC PLUS are unable to
test them at this stage. You can always upgrade to a hard
disk model at a later date (though this costs more), or
indeed add one of the many third-party hard disk cards
capacity equivalent to 30

floppy disk, and

much

faster access to

hard disk cards or networking
interfaces - and are supposed
to take most boards suitable
for the IBM. Many
compatibles come with a lot

more, but you must
remember that the Amstrad
PC has most of the things you
would wanton the
motherboard. There is no
point plugging in most multifunction cards,

available for PC-compatibles; so we would advise you to
wait before ordering an HDIO or HD20 at the moment.
The 20M hard-disk card from Tandon works with the
PC 15 2, so there is an option that is available now.
One of the things that made the IBM PC stand out in
the early days was the provision of expansion slots.
These are connectors mounted on the main circuit board

them.

We

will be comparing
expansion boards for value
and compatibility in future

1

that enable

you to plug

purposes, and

in

IBM PC was that very

little

was

provided as standard: you had to add expansion boards

colour and even disk drives.
comes with only three slots, which at
stingy

in

comparison to many

compatibles available, until you realise that virtually
everything you need

built in already.

is

A second

RS232

COM2), together with a
networking board, and you would still have one slot free
something more esoteric. You could even plug in a
hard-disk card - a nifty board that includes a full hard disk
system which can be removed and plugged in to another
PC for really portable data. The Amstrad's power supply
port could be added (as

for

able to

is

accomodate most such

cards.

One noteable aspea of the Amstrad's expansion slots is
how easy they are to get at. This is a by-product of having
the

the monitor and not in the main unit
as British safety standards are then not so stringent.

power supply

itself,

in

SOFTWARE
all

S'/rinch disks,

you need to run the

MS-DOS or

DOS PLUS operating systems, GEM Desktopznd

Paint,

BASIC 2. Reviews of Des/ctop and
BASIC 2vi/ere carried in issue One of PC PLUS, and if
you want to know more about GEM Paint, then turn to
page 56 of this issue.
All the GEM-based products, including BASIC 2znd
other third-party products, use the high resolution
640x200 in 16 colour mode of the PC. GEM's systefn files
handle this non-standard display mode, and ensure that
any software using the GEM system take full advantage of
and Locomotive's

the display capabilities.

The Amstrad is unique in that it comes with not one
two disk operating systems - Microsoft's MS-DOS
DOS PLUS from Digital Research. Just how useful
that is is open to question. The GEM operating system
but

and

runs under

DOS

compatible with
matter, and

problem

PLUS, but fortunately

MS-DOS.

Just

how

PC PLUS reviews will

DOS PLUS

compatible

is

is

another

point out possible

areas.

The MS-DOS supplied

is

version 3.2, and

it is

this that

IBM PC, as it is very
own PC-DOS. It is supplied configured to
make use of the function keys, making it very easy to edit
your MS-DOS command lines on screen. It also comes
with the horrendous text editor EDLIN, as do most
versions, but Amstrad also supply RPED. This, like
EDLIN, is not a full blown word processor but a simple

ensures compatibility with the
similar to IBM's

text editor suitable for writing batch
and it's considerably easier to use.

DOS PLUS

is

Digital Research's

files

and the

like

-

answer to Microsoft's

MS-DOS (which stands for MicroSoft Disk
Operating System). It looks on screen much like MS-DOS
but is not as compatible with PC-DOS; it does however
have the benefit of allowing you to run programs written
for CP/M-86, though there are not many programs that
use this operating system as MS-DOS rather rules the
roost as far as 16-bit machines are concerned.
One feature that DOS PLUS offers which is not
available under MS-DOS is the ability to run up to three
background tasks in addition to the main 'foreground'
program. There are two background programs supplied
with the Amstrad: PRINTznA ALARM. P«//Vr allows
you to set up a list of up to 32 files to be printed out in
succession while you carry on with your main program;
ALARM lets you enter up to 32 messages, to 40
characters in length, that are to be displayed on the status
successful

line at

The Amstrad PC comes with four
providing you with

PC /'/.US.

The

flexible.

for interfaces, graphics,

The Amstrad PC
first sight seems a little

issues of

extra circuitry for specialised

make the IBM standard very

trouble with the

memory

expansion boards or things
with built-in clock and
calender as you've already got

'lifeUL,

I

THi'iAOMT

pHAC» M*l*lTMtS&

fOW

601AUC?

IrHt*

THC

preset times.

Another useful feature is the DOS PLUS status line,
which uses the bottom line of the screen to tell you
which programs are running, the nationality of the
character set, the printer selected, whether [CapsLock]
and [NumLock] are on or off, and the time. You can
choose between seven or eight-bit, UK or US keyboards,
or design your own using a special DOS PLUS program
called simply N. Finally, DOS PLUS includes a VT52
Terminal Emulator to give your display the same
charaaeristics as that of the IBM PC.
We will be looking at MS-DOS and DOS PLUS on a
regular basis in the pages of PC PLUS, and will be looking
to you to tell us what problems you have with them, and

what short

cuts and tips you

would

like

to pass on.

COMPATIBILITY
very nice, but the important
compatible the beast is with IBM's own

All this technical stuff

question

is

how

is

PC.
Graphic compatibility has already been covered in the
panel-piece earlier on; suffice it to say that the only
problem will be with the EGA card, though we have not

been able to test any graphic cards with the PC as yet.
Much the same goes for hard-disk cards, memory boards,
modem cards and all the other weird and wonderful
in to their PCs, although we did
hard-disk card from Tandon, which worked

things that people plug
try a

20M

without problem.
We understand that the Amstrad

is

pretty compatible

USING GEM
Graphic
Environment Manager (GEM

Digital Research's

to you)

is

a sophisticated

system for controlling your
PC. and a lot prettier than

MS-DOS. It is great for getting
to know your computer, and
indisfjensible when it comes
to graphics packages such as
GEM Paint or Draw, but it
does have disadvantages.
For a start it takes up an

awful lot of memory - a lot
more than MS-DOS or DOS
PLUS - which is why it can

only cope with a 34K

RAM

With MS-DOS or DOS
could probably
have 256K. and certainly I28K
with most applications. It is
also a lot slower than a
conventional operating

disk.

PLUS you

system.
In its

favour,

GEM

comes

into its own on a hard disk
The hard disk gives it
speed and it's really handy for
sorting out all those sub-

system.

direttories.
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THE OFFICIAL GEM AND AMSTRAD PC1512 BOOKS
Glentop Publishers Ltd have joined forces with Digital Research

Inc. to produce three exciting titles which fully
applications programs. The books were produced with the full
and herald the launch of a major new imprint, Digital Research Books.

new Amstrad PC1512 and GEM

explain the

co-operation of Digital Research

Inc.

Using GEM

Using DOS
Plus on the

Amstrad PC

The new Amstrad PC1512 uses
Plus operating system as well as

such

it is

one

of the

Digital Research's DOS
MS-DOS and CP/M. As

PG available

most sophisticated

programs

compatibility. This

users

who

will

addition to

in

book

is

and copying the system
deleting

and

files

queuing and advanced
ISBN

215

disks, to creating, copying

renaming

disks,

files,

tree-structured directories, batch

1

155mm

X

£9.95 paper

Amstrad PC

Digital Research's

GEM

the

new Amstrad PC1512.

applications programs which can be used with

of

It

assumes

little

or no

how to get things done using GEM. The text
many informative diagrams, photographs and

GEM

GEM

Paint,

includes

together with

summaries and

will

ISBN

85181 065 X

1

16 colour page

checklists

£12.95 paper

225

effectively.

illustrations,

be of as much interest to the

240 pages

section

GEM

will

Write and

GEM
GEM Draw,

GEM Graph,
GEM Word Chart can

be

business

It

The book includes worked examples

many

informative diagrams, charts,

photographs and screen dumps which have

been produced
programs.

illustrated

who

and GEM-based products on the

used to produce visual business presenations quickly

and

experienced user as to the newcomer.

£12.95 hardtack

an introduction to computer users

is

be working with

applications programs such as

computers and expresses things very much

terms of users and their objectives, concentrating on

illustrations, plus helpful

illustrated

This book

Amstrad 1512. The book describes how the

explaining

throughout. The book

print

DOS commands.

224 pages

85181 063 3

and

organisation of

commands,

GEM

in

It

takes the reader through from the basics such as loading

files,

the

knowledge

an introduction to computer

be working with the operating system.

Graphics on the

(Graphics Environment Manager) graphics interface and

IBM software

its

book concentrates on using

This

in

the market with an ability to run an enormous number
of software

Business
Presentation

on the
Amstrad PC

from

directly

will

GEM

applications

be essential reading for everyone

who wishes to

use the Amstrad

in

PC for effective

business presentations.

x155mm

ISBN

£15.95 liardback

1

85181 066 8

16 page

240 pages
225

colour section

£12.95 paper

illustrated

155mm

x

£15,95 hardback

OTHER EXCITING AMSTRAD PC TITLES FROM GLENTOP
The DOS Plus Manual
for the

Word Processing Using Gem Write
on the Amstrad PC

Amstrad PC

Digital Research Inc.

This manual consists of the original Digital Research

documentation for

DOS

will

This book covers the

Plus which has been edited to

be specific to the Amstrad PC1512. As such, this

handbook

be an essential investment for

and assumes

all

those

specially written to

X

1

85181 094 3

148mm

spiral

interest to both the

computer

200 pages
bound

ISBN

£17.50

1

225 X

Also available from Glentop

is

a

RESEARCH

BOOKS

capabilities of

GEM

will

Write

be of

newcomer and the experienced

155mm

provides not only a

£9.95 paper

illustrated

who plan to buy a business
own an Amstrad PC1512. It

at those

full

introductory description of the
it

can be applied. The book assumes no pre-knowledge of

computers or computing and describes the operation

and use of the Amstrad
ISBN

224 pages

aimed

Amstrad but also the many and varied uses to which

has been

user,

85181 067 6

full

All titles

10

show the

when used on the Amstrad PC1512 and

their

own computer.
ISBN

word processing
It

is

computer or who already

GEM Write program in great detail

or no knowledge of

little

PC

Peter Rodwell
This book

or computers on the part of the reader.

official

Amstrad PC owners who wish to get the best from

205

Introducing the Amstrad

Mike O'Reilly

225

X

1

85181 116 8

155mm

in

208 pages

a clear, jargon-free style.
illustrated

£7.95

£12.95 hardback

range of books for the Amstrad

CPC and PCW

computers.

available from your local dealer

or bookshop. However,
difficulties

in

case of

they can be obtained direct

from Glentop

-

postage

&

PUBLISHERS

LIMITED

packing

£1 (UK) £2.50 (Overseas)
Standfast House, Bath Place, High Street, Barnet,
Herts ENS 5XE. Tel: 01-441 4130 Telex 22828.

PC PLUS
as far as

example, but

PLUSwiW keep you
limitation

only,

is

we

posted, and

problems encountered
bit

will take most hard-disk
have yet to test the claims.

expansion goes, and

cards for

would

in this area.

One

p>ossible

and do not cater for the faster 16-bit cards that
M24 and the IBM AT.
we tested the PC 5 2 with a

the software front

1

PC-DOS, the IBM's

own

the IBM

The Amstrad

operating system.

PC-DOS without problem, and

ran

DOS version

3.2 operating system.

including

the conventional MS-

We also tried

running

program designed for
isolating problems with IBM PC hardware and software.
Diagnostics recognised the hardware correctly, including

IBM Diagnostics,

the presence of a

the tests. Diagnostics
clones,

is

so this does not

on commencement of

a particularly exacting test for

mean the Amstrad

is

particularly

Incompatible.

On the applications side the Amstrad PC

ran

IBM

versions of Microsoft's Flight Simulator, Lotus 1-2-3

Version 2 and Borland's S/'c/e/c/c/c without problems.
Sidekick ran above /-2-J quite happily tcxD. Overall it
would appear that the PC 5 2 Is pretty compatible as far
as compatibles go, but again we would like to hear from
anyone experiencing problems. We will be running a
regular list of IBM-compatible software that has problems
with the Amstrad PC.
1

CGA and

IBM's
It

own

colour monitor, so

also tilts

and swivels to

get that perfect viewing angle.

CGA and the keys (except the two new

one) but produced error messages

become an

it might cause eye strain if you are intending to write
'War and Peace 11'. If that is your aim we would suggest
you went for the mono display unless you want to go
cross-eyed playing games too. It Is worth pointing out
that the Amstrad's colour display is no worse than that of

the IBM with a

HOW DOES IT COMPARE?
Comparing the Amstrad PC with the competition is a
little tricky, for not only does it compete with the better
'home' micros such as the Amstrad CPC6I28, the Acorn
range of BBC machines and Atari's ST models; it also
bears comparison to the vast number of IBM PC 'clones'
which range in price from a few hundred to several
thousand pounds, and of course with the IBM PC itself.
As we have already said, the PC 5 2 looks to be very
1

1

1

consideration the

both

serial

amount

of

memory, the

and Centronics ports,

full

at

comparable

offer anything like the

prices,

It is

a seven-bit

code, allowing for 128
different characters.

The

first

32 codes (including zero) are
used for the control of the
terminal. Important codes

meaning
carriage return, and 27 for
here include

13,

Escape - frequently used for
the control of printers. The
remaining codes are used for
the alphabet (upper and
lower-case), numerals and
punttuation marks.
The IBM PC, and so the
Amstrad too, makes use of an
eight-bit code, giving 256
characters in all. IBM ASCII
codes / 28 to / 75 are used to
display a variety of

international characters and
graphic symbols, including
umlauts, acutes and the other

oddities to be found around

the world.

It

symbols for a
quarter

(as

also includes the
half

and a

well as the

exclamation mark), which is
very useful. ASCII codes above
175 are used for block graphic

provision of

mono and

graphics, and of course the bundled software.

(alomst) universal

code for the translation of
binary code to alphanumeric

inverted question and

compatible with the IBM, and is certainly considerably
cheaper than any other compatible once you take in to

few compatibles

for

Information Interchange) was
introduced in 1963 and has

certainly several magnitudes better than the

you're not getting a bad deal.

a specialised

(standing for

American Standard Code

characters.

1

PC -

The ASCII code

average 'home' micro display, and is clear enough to read
the text on a word processor without problem. However

can be used with the Olivetti

On

CODE

ASCII

is

known
It is

that the Amstrad's expansion slots are eight-

variety of packages written for

Is not so clear, but is not bad. It is what
in the trade as a 'medium resolution' display,
probably with a dot pitch of 0.43mm.

colour display

PC

to hear of any

like

symbols.

colour

There are

a

but these do not

same number of features.

Perhaps the most noteable of these is the new Tandy
lOOOEX. This features a single 5'/<-lnch drive, a printer
256K of RAM and comes with mono graphics
display for £449 + VAT or colour display at £549 + VAT.
On the software side it comes with Tandy's own Personal
Deskmate software - a system rather like GEM - but
port,

MAINTENANCE
Buying a computer

is

not quite the

same as buying a TV or hi-fi when it
comes to repairs: when the TV goes
wrong most of us accept that it has to

HOW DOES IT FEEL?
sitting down in front of an Amstrad PC for
time - someone who is used to other
compatibles that is - the first Impression is of a
comparatively small machine. Some compatibles, and
indeed the IBM PC itself, are huge monsters that sit on
your desk consuming the space around it. The Amstrad is
not like that as the main unit is really quite dainty; the
monitor is quite large but the overall 'footprint' is small,
measuring 372mm wide by 384mm deep.
It Is not built like a tank (or an IBM for that matter) but
Is solidly built. Some people may find the keyboard a little
spongy, but you can't please everyone. It is positive and

For

someone

the

first

certainly better than that of the
fairly

PCW range.

small keyboard as clones go, not taking

space than

It

It is

also a

up more

26.5

x 19.5mm - and

and

I

would be happy to work with

it all

day

necessary; and

all

labour, travelling

expenses and spare parts are included unless the damage has been caused by
carelessness or misuse. The agreement
does not, however, cover the software.
Prices are as follows:

SD (Col)
PC 1512 DD (Mono)
PCI5I2

is

decent size to work with. The monochrome monitor,
with Its anti-glare black and white display, is very clear
long.

Amstrad machines.
The Service Agreement covers an
unlimited number of emergency calls
between nine and five Mondays to
Fridays, excluding public holidays.
Repairs will either be done on the spot,
or at the company's workshops if
specialise in

PCI512SD (Mono)

needs.

The monitor screen measures

go back to the shop to be fixed; but
when your computer goes wrong you
need it fixed fast, especially if it is
running your business.
Amstrad has catered for your
maintenance needs through an
agreement with Dictaphone. Aside
from making dictating machines,
Dictaphone has been in the 'third party
maintenance' business since 1985, and

a

PC15I2
PCI5I2

DD (Col)
HDIO (Mono)

£36 (£48)
£49.50 (£66)
£45 (£60)
£58.50 (£78)
£63 (£84)

HDIO (Col)
HD20 (Mono)
PCiSI2HDM(Col)
DMP3000
PCI5I2
PCI5I2

£76.50 (£102)

£72 (£96)
£85.50 (£114)
£14 (£18.50)

First price is for the first year; price in bmckets is
for subsequent years. Al! prices exclude VAT. Cost

for repairs not covered

hour

by the agreement

is

£23 per

plus a £9.50 call-out charge.

worth bearing in mind that, apart
perhaps from hard disk drives, it is
usually the software that develops
problems. It is absolutely vital that the
first thing you should do after
It is

unpacking your computer is to make
backup copies of the Master disks - the
ones that come with the machine - and
use the backups in day to day use,
keeping your Masters in a safe place.
We will be looking at how to do this,
and how to make customised 'work'
disks, in a later issue.
There are plenty of other companies
who can maintain both the hardware
and software, so it might be wise to
shop around and perhaps find
somewhere local. It is also important
to insure your machine. There are
insurance companies who specialise in
the insurance of business micros, and
will even insure you against data loss —
at a price, of course!

The
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does not have a serial port or mouse as standard. It also
uses the less powerful Intel 8088 processor at 4.77MHz
(same as the IBM) or at the faster speed of 7.16MHz.
But on the plus side Tandy are offering a year's free
telephone hotline support to buyers of the lOOOEX
model. This is a real bonus as it means that you can get
straight through to the manufacturers if you have
problems with either your software or hardware. You
are unlikely to get such support from your Amstrad
dealer included in the price, but it must be remembered
that the 1512 is basically an IBM compatible so there are

BAGSHAW'S

BENCHMARKS
These

tests

were designed

several years ago by Eric

Bagshaw of the
(National

NCC

Computer Centre)

for the purpose of providing a

standard yardstick for

comparing the speed of micro
computers. They consist of 13
short programs, written

IBM BASIC,

in

that are each

automatically run several

thousand times over, and the
time taken measured with a
stop watch. The tests are
complicated because they are
designed to provide seperate
measurements of processor
and disk drive speed, when in
praaice most operations

already a large

become

at the Small Business Support Group
provide a hotline and much more for £40 a year.
Laskys are offering a similar hotline service covering all

software and hardware available from its 53 shops for the
same price -so plenty of support will be available for

is

Amstrad owners

much debate
meaning.

They do not measure every
aspect of a computer's
operation, but

in

general

machines that appear fast do
measure fast, so they do
provide a

fairly

One of PC

PLUSv/e looked

who

a standard of sorts,

though there

parties willing and able to

offer such a service for a nominal fee. In issue

depend on both.
The Benchmarks have

as to their overall

number of third

at a small additional cost.

The low

cost

have ever used - but to get more authoritive
we asked Bob Piper, who has probably tested
more compatibles than you've had hot dinners, to run

clones

I

figures

a

compare the speed of the
machine with others. These Indicated that the processor
runs nearly two and a half times faster than the IBM PC,
and around five percent faster than the high-speed
Olivetti M24.

series of tests designed to

Although these differences
detectable

in

will

be large enough to be
more importance is

day-to-day use, of far

the speed of the disk drives. As anyone familiar with a
tell you, most of the time is spent
waiting for the disk drives to catch up - not the

dual-floppy system will

area the PC 5 2 proved to be over
the IBM, the Compaq Portable and the
which puts it at the top of the PC
performance league by quite a significant margin. It is not
as fast as an IBM PC AT, of course, but then it doesn't
processor.

twice as

In this

1

1

fast as

Olivetti 24,

We were not able to test hard disk
have to wait for a later Issue when we

cost nearly £30(X).

of these machines, and of much of the software, means
that support is going to cost extra, but there is a whole

speeds - that

industry out there with plenty of experience of

So as an IBM compatible it stacks up very well nothing gets near it at the same price and it bears
comparison with machines costing three or four times as
much. But what about other non-compatible machines?
The first comparison has to be with the other Amstrad
models: the CPC6I28, PCW8256 and 8512. These are
cheaper - and the PCW range come with printer too but offer nothing like the spec or speed. The PCW is a
viable alternative if you are primarily concerned with
word processing, and there are a variety of good
accounting packages available for it as last month's 8000
PZ-t/S showed, but in both fields there are far more
powerful packages around for the PC.
Acorn's new BBC range is another alternative, but this
suffers on comparison of spec and price, and the range of

compatibles waiting to help you

- for

IBM

a small fee.

accurate

measurement of overall speed.
In practice though the

SPEEDY PC

apparent speed of an
application program is more
dependent on the efficiency of
the programmer's code than
any other faaor.

When

it

comes to comparisons with compatibles in
Amstrad is its
It certainly feels very fast - faster than most

general, the other aspect that favours the
overall speed.

will

can get our hands on one.

software available.

TECHNOLOGY
If you want the latest in technology then there is always
the Atari 520 or I040ST. These models are more
expensive but use the more powerful 68000 processor

dealt with above.

one megabyte

in

They

also

come with

5

1

2K

of

RAM, or

the case of the 1040, and with the

GEM

in ROM. An attractive package - and you can add
on such wonders as Transputers and 'blitters' should you
have the urge. However, like any non-PC compatible, the

system

Ataris cannot offer the range of software or anything like
it.

It is all very well going for the latest in technology, but
does have its problems. The 68000 is a relatively new
programmers have not had as long to play
around with it as they have with PC technology. Software
development takes place after hardware development, so
a more advanced processor is lumbered with younger
software tools. The older processor can take advantage of
software tools that have stood the test of time.
The main thing against all these non-compatible
alternatives is simply the vast range of software and
support that is available to IBM compatibles, and to the
Amstrad PC itself. And the software is tried and tested,
by millions of PC owners throughout the world.
Whether you are running a business or want to get your
hands on the latest programming languages - the PC
offers the widest and best choice. Even large corporations
are looking at the 1512 as a possible terminal to large
mainframe systems. Alan Sugar has estimated sales of up
to 800,000 PCs in the first twelve months. We will
certainly be among the first buyers, and suggest you are
it

chip, and

UPGRADES:

PRICES

Second floppy drive:
£149 + VAT
lOM Hard disk drive: ...£400 + VAT

MONO MONITOR:

20M Hard
8087

PCI5I2SD
Single floppy drive: .......£399+ VAT (MS9)

PCI5I2DD
Twin floppy drive:

£499 +

VAT (£574)

lOM hard disk:
PCI5I2 HD20

£699 + VAT (£804)

20M

£799 +

PCI5I2SD:

PC 15 12 DD:

To 640K of RAM:

(£460)

VAT (£173)
VAT (£52)

£150 +
£45 +

£155 + VAT (£179)
• A4 dot matrix printer supporting the

full

£549 +
£649 +

VAT (£632)
VAT (a47)

£849+ VAT
£949 +

character

set.

VAT (£919)

COLOUR MONITOR:
PCi5l2 HDIO:
PCI5I2 HD20:

(£172)

VAT (£575)

DMP3000 Printer

PCISIZHDIO

liard disk:

disk drive: ...£500 +

Maths co-processor:

(£977)

VAT (£1092)

•All upgrade prices include the cost of
through Dictaphone.

installing

Remember that there
two drives

is

only space for

in the machine itself, unless
you flt a third-party hard disk card to a
PCI5I2DO.

too.

•
Matt Nicholson & Bob Piper
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SOFTWARE & SERVICES

GEM

l..-^'

GEM

Free with your Amstrad PC comes Digital Research's
Desktop, which forms the basis of a 'Graphic Environment Manager'
allowing you to control your 1512 in a rather more friendly way than
that of an ordinary operating system such as MS-DOS or
PLUS. Desktop is the 'overseer' under which applications can be run
-some of which use the Desfctop system while others don't. What
Desktop is like was covered more fully in issue One of PC PL US.
Two applications that use the
Desktopsystem also come
with your PC:
Paint and Locomotive BASIC Z The first is
covered more fully later in this issue, while we looked briefly at
BASIC 2 last month. Also in amongst the packing (unless you threw
it all away!) is a special offer on seven out of nine other GEM-based
products from Digital Research.

DOS

GEM

GEM

DIGITAL RESEARCH
The

GEM

'suite'

of packages

is

often

is

because

all

the

of the special offer).

GEM

Write

is

a

WYSIWYG

(What

What You Get) word

Is

processor which, though not the

most powerful around,
use.

GEM Draw

is

is

more

a fairly

-

precise than Paint - and

can be further enhanced by adding

the

GEM Draw Business Library for

£39.95 (£29.95 special offer) which
gives

you four

libraries of

ready-made

organisation, flow chart, control and

symbols; together with 46
border designs.
Further enhancing your
presentations are GEM Graph and
Word Chart, again at £99.95 or
£69.95 special offer. Graph allows you
to present data, which could be
imported from Lotus I -2-3 or dBase,
in a variety of graphic forms including
line graphs, pie charts and maps each in two or three dimensions.
Graphs can be in full colour, and the
package comes with a range of readymade symbols too. Word Chart is a

electrical

different

sort of simple

word processor cum

publishing package, but designed

with presentations
the

GEM

created

in

packages,

in

mind. Like

all

documents

Word Chart could

be

used to provide those finishing
touches.

For the

is

the

GEM

Tooil<itat £179.95

you to design your own icons, menus
and dialogue boxes and call up GEM
functions via a high level language or
directly from assembly language.
is a special offer on the
C Compiler.
Also on the more esoteric level
GEM Font Editor 31 £99.95 (not

Included

more adventurous who

1

GEM

1

Desktop comes with the

drivers needed to output to a dot

launched a database package running

under GEM, based on its popular
integrated package Open Access. GBase

is

an excellent, powerful

database package reviewed
first

issue of

Jackson.

It is

in

the

Peter

priced at £99.95,

is

NewStar, and should be

in

being

most high

street stores.

MICROSOFT

WINDOWS

matrix printer, but for high quality
and colour this is not usually good
enough. What is needed is the GEM
Fonts & Drivers Pack, which allows

The main competitor amongst IBM

you to drive a wide range of dot
matrix or daisy wheel printers,
colour plotters and even Laser
printers (Hewlett Packard LaserJet
or Apple Laser Writer). Fonts &
Drivers Pack is priced at £39.95, or

though the battle is pretty well a
foregone conclusion with the

£29.95 special offer.

SPI

Software Products International, to

company

its full

trade,

is

Microsoft's

name, has

is known
Windows

in

the

Amstrad as you get GEM for free.
Should you wish to try Windows,
and there are some packages that
need it, it will cost you £85. Whether
it runs on the
5 2 we have yet to
see, but it certainly won't use the top
resolution of 640x200 with the full 16
1

DATABASE

give the

compatibles for 'WIMP' software, as
this sort of software

is

colours

convert

-

1

unless Microsoft decide to

it.

under special offer). This provides the
your own fonts
and symbols on screen, and for using
them in other GEM-based packages.
And finally, coming down to a more
basic level, there is GEM Diary zt
£39.95, again with no special offer
price. This runs in the background
and so is always available from the
Desk Accessory menu, and provides
you with a basic diary and calender
for your appointments. It also gives
you a basic card index system.

Other GEM packages are expeaed
from Digital Research in the near
future to
range.

fill

gaps

in

the existing

Coming soon we

should see

GEM Comm, a communications
package based on AM Technology's
Vicom package which is expeaed to
sell for around £99.95. A database and
a spreadsheet are also expeaed in
the next few months.

A further development that we
may
is

see from Digital Research soon

a multi-tasking version of

GEM.

is when the computer
appears to be doing more than one
thing at once, although in faa it is
simply switching from one task to
another very quickly. It has quite a

few uses, particularly with
networked PCs when the micro can
be watching for messages from other

WORD PROCESSORS
After accounting, word processing is probably the most common
use of a computer. Almost every business, and most honnes these
days, use a typewriter and, with a printer, the computer becomes
the ideal replacement. No longer do you have to use Tippex for
corrections, or keep a large waste paper bin handy for those all-tofrequent mistakes: instead you can get it right on screen first before
commiting it to paper. Most writers who have got used to a word
processor wouldn't dream of going back to a typewriter.
However there are word processors and there are word
processors. On the basic level most will allow you to 'cut and paste'
blocks of text from one location to another, and automatically
'word wrap' so that you don't have to keep hitting the carriage
return and the text always looks readable on the screen. Some are
what is called 'WYSIWYG', or 'What You See Is What You Get',
which means what it says: what you see on the screen is how it will
look on paper. But there are a huge number of extra features that
might or might not be useful.
One common feature is Mail Merging, which is ideally suited to
large mail-outs. It enables you to write a single letter and then
substitute the name, address and other variables from a long list.
Also useful is a Spelling Checker, which is a built-in dictionary (often
of 40-50,000 words) against which the word processor checks your
document. More esoteric features include a Thesaurus, which
suggests alternative words; and automatic Indexers which keep
track of the location of key words. Whether you need these features
is, of course, another matter.
There are a huge number of word processing packages already
available for the IBM PC, most of which will run on the Amstrad.
Mentioned here are just some of those that have been aimed
specifically at this new machine, or have recently con-ie down in
price. We will be carrying a full comparison of the word processing
options open to you in the near future.
I

L,

PC PLUS by

distributed by Centresoft and

Lattice

Multi-tasking

one package can be edited

by another, so

GEM system for

packages, there

tools for designing

very easy to

sophisticated drawing package

rather

own

(£129.95 special price). This enables

packages are, at present, geared
towards presentation of one sort or
another. The core of the suite is GEM
Write and Draw, a word processor
and a drawing package both priced at
£99.95 (£69.95 if you take advantage

You See

their

Programmer's

referred to as 'presentation'
software. This

want to use the

machines while simultaneously
printing out a document, calculating a
large spreadsheet and waiting for you
to type in another word on the word
processor. Microsoft, developers of
the MS-DOS operating system, have
already taken the step with MS-DOS
version 4.0 and Digital Research are
sure to be close behind - though
whether the PC 5 2 has the speed or
capacity for such a system has yet to
be seen.
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WORDSTAR
To coincide with

the launch of the
PCI5I2, Amstrad itself has launched
MicroPro International's own famous
WordStar package in a new version
at the low price of £69.95. Unlike the

WordStar 1512 {3S it is
menus and is
meant to be considerably easier to
use. It comes with a built-in Spelling
Checker with a claimed 85,000-word

original,

called) uses 'pop-up'

dialonary, and Mail Merging features.
It supports over 200 models of
printer too. However it also comes
on six separate disks, and is
rumoured to need a disk-swap even
you just want to print out a
document - not so friendly.
Included with each copy of
WordStar 1512 is a voucher giving
you £ 00 off the price of the more
powerful WordStar 2000 or
WordStar Professional. The £69.95

'

if

is

a

little like

to your

PC

How the new version has been
enhanced we have yet to see, but we
that Sagesoft has added a
45,000-word spelling checker, mail

having a notepad next

as

you write, and

is

do know

surprisingly useful.

Back to earth and a lower price,

merging, nine pull-down help screens
and extensive printer support
including the Hewlett Packard
Laserjet.

1

NewStar

is also selling Executive
Writer for £49.95. Part of the

purchase price will also be refunded
you return your WordStar 15 12 as
WordStar 2000 is considerably

Paperback Software

of £465.

word processor that
many of the
advanced features of NewWord that
you might not need anyway. Even
cheaper at £29.95 is FlexiWrite, a
very slimmed-down version of
doesn't provide

NEWSTAR'S

/VewWord that
ability to

alternative

if

WordStar but are not too keen
on WordStar 1512 is NewStar's
'workalike' NewWord 2. At £69 this
anything

more

like

1512, so

old hands should really feel at

home.

too includes mail merge and a
word dictionary for checking
spelling. It can handle files upto
four megabytes in length, and
It

47,000

your

features file-locking so

can manage

it

multi-user and networked systems.

More powerful, and so more
expensive at £249, is NewWord
addition to the features of

3. In

NewWord

2this offers mathematical calculations
on tables within documents, a

checker that suggests
alternatives, automatic index and
spelling

contents tables, conditional merge
printing and extensive use of

keyboard 'macros' - the

ability

a single key to generate a
string of functions. Like

to set

pirtures created by
like.

Although WordStar
Microsoft's

is

the undoubted

word processor domain,
Word is one of the key

It is rather different to use,
and people usually swear by one or
the other. Now Microsoft has
launched Word Junior at £69.95, so

players.

is

it

a viable alternative.

WordJunior\s a full WYSIWYG
processor, showing bold, italic
and underlined words on screen as
you write. It features complex page

word

formatting and conditional mail

merge

facilities

NewWord 2

NewWord 2, NewWord 3

to have one paragraph of a circular

is

same document, in up to eight
windows on the screen, and you can
use the Amstrad mouse to select text
or menu options. It works with most
printers, including laser models.

'shareware' package

enhanced it to version
market at a price of £
versions

NewWord 3
PC Outline. This

what

is

known

as

processor, which

is

an ideas, or outline
used to aid your

is

thinking by holding notes
like

'the
is

in

a tree-

structure that can be

manipulated

as

you wish.

1

sits in

memory alongside NewWord, and
you can move text between outlines
or the A/e w Wore/ document itself. It

as

printing,

it

PC - through UK

McQueens. The package
was demonstrated recently in San
Francisco on the IBM PC, running
under Microsoft's Windows and
priced at $695. It is a powerful
package on the Macintosh, with all
the features you need for designing
and laying out the finished page. The

new

version includes a 90,000

hyphenation diaionary, the

word

ability to

128-page documents and

when

it

full

2.7 for the
1

UK

SPECIAL EDITION
^^!T!^^^

The editing
program allowed you to edit two
documents at the same time, delete
or right of the cursor position
common!), to
store frequently used phrases as
single keystrokes, and to transpose
letters or words.
left

Publishing Takes A Gi AM Step
FROM THE Print Shop to the Deskidp
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as a sort of

glorified typewriter.

(surprisingly not that
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powerful - more powerful than the
present version of Pagemaker It
features a hyphenation diaionary of

over 90,000 words and true kerning,
together with a price tag of $895.

THE NEWSROOM
On

a

more
is

basic level

and available

Ariolasoft's

The

£39.95. This features a

b,

^f,--.

Iht .(. of dciklop

«.™™mpi,lt-. to wnB. ia.f.

-d

600 pieces of clip art
that can be manipulated and
combined to form new pictures.
Copy can be laid in five different fonts
and will automatically arrange itself
around pictures, while banner
headlines and borders can be added if
desired. It also features the Wire
Service, which allows you to gather
text and pictures through a modem.
In the same vein is Printmaster at
£44.95. This features

1

1

1

pre-

designed graphics, eight font types
borders; and is aimed at
and
1

1

personalised stationary, greeting
Thii
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qu>ck loot
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Xerox. This runs under GEM, so
problems with the Amstrad should
be few, and is rumoured to be very

library of over

3.85. Earlier

own

Also shown in the States recently was
Ventura Publisher, purchased by

very soon

appear

will

VENTURA
PUBLISHER

at long

going to

it is

Newsroom at

two programs, one

its

however

looks as though

kerning, but

and the printing program

could be used on

dominated

has

the desktop publishing scene with

for editing text and the other for

to

It

came

here, and whether it will run on the
Amstrad PC, is another question.

PC Write and

WordStar 1512!
special offer at (guess what!)

The Apple Macintosh

work on

SAGE PC WRITE

£69 'sympathy'
payments to owners of any other £69
word processor- including

Ideas Machine'

ALDUS
PAGEMAKER

distributors

addressed to certain people only. It
menu driven and can incorporate
data from, for example, a Multiplan
yun/or spreadsheet. You can view

upgrade, and

£69 to owners of

way.

appear on the

letter inserted into the letters

Sagesoft have adopted the previously

On

the gap between the output of an ordinary word processor and a
printed page such as you see here; with pictures, column rules,
many different styles of type. The main problem
has been achieving a high quality output and screen resolutions that
are clear enough to see what you are doing. Laser printers have
gone quite a way to solving the first problem - though the screen
resolution of most micros still leaves something to be desired.
We still don't have the technology to store and manipulate
photographic pictures on machines such as the Amstrad PC, though
this will come. The other problem with much publishing software is
that of 'H &J', or Hyphenation and Justification. The first of these
concerns where words are to be broken, and the second the spacing
out of words to give a neat appearance on the page. However there
are now quite a few magazines produced on micro computers using
Desktop Publishing techniques, so the software has come quite a
tinted boxes and

last

comes on a single floppy disk.
NewStar offer a £69 trade in for
Owners of NewWord 2 wishing to
will give

A relatively new concept in computer software; Desktop Publishing
fills

Aldus's Pagemaker,

- so you can choose

several documents, or parts of the

whole

it can handle multi-user systems, and
the price includes a license for
unlimited working copies on site.

like

has the unusual

MICROSOFT WORD
king of the

the old

WordStar than WordStar

Also

merge

Lotus /-2-Jand the

you want something

like

is if

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

a

straight-forward

NEWWORDS
An

is

if

well.

more powerful, but has a
recommended retail price

suite, this
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SuperCalc2^^ versus
The Cracker2
Questions to ask youse If about
Spreadsheets
Which one

is a current edition, written entirely in machine
code and supported by its author?
Which one uses sparse matrix storage techniques to maximize
workspace, and extensive context-sensitive help
messages?
Which one is available with immediate quotes for site and
corporate licenses and can transfer datafiles to and from it's
PC counterpart via an optional serial transfer program?
Which has built-in self verification and powerful macros?
Which has built-in date, timer and I/O commands?
Which has DIF and dBase^^ file compatibility built-inl
Which one even has a mailing label print option?
Which one has built-in high resolution screen and printer

1

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

1

.

8.

graphics?

Which one

9.

is

written

10.

by a

British author, costs £49inc,

&

round value?
Which one are you going to buy?

represents the better

all

(The answer

is

Cracker2!)
specializes in low cost software that provides the faciUties and functions of the big name,
big price alternatives. It isn't re-cylced versions of a discontinued product knocked out cheaply to
cash in on a name, and it isn't new and untested product. There's plenty more where this came
from, so call or write for our colour catalogues and dealer lists.

NewStar

Software Limited

Sim

200 North Service Road
Brentwood, Essex

CM 14 4SG
tel

l^
L

0277-220573

tlx995194NEWSTAG
fax

0277 232637

do we do it? Simple! We don't have fleets
of executives in Porsches. We don't try and build a
village in Olympia every time there's a show, and we
don't have to keep recalling product that's riddled
with bugs. We do have the most cost effective admin
software distribution, and we do have
system in
close liason with authors, who tend to be individuals,
not committees!

How

UK

No

one ever regretted buying the best

NewStar Software Limited publishes and distributes the best low cost PC software ranges. We
started the trend in the
with the
series, and we continue the theme on the PC. In fact,
we're rather better prepared with a full range of exclusive products. We like to make our lives easy
(and yours too) by selling only the best. We are supported in our view by the world's press. We
challenge others to prove that they have better value to offer. We doubt if they'll want to take up
the challenge, simply because there is no better product at the price. So if your dealer tries to tell
you there is an alternative, tell him to call us, and we'll feed him the facts.

UK

PCW

Wordprocessing:

Productivity

NewWord2

Homebase2

is networkable and enhanced
workalike of the WordStar Professional. Since
MicroPro are offering Wordstar Professional™
as an upgrade to Wordstar 1512™ users at a
cost of over £200, we are enormously flattered
by this "recommendation". Don't mess around,

buy the real thing

in the first instance!

NewWord2 costs £69 inc..
NewWord3 is "the product WordStar
2000™ should have been" {New York
Times

so at £249 inc versus £419, we don't
you have much choice?

),

believe

(£49.95)

"..good enough

is

do to Sidekick what 1-2-3 did to
VisiCalc" - PC News. The next generation
to

desk-top organiser

is

here.

Brown Bag

Outline (£69.95 inc) is
arguably the most innovative (optionally
memory resident) piece of software of the year.
It combines most features of a word processor
with the ability to move and organise text in the
environment of an outline processor. A great

WP software, and works hand in

add-on to
glove with

NewWord

-

of course!

Spreadsheets:

Accounts:

VP Planner (£99 inc) is a generation ahead
of SuperCalcS release 1. With Lotus 1-2-3™
topping the charts for the last year, and VP
Planner acknowledged as an advanced
workalike of 1-2-3. "VP-planner is more
than a 1-2-3 clone" - PC Week

Omicron™ et alia. We have brought the cost
down to £199 inclusive and we know of no

Cracker3 (£69 inc) is an innovative
optionally mouse-driven spreadsheet that runs
totally memory resident, including the 16
colour high-res graphics of the Amstrad
PC 15 12, and now also a sideways printout all built-in. If you want to offer a choice, then
you need look no further. NewStar has the best

"standard" and the best innovative spreadsheet
solutions.

Take 5

is an accomplished user-friendly
accounting system that ranks with Pegasus™,

better value in pre-formatted accounting
solutions.

For the second time

user,

we

also offer the

sheer power of TAS: a complete advanced
accounting solution from the same programmer
as Sensible Solution. It's very fast, very
versatile and the accounts modules are
supplied with the source code so that the
soultion can be made to fit the user, not viceversa. TAS works with more operating
systems and networking systems than any
other comparably priced accounting system.

Databases:

Communications:

dBase3+

is the product 'everyone' knows as
the leading PC database. Our VP-info (£99
inc) is a much extended workalike of
dBase3+, plus a built-in compiler that increases
speed from 3-15 times, depending on the
functions involved.

Or the

fabulous InfoCom Cornerstone
(£69.95) as our entry-level relational database
("Cornerstone is the best program I've
ever used" - PC Week), and also the fully
memory resident NewFile, we know we have
another complete range that cannot be beaten.

CSTAM is the ideal PCW to PC

(and back) file
StraightTalk at £69 inc
couldn't be simpler to use for electronic mail
transfer system.
services.

No

one ever regretted
buying the best,

NewStar Software Limited
200 North Service Road
Brentwood

All

regsitered trademarks

acknowledged

and

tlx

CM14 4EF

tel (0277) 220573
995143 fax 232637

Essex
Call for our colour catalogues
nationwide list of dealers
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ACCOUNTING
For any business accounting is the corner stone of the operation, and
computers are ideal for the purpose. However putting your
accounts on to a micro is no easy business, both because of the
immense choice of software and the need for absolute reliability no business can afford to loose its accounts because of a software
bug that only appears after six months use.
Accounting software can range in price from under a hundred to
thousands of pounds, depending both on facilities and name, the
bigger names in accounting software tend to be more reliable
because they have been around for some time and their software
has been well tested, but cheaper packages may cater for your
needs.

You need to think particularly carefully before choosing an
accounting package though, and it is worth listening to friends and
other businesses in the same line of work before making a decision.
PC PLUS will be looking for your recommendations, tips and
problems with accounting software - so let us know what you think.

BUSINESS WISE
known

Sagesoft are well

including 90 days free hotline

support.

for

accounting software, and indeed are
the second largest supplier of the
stuff in Britain.

The company

slashed the price of

has just

accounting

its

packages, though maintaining both

power and support.
Bottom of the range
-

RAM

disk machines and

element

Each

disks.

available seperately for

is

£49.95 per module, or the package
can be bought

in

various stages of

integration.
is

Sage Bookkeeper, which
for the small business

designed to run on any

It is

configuration of PC, including single

Camsoft Payroll

the £114
is

designed

especially

also available for

is

the PC, enhanced but

still

priced at

£49.95.

the Public
disks, the

Property Matching, while a series of

accounting and payroll package for

come

packages for Engineers

in at

FREEWAY

manual

At the other extreme, in terms of
price at least, comes Freeway from

INFOCOM
ADVENTURES
Infocom are the top
publisher of adventure games, or

company

prefer to classify

22

protection, ageing debt analysis and

adventures are available from
Infocom now, through its UK

automatic updating of multiple
ledgers. It can cope with VAT and

the States, to the

/Accountant which, at £17! including

Excise.

VAT, provides up

BUDGET
SOFTWARE

to 5000 customer

and supplier accounts. Other
additional features include balance

sheet and budgetary control, credit
control

facilities

with statements and
(as in 'we'll send

debt-chasing letters

the boys round' perhaps?), together

with

more advanced

package includes

analysis.

sales,

nominal ledgers, and

program

Top

The

purchase and

it all fits

on one

disk.

of the range

Accountant Plus

is

Sage

at £229.

Which adds

automatic invoice generation and
stock control, together with a full

150,000 packages are claimed to have
been sold worldwide. The package is
Customs and

awaiting approval by

A

little

more

pricey

is

Budget

£224 for multi-user versions - which
provide record locking to prevent
two people trying to change the

same entry

at the

full-feature

package which can be
and

up

It is

a

into an integrated suite,

5a^ecoverfor these last
two packages costs £69 and £86 per

each module can be combined with

year respectively.

user modules can be bought for £285,

audit

trail.

Lastly comes Sage Payroll which
all UK tax codes. National
Insurance and the Statutory Sick Pay
scheme. All relevant formulas can be
changed should it be necessary, and
the package will generate PI I, P45,

handles

P60 and P35 forms. Sagecover

is

£57.50 a year, and the package costs
£114.

as

you

desire. Five single-

or five multi-user modules for £569.
Budget Software operates a
maintenance and hotline service to
users for £172.50 per year (at that
price it better be good), and offers a
28-day money back guarantee. The
company also offers training at any of
its

12 regional centres for £172.50 per

day.

On a more

CAMSOFT
Camsoft's Financial
fully

any other

nominal ledger, stock control and
invoicing in

specialised level.

Budget Software

Manager offers

integrated sales, purchase and

one package

for £149.95

also

I,

//and

///,

Suspended

and Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy,
which was written in conjunction
with Douglas Adams.
Infocom adventures are text only,
but are as near to living fiction as you
can get.

The adventures tend

Trinity

for single-user versions, or

same time.

Zork

classics as

other two

ledgers, together with invoicing, job

built

distributors Aaivision, including such

purchase and nominal

costing and payroll at £1 14 per

module

its titles.

to be

have a range of

title lets

before the

first

just

minutes

atomic test explosion,

codenamed TRINITY. Leather
Goddesses

is

galattic sex
is

Golf,

you

view the pitch from any direction.
Price was undecided at the time of
writing but will probably be £19.99.

Six 'simulation software' packages are

on

offer for the

Amstrad PC from

MicroProse. Solo

has the unique feature that

Hellcat

responds accordingly.

Silent Service

combat

in

the

adventures, Aaivision have a range of
games and simulations for the PC.

Hacker II: The Doomsday Papers

is

a

sequel to (you guessed it) Hacker znA
involves manipulating droids through

an 'impenetrable Soviet facility' to
obtain the Doomsday Papers and
'preserve

Western

the

game

joystick controlled and features

Program at £57.50 and Licensed

£19.99.

multiple

politics aside,

windows on

screen.

!(

in

air

three.

the Pacific during

Word War,
is

last

a submarine

is

while Crusade

in

a battle-field simulation.

Prices range

from £17.95 to £24.95.

PC PLAYTIME
On

a less violent theme,

G&M

Software have a package called PC
PlayTime amed at children aged
three to seven. The package teaches
counting, arithmetic, the alphabet,

Civilisation'.

Dubious

markets, cheapest of these is the
Central Heating Engineers Estimation

II

Europe

addition to distributing Infocom

Ace,

Eagle are

combined with

the case of the

simulation set

ACTIVISION

Flight, Spitfire

Ace and F-15 Strike

flight simulators,

packages designed for various vertical

of

play the Pebble Beach

you can define yourself as male or
female at the start, and the adventure

In

is

one of a range

MICROPROSE

described as a 'pan

comedy' while Moonmist

a mystery set around the haunted

Tresyllian Castle in Cornwall.

Moonmist

serious level

course selerting club, foot position,
direction and swing. You have to
compensate for wind speed as you

a fairly serious matter,

starting with a nuclear explosion

over London and ending

more

a

three sport simulations from
American company Gamestar. This

at £29.99.
is

On

Championship

large, humorous and well-written
and very addictive. Three new titles
have been added to the list: Trinity,
Leather Goddesses ofPhobos and
Moomist, the first at £34.99 and the

Software's PC-Soft. This provides
sales, stock,

for

GAMES GALORE

'interactive fiction' as the

in

you want to pay extra

if

Despite the above, the Amstrad PC Is far from just a business
machine. It can't compete with the likes of the Amstrad CPC or the
Commodore 64 for quantity, but what games there are tend to be
pretty good because of its relative power and capacity. The games
that are around at the moment were mostly written with the IBM
PC in mind, and though they should run on the ISI2 without
problem they won't take advantage of the high-res 16 colour graphic
display. This will no doubt change as games are written with the
1512 in mind.
In issue one of PCPLUSvie looked at Microsoft's Flight
Simulator- perhaps the most successful game ever on the IBM PC and game reviews will be a regular section of the magazine.
Meanwhile, here are just a few of the titles around at the moment...

Technology Software are bringing
Daceasy, described as the most

UK for £130. The

VAT

it.

supplier accounts, password

package includes eight accounting
modules, including budgeting and
forecasting, on a single disk and over

has been approved for

It

and by the Inland (Revenue, and
includes documentation in text files
on disk, or you can have a separate

DACEASY
popular low-cost accounting suite

Interest

Group. For just £6, and three blank
group will copy this

you.

a

hefty £569.

those dealing mainly in cash. It offers
facilities for up to 1000 customer and

print out a range of different reports.
5a^ecover costs £57.50 per year, and
provides software maintenance and
free updates after the 90 day
warranty period.
Next up the line comes Sage

Domain Software

Trade Stocktaking at £114. At £224

come Bakers Package, Video Library
Package, Property Management and

is

spelling

and

telling

the time, as well
and games. It

as including music, art

costs

costs £14.95 and further
found on 031-33! 1460.

details can

be
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MENU BAR
Used for manipulating the
program, setting type hieght
and style, designing patterns.
loading and saving pictures,
and a variety of other
functions. Each heading leads
to a 'drop-down' menu: here
Tools has been selected, and
the pointer moved to Brush

PIXEL

Shope.... Clicking this

would

generate a selector box for
you to choose a brush shape
(as you might expect!),
A useful item here is Undo,
which allows you to change

your mind if you don't like
what you've just done. It can
also be implemented by
simply hitting [£^C].

PAINTING
Simon Williams

hand with

tries his

GEM

Along with
described

software

in last

is

GEM PAINT

Des/crop and, Locomotive's

month's

PC Plus,

BASIC 2,

a third piece of

supplied with the PCI5I2.

GEM

Paint

GEM
is

intended for any budding Mondrian or Matisse to take a
new technology, but is just as suitable for

hold of the

drawing diagrams, logos or simple illustrations. It's a
versatile program, although laclcing some of the advanced
its more expensive stablemate, GEM Draw.
Running the program on the Amstrad PC is not as easy
it could be: the main program - PAINT. APP and
PAINT.RSC- is on Disk Four while other routines
needed are on Disks One, Two and Three. One part of
the manual shows you how to create your own GEM
Pa/nf disk by copying files from the various master disks;
this is a laborious process which for some reason uses
both GEM Desktop and raw DOS PLUS. It is fairly well
described, but can cause problems if something goes
wrong. However, hidden in one of the Appendices at the
back of the manual is a somewhat simpler process by
which the program can be run directly from backups of
your Master Disks - a little bit confusing for the average
user if you ask me.
You call the program by running GEM Desktop,
inserting a copy (don't forget to make back-ups of all your
master discs!) of your GEM Pa/nt disc, and double-clicking
on the GEM Paint icon which then appears in the

features of

CLICKING
This is GEM jargon for moving
the pointer over an icon and
then pressing and releasing
the mouse button to select it.

Double-clicking means

mouse button
quick succession, to
and execute the

pressing the

twice
select

in

function represented by the
icon.

DRAGGING
This involves positioning the
pointer over an icon and then

moving the

icon

by holding

down

the left-hand mouse
button while moving the

mouse.

as

directory of the

The

GEM

with a

menu

disc.

Pa;nr screen

is divided into three main areas,
bar along the top to provide extra control

The largest area, which is initially blank, is the
drawing window. Drawings don't have to fit completely
in this window as you can move it over a larger drawing
by 'dragging' the horizontal and vertical sliders which are
around the edge of the screen.

TOOLS

Using the Line tool you can

draw

PALETTE
These provide you with the
tools of the trade. The bottom
six icons allow you to draw a
variety of shapes

-

squares,

rectangles, speech bubbles and
the like - with comparative
The cop nine items give
you the following:

ease.

^

lines in four different

widths; or shapes seleaed
from the bottom six icons of

the Tools palette. The top
option - the dotted line creates an invisible line that
you could then fill with the
Paint tap to create a patch of
colour with no visible
boundary.
fifth

Eraser
For 'rubbing out' areas of
screen. Just like Tippex but
with a variety of shapes and
size of brush.

options.

THE PATTERN PALETTE
The area to the

drawing window is the
pattern palette. You can selett any of the 22 available
patterns by moving the pointer with the mouse and
clicking on the one required. The pattern then fills the
large box at the top of the palette to show it's the
current selection. This pattern will then be used
whenever you selett the paint or spray tools (more of
which, later). If you have a colour PCI 5 2 then some of

Selector box
For selecting a rectangular
area of screen for
manipulation.

right of the

1
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Microscope
For enlarging an area of the
picture and manipulating it
pixel by pixel.

Text
For writing text onto your
picture in a variety of sizes

and

styles.

Pencil
For freehand drawing - just
the variety you keep

like

breaking.

PC PLUS
TITLE
Tells

BAR

SCROLL BAR

you the name of the
you are editing. In this
are editing the image

Used for

picture
case

thesubdireaory
IMAGES.

scrolling the picture

'under' the screen display.

we

PCI5l2.IMG,whichistobe
found on the disk in drive B

Imagine that your piaure is
much bigger, and that the
screen is a window that you
can move over the full picture
- then you'll get the idea.

in

called

in the pattern palette will be in colour.
You can give yourself more room on the screen by
removing the pattern palette from the display. To do this,
menu from the menu bar and click on
the Hide Patterns option.
As well as the predefihed patterns, you can design your
own by selecting the Make Pattern option. This produces
an inset window on top of the drawing screen and allows
you to draw your design, pixel-by-pixel. As you draw on

the patterns

select the Patterns

the enlarged display a section of the pattern
continuously displayed at actual

the finished

fill

look

will

size,

like. Just

is

so you can see

the thing

what

you're fond

If

of tesselating!

The equivalent strip down the left-hand side of the
screen contains three palettes: tools, colours (or shades of
grey on a monochrome machine, and line widths. Lets
look at each palette

in

turn.

TOOLS PALETTE
There are

15 tools available in

has a separate icon

In

GEM

Paint,

each of which

the tools palette. The

the Microscope, which

first

of these

you might expert
enlarges an area of your drawing so you can change
individual pixels on the screen. This tool Is very useful for
'tidying up' parts of a picture, when you can't get the
results you need with the pencil or rubber.
The Selector box, which has a dashed rectangle as its
icon, is used to define any rectangular area of your
drawing. You can then manipulate the area using options
from the Selection menu at the top of the screen. These
options include horizontal and vertical reflection, clearing
and complementing the picture (producing a 'negative' of
tools

is

as

everything within the selected rectangle).

The Text

tool, inventively given

you to add words to your
type

>

PATTERN

COLOUR

PALETTE

PALETTE

you to select one of 22
patterns (including NONE)

Allovre

Allows you to select from 16
colours, or 6 shades of grey if
you are using a monochrome
monitor.

fill

for filling shapes with the

1

Paint tap, or with your
Paint or Spray tools. The
pattern selected at the

moment
box

El
W/M
RSH
VuM

N
iiiiiiii

.'V^PB

t^
¥
1

111
III

MTl
r^M

^

Line
For drawing straight lines of
various thicknesses selerted

from the Line width

is

at the

shown

in

top of the

the large
palette.

in

two standard

you can selert a variety of
brush shapes and sizes, and a
variety of Patterns.

Spray
More like a spray can, but
otherwise similar to Paint.

Paint tap
gadget that will
any enclosed space with
the Pattern and Colour
selected. The area must be
enclosed otherwise the fill will
leak - the Undo option comes
in

handy here!

ABC, allows
You can

of which can be

of the

can

filled

draw

in

PIXELS
A pixel

is

the smallest element
on the
it is not the
dot on the

that can be displayed

screen,

same

however

as a single

monitor.

In

any

GEM

application the screen

measures 640 pixels wide by
200 pixels deep, and any pixel
can be one of 6 colou rs, or 16
shades of grey of you have a
monochrome monitor. The
monitor screen picture itself is
made up of a different matrix
of dots, on to which the
display format is mapped. The
1

word
for

'pixel"

is

an abbreviation

PlCTure Element (the

'x'

being an Americanism!).

shape tools and with the selector box. You
several line thicknesses
in

which are selected

the bottom left-hand corner of

the screen.
brush dipped

in to the colour selerted from
the Colour palette. Again,

An amazing

the icon

Pa/nf screen.

- each

emboldened. Italicised and underlined, and displayed in a
wide variety of sizes. You can position the text cursor
with the pointer and type anywhere on the screen; or
you can switch In an invisible 'grid' to line up pieces of
text from different parts of the screen.
The Pencil tool is what you would expect. It allows
you to draw freehand in the drawing window in any of
the colours or gray shades available. The lines produced
are one pixel wide.
The Eraser tool wipes any seaion of your drawing
back to the current background colour. You can select a
number of different sizes and shapes for this tool, which
allows you to get into awkward corners of your designs.
The Line tool is not the same as the pencil as it allows
you to 'rubber band'. To do this; fix one end of a line and
then it stretches to wherever you move the cursor in the
drawing window. A similar technique is used with several

using the line palette

fill

GEM

palette.

Paint
Just like a paint

fonts

The Paint tool acts like a thick pencil, but can also
draw using any of the 22 fill patterns. You can adjust the
shape and size of the 'paint head' by double-clicking on
the Paint icon. This calls up a separate window, with the
current paint head highlighted. You can select any of the
other heads by clicking on them.
The Spray tool is similar in some ways to the paint
tool, but as you might imagine, it gives a dottier covering.
You can select a number of different heads for this tool
too, using the paint head window In the same way as with
the paint tool.
The Paint tap fills any enclosed area with the
currently selected pattern. You position the cross-hair
pointer anywhere within the area you want to fill and
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PC PLUS
click the

mouse

the area you're

the pattern

button.
filling

is

You must take great care that
completely enclosed, otherwise
and cover areas of your

a colour

one.

PRINTING A PICTURE
The

as

is

way

best

of learning to use

the colour palette. This offers 16 colours on
16 shades of gray on a monochrome

select a colour by pointing

can be quite impressive.

GEM

Paint

is

get hooked. This

LINE PALETTE
GEM

Paint by selecting

them from the

isn't

family of programs.

9

can help.

line

'Oh, you did phone them. And
what they told you was it? I'll
have to have a word with them. Of

that's

'Your secretary. Really? Rather an
unusual angle,

CROSSED

I

course you did get technical later on,
where you say that the Basilisk PC

How did

thought.

you persuade her to... ahem... well,
never mind. Do you think we'll have
any trouble with the Advertising
Standards people? Or the Vice Squad?
'The board did happen to mention
that they would have liked to have
seen more... What? No! Not of her!
wouldn't have thought it possible...
meant of the computer. You know,
the keyboard perhaps, or the
monitor, or even a little bit of the
main unit...
I

I

LINES
We've been having

a few problems with our telephone lines here
keep getting our lines crossed with some bunch
called Techwallies (UK) Limited. We thought you might like to
know what goes on there - not that we're eavesdroppers you

PC PLUS. We

understand, just impartial observers of

MINOR QUIBBLES
Brrrring...brrrring...click! Ah,
I

want to

talk to

in.

What

you about is the
you just sent us.

advertising copy

Now

me

away that
the board thinks you've done a
splendid job, first class - but there
are one or two minor points they

60

let

say straight

PC PLUS

lifes

I

I

see,

it's

is it?

there were one or

two

the text, just

things.

little

things about

The
Can we

Against the

you?
'Oh,

they're

punctuation mark.

By the way, you do have commas and
stops on your typewriter, haven't

full

processor

Not what

the Basilisk PC, right

idiosyncracies...

when we launch
down to the last

'Old hat, eh?

doing these days, you say? Maybe we
can come back to that later. Now,

opening line for instance.
change that slightly? It is a strong
opening agree, but the board feels
that "IBM sucks!" is just a little over
the top. And the bit about "squintyeyed foreigners go home and take
your Basilisk look-a-likes with you".
'You don't think so. OK, let's leave
that and go on to the specifications.

want me to take up with you, minor
quibbles really, but we really must
make sure that everything is spot on

our new word

Well, not to worry.

I

bit

where

it

says

"RAM"

you put "Quite a bit". Well, the
point is old chap that's not very
technical, is it? Couldn't you phone
the Development boys and get a

more

future issues will

In

be casting an eye over other areas of business in which
Digital Research believe GEM and its many applications

can use any of four different line widths for lines or
in

whole

a

is

Anyway, we really liked the photo.
Even if it was a shade risque. Er...
who was she?

Crump? Glad caught you

work and
it you're quite likely to
the end of the story, though, as

a very useful tool for

recreation, and once you've tried

colour.

shapes

by

other applications.
This means you first have to save your picture as a disc
file, then leave your current application and call
OUTPUT. From there you can build up a list of the files
you want to print - and with a suitable printer the results

left-hand side of

and clicking, exactly
you do to selea a pattern from the pattern palette. All
lines in the line palette change to show the selerted

filled

is

before leaving the program, or you'll lose all your
handywork. The program prompts you if you forget.
There's bound to come a time when you want to print
a picture you've produced with GEM Painton paper. This
is a bit more involved than with some drawing programs,
as GEM uses the same utility program (called OUTPUT)
to deal with all its graphical output, whether from GEM
Paint, GEM Draw, GEM Graph, GEM Write or any of the

the

You

Paint

but don't forget to save any finished drawings to disc

GEM

at

GEM

experimentation. Play around with the various options,

monitor or

You

line

allows you to

pattern only.

fill

COLOUR PALETTE
the screen

down

draw filled shapes where
the line bounding the shape is removed after the shape
has been filled. In effect this leaves a shape made up of the

for.

on the

width by dragging the
the scale of widths.

select the line

Line width

drawing which you didn't intend it to.
If this happens, don't start removing handfuls of hair, as
there is a fairly simple remedy. Assuming you've done
nothing else since the mistaken fill, you can click on the
Undo option from the Tools menu and the whole fill will
be removed. In fact. Undo will reverse the last operation
at any stage in GEM Paint- a very handy safety-line.
The bottom six tools in the tool palette offer easy ways
of drawing a variety of different filled or unfilled shapes
on the screen. In turn, these provide rectangles, rounded
reaangles (useful for speech bubbles and other boxes
enclosing text), polygons with any number of straight
sides, segments of circles and ellipses, full circles and
ellipses and completely irregular figures. When it comes
to shape filling, there is really little more you could ask

Directly beneath the tools palette

You

palette.

cursor up and

will 'leak out'

accurate...?

has a "Fantastic multi-tasking real-

time chronograph with incredible
turbo Basic double-density dualnationality MS-DOS compatible serial
on-line local area network and 16
Gigabyte mouse-driven direct-dial

modem

swivel

Sounds
mean?

really

built in,

good.

Er,

U

git face."

what does

it

'The Development boys said that
to you as well did they? Well, I'm

know what they're talking
think that just about covers
Super idea putting the price

sure they
about.
it....

I

right at the top
letters,

in

two-inch high

by the way.

And

I

can just

about read the qualification at the
bottom, where it says "Not including

VAT,

packaging, posting, software,

cables, monitor,

keyboard and
wind up

£2,000". That should put the
Sugar's bunch.
'Well, that's

it

were only minor
your cheque
afternoon.
thing.

A

in

then.

As

quibbles.

I

said
I'll

they

put

the post this

Oh, there was one other

rather delicate matter,

You wouldn't happen to
your secretary's free this
evening would you?
'Oh. She's your wife. see.' Click!
Chris Hughes
aaually.

know

if

I

NABITCHI COMPUTING FOR AMSTRAD PROFESSIONAL COMPUTING

DRIVE A: Nabitchi. UK1
7901k used 89k free 87

HARDWARE
DISCS

DISKS

RIBBONS

1

90

limbo

files

m

00
00
00
00
00

£84 00

£13000

2 Interface

Serial Interlace

MODEMS

Amstrad Modem
II with Interlace
VoyageillExc Interlace
Voyager

Chit Chat

Comm

Chit Chat

Combo Pack

73k

Pack

£55
£39
£78
£186
£135
£165
£187

3 limbo

files

00
00
22
95
96
18
78

128

files

A:ADDRESS& TEL/DATA.

files

4 limbo

files

SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSING

files

ADD THE MISSING COMMANDS
TO MALLARD BASIC WITH

Ne
Ne'.

free

YOU HAVE A PCW8256 ADD A
MEMORY UPGRADE TO DRIVE M:
ONLY £26.00 (delivery free)
IF

A:NEW SOFTWARE

A:SOFTWARE

_

ADD TO CPM + OUR SOFTWARE
AND PRINTER LEAD AND GET

Newlag
Newsearch

,

Pocket Wordstar

THE BENEFIT OF A BUFFERED
CENTRONICS PRINTER

Tasman 8000

£13000

Drive

FD1 61 28 2nd Disk Drive
ODl 6128«rilhlnlerlate

INTERFACES 8256/861

DRIVE M: TOO SMALL.???
Ok used 368k

files

YOU HAVE A PCW8256 ADD A
SECOND DISC DRIVE B: (FD-2)
ONLY £130.00 (delivery free)

CF2DD

S-Software/Hardware
f8=0ptions

f7=Modes

f6=Erase

IF

2 limbo

Business Micro PDA

£469
£373
AmslradCPC6128ColoiJi
£330
£244
AmstiadCPCei 28 Green
MEMORY PCW8256 Memory Upgrade £26
DISK DRIVES
PCW8266 2nd Disk

6128

B: GOT ONE.???
Ok used 706k free 256

files

AmslradPCWSSU
Amslrad PCW8256

D=Disks

f5=Rename

DRIVE

BOOKS
A:HARDWARE

f4=Move

files.

SOFTWARE 99k

HARDWARE
COMPUTERS New Amstrad

P=PCW8256/PCW8512

E=Educational prices
f3=Copy
f2=lnspect

C=Coinputers
f1=0isc change

Prospell

Polymail with Polyword

•

THE COST OF AN AMSTRAD
INTERFACE

OR Draw
DR Graph

DRAW

•

CIRCLE ' PLOT

SAVE SCREEN

*

LOAD SCREEN

AND MANY MORE COMMANDS

WITHOUT

Microword

GRAPHICS

"

ONLY £9.95 + VAT

Polyplot

Polyprintdnc Typetace

1)

STUDENT/EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE

FOR ONLY £29.95

PolyTypelacesl2or31
Poly Combo Pack
Exbasic

MISC
DISKS CF2 3" Disks
Cf2DD3"Disks
RIBBONS 8266/8512 Primer Rrbbon
(Minimum

£3 40
£6 15
£4 17

Cracker

Masterplanner

ordet ijuanlity 2)

COVERS 8266/8512

Standard Oust

£745

Cover

8256/851

SPREADSHEETS

£7 96
£6 50

2 Deluxe Dust Cover

61 28 Colour'Green Dust Cover
(Please specily monitor type!

DISK STORAGE 3"

Disks (Single Sue)

3"Oisks(DoobleSi;el

£9 25
£12 76

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF COMPUTERS ALL
ITEMS ARE DELIVERED FREE OF CHARGE
FDR COMPUTERS WITHIN UK MAINLAND
PLEASE ADD £8 00
VAT TO TOTAL
EXPORTS AND OTHER AREAS ie ISLE OF
MAN - PLEASE ASK
•

Scratch Pad Plus

£52, i:

Multiplan

£52i;

ADD A REAL DAISYWHEEL

£7822
£7822

PRINTER TO
LOCOSCRIPT
WITH OUR INTERFACE

OalaGem

£31,26

SOFTWARE AND

Sage Database
Sage Magic Filer

£52
£62

)ATABA$ES
Cambase

£39 96

Condoi

1

Delta

25

THIS

1

IS

i;
i:

A SMALL SAMPLE OF OUR

SOFTWARE RANGE FOR MORE INFORMA
TION ON SOFTWARE, PRINTERS OR
COMPUTER STATIONERY - PLEASE SEND
AN AS" SJ\.E.

PRINTER LEAD

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE EXCLUSIVE OF
VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF
GOING TO PRESS

NABITCHI COMPUTING
MERSEYSIDE INNOVATION CENTRE
131 MOUNT PLEASANT
LIVERPOOL L3 5TF

FOR ONLY £49.95

AMSTRAD HELP

LINE
OBI 70> 0123
051 708 8775

AMSTRAD SALES

HANDS-

COLLEEN LTD
REAL VALUE FOR MONEY

COLLEEN PAYROLL SYSTEM

RAINING

FOR THE PCW 8256/8512
PRICE £29.95
INCLUDING COMPREHENSIVE USER

MANUAL
FULL SUPPORT SERVICE AVAILABLE
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

COLLEEN LTD, COLLEEN HOUSE, 18 BISHOP
STREET, PENYGRAIG, TONYPAHDY
MID GLAMORGAN. CF40 1PQ
TEL: 0443 435709/434846

A

range of high quality disc based training
programs for the Amstrad PCW and PC.

Hands on Microcomputers
Hands on CPM+
Hands on MS-Dos
Hands on Wordstar
Hands on Supercalc
Hands on Multiplan
Hands on DBase
Hands on Basic
Hands on Cobol
Prices from £14.95. Phone for details
II

Dept. C1

1

,

PO Box 561

MicroCal Limited,
Slough, SL3 9DP
,

Telephone: (0753) 75991
Telex 849462 TELFAC G

microccl

To boldly drink where no
man has drank before.
If you've ever been served with a cup of tea that
resembles canal water. Or begrudgingly
sipped a brew with as much taste as a
gold lame string vest, you should be able
to sympathize with Arthur Dent.

prepare you for a few dangers that are a
to swallow.

can be a pretty nervewracking

Star of Infocoms"' hilarious

Guide

business. Especially

Now programmed for use on
and a host of other machines'
you the chance to slip into
Arthur Dent's shoes and scour the length and breadth

And when

Gulp with
excitement when your
planet is demolished by
ruthless galactic hyper-

space planners.

And split your sides
as your home is
bulldozed by the local

the

Ravenous Buggblatter Beast
like one lump or two?"

of Traal asks "Would you

He's not referring to sugar!
If

DON'T PANIC

there's

stars to deal with.

the AMSTRAD

of the universe for a decent cuppa.

when

a whole host of perilous flying
saucers, black holes and burning

to the Galaxy."

"Hitchhikers" gives

harder

ONE LUMP OR TWO
A joumey throughout the universe

new software extravaganza. The
Hitchhiker's

little

you sense trouble is brewing you can just zap
system and continue your voyage.

into another solar

But don't forget your towel.

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is available
on Earth from your local Softsel dealer. Along with
over 2,600 other titles from over 250 publishers.
So don't just sit there stewing — Go and cause a
in the galaxy.

stir

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy — It's out of
this

world.

council. You'll laugh so

much, it'll bring the
house down.
Whatever happens
(and just about anything
can) DONT PANIC! For aU this wifl

Exclusive distributor of

inpocom"
Softsel Computer Products Ltd, Softsel House,

Great West Road,' Brentford, Middlesex
iMtlcmiirk

(i1

lnti)i.<im Int-,

Syon Gate Way,

TW8 9DD.

LISTINGS PLUS

A super-short type-in
down

pouring

the

program to show you

how much money

just

you're

line
Well,

it's

the autumn and everyone is returning from
in Torquay, determinedly wearing their
Araic weather so that the neighbours

their holidays

shorts despite the
will

see their solar lamp suntanned knees.
holiday romances are still hanging

And how many
the

air?

Are you having three hour long

tearful

in

midnight

perhaps you'd better steel
yourself for your next phone bill, and urgently type in
our phone call coster listing to catch yourself next time.
phonecalls to Lands End?

BTs

If

so,

inner mysteries
note on how your phone

First, a brief

bill is

calculated.

How much

you get charged for a phone call depends on
how long you spend on the line, how far
away you are calling and what time of day it is.
three things:

As

for distance, there are three charge bands. "Local"

your area phone book, "A" rate is
up to 56km away, and "B" rate is for
between 9am and Ipm

rate calls are listed in

for other exchanges

over 56km away.

Charge increases

THE PROGRAM
10 PRINT

On weekdays

LISTING

will

CHR$(27)+"E"+CHR$(27)+"H"

20 FOR 1=1 TO 9: READ C(I):NEXT
30 DATA 90,120,480,30,40,120,17.1,22.5,48
or 3) Area B ";DIST%
1) Local, 2) Area A
40 INPUT "Distance
" RATE%
2) Standard or 3) Cheap
1) Peak,
50 INPUT "Charge rate
60 PRINT: SPU=C((DIST%-1)*3+RATE%)
70 PRINT "The charge is 5.75p for each" SPU; "seconds or part thereof"
" XS
80 INPUT "Press [RETURN! when the phone is answered
90 PRINT "... press any key when you finish the call* PRINT
100 SEC=SPU:CH=CH+5.75:BEEP%=-1
110 PRINT "Current charge: "; CHRS (27) "K" CH; "p"
120 WHILE SEOO
130 PRINT "Seconds left to next charge increase: ";
140 PRINT USING "&p###. #8fq" CHR$(27) SEC, CHRS (27)
BEEP'/i=0
150 IF SEC<5 AND BEEP% THEN PRINT CHR$(7)
160 SEC=SEC-0.0751

—
—

;

;

.

;

;

;

,

;

170 PRINT CHRS (13);
180 IF INKEYSO"" THEN PRINT: PRINT: END
190 VEND
200 PRINT CHRS (27)+" I";
210 GOTO 100

:

.

too much to hope that BT
keep their charges at the
current rates for long, but
even if they do change, the
phone coster can cope.
Look at the table of
charges, and compare this to
line 30 of the program - it just
lists the call times in seconds
allowed per unit for Local, A
and B areas at Peak, Standard
and Cheap rates in that order.
Find out BT's new charges
in terms of call seconds per
unit, and retype line 30 of the
program putting the new
numbers in place of the old
ones. Be sure to get the order
right though!
It's

,

Boffin note
If

you're an experienced Basic

programmer, then when you
in a listing from a
magazine you probably alter it
to suit your own tastes. A
type

word

of warning; the

way

that

in this call timer
by knowing exactly

the 'clock'

works

how

is

long

takes for Mallard
Basic to execute the loop of
lines

1

it

20 to

1

90 -in fact.
If you alter
your clock

0.0751 seconds.

any of these

may run

lines,

at a strange speed.

^

8000 PLUS 63

LISTINGS PLUS,

How to type a listing
The first thing
Basic.

reset

is

to load up Mallard

To do this, turn on the PCW (or
it

with

[SHIFT] + [EXTRA] + [EXIT]) and

into

the top drive put the CP/M startup disc,
which is the other side of the LocoScript
startup disc
When you get the A> prompt, type
BAS I C, and after a few seconds a

message about "Mallard-80 BASIC
appears and it says "Ok". Now copy out
each line in the listing very carefully,
including the line numbers, and press
[RETURN] at the end of each line. Be
careful to distinguish between capital
and the digit
and 0, and colons and
semicolons. During a long listing it's
important to save your work every IS
minutes or so. And for all listings you
must save them for attempting to run
them. To do this, find a work disc you
can write to, put it in the disc drive, and
type
SAVE "PROGRAM" [RETURN J. Or you
can choose any other name instead of
the word "program".
When you've finished, type L I ST
[REIURN] and the whole program will
appear on the screen. Check it, and if
any lines are wrong, you can correct
them with the line editor. For example,
if the mistake was in line 100, you would
type EDIT 100 IRETURN J.and usethe
cursor keys and delete keys to fix the
line. Press [RETURN] when the tine is
correct
If you have mistyped a line number,
so that a line appears in the wrong
sequence, just type the incorrect line
number and the [RETURN], which
effectively deletes the line, then retype
the line with its correct number.
I

1

,

in

I

When you're satisfied the listing is
SAVE the finished version (see
above) and now your program is ready
correct,

to run. Just type

RUN IRETURN]

And yes...it goes wrong
It's more than likely, no matter how
meticulously you copied the listing out,
that the first time you run the program
it won't work properly. You may get
some arcane message like "Syntax error
in 100". List the program out (using
LIST), and carefully check the screen
against the original in the magazine.
Incidentally apart from Syntax errors,
the line number mentioned in the error
message isn't necessarily where the
error is located - it's simply the point at
which the computer gets stuck. You
may have to look elsewhere for the
error.

When you've found it, either retype
the line wholesale, or correct it by using
the line editor as described above. Type
RUN

and hopefully it works this
time. If not, go on correcting and reagain,

running until it does. Finally, don't
forget to save the corrected version
again.

When you've finally finished with

you are chargecJ "peak" rate for calls, and "standard" rate
is 8-9am and
-6pm. "Cheap" rate is 6pm-8am on
weekdays, and all of weekends.
Now prepare to meet the dreaded "unit". A unit is the
smallest charging period, and currently costs 5p + VAT
(5.75p in all) for a normal home phone line. No matter
how short the call you make, you are bound to be
charged for at least one unit, and it goes up in steps.
For example, looking at the charge table, for a peak
rate "B" distance call, one unit lasts 17. seconds. As soon
as the call is connected (ie. it is answered) you are
charged 5.75p, and that covers you to talk for 17.
seconds. At the stroke of 17.2 seconds, your call cost
jumps to two units, or
.5p, and so on.

the

1

1

And

so on to the program. Type

in and save the listing
if you aren't sure how to).
you've got it running properly, the coster first
asks you for the particulars of the call - distance and
charge rate. In each case type the number of the choice

(see the

returns you to

box

When

you want (1 2 or 3) followed by [RETURN]. It then
shows the running total for the cost, together with a
countdown of how many seconds are left until your
charge is upped by another unit. It gives you a reminder
beep when there are 5 seconds left.
In order to keep the listing simple, there are no checks
,

that you've given proper answers to the questions, so
relies

program, typing
SYS IT ^' RE! URN

CP/M.

on

press the

RUN

again.

If the screen display is not like our example screen,
you've probably mistyped a semicolon in lines 130, 140or
200 If the program never stops, interrupt it by pressing
the [STOP] key, and check line 180.

says Ok, type
RUN IRETURN].

it

CD
CO

o
o

CO

90

30

17.1

Standard

120

40

22.5

Cheap

480

120

48

CO

»?.te::ilJS:'liru'ild!lr4"orll&n
pit dune. IS 5.7Sp for Mch 17.1 sMOiiii$ or part thereof
rrtss [RnlflM] diieii the phone is
... press mg key ahen sou finish the call

m

Seconds left to next charge increase:

Peak
BT's current phone charges,
in terms of the number of
seconds that you get for one
unit (5.75p)

Can

YOU

if so, you could earn hard cash (£10-100)
and instant fame by having your
programs printed in this magazine.
We're interested in SHORT programs

of GENERAL

INTEREST: Utilities,
graphics, games and the like
Programs of 1-20 lines are particularly
likely to be printed (because we can
manage several in an issue) - those that
are longer have to be really good, so
don't get carried away with lots of lines
devoted to "window-dressing" the
program. Instructions can be given in

accompanying documentation much

more efficiently.
To submit a listing you must supply

program?
the following:
1. A printout of the

A

The phone coster

in

CF/N Plus

aaion

Anstrad Consimer Electronics pic

V 1.4, 61X TPA, 2 disc drives, 368K drive H:
listing.

A disc on which it is saved. 3. A
stamped addressed jiffy bag for return

2.

of your disc.
4. An explanation of what the program
does and how to use it.
5.
signed statement confirming that
the program is your original work and
hasn't been submitted to anyone else.

A

Send your submissions

to: Listings,

«>basie
"

" rd-W

BASIC with Jetsaii
Version 1.28
opuright 1984 LocMotive SoftMre Ltd

All rignts reserved

31597 free bytes

load 'phone-

Old Bam, Somerton,
TAII5AH.

8000 Plus, r/ie

Somerset,

up to 40 days for return
of your disc - the programs will be
assessed all in one batch once a month!
Please allow

Running the coscer

64 8000 PLUS

it

If you mistype things,
[STOP] key, which gets you back to the "Ok"

careful, intelligent use.

prompt, and then

To run the phone coster another day,
BASIC up normally, put the disc
you saved the program on in the drive
and type
LOAD "PROGRAM" [.RETURN] or
whatever name you gave the program
when you saved it Then as before, when
start

1

Every second counts

later

on

after you've

SAVEd

it

DISCOUNT CP/M SOFTWARE

Saxon Computing

FOR THE PCW 8256 &PCW8512
WORD PROCESSING
NEW WORD
TASWORD 8000

_

TASPRINT 8000

PROSPELL

DATABASES
CAMBASE
AT LAST
DATA GEM

_.

SPREADSHEETS
SUPERCALC 2 -..._
CRACKER 2
_

_
_

_

-

_

RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP

69.00
24.95
14.90
29.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

20.95
25.95
25.95

RRP
RRP
RRP

49.95
49.95
39.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

43.95
43.95
34.95

RRP 49.95
...RRP 49.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

42.95
43.95

43.95
43.95
22.95
26.95
18.95

61 .95

GRAPHICS
DR.
DR.

DRAW

_

GRAPH

—

_

POLYPLOT
_ _
POLYPRINT WITH POLYWORD
POLYPRINT TYPEFACES (2 OR

_
-

3)

COMMUNICATIONS
CHIT CHAT E-MAIL
CHIT CHAT VIEWDATA
AMSTRAD CPS8256
I/FACE FOR ALL PCW&
AMSTRAD V21A/23 MODEM...

_

-

_
-

-

TUTORIAL
lANSYST CRASH TYPING
_ HANDS ON (CP/M/SUPERCALC2/DBASE11)
TOUCH & GO
-

GERMAN MASTER

-

LOCOSCHIPT TUTORIAL

-

-

RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP

49.95
49.95
24.95
29.95
19.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

RRP
RRP

69.95
69.95

OUR
OUR

RRP
RRP

67.85
99.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

59.95
96.95

RRP
RRP
RRP

24.95
24.95
24.95
19.95
9.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

22.95
21.95
20.95
17.95
8.95

28.95
28.95
23.00
23.00
24.95
15.95
14.95

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

23.95
23.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
13.95
12.95

„RRP

-

RRP

(audio)

1

_

RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP
RRP

_

_

_

1 1

SORCERER (Inlocom)....

—

LORD OF THE RINGS

COLOSSUS CHESS
BATMAN
THE AMSTRAD CP/M PLUS

-Paperback

12.95

loose leal

18.95

— ACROSS x 1000
RRP 7.95
OUR PRICE 6.25
2 ACROSS % 200Q
RRP11.95
OUR PRICE 10.95
ALL r^lCES INCLUDE POSTAGE, PACKING VAT IN THE UK
OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME - PLEASE WRITE FOR EXPORT PRICES
SEE OUR LATEST PRICES AND OFFERS ON PRESTEL '25888
PLEASE SEND CHEQUES/POs TO:
^_^^.

LABELS: Fanlolded

FlexiFile

one of only two databases rated
as good value by 800D Plus lagazine, this is a fast
database offering calculations, reports, filtering,
indexing, rebuild, lacros S context sensitive helpJll
new lanual includes full tutorial which is also on disk.
-

FlexiWrite

a Wordstar work alike with a
friendly face. Easy to use, has lailierge and can IMPORT
GRAPHICS into your docuients.Full lanual included.

FlexlLabel

PRICE 57.95
PRICE 57.95

GAMES
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE (Infocom)
WISHBRINGER (Inlocom)
ZORK 1 (or 1 or 1) (Infocom^..

for PCH1512 S IBH

fteKi C9((eeti9h

1

- total control over lailing i
goods labels up to 5 across. Can use data froi
FlexiFile, FlexiUrite & other databases.

FlexiCalc
spreadsheet
Lock -It protects your files
-

with graphics.

a

using
sophisticated encryption and passwords.

MieyO CotteetiOH

for PCH8256/8512

Micro Collection comprises MicroFile, MicroMord,
FlexiLabel, MicroSpread and Lock-It. Siiilar
specification to Flexi prograis but for CPM Plus.

S,

M.J.C SUPPLIES

(PCP)

O

Flexi Collection or Micro Collection are just £^9.95
for all five prograis. Send for full brochure.

SAXON COMPUTING
11 ARRAM ROAD'

iipvi

LECONFIELD

'SCOJA', LONDON ROAD, HITCHIN, HERTS. SG4 9EN.
TEL: (0462) 32897 for enquiries/Access orders - out of hours Answerphone

N.

HUMBERSIDE
HU17 7NP

Telephone 0401-50697

The
Plus
Amstrad CP/M
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The CCP.

TIPOFFS
way you
easily

can check your Basic files
without having to load each

one just to see what it does.
Note that when you want to load a
file later (with the LOAD command),
it doesn't matter whether the file has
been saved using ",A" or not. Also, if
you do save a file with ",A", you can
always change your mind and save

it

normally at a later date.
{Philip Last, LoutH)

Feeding continuous
paper

TIP-OFFS
The

lowdown on

pages which give you the

the universe and avoiding the

life,

plate of the PCW printer
normally positioned with the ribs

The back

a steep angle. This

is

the normal

position for single sheet stationery,

CP/M,

Locoscript,

is

facing forwards and the back plate at

but can cause problems
continuous stationery.

PCW hair-tear syndronne.

Just

remove the back

when

using

plate and

it around, so that the ribs face
backwards, and replace it on the
printer. It will then lie at a flatter

turn

Your reaction to issue left us in no doubt how much you like this section, so this
month it's even bigger. And this time most of the ideas have come from you. We've
I

angle which

much

is

better for

separating incoming from outgoing

been flooded out by high-quality tips, so stand by for some intriguing reading.
Special thanks to Philip Last of Louth in Lincolnshire who sent us so many snipp>ets
we considered installing his name and address as a permanent PHRASE we could call
up at a single key-stroke. He picks up a £20 winners' voucher, as does Londoner
Richard Cook another prolific and talented tipster. If you'd like to contribute to these
pages, send your snippets to: TipOffs, 8000 Plus, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset,

continuous stationery.

TAII5AH.

to go up the back

One potential problem can occur
with the tractor feed mechanism.
Usually the paper bulges in the
middle as it goes over the tractors,
and

this

bulge then causes problems

when the paper
The cure

has to

bend upwards

plate..

for this

is

the latest

'High-Tech' accessory for Joyce - a 10

Working with Basic

there

end up with a

a saving of several

is

keystrokes.

There are a couple of shortcuts you
can use while typing

Another

Mallard Basic

in

shorthand is to
by a single quotation

useful

REM

replace

some

programs, which require

ends.

mark:

lO'This is

the depths of the manual.

This has the same effect as

REM, but

unlike the PRINT/? case,

does not

programs

in Basic
it

is

PRINT.

many

has to be typed

command
most

In

actually print

LISTed.

times.

However, you can type a question
mark instead, with just the same
effect.

For instance, while

type

2

?

*

2,

and you

incorporate

it

into a

will

in

4.

out

as

it

in

the middle

of a long program, for example:

130 (End of one section)
140
150 (Start of next section)

Now

'

line,

eg

(Rodney

If

the program
is

isn't in final

to save
ie.

it

inch length of

you

will find

M Bennett, London

is.

form, a

using the form

SAVE

printing of long

Cracker of a

or between the

?

Saving Basic programs
you save

programs that are
not finished or still need work done
on them at a later date, then you may
If

'..

and what follows, so

Basic

{Richard Cool<. London SWSj

tip

Here's advice that will be of interest to users of the spreadsheet program

Making up an autostart disc
As always,

first find

a blank formatted single density
it

J

";RACKER.C0M and. If you need
rracker. CRACKER.HLP.

up

the

TAB

in issue

key

a lot of disc space.

TEMPLATE.STD document so

of 8000

I

the

really takes

When

page as

writing

in

up

W-livml

-fill

fm

-LP!"

-LSI

li'iiiimt,

"

>-

just revert to

f3=[m-li.(sii

f1=St le

fS-Liiies

'

ffi-Pacei

!

!

.

:

.

.

i

K

.

rolluii

!

1

.

fR^Rlorks
r

1

M

.

1

Une

SMerton
Sonerset.

lAll tSP.

j-LsouI)
^

save this

file

on your autostart

66 8000 PLUS

make

address typing easier

,

^

Now whenever you
The Cracker will start

disc.

automatically.

Printer instructions

The following instruttions will allow you a much greater flexibility of
>rm design within The Cracker. Select a text mode as normal and then
se whichever of the following are best suited to your needs:ALT J '0 [f^EFURNl -shrink print (1 32 columns possible)
|ALTj +R [RETURN - return to normal number of columns

rxiTl

i

|ALT]+N [RETURN] - enlarge print
,ALT1*T [RETURNj - return to normal print size
'ALTj+P [RETURN] - snapshot of screen
[ALTbQ [RETURNj - emphasised print
not

you cannot

restrictive.

{/S Smith, Dumfriq
Using different layouts to

CRACKER.OVR,

PIPM 'A:*.OVR

Please note

ICth Octobfr 19SS.

files

•

lln; £2 of j7l

1

f7;ftofi?s

1

(fUBOI/tl)
!

the base layout

(Stewart McCall, Corby)

1.11.!.!

that

far across the

after you've typed the address.

a layout in the

lll=Sliou

margin is as
you need.

Then

your address to
the top right corner you should

letters that require

be
set

left

the

the help messages while running

reset the machine and insert this disc in drive A,
Plus, using

use

disc, suitable for

14CPM3.EMS, PIP.COM and

In order to create a file to instrua CP/M what is expeaed of it, put your
system disc back in A and type BAS I C RPED. Follow the instruttions on
the screen to create a file called PROFILE.SUB, and type into it the lines

.CRACKER
Make sure you

Economical addresses
As was pointed out

documents

unattended without fear of a paper
jam.

(UBMIT.COM. Also copy from the Cracker disc

reads

placed

is

"The Cracker".

WIO.)

it

30 PRINT 2 + 2
You do not need a space either
between the line number and the

dowel! This

as a roller across

drive A. and using PIP copy onto
it.

"
I

the paper in the dip
behind the tractors, where It flattens
the offending bulge and allows it to
bend freely. This permits carefree

can't

"MYFILE.BAS,A". This saves the
program as an ASCII file, so you can
use the CP/M command TYPE. This

30?2+2
and then L I ST

now

you

remember what MYFILE.BAS

specifier A,

REM when

of odds and

find

often useful to create

some breathing space

Basic

get

program

It's

comment

a

file full

then you

good idea

dedicated ferreting to unearth from

Probably the most used

It's

edit text in these

modes, but

in

praaice

this

is

TIPbFFS
Using AS paper
To alter the margins, select
Layout', and set the left and right
margins to 22 and 77 respectively.
Then press [EXIT] to get back to the
previous screen, and press
Page

you want to print using AS paper
then you will have to alter the
margins and page length to suit the
new size. Start editing the

follows:

If

TEMPLATE.STD that you

'f I

V

will use,

V

and press
Modes', select "Edit
Header", and finally '(7 Options' to
get to the "Editing Header" screen.
For a page done in Pitch 12 and
Line Pitch 6, assuming
line headers
and footers with a single line space
between them and the document,
the suggested page settings are as

Size'.

15

or

run

below.
before printing an

Finally,

document
select

'f I

down

to

If

out,

Move the cursor
Form Length, and change it
Options'.

to 50.{Philip

Last,

preparing text for printing in
it is often a nuisance

17 pitch,

off

more than 90

characters

the right hand edge of the

screen.

AS

go into the Printer
Control State by pressing [PTR], and

I

When

that lines of

shown

Set the options as

Deleting LocoScript
phrases

the margins for the base layout

and 80, and Layout
width settings, then the
in the base

are set at say
at the full

layout so that

Louth)

1

text can be prepared

the

Then

visible.

it is all

Layout

last thing, just insert

as
at

I

the top of the document, press
[SHIFT]

+ [PAGE]

to run to the end

it and everything will be relaid
the correct width for printing.

of

in

{Margaret Rugg, Exeter)

Long

lines in

LocoScript
Since there

"at lea^t How vJeve 6ot
THe P<5w we wofj'T r>e ^oW-

^uu

ep lAfvjpep With

tH|0,t

number
set

files in

If you have ever tried setting up your
templates then you will no
doubt have discovered by now that
changing the pitch isn't enough - you

own

LocoScript
Producing ASCII files in LocoScript is
easy, simply involving use of [f7]
(Make ASCII file) at the Main Menu
stage. However, it is not immediately

how you load an ASCII file in
order to word process it. Trying to
EDIT one direaly produces the
response "Not a LocoScript
evident

need to change the margin settings
This table

shows suggested margin

1
V
__

Fortunately

it is

CREATE

10
12

possible to

do

while editing

file

LocoScript to process

it

Bfl=5hou

-LSI
-LF6
fr-lnjhii i s
ti-liw}i,

to reconvert

When

it.

Although the keys

[fl]

to

[f8]

are

primarily designed for use with

you

is

are

f6=Blocks

f7=flo(les

BUl

are sold

you

print, by pressing

using the

you'll find that

ciifferent

meanings within CP/M. They are
like

WordStar, or

just at

programs

For example,

'f I

+ P makes the PCW printer
echo everything you type from then
on until you type it again. The key
marked

f7/f8 will

do

length:

«k
Ok

hMtl

H:

4k used 3S2k free

59 files

group E
group 7

Ok CONI
Ok TEWLflTE

files diCOHT

S

Ek
Ok

2 files

group e
group 7

files KiTDtndlE

1

Ok
Ok

files

12

linbo files
^9

most

10

round

this

is

nil

i

to

now

all

the

want to print out the
whole document, edit the first file
and move to the end of it. Make sure
it ends in [RETURN] and the special
features like italic and bold are
turned off. Then use [f7] and "Insert
text" to insert the second file, which
will run through ending conveniently

i«

i

is

into several

or 12k long

one

reWLME.STl)

at the place to insert text again.

Ik

use

[f7]

to insert the third

file,

Now

and so

on.

keystroke.

The full

:S

Tmn

f*l>»r out defeat

this at a single

Priw

MMPLUS.

B:

S1119I? s

High qualitu
Drjtt iiualiti)

Sinjle sheet paper
lontinuous stjtioneri) j

at

Now when you've finished
"

iiiji

group 1
group 3

files,

editing and

Disc ftiMgenencT
Idle
Huh iiiji lita
High
Imof forn
p=Optioii3auiS^!13B£EHiEi3UiSfflIQil31£Q]IilMtfii^^K

tri«

short

often said to be

One way

document

long

split a

is

handling long

in

quite short.

372k used 334k free

[ALT]

disc.

relatively painless, since they are

Options' menu:

fruiter; Online

the ordinary

you read last
you will know that

if

tip-offs,

of

(Richard Cool<. London SWS)

each. Editing each

[PTR] and

to those that

"A>" prompt.
month's

new
Group

in

have to be 'B

will

Copy'd across to your Load-Up

documents.

LocoScript, they also have specific
either useful while running

you

session and

you want to use them
When you 'f8 Save All Phrases',

very slow

recommended by Amstrad.
I? i6 inches on

continuous stationery, you will need
to set the following options before

required before

labels that

by most companies

work

if

Overcoming

For labels 3'A by

lot of

find correct settings for the

the sizes are

normally only effective for

LocoScript

probably find that a

With the

place of

LocoScript's sloth

using LocoScript for printing

printer.

is

Drive M. This
'AM

layout ruler for Pitch

experimentation

in

Don't forget that amending

PHRASES.STD file
1

B;H;
liiie 16 of

10 text.

labels you'll

CP/M

f6=FjqH

it

of the phrase you wish to delete.

LocoScript creates a

Using

wM
Label printing

{Ross Maynard, Hyche.)

f5=Liiies

in

To do this, press
[COPY] [COPY] and then the letter

again.

127
Fruiter idle.
Fjge

f4--Stn!e

phrase with nothing
the old phrase.

deletions)

110

13

phrase" function directly available.
have to do is store a new

have to save the changes (or

89
89

-FUO

Note that when you save the
document again it will be in normal
LocoScript form, not ASCII. If you
want to, you can use Make ASCII file

The base

you can have
you want to

What you

the current

73

text.

i^Unout

if

some very long phrases you
might have to delete some others to
make room.
Unfortunately there is no "delete

phrases

Right Margin

II

17

normally.

Function keys in

as possible, a

it

you wish to edit as the
text to be inserted, and then use
the ASCII

positions for the five pitch sizes on
paper. The settings give, as near
20mm margin to left
and right assuming Right Justification
is on. If not, then the right hand
margin can usually be a little wider.
{Philip Last, Louth)

A4

Margin
07
09
09

15

this.

an empty document

[f7]

INSERT TEXT. Choose

and selea

Left

Pitch

PS

and then press

as

well.

document".
Simply

a limit to the overall

define

Margin settings

ASCII

Editing

is

of characters

stored as phrases,

The page layout options
up for AS paper

HANUSCIir.

2k

definitions are as follov«:

+P

(Martin Evans, Cambridge)

way LocoScript

will easily

space

f3/f4is[ALTI

f7/fBis[ALTl

This

file of up to half the disc
in length - 360k on an 8512.
Even Tolstoy would have been able
to manage with that!
(Margaret Rugg, Exeter)

handle a

+Z
+Q
B/f6is[ALT] + S

fl/f2is[ALT]

ratpinreiLfiB

2k

8000 PLUS 67

TIPOFFS
A drive without

and then on the

you

Basic hacking

having to specify which, just as

though you had a single drive big
enough to hold all the files at once. If
you create a new file, it will go to the
default drive, A, rather than M, so

Here's a challenge for

new files

memory, although

are safely stored

floppy rather than the

on

a real

shown below

listing

necessarily always

{Raymond Holroyde, Manchester)

;

Ribbon re-inking
used

businesses get

in

printing every day.

ribbons only

last

pages or so, and

The

printer

few hundred
you have buy a

for a
if

ribbon twice a

week

it

can get

pretty expensive.

new

Don't fork out £5.95 for a
ribbon without

rejuvenating the

first

one by spraying

it

with

WD-40 -

best take the ribbon out of the

There

is

upping the size
using CP/M's

CP/M

tell

inking

underhand way of
of your disc drive by

a simple

SETDEF

that

utility.

You

doesn't find a

if it

can

this

is

it.

One company who

will

TD 14 SAP. They

way of typing often used words
Owing to covert pressure from the Estate Agents Mafia,
the standard set of phrases you get includes such useful gems as
"convenient for the M62" and "on frequent bus route".
However, there is a second set of phrases which are useful for letter
writing hidden

do

disc, in

Aladdink of 4 Hurkur

the

file

in the group named TEMPLATES
PHRASES.LET. These are:

charge around £1 .80

B:

C:

per ribbon.

By return of post

With Compliments

D: Dear Sir/Madam
E:

Scrolls of screens

Please find enclosed

drive,

screen and pressed [PAGE], only to
discover the top few lines of text

Yours faithfully
L: Thank you for your letter of
M: Please mark the envelope for the attention of
O: Our Ref
P: Private and Confidential
R: We look forward to your reply
T: Thank you

v^ill fit

disappearing off the top of the screen.

V: R.S.V.P

Here's how/

first.

v/orks:

it

One

been reading a

However,

,*

Whenever you

now

try to read a

you

you press [SHIFT]

W: With

down

Y:

will see that this

cursor keys,

cursor by approximately 2/3 of a
screenful at

one

first

on the

M

it

drive

go.
left

or right

back to its starting point.
(Glenn Myers. Beaconsfield)

(Jacquie Errington.

it

command

'f3

gets a

Copy' and

little

'f4

tedious when, for example, you

PIP to sort out LocoScript discs.

The key

point

is

that LocoScript and

directory structure.
different people's

CP/M

files

CP/M both

on

file

and

single user machines like the

PCW

redundant and you normally only use areaO.
in and type D 1 R - only the documents in group
If you type DIR [USER -ALL 1. you see the documents in all
the groups being listed. LocoScript groups - 7 (as they are called before
you give them names) occupy user areas - 7, whilst Limbo files are in
areas 8-15- the Limbo files for group X are in area 8 + X.
So using your CP/M expertise you can transfer whole groups of
LocoScript documents to a new disc using PIP, Suppose you want to move
group 4 of one disc to group of a new disc, because the old disc Is too full.
Note how the group numbers and 4 are used in steps 2 and 3, so you can
change them to the numbers you actually v^nt to use.
Put your CP/M disc in and type P I P RETURN J
2. Put your old LocoScript disc in drive B and the new disc in drive A and
type
this

is

Put your LocoScript disc

Oare

listed.

I

I

1

B;[G1J-A;*.*lG4j

68 8000 PLUS

I.

in two parts via the M drive to avoid disc
changes for every file. Type [RETURN] to leave PIP.
3. If you want to delete the files from the old disc, type
USER 4

ERA
4.

use the same

has 16 "user areas" which are intended to keep

separate, but

Woodbridge)

On single disc machines, do this

Move' commands only handle one file at a
want to move the
contents of an entire group to a new disc. However, you can use CP/M's
LocoScript

time, so

To be able to use these, take your LocoScript startup disc and rename (f5)
PHRASES.STD as PHRASES.OLD. Then move (f4) PHRASES.LET to the
first group renaming it PHRASES.STD. The new phrases then come into
effect the next time the computer is switched on. There is room for you to
add a number of other phrases such as address and name, "Yours sincerely"
etc.

still)

Using PIP to avoid LocoScript...
The

reference to your

Your Ref

moves the

cursor keys moves the cursor to
either the end of the line or (better

file

A as the default drive,

look

is

Many people have
long document on

Also, [SHIFT] plus the

while using
will

if

with the up or

type

M:

PCW

to scroll the screen by a

pageful at a time.

If you have an 8256 and your
program is too big to fit in its M:
then copy over all the files that
anyway. Make up a work disc
which contains only the files that
wouldn't fit on M:, which hopefully
leaves you with a generous space left
to work with on the disc.
Now, with A as your default drive,

SETDEF

F:

of the frustrations of the

inability

its

of the LocoScript master

A: For the attention of

Crescent, Byemouth, Berwickshire

file

on a certain drive, to look on another
one for it. Since it will then do this
automatically, the second drive can
be thought of as an expansion of the

To coin a phrase
LocoScript's phrases provide a convenient

into documents.

though!

first

(Glenn Myers. Beaconsfteld)
TipOffs editor adds: another solution
to this is to reuse the ribbon by re-

Gettting a bigger disc
drive

why?

Mallard

INPUT "Start" ;s
20 INPUT "End" ed
30 FOR a=st TO ed
40 meni$=CHR$<PEEK< a) )
50 IF ASC(raemS)>12 7 THEN mem$=CHR$ (A
SC(nieni$)-128)+CHR$ <9)
60 IF ASC(inem$)<32 THEN mem$=CHR$(9>
70 PRINT mem$;
80 NEXT: END

very heavy use, doing non-stop

printer

you are

will

show

areas to look at are

around 4500 (Basic error messages)
and around 20000 (Basic keywords).
But here's an oddity - the characters
at and following 22466 say "Acorn
computers". Can anyone explain

allow you to

10

Some PCWs

old

since

TPA

A couple of fun

CP/M and
The short

PCWs

Basic.

College)

new

will

look at any part of the

running Basic the

more

dangerous RAM disc.
(Robert Broome, Computer Training

all

Basic experts out there.

If

*

*
.

you want to keep the limbo files too, copy across group 2 on the old
group 9 on the new disc in the same way.
G Smith, Paddock Wood)
1

disc to

(David

...and using LocoScript to avoid PIP
On the other hand, you may be a CP/M user who finds PIP just too
If you cannot figure out the CP/M commands to
around, use LocoScript as a tool.
by starting up LocoScript. then insert the disc which you wish to
FROM, and press the f key to get the directory. Copy (O) the
documents into the M drive, then remove the disc and insert the disc to
copy the files TO. Press f again, and then use Move (f4) to complete the

horrible to contemplate.
PIP

files

Do this

copy a

file

I

I

procedure by transporting the copies from the

M drive to the A drive

again.
It might sound long winded but really
advantage that you can see exaaly what
being moved.

(Matthew Tod. Stoke)

very simple, and it has the
going on and the size of the files

it is
is

-TIPOFFS
Mathematicians'

Improved underlining
When

it

lieading,

comes to underlining a
LocoScript leaves something
The line is squashed up

to be desired.
against the

word and

untidy. All

is

not

lost

possible to obtain far

more

it is

stylish

underlined headings by altering the
line

Here

it

done:

is

I

how

is

.

At the start of a

line
line

new

line set

the

spacing (with [5] ) to 'A and the
pitch to 8. You can't use

proportional spacing, so

if

you

are,

change to Pitch 12 for a similar

the required heading and

in

[RETURN]

Reset the

effect.

7.

When

you are happy, turn

underlining, press

line pitch

and spacing to

to change back to proportional
spacing

if

you want

To speed

to.

you could store

the basic control

stage

phrase on your startup

6.

Type spaces

is

as long as

until

the underline line

the heading.

(If

you type

underline characters, although the

screen looks
as a

broken

OK they will

line instead

print out

this up,

commands
disc.

in

a

Other

underline effects can be obtained
with the use of superscript and
characters such as = or *.

(Simon Barrett, Cardiff
Peter Wall, Letchworth)

of

delight

off

[RETURN] and
Remember

carry on with your text.

you can line up the columns
accurately on the screen for the next
that

spacing and using other

characters for the line.

Type

press
3.

what you were using before
4. Turn on full underlining (O).
5. Turn off the codes display (f I) so

looks rather

however -

2.

continuous).

you use your PCW to type
mathematical formulae, you may just
have been frustrated by the lack of
symbols for square and cube. Here's
If

how

to get them:

mm

m^n

a little cumbersome but
made simple to use by saving

They are
can be

them

LocoScript phrases, under S

as

C

and

Then they are

respectively.

always available as "[PASTE] S" or

"[PASTE] C".
Because superscripted letters are
half the height but with the same
width as full size letters, they should
be printed in pitch 17 to prevent

them looking

stretched.

a^ X a^ = a^
An example

of squares, cubes

and other powers

you

If

decimal points that look

like

decimal points and not

like

then use SupeRscript

(+SupeR)

.

full

stops,

full

-

stops

(-SupeR).

Again,

if

you use it a lot, save it as a phrase.
Although the PCW can print most
of the simple fractions (use the

number keys on the top

line,

together with the [ALT] key),

complex fractions can

more

also

more

be got at

Put the
numerator in superscript, and the
denominator in subscript, and again
use Pitch 17 to give the characters

for a

little

effort.

the correct look:

(»itehl7)(i»:Suptil)x(r:SupeR)/'
(^:SuB)!i(r:Su8)(HPitch)
{Philip Last, Louth)

Screen contrast
Often

it is

easier to see the screen,

particularly

on

a

sunny day, if it is in
is no way of
you can

reverse video. There

doing

do

it

this for LocoScript, but

for

CP/M programs.

When

you are running CP/M and
"A>" prompt,
your CP/M master disc with
PALETTE.COM on it and

faced with the familiar

up your screen

Jazzing

on the screen, and print
reverse video, and wondered

charatters

how

it is

done. With a

is

command
INPUT statement, to

to put a beep

remind users that they are expeaed

type

to type something.

PALETTE

bit of trickery,

lis

PRIHI CHSI(87)'r
,.
, ^
,,
20 PRINT'This is sme underlined text"
30 PRINT mHZl)'n

If

SO PRIN 'And this is sone reverse video*

underline
it

some

WPRm

CHRI(27)Y
CHR$(a7)V

PCW to

command
beep

at

you.

one side of the
and on the other side
files

but

"Cloudy and "Sunny"), then
depending on your mood or the
strength of the sun your programs
can be run in either screen mode.

beforehand and

PRINT CHR$(7)
causes the

with a PROFILE.SUB file, you
might like to make up special discs

for yourself. Leave

PROFILE.SUB file with the
reverse video command.
Mark the side of the disc
"Normal" and "Reverse Video" (or

afterwards.

the

1

to customise

include a

Similarly, for reverse video, print

final frill,

how

have exactly the same

off.

As a

,

disc normal,

text, before

out, print the characters

CHR$ (27) "r", and afterwards
CHR$(27) "u" to turn underlining

CHR${27)"p"
CHR$(27)"q"

.,

you know

discs

40PRIH

in just this

PALETTE

black text screen.

boring screenfuls of text

way.

To

[RETURN]

1

returns you to normal green-on-

»

you can add some spice to your

you print

in

file

Similarly, typing

LocoScript manages to underline

text in

good idea

just before an

how

You've probably seen

put
the

One

Underlined and reverse video text

(/ustin

Dennison, Guildford)

8000 PLUS 69

-TIPOFFS-

BONANZA

BASIC

The Basic manual that Amstrad
machines

notable mainly for

is

provides with the

its

total opacity.

PCW

Some useful

PRINT TAB(50)
and you will see the effea. For the more technically minded, 42 is the
ASCII code for"*".
Probably the most useful filler charaaer is the full stop, for which the
ASCII code is 46, so type that instead of 42 in the example. You can use
any character you like, and the codes are listed on pages II 3 to 18 of
the PCW CP/M manual.
1

and your chances of finding the ones
that are printed are slightly less than the odds on Ronald
Reagan joining the Communist Party.
GEOFFREY CHILDS of Winchcombe has written in with a
hoard of invaluable tips to help programmers get the most
from Mallard Basic You will need to know the bare bones of
Basic to be able to use these hints effectively
facts just aren't in there,

print •price!";tab(3e)"£S"

oke 24348,48

...

Direct

command

£S

editing

If you are writing a line in Mallard for dirett execution and you make a
typing mistake, then you probably curse and retype the whole thing.
This gets pretty annoying if it's a long line, like a complex calculation.
However, you don't have to go back and start again. Type [ALT] + A

and you have your

print "price!";taJ){3«)"£S"
price:

command

line

back for editing with the arrow and

The effea of altering

the

TAB

command

Sending text to the printer
Have you ever writtten

a

program that normally

prints to the screen,

but that might need hard copy on occasions? The simplest way to achieve
is by changing PRINT to LPRINT. This could mean some hard work
editing if you have a lot of lines. Instead you can do it by typing

delete keys.

this

Looking at your program

POKE

you are interested to find out how Mallard Basic works behind the
how it stores the text of your program. Using the
PRINT and PEEK commands, take a look at the area of memory around
If

scenes, you can see
3 382, and
1

Basic

you

words

will

like

see part of your program stored there.

PRINT

The

in

between string quotes

you know

how to

back door, using

use

POKE

it,

you can modify your

to alter the lines

advised use of this can cause the

all

PRINTs

will

appear on the printer, not the screen.

can reset this to normal by

POKE

18527,100

Telling the time

The

appearing.
If

You

special

are not stored letter by letter, but you'll

certainly see any charcters you've typed

18527,90

and from then on

own program

by the
direaly. But be warned, ill-

PCW to crash.

PCW has a clock inside, although

it

counts the seconds

in

a rather

The simplest way to explain how it can be used is to show
program which reads the clock.
As you will see, the essential information is stored in three bytes,
numbered 64502, 64503 and 64504. Not only can you read these, but you
so you can "zero" your
can also set them by POKE-ing them with

eccentric way.
a simple Basic

clock.

10'a$="Zaphod Beeblebrox"
Ok
for n=31382 to 31420:?chrt{peek(n));:next

H'Zaphod Beeblebrox-

10 DBF

236
111
98
ii»

22S

112
161
114

Two simple
and

m

lei
111

34

I

M
e

66
98
10

3

"

2

08
34
173

ei

FNT(X)=X-INT(X/16)*5

20 HRS=FNT(PEEK<64502! ))
30 MINS=FNT(PEEK (64503! ))
40 SECS=FNT (PEEK (64504! ))
50 PRINT" Time is"HRS"haurs"MINS"
inins"SECS"secs"

Tor n=31382 to 31420:?peelc(n),:next

lines of Basic text,

a look at the

way they

are

stored.

The program to read the time
from the

Cursory commands

PCW memory

you have written a Basic program which moves the cursor around the
screen a lot, it can be very annoying to see the wretched cursor bobbing
up all over the place and wrecking your beautiful tidy screen. You can
If

turn the cursor off by the

When

command PRINT CHR$(27)T.

the program ends, you will need to turn the cursor back on
you ever tried editing without a cursor?), which you do by

again (have

PRINT CHR$(27)"e".

Altering

tine

TAB command

you use the TAB command in Basic, the cursor moves to the
column you specify and pads the previous columns with blanks. It would

When

be nice to be able to use

There

POKE

is

a

way

70 8000

some

to do this

24348,42

PLUS

in

character other than blank as the
Mallard.

Try typing

filler.

An example showing
setting and reading

clock

AMSTRAD
Mobile Computer and Printer Stand

8256/8512
Desit Console

and Desk

Printer Stand

•TRANSFORMS YOUR PCW
RELIEVES NECK/BACK ACHE
ANGLED KEYBOARD
RAISES VDU TO EYE LEVEL
WHITE LEATHER GRAIN FINISH
PRINTER LEVEL WITH CONSOLE
DUST COVERS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH UNITS
•
•

.

ROTATABLE THROUGH 360 DEGREES
HEIGHT IS ADJUSTABLE (32-42")
STURDY CONSTRUCTION
•EXTREMELY STABLE
HEAVY DUTY CASTORS
COMPLETELY MOBILE
COMPLETE WITH PRINTER STAND
A SUPERB PIECE OF FURNITURE
SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Purchase both console and printer stand
£39.95 SAVE £4 Plus P+P £2.50

for

•

•

As separate
Printer

items.

Console £29.95

£12.95 Plus

P+P £2.50

•

.

£99.95 +

P&P

£7.50

ALL PRODUCTS COPYRIGHT APRIL 1986

FINEGROUND LTD
Computer Hardware Div., Unit 3D Herald
Estate, Hedge End, Southampton
TEL: 04892/88175
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Industrial

MICRO MAIL
RRP

OUR PRICE

£399
£299
£459
£574

£379
£284
£439
£549

£49.95
£69.95
£159.95
£29.95
£29.95
£14.50
£136.85
£189.95
£3.99

£44.95
£59.95
£149.95
£26.95
£26.95
£12.50
£126.00
£172.00
Box of 10
£37.50

each

Box of 10

£5.99
£89.95
£159.95

£55.00
£84.95
£149.95

CPC6128 Colour
CPC6128 Green
PCW8256
PCW8512

DMP2000
SSA1

Speecli Synthesiser

MP2 Modulator
J Y2 Joystick

Modem
PCW8256 Modem & Sage Software

each

CF2 3"Discs
CF200 3"Discs
FDI 2nd Disc Drive
DOI Disc Drive

Personal Assistant
Pocket Wordstar
(Please state whether
for 6128 or 8256)

£94.95
£99.95

Flexifile/Flexiwrite

£49.95
£49.95
£19.95

Supercalc 2

3D Clock Chess

Touch 'n' Go
Mastercalc128
Pyradev
Pretext

Promerge
Prospell

CAMSOFT

Pop. Accounts
Pop. Accounts/

Stock Control

£99.99

£149.95

Payroll

Pop. Accounts
Plus

Retrieve

L

E

Cardbox

Touch 'N' Go
Smartkey

10%

DIGITAL RESEARCH

DRDraw
DR Graph

£39.95
£39.95
£39.95

Keyboard Tutor
Pocket Cash
Trader
Masterfilell
Microfile/

£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95

Basic Compiler
Pascal MT+

£24.95

Printer Extension

£99.95
£33.00

Cable 8256/8512
Covers
8256/8512 set

Microword

61 28 set
464 set

Bridge Player

256K Expansion

£49.95
£19.95
Hitch Hikers' Guide
£28.95

£24.95
£34.95
£29.95
£26.95
£24.95
£24.95

£99.99
£69.95
£49.95
£24.95
£49.95

Scratchpad Plus
Brainstorm

S
S

£199.95

"C"

£99.95

CAXTON

HISOFT
Pascal 80
Devpac 80

Inv.

& Sales

PSIL Stock, Inv.,
Sales, Pur, Norn £149.95

£69.95
£69.95
£69.95

Accounts
Super Combo

Database
PSIS Stock,

L
L

£69.95
£69.95
£69.95

Database
Chit Chat E. Mail
Chit Chat
Viewdata
Magic Filer

£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95

Payroll
Invoicing

A

£149.95
£69.95

Payroll

Invoicing/Stock
Control

AMSTRAD CPC61 28/PCW 8256/
PCW 851 2 SOFTWARE

FENNEL STREET

MANCHESTER M4 3DU
TEL: 061-834 5780

SAGESOFT

AMSTRAD

RS232 for 464/664/8128
RS232 for PCW 8256/8512

53

kit for

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£49.95

8256

to the galaxy

ALL DISC GAMES LESS 10% OFF RRP.
JUST SEND YOUR CHEQUE OR P.O. WITH A NOTE STATING
WHICH TITLE YOU WANT. LESS 10%.
Post and Packing: FREE. ALL Computers ADD £6 for value UN DER £250
All payments ctieque or P.O. to: I.M. PRIESTLEY.
I^HHi

ALL LESS 10%

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN

f^h^
SH VW

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT.

Our compilation discs run on all pCW and CPC computers and contain
comprehensive files. Some software is Public Domain and is supplied free of
charge. Upgrade earlier versions by returning original disc plus £1.95. All
prices include postage
VAT at 15%. To order send cheque, postal order or
International Money Order. Overseas orders please add £1 per disc.
Advantage (Dept EP) 33 Malyns Close Chinnor Oxfordshir* OX9 4EWUK
-i.

A

PCW.

four

of

adapted

disc,

PCW

the

for

a

Advantage,

—

THE TRIAL OF ARNOLD BLACKWOOD
surprisingly

at

PCW

exclusively

and expanded

an affordable price Features:

A

addictive

game"

(Adventure Club). May confound many
an experienced adventurer.

ARNOLD GOES TO SOMEWHERE
ELSE

Kernighan-Ritchie Implementation

doubles,

floats,

fields,

— Unix C compatible
— 150
functions
— Optimisation
— Suitable experienced programmers
— Suitable beginners; step-by-step
included.
— The Compiler, programs and manual

and some

flendisniy difficult

problems" (PCN). You

and a

lot

will

need

Scanner, Editor, Chopper,
Finder

tutorial

"Buffs

enjoy

will

paranoia

the

that

includes a

definitive tour of

Rochdale.

The compiler runs

BRAWN FREE
-

maximum

rating"

(HCW).

Poking affectionate fun at the Legends

and Codes

of the

West.

RAM

disc

it

recommended

for

CPC

(Members

£4.95.

PIP,

DUMP and TYPE.

Sort

and

programs)

Library

-

cataloguing

Utility

your

Banner poster

-

printers.

Lunar Lander

-

Bee Attack

A companion disc to the C Compiler
a full screen program editor,
example programs written In C with their
source code & several utilities.

-

-

-

disc

for

the

Amstrad

PC.

programs
All

documented.

Space

-

Baseball

Chase

-

-

Civil

Craps

-

Boggle

-

text adventure

-

Printers.

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL USER

GROUP
Join

the
leading
independent user
group supporting the Amstrad range of
computers
and
receive
monthly

user

support

fully

views,

and

also benefit from substantial

discounts on our continually increasing

range

of

software

in this

-

more than can be

advertisement.

The annual membership fee

SAE for details

is

£8.95

(UK) or £13.95 (Overseas).

CP/M,
£9.96 (Members £7.95)

the

programs

kjeas.

Members

detailed

THE GAMES COLLECTION

-

Poster & Label

THE UTILITIES COLLECTION
£9.95 (Members £7.95)

)

Loan Estimator - Weather
Home Budget - Horoscope -

opportunity to share
of

-

Baccarat

Investment Evaluator

and

new range

comprises

£11.95 (Members £9.95)

Forecaster

-

Newsletters,

MSDOS SOFTWARE
are introducing a

-

Noughts

Life

-

for

collection

-

returned to us as-new, within 14 days of

We

Pressup

AMUSEMENTS & DIVERSIONS
PCWS CPC £9.95 (Members £7.95)

Horse Races - Hunt
Square - Quest (a

Keyboard CDeliner (V2.2)
Scrambler - Synonym - Unspooler

if

-

Features the classic Star trek

Password Squeeze/Unsqueeze for saving up to 40%
disc space - Help Organiser - Sorted Directory.

— no waiting.

purchase.

PCWi CPC

Golf Simulator

•

Pong

Polish

& Crosses - Word Search
Puzzle
Maker - Biorythm Calculator - Calendar
Generator - Maze Designer - Gothic and

War

£11.95 (Members £9.95)

Alphabetical

organising

on

tape: £5.95 each

of

Manager/Database - Full
Screen Text Editor - Word Count - Spelling
Checker with easy to edit Starter dictionary -

(four

exclusively from Advantage, ex-stock.

Adventuring with the CPC
The four-games disc described above
can
also
be
supplied
for
CPC
Computers: £1 3.95 (fVlembers £11 .95)
Each adventure can be obtained on

Awari

-

String

Typewriter

Inventory

As a measure of our confidence in this product
we offer a no-quibble money back guarantee
is

Cube

Trader

PCWaCPC
Contains

ask about I^SDOS version.
£39.50 (Members £37.50) Overseas £44.50

it

File

Cave

Colossal

Rubik's

Calculator

under CP/M Plus and is
a second disc

is

_

-

£9.95 (Members £7.95)
fannous

the

Adventure + game save feature - Chess
Challenge - Othello - Mastermind -

of the compiler,

users. Please

Available ex-stock

The disc also includes Hints and Tips
you need it, "Cheat Sheets" on
each game.
£15.95 (Members £13.95) - available
and,

drive or

-

are

size

supplied on three inch disc

"An amusing introduction to adventure

Compare

Eliminator

improved versions

plus

DDT, LOAD, SUBMIT, DIR.

pervades the adventure" (PCW). The

playing

Emulator

-

-

etc)

APPUCATIONS PROGRAMS

450 page, A4

book describing the operation
C programming and tutorial.

Bad Sector

-

by MIX software, Texas, USA.

written

The package

-

tag

print,

Catalogue & Unerase
280 Assembler, Reverse
-

Assembler, Linker, Library & Debugger

tools

for

logic

BLACKWOOD

(V2.2)

files

20 Function

-

key erase), rename, copy,

squeeze, unsqueeze,

of stamina.

THE WISE AND POLL OF ARNOLD

Features

programs

of

Screen Text Editor

(Manager (one

hide,

erased

library

for

package

Disc Sector Editor

is

"Originality

conprehensive

File

bits

and unions.

structures

GAMES COMPENDIUM

PCWS CPC

a 1.95 (Members £9.95)

PCW a CPC

from

available

including Full
Full

—Supports

computer.

"A

computers,

adventure

classic

games from NEMESIS on one
specially

professional product for

CPC

are pleased to be able to offer

collection

COMPLEAT UTIUTIES SUITE

ADVANTAGE -

ARNOLD VISITS JOYCE
Adventuring with the

We

all

Unix.

MSDOS. and Amstrad aiB

registered trade

marks

THE GOOD SOF
These pages provide a comprehensive
guide to Amstrad PCW software published in
three monthly parts. We've set out to cover
every piece of software we could lay our
hands on and give you enough information

^

7

on each one to enable you to decide which
titles are likely to be suitable.
As well as a brief summary of the
programs, we've listed their main Plus and
Minus points. Those we think are particularly good have an elliptical flash on the title
bar saying why we recommend them.
Have fun window-shopping...

'

PLUSES 'MINUSES

WORD-PROCESSORS
PCW already comes bundled with

a free word processor,
you might not think of buying another one as a priority.
In fact, whatever you may have read in magazines, LocoScript is a
pretty good word processor and you won't find many editing and
doesn't have. Its principal disadvantage is
layout functions that
speed - to move around a document of more than a couple of pages
is like running through quick-setting cement.
So the main argument for change is to make life easier if you are
regularly editing long documents (5 pages and over). Once you've
decided to take the plunge you will find there are other advantages to
be had. For one, you often get a spelling checker thrown in free
look for one which allows its dictionary to be modified so you can
include non-American spellings.
Many other word processors have a built in "mail merger"
program. This is a way of doing bulk mailshots; you store your
address list in a data file, and write a letter with labelled gaps where
you want the names and addresses to go. Then, when you print, the
letter comes out once for each address, with the the information in its

The

B
S
B
E
B
B
B
B

It's

free!

Uses the printer and keyboard very well
Copes well with most editing functions, including block moves
Plenty of powerful features such as templates and phrases
Very slow with long (3 pages or more) documents

Bad at creating non-document files (e.g. program text), and
No mail merge, spell checker or word counter as standard

interacting with

CP/M

Documentation needs better organising

LocoSript, so

Pocket WordStar
£49.95 • lUlicroPro/Davis Rubin Associates.

it

correct place.

One thing's for sure, whatever word processor you buy it will be
operate from LocoScript. The PCW keyboard is
custom built to run LocoScript, so if you change you will have to get
used to some arcane choices of keys to do even simple operations.
Also, you won't be able (very easily) to use all the printer styles that
you can from LocoScript, although there will be enough to get by

totally different to

with.

To

many business users, word processing means using WordStar. Almost every

feature you could need in a text processor is here and despite the

version has

all

the features of the original.

It

title

this

"Pocket"

has also been customised to use the

PC W's full screen width and some of the keypad keys. However the program can be
difficult to

learn

and some of the margin and formatting commands are cumbersome.

and it has earned its colours in active combat, but it is now showing its age
and there are alternatives unless you are committed to WordStar already. For£20
extra you can buy a version which includes the spell checker SpellStar.
Efficient,

PLUSES -MINUSES

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Probably the world's most widely used word-processor

Documentation

is

complex but well structured

Includes a mail merge utility
The keystroke commands are fully described on on-screen menus
You can save your own favourite customised version
Doesn't make full use of the PCW keylMard and printer
Page and margin formatting commands are awkward to use
Complex and difficult to masterthoroughly.

NewWord

GOOD VALUE!

"J2

£69.00 • NewStar Software

NewWord sets out to exploit the WordStar market by doing just the same job but
better It uses much the same key commands as WordStar and will even edit
,

comes with a spelling checker On-screen help is much
betterthan WordStar, but the commands, being restricted by compatibility, arestill
WordStar document files,

it

as obscure.

PLUSES -MINUSES

FOR^

LocoScript

PCW machines Locomotive Software
makes by far the best use of the
Jtiis is the standard PCW word processor.

bundled free with

•

It

hardware of any word processor, andean do true proportional spaced printing, so
why should you buy anything else ? Well, the menu system is a little obscure at first,
and you will need to use the manual a lot. Painfully slow with large documents, but if
all you will ever do is 1 or 2 page letters, you would be silly to buy another word
processor

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Can do everything WordStar can, and even edit WordStar files
actually shows underlining and bold text.
Makes good use of the PCW screen

—

Clearer help

Has full

messages than WordStar and good tutorial manual.
its mail merge

reformatting of text within

Good spelling checker as part of the price
Can un-erase words and lines - useful for moving them rapidly

Weak on use of the keypad and printer support
Many of WordStar's disadvantages too,
commands.

like

formatting troubles

I

and obscure

8000 PLUS 73

PROMOTING PERSONAL

THE MULTI-STANDARD
DISK INTERFACE FOR THE AMSTRAD PCW
INTRODUCTION The AMSTRAD DISK DRIVE ADAPTOR
('InterGem') will allow the fitting of any

BBC Microcomputer

compatible disk drive to the AMSTRAD PCW 8256, in place of the
second disk drive. The drive(s) may be 5.25", 3.5" or 3"; 80, or 40/80
track; half-height

which should
it

and with or without power supply. 'InterGem',
be confused with other inferior products which
is easily fitted via the front panel which

NOT

clearly out-performs,

covers the slot for the second drive, and where the Amstrad label

ADVANTAGES OF

'InterGem' offers an additional 720 kilobytes of storage space,

'InterGem' The cost of

four times the amount offered in a single drive system. It allows a
5.25"/3.5" drive to mimic the AMSTRAD PCW 8256 second drive.

HARDWARE

or with 400K D/S drive

IMPORTANT

is

affixed.

'InterGem'

is

in the form of a PCB,
The PCB of 'InterGem' has
PCW 8256 second drive

supplied

mounted on a replacement front

panel.

compatible disk drive

WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY,

via a

BBC

socket on

the 'InterGem' front panel.

SOFTWARE The software supplied is on 3" disk,
and enables the user to configure a 5.25" or 3.5" BBC
compatible dnve to accept CP/M disks in double density format for
nearly 80 other machines.
'InterGem' can also be used in the same way as the 3" PCW
second drive, with LOCOSCRIPTand CP/M. Software is provided to
enable the PCW, via 'InterGem', to READ FROM and WRITE TO
machines running MS-DOS/PC-DOS, including the IBM PC/PC-XT
formats and compatibles, (and APRICOT computers using 3.5"
drives), and the BBC Microcomputer using a double density DPS
(e.g. Watford DDES, Solidisk DDES, Acorn ADFS, OPUS D-DOS,
etc.). In addition to this software a program is included which wi
allow the transfer of information on single density BBC disks to
double density (using a BBC).
This package also comes complete with a comprehensive, userfriendly manual which explains the installation and use of
'InterGem' and accompanying software.

AMSTRAD PCW 8256 and

its facilities.

SPACE INVADERS, the
FIRST arcade action game ever to
be written for the Amstrad PCW

classic

8 ALTERNATIVE TYPEFACES IN NLQI
'EontGem' for the PCW is a revolutionary piece of software that will enhance
your printed Locoscript documents (and all other text files) beyond belief!
Simply

install

'EontGem' on your work

disk,

and choose which super business

PCW printer will use the
respond, automatically to style and emphasis

font you require from the menu. Erom then on, your

changes marked

in

your

will

text. Please

software patch to CP/M, and

inc.

FREEwith InterGem comes the

or indeed,

font you have chosen, and

£199.95

new 40/80
double side 5.25" disk without power supply, is comparable
to the cost and installation of the Amstrad PCW 3" second drive.
One of the chief advantages is the cost and availability of the
media, as double density 5.25" disks are at least a third of the cost
of double density 3" disks (CF2-DD). In effect, a company using 50
or more disks would recover its outlay for 'InterGem' PLUS the drive,
because of the swingeing price differential between 5.25" and 3"
disks. (If you can get them I)
Importantly too, there, is a great deal of commercial software
available in CP/M on 5.25" disks, which the installation of
'InterGem' would allow the user to take advantage of on his
AMSTRAD PCW 8256, where that software is not available on
3" disk. Many companies and eductional establishments with
information stored on 5.25"/3.5"disks, in CP/M, MS-DOS/PC-DOS,
or ACORN 1 770 DES (or equilavent) formats, (with readily available
5.25" disk drives), would find the AMSTRAD DISK DRIVE ADAPTOR
an invaluable asset if they wished to take advantage of the
'InterGem', plus a

track,

the necessary connectors for linkage to the

connectors. Connections are also available for the linkage of a

Sfu'n

will

note that 'EontGem'

therefore

is

a low level

work with ALL your software.

even this

?

PRODUCTIVITY FOR THEAMSTRAD PCW
'DataGem' SPECIFICATIONS
• Fully compatible with 'InterGem' • MENU DRIVEN with prompts
- ideal for both novice and professional • Record CAPACIPk' up to
32,000 or even more with a hard disk • Up to 498 chars per
record • Uses RAM DISK and or 2 other logical drives, e.g. A and
:B • Up to 32 FIELDS • Up to 8 KEY FIELDS, each with up to 31
chars indexed for FAST retrieval • CHARACTER fields (string) of up
to 88 chars, using FULL WIDTH of PCW screen • NUMERIC fields
up to 9 digits, 8 decimal places if required • DATE fields validated
1

1

THE DEFINITIVE
DATA BASE FILING SYSTEM

by internal calendar, and automatically sorted chronologically
• MONEY fields allow automatic insertion of commas • 1 or 2
FILES OPEN at one time • Supplied PRINTER FULLY SUPPORTED
with 2 user-definable REPORT templates for each file • FUNCTION
KEYS are definable • PAINT on screen file LAYOUT • SEARCH on
ANY field or fields with up to 32 criteria • UGHTNING FAST
searches using 'hashing' techiques • Perform MATHEMATICAL
CALCULATIONS on numeric fields • Printer SUMMARIES of data

OUTLINE In view of the incredible success of the Amstrad
PCW8256, and now the PCW851 2, the market for suitable serious
software to complement the primary word processing function is
expanding

rapidly.

their anxiety to

The

first

reaction of

most software houses

in

capture their slice of that market is to look to existing

products and re-compile their source code on the Amstrad

computer. Any software technician

will

agree that this cannot

result

COLUMNS, TOTALS, AVERAGES, NUMBER OF RECORDS
FOUND etc. • MERGE file option for EXPANDING files or

include

in 'optimised' code, and in most cases, this procedure will not
always allow the exploitation of the superb features of the Amstrad
PCW, such as the RAM disk, the printer and the 2nd optional

double-density disk drive

if

fitted

exchanging information without tedious re-typing
• Easy on-screen EDITING and DELETION
• Professional MANUAL and auto-boot DISK- with simple
installation procedure, no complex CP/M commands to master
• Software FULLY SUPPORTED with NO CHARGE and NO TIME
UMIT • Available EX-STOCK - price sterling £39.95 includes VAT
and P/P • Trade, export and licensing enquiries welcome,
CARE!!! GEMINI suggest that you check PRICE,
PERFORMANCE and SPECIFICATION before you buy your Amstrad
software. We shall be pleased to advise customers in respect of
special database implementations, and use of 'DataGem' with hard
disk systems. Gemini are also able to supply your HARDWARE
requirements. Please telephone for details.

(although standard on the

PCW8512).
Gemini have written 'DataGem' SPECIFICALLY ior the
Amstrad. It uses ALL the features of the hardware, and uses
advanced 'hashing' techniques to provide the fiASff57" sorts and
searches. It also boasts features that represent the state-of-art of
today's databases, not those written years ago which were always
an attempt just to replace the ubiquitous card index.

BBC ROM VERSION
(£39.95 also)
Please enquire

PCW made the typewriter obsolete...
DataGem will now make your Amstrad PCW absolute.

The Amstrad

AVAILABLE FROM
& C. CompUefs

Distributed to the trade by
Courlgrant Computers
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•
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THE MAIL ORDER

boaD
4RUN

GOOD

AMSTRAD SPECIALISTS

SOFK RLE

WORD-PROCESSORS

Send your Cheques/POs (Sterling only)
LOAD& RUN, DEPT 8001, BOX 123
DARTFORD DAI 5AA

GAMES

Tasword 8000
£24.95 •Tasman Software

RING

(0322) 73128

FOR ENQUIRIES +

An established word processor that is well tried and tested on Amstrad'sCPC

HOT LINE ORDERS

machines.

RRP

TITLE

PCWCouerSetO)
CambaselCambrianl
Brainstorm (Caxton)
CardboxICaxlonI

Touch n Go (CaxtonI
Scratchpad Plus (Caxton)
Popular Accounts(Sage)
Pocket Wordstar (MicroPro)
Accounts (Compact)
Nucleus (requires FD 2) (Compact)
Or Graph (D.R.)

DrDraw(D.R.)
CCompilerlD.R.)

MT/+ (D.R.)
MoneyManager
Pascal

II

Cracker
Delta

Newword
Miiltiplan

DataGem
Prospell
Electric Studio Light

TELE ADD
IN STOCK

Our Price
£39-95
C5.50
E9,45
£45.95
£39.96
£79.95
£20.95
£69.95
£79 95
£46.95

C49,95
C5.95
t9.95
£49.95
£49.99
£99.99
£24.95
£69.99
£99.99
£49.95
£199.99
£99.99
£49.95
£49.95
£49.95
£49.96
£29.95
£119.00
£49.00
£99.00
£69.95
£69.95
£39.95
£29.95
£79.95

SupercalclKAmsoft)
PCW Printer Ribbon (AmstradI

dBase

Pen 8266/85 12

the electronic telephone address book
stock control & Order processing

a true

£185.95
£85.95
£45.95
£45.96
£45.95
£45.95
£26.99
£109.00
£46.00
£85.00
£65,95
£65.95
£35.95
£26.60
£69.95
£21. 95
£59.95

package

(unlike other programs which only record stock movement this package gives the
operator full control of stock levels & ordering with profit/loss summaries, average
cost price record etc using methodology found only on mainfram computers
until

.

II

(verynewl

Lord ot the rings

Space Invaders (Gemini)

SAS

Raid
Blackstar

Batman

THEPROTO

3"

DISC Box Special summer offer

£26.00
£14.95
£20.95
£18.95
£13.96
£13.96
£13.95
£6.50

£29.00
£15.95
£24.95
£19.95
£14.96
£14.95
£14.95
£6.99

Chess

(holds 10)

'^1^*

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P + VAT

^Sh

E.&.O.E.

Tasword

will let

—

it

provides a host of

and a variety of print fonts too. But if you

PLUSES -MINUSES

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Clear, well structured on-screen help

menus

A variety of printer controls and fonts available
Includes a reasonable mail

Moving around

big files

is

merge program

fast

You can easily create and save a customised version of the program
Doesn't treat [RETURN] as a character
can misunderstand where paragraph

—

it

breaks are
Reformatting text blocks is quirky
Documentation Is a bit brief
The search and replace function is limited and very slow

RAWBUT

SuperWriter

POWERFUL!
uu^M

£49.95 • Sorcim/Software City

A very comprehensive package, with spell checker and mail merge included, and the
ability to execute commands from stored files. Full range of commands and formats,
and on-screen help can be obtained. It's very fast at block operations and moving
around, and reformats paragraphs in a flash. Very good value, but not much effort
has gone into adapting for the PCW.

B
B
B
B
B

Very fast

at

searching and moving around

files

Sophisticated mail merge includes conditional print options |
Spell checker can

be

easily customised

WITHDRAWN
FROM SALE!

Complex commands can be executed from files
Excellent documentation, including

a quick reference card and on-screen help

menus

B
B
B

Can't edit

files

longer than

30K or so at once

Some of the documentation is only applicable to IBM PCs
No

proportional spacing,

and configuring the

printer

is drfficult

a

LocoMail

SIREN SOFTWARE

i

how they look in different places,

you down for speed.

it

..

Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy

Cyrus

enjoy moving blocks of text around to see

PLUSES -MINUSES

nowl)

LEISURE CORNER

Tasword's strength is its printer handling

customisation options tor different printers,

PCW

BESTBUY!

£49.95 • Locomotive Software/Amstrad

As a mailmerger fori ocoScript documents, it's difficult to see how anything could be
much better than this. It runs directly from LocoScript, so you never have to use
CP/M, and can process any LocoScript commands. Has many advanced features,
and is highly recommended for all LocoScript users.

PLUSES -MINUSES

B You don't have to boot CP/M to run
B Can print any LocoScript text formatting commands
B Can automatically rejustify paragraphs after insertion
B Can insert numeric calculations into letters
B Can conditionally include or omit chunks of text
B Large, clear manual, with example files on disc
B No way to sort and
addresses before a print run
B Can't be used with non-LocoScript files
it

DISC MATE

filter

Can you

afford to be without this program ?
Have you ever erased a file that you did not want to?
Have you ever lost a program whilst copying?

DISC MATE allows to:
Recover erased
Protect

Hide

files

from accidental erasure

from the directory
hidden files

Etc.
As well as the above mentioned features, DISC
MATE contains FILECOPY program that allows you
to easily and quickly copy files/programs from one
disc to another. FILECOPY is extremely user friendly
easy to operate.

Also on the disc is ZIPDISC which will speed up
your disc drive by upto 20%. ZIPDISC uses no
memory and is compatible with all software.

ALL THIS ON ONE DISC. DISC MATE
Amstrad PCW8256, 8512 and
CPC6128.

for the

Available directly from*SIREN

£24.99

inc

is

SOFTWARE

B Can put bold, underiining etc. into non-LocoScript files
B Can presort and preselect records for merging
B Automatically rejustifies text paragraphs
B Doesn't read unconverted LocoScript documents
B For an "integrated" program, runs in several different stages.
B The database section longwinded to use
B Forthe same money, you can buy LocoMail.
it

Prospell
This

Technology Centre, 43 Elsinore Road
Manchester M16 0WG
Tel: 061 848 9233

is

PLUSES -MINUSES

GOOD VALUE!

£29.95 -Arnor

at only

SIREN SOFTWARE
PLUS

III

T..^^^?*l*S^":W:^:.

available

also the

that

is

a stand-alone spelling checker suitable for use with almost all word processors
It can read LocoScript, WordStar and plain ASCII
and allows you to alter it directly, view
flags up each wrong word as it finds

am on the PCW machines.

files.

^^

V
^'

it,

It

the context,

SIREN SOFTWARE

76 8000

and Mallflow

is

VAT.

Trallord

III

Designed as an integrated mailmerge package, it is awkward to use although can
achieve good quality results. You have to convert LocoScript files to ASCII, which
annoying. The database section is not easy to use. It's worth a look if you want to
mailmerge non-LocoScript files, but not otherwise.

files

Show

Dataflow

£49.95 • Micro Power
files

change the dictionary etc. Speed is not startling, but acceptable. Good

overall.

PLUSES -MINUSES

B
B
B
B

Can check LocoScript and WordStar documents directly
Can display the context of a word to remind you what should tie
Can edit misspellings directly from Prospell
Can update the dictionary interactively
it

LOGICOm
B
B
B

has anagram and crossword solver utilities too
It processes files of more tfian 1 5k or so in separate sections
You can't copy the dictionary to ttie M drive for speed
It

:

Brainstorm
£49.95 •

An

:i

UNIQUE!

Caxton Software

"ideas processor",

Brainstorm

is

a computerised doodling pad. Youcanjot

down randomly, then organise them into a hierarchy, then expand each
phrase into a finished idea, and finally print them out as a coherent document. If you
find easier to work at a keyboard than with a pencil and paper, this will really help
phrases

it

you

think.

PLUSES -MINUSES

B
B
B
B
B

B
B

No limit to the number of sub-levels of plan you can have
You can output the rough text for a w/ordprocessor to polish
Good documentation, including some neat ideas for applications
Provides a unique service, which should be useful to you
Needs better graphics (like GEM ?) to let you browse the structure easily
The command keystrokes are unnatural
you can't use the cursor keys to move
around the screen
As a word processor, it is very primitive
A notepad and a pencil would cost you £1 or less

—

THE NEW RANGE OF
LOGICOM PRODUCTS
FOR THE

AMSTRAD 8256/8512
RRP 29.95 Available Soon
A mallmerge program that works with Locoscript
tiles! Each name and address stored in the special
database can have 5 extra User-detined fields for
QMAiL

additional information. And, an attribute field

allows each

name and

address to be coded

for

accurate mailshots.

RRP 24.95 -

ROTATE

It

turns printing problems

around.

you have ever wished that the Amstrad 8256/
851 2 printer was 1 32 columns wide, because
If

GAMES

your print-outs won't

No one could have predicted the remarkable way in which games
software has taken off on the PCWs. On the face of It, the machine is
not ideally built for games, but software houses have proved that
impressive results can be obtained on it, and not just with text-based
games - your 8000 Is capable of amazing animation!
The entertainment software available divides into three main
categories, at least one of which may appeal to you, even if you don't
think at present that computer games are your thing.
ADVENTURES are probably the most common on the PCW. These
are defined (by us anyway) as games controlled by typed keyboard
commands. The program describes a scenario and you, the player
have to respond by typing things like; GET SWORD or POLISH ORB
WITH THE VELVET CLOTH. These programs vary greatly in their
ability to recognise and respond to your instructions, and at their best
are

Some

of

them include

these tend to play

little

pictures of the various

part

in

game

locations, but

actual game-play.

ARCADE GAMES are those in which

greatly

on your interested

in

whatever

is

PRINTER STAND RRP 1 4,95
for 8256/851 2.
printer stand is 3.577.5 cm

is

The

store fanfold

'no/7-s//p'

high.

paper neatly under the

business-like

and made

rubber

You can

printer.

of strong light

It's

metal with

The colour matches the

feet.

printer flap.

Proteus are exclusive distributors for Logicom
products, as well as distributors for several ottier
publishers of 8256'8512 software. Our range
includes: Artisoft, Amor Caxton, Compact, CP
Software, Digital Researcti, Hisoft, t^AicroPro,
t\Aicrocal,

being simulated.

specially

-

designed

Amstrad

an animated character

moved onscreen by direct keyboard (orjoystick) control. You press a
key for 'Left' and the character goes left. Arcade games with plenty of
different locations are sometimes called ARCADE ADVENTURES.
Finally there are SIMULATIONS, a range of programs which
covers anything from chess to flying and whose appeal will depend

across the page. Rotate

fit

prints files sideways down the page. So, all those
wide spreadsheet models con now be printed in
one go. Rotate prints any ASCII file, so it will work
with Spreadsheets, Wordprocessors, databases
and some Accounts packages on the Amstrad.
Rotate also has additional fonts to choose from.
Files can be printed out in the normal way as well.

Sage and Tasman.

For further information telephone John Fontana,

Batman
£14.95 •

CREATFUN!

Ocean Software

you think the PCW screen is for text only, this game will make your jaw drop. Its
animated 3D graphics are remarkable. The game too is surprisingly sophisticated.
Despite the title, there's no fighting involved, just a good deal ofbrainwork and agile
key control. While exploring the vast underground complex you have to negotiate a
wide range of hazards and solve brain-twisting puzzles, often to do with n lanipu fating
obstacles and turning them to your advantage. Superb entertainment - there's
even a Batman 'tune'l

on 748-2302.

957485 ROBING

Telex:

.

B State-of-the-an 3D graphics.
B You have the ability to push objects around a location offering scope for ingenious
puzzles.

S Conveyor belts, electrified floors and various creatures pose a severe challenge.
B There's enormous variety and depth to the game. You won't get bored...
B
you've finally solved
...until

&

G. Trade

Export enquiries are welcome.

If

Post to John Fontana, Proteus Computing

2

Iffley

Road, London,

Ltd.

^

W6 OPA.

PLEASE TICK APPROPRIATE BOXES.-

D am an End User,
I

of

my

please send

me the

address

nearest dealer.

D am a Dealer.
D Please send information on LOGICOM
I

it.

products.

D
Hitch-hiker's

Guide to the Galaxy

SUPERB!

£28.70 -Infocom/Softsel
In

HILARIOUS!

many people's view the best adventure program ever written. Based on the
show/TV program, it puts you in the same wacky situations forcing

original book/radio

you

to

The program is text only, but
Douglas Adams himself is hiding inside

solve problems of mind-boggling improbability.

sophisticated enough to convince you that

Send

a

full list

of

Amstrad Business

Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)
Company Name
Address

Code

yourAmstrad.

Post

PLUSES -MINUSES

Please use

B Guaranteed more laughs than any other program.

me

Software.

BLOCK

Tel

No

CAPITALS.

PC 8000

8000 PLUS 77

PCW 8256
The new
upgrades

Upgrade to

E Solving some of the problems will have you gasping with glee.
reviewed many
upgrades were

selected as

"BEST VALUE D-l-Y MEMORY UPGRADE"
"BEST VALUE 3 INCH SECOND DRIVE"

For many users an upgrade will make a huge difference. " " Whether or not
you need a second disc drive, you can make your working life a good deal easier at
minimal cost by increasing the size of your M-drlve RAfJ-dIsc to that of the 8512 (112k
to 368k). At the very least you'll be able to do away with the chaos of single disc

THEY SAID: "

copying." "A low cost memory upgrade. ..will immediately reduce disc copying to a
simple two-stage process. " 'You'll also find it easier running big CP/tvf programs like
Wordstar and SuperCalc. much faster
"
Any upgrade.. .will Involve... taking your machine apart... To some this is a daunting
. .

prospect but you will find it easier than you think
"
So all the memory upgrades are much of a muchness: there's not much to choose
between them apart from the prk:e and the helpfulness of the supplier Silicon
City. ..instructions are clear and concise.

The

simplest, most

comprehensive step-by-step

instructions available

knowledge, experience, or

assume no

prior

El

Responses to your commands are almost always

intelligent

- and witty.

B A very large program - many hours of challenge.
B Better entertainment than the original radio show.
B Liable to keep you from doing other things!

I

Infocom games

CHALLENGING!

,

£28.70 or £22.95 • Infocom/Softsel
Virtually the wtiole

the

range of Infocom's famous text adventures are now available for

PCWs. From the original Zork series, now several years old,

through to modern

such as Spellbreaker, the programs all offer sophisticated, challenging
If you're new to adventuring you should start with
an 'introductory level' program such as Wishbringer. Old hands can tackle an 'expert
level' title such as Starcross, Suspended or Spellbreaker.
titles

entertainment of the highest order

PLUSES -MINUSES

B

Renowned for their sophistication
commands.

sl<ill.

We supply tested, TOP QUALITY, last (150nS) chips which are ]ig prelormed tor ease
of insertion — NO BENDING REQUIRED — plus a spare "practice" chip to give you

in

handling and responding to your typed

B Superb text descriptions give each game special atmosphere.
B Great satisfaction to be had overcoming numerous problems and deadends.
B Lack of graphics means you can fool a casual observer into thinking you're wordin

confidence.

£24.95

Our "BESTVALUE'UpgradeKltlsNOWONLY
"If

FILE

GAMES

PCW 851 2 specification

PCW 8256/8512 magazine, "8000 Plus" has
PCW 8256. We are pleased to announce that our

specialist
lor the

THE GOOD SOFIWARE

UPGRADE

I[2£

you go a stage further and add a second disc drive, you won! need to swap discs at
There will be a significant increase in data storage capacity, for example text files
programs.
files when running CP/M data processing

all."

processing!

B

They're not cheap.

when word processing and data

Certain suites of programs, particularly those written for the PCW 8512, will not fit onto
one, or even two sides of a standard disc but can usually be loaded onto one high
density disc which can be accessed on both sides by the second drive.
"Fitting the second drive Is simple enough. ..the only tools you should

need are a
screwdriver and a clear head. Everything other than the drive is already there In your
machine: the cables are already wired and both LocoScript and CP/M software will
recognise it automatKally once it's fitted. ..you'll have to try pretty hard to get it wrong.
Amstrsd PCW 8256 DS/DD Second Disc Drive
1

Megabyte unformatted (720K

formatted)

C139

Invaders
£19.95 (or free with InterGem disc interface) • Gemini

Are you an ageing hippy who toyed briefly with the original Space Invaders when
video games first appeared (and then gave up playing because you were no good) ?
Then this is for you, it's pure nostalgia— simple space invaders. Go on, zap those
database blues away.

PLUSES -MINUSES

Prices INCLUDE VAT and UK post, normally by return
Send UK cheques/f^oney Orders/LA or Gov't orders to:

B
B
B
B
B
B

SILICON CITY
DeptS, Mithian, St Agnes, Cornwall TR5 OOE.
Access/Visa Orders: Telephone 087 255 2112

Simple enough even for managers to play
Oozes nostalgia for all those 1 0p's you spent in the pub many years ago
The sound on the PCW really doesn't make any impact
The screen movements are not very fluid
firing on the move is erratic.
Games have moved on a long way since it was designed
£19.95 is a ridiculously high price

—

Graham Gooch's Test Cricket
£19.95 -Audiogenic

LocoScript Word Count!

This is a fully animated game, allowing either 1 or 2 players to choose teams and
compete in limited over or test cricket. You can control where the ball is bowled, and
when the batsman strikes A good version, if you are a cricket fan.
it.

AnsibleChecK will

give an accurate word count of any LocoScript

document... quickly and
**

**
**

easily.

Here are the main features:

Counts words as words ... no estimates
Simple to use... one command runs the program automatically
Looks for accidentally repeated words, shows them in context

"PRICE:

£19.50

We also supply AnsiblelndeX, a LocoScript text indexing program for
all

professional writers: journalists, authors, academics.
**
**

**
**
**

**

Up to 1 ,500 entries, 40 page references each
Automatic alphabetization
Exact page numbers
Lists words, phrases and /nvertedphrases
No special commands to learn .... if you use LocoScript, you
can compile an index
Full

page proof

compatibility: optional

dummy format,

plus

reorganization to match printed book
**

PLUSES -MINUSES

B
B

Surprisingly

good animated graphics

(in

cricket pitch green, of course)

Comes with up-to-date England and Australia squads preset, or pick your own
sides

B
B
B

You can control the bowler's pace and batsman's timing
strictly for cricket fans
The 1 -player game palls after a while
The PCW's sound doesn't generate any atmosphere

—

STRONGEST
iEST^k

Colossus Chess 4.0

PLAY!

£15.95 -CDS Software

Tests conducted by 8000 PLUS appear to confirm this program's claim to be the
strongest of the chess titles in actual play, although only by a small margin. It actually
uses the time you're thinking to continue its planning! The program appears to have
all

conceivable features including such things as simulating "blindfold" games.

PLUSES

-

MINUSES

B Probably the most powerful play.
B Includes openings library of 3000 moves.
B Numerous features including propertournament mode and "equality" mode in
in

which the program matches your time.

AnsibleCheck included

B Choice of algebraic or cursor key move entry.

"PRICE: £49.50

B
Both packages include a special free "extra": the dreaded

Comes with file of 35 "pre-recorded" games and 1 9 chess problems.
Forget the 3D display -the 2D option is much clearer.

GREASE,

scourge of writers everywhere...

Cyrus
PLEASE NOTE no hidden costs. Our prices include VAT and
A comprehensive, plain-language manual comes with

II

Chess

£15.95-Amsoft

:

postage.

both

packages.

is

the super-smooth (although slow)

features, though not quite as

Write ortelephone for our brochure.

II is still likely to beat you, and
probably the best to go for.

play better, but Cyrus

Or order direct, payment

your friends

enclosed, from:

is its highly-detailed 3D display - it's stunning. So
movement of the pieces. has numerous other
many as Colossus. In ourtests Colossus seemed to

This program's outstanding feature

it's

It

if

you want a package to impress

PLUSES -MINUSES

ANSIBLE INFORMATION

B Gorgeous 3D view of board backed up by 2D option.
B Very strong play.
B Numerous
and features such as the option of taking back a move.
B Easy to use cursor key move entry.
B Usually outplayed by Colossus.
B No option for algebraic move entry.
frills

Dept. 8000

•

94 London Road • Reading
Tel: 0672 62576

78 8000 PLUS

•

Berkshire

•

RG1 5AU

THE OFFICIAL
AMSTRAD CP/M

3D Clock Chess
£15.95-

CP Software

The title refers to the fact that tfie program's 3D display includes a view of a chess
complete with buttons and moving hands. A bit of a gimmick, really - both the

PLUS HANDBOOK

clock

programs also keep a check of the time each player lakes and include various
time control options. The 3D display is prettier than Colossus, but not as nice as
other

Cyrus.

PLUSES • MINUSES

IS

B Tough to beat, even at low levels.
B Attractive 3D display.
B Features Include the ability to set any time limit per move for the computer.
B Appears not quite as strong in play as Colossus.
B Some features missing - eg. no option to take back a move after a blunder!

B
B

Move entry is only by algebraic coordinates (e.g. e2e4).
No 2D display option -the 3D can sometimes be confusing.

HERE!

CP/M PLUS HANDBOOK
Operators' and Programmers' Guide for the

Bridge Player III
£19.95. CP Software

Amstrad CPC6128 and PCW8256

perhaps, good bridge programs appear to be much harder to create
good chess programs. Most suffer from erratic bidding, poor card play and
numerous quirks. Bridge Player III can't entirely escape these criticisms, but as bridge
programs on micros go, it's good. The human player plays South, with the computer
running the otherthree hands. It claims not to cheat.
PLUSES • IU1INUSES
B You can play bridge without first finding three like-minded people.
B Program offers reasonably strong card-play.
B You can specify the strength of your hand for bidding practice.
B The computer keeps the score - no messy sheets of paper.
B Bidding with the computer as both partner and opponent can be quriky and

Surprisingly,

than

frustrating.

B
B

Overall strength of play

The

is

betow that of an average
do with much more detail.

well

instruction leaflet could

player.

animated graphics and totally barren descriptions.

Falls hopelessly l^etween

two

feeble stools.

Completely lacks atmosphere
And challenge

Infocom
Virtually

& Amstrad Consumer

Up till now Amstrad users have had very little
reliable information available to them about their
Plus operating system. But now with the
publication of this, the official CP/M Plus

CP/M

CPC6128aud PCW8256. The book,
which is spiral bound for ease of use, contains
500 pages of practical, clearly presented
information. Based on Digital Research's original
documentation for their CP/M Plus operating
system (previously unavailable to the public) the

the Amstrad

An atrocious game with notliing to recommend it You're supposed to recover some
plans from a castle by moving around a playing area represented by useless non-

games

£28.70 or £22.95

Research Inc

Electronics pic

Handbook, users will have a complete and
accurate guide to operating and programming

S.A.S. Raid
£14.95 -CRL

B
B

Digital

•

,

CHALLENGING!

handbook

is

divided into three sections: Users'

Guide, Systems Guide and Programmers' Guide.

Infocom/Soflsel

the whole range of Infocom's famous text adventures are

now available for

PCWs. From the original Zork series, now several years old, through to modern
such as Spellbreaker, the programs all offer sophisticated, challenging
If you 're new to adventuring you should start with
an 'introductory level' program such as Wishbringer. Old hands can tackle an 'expert
level' title such as Starcross, Suspended or Spellbreaker.
the

ISBN

434 90320 5 / 500pp / £25.00

titles

entertainment of the highest order.

PLUSES • MINUSES

S

Renowned for their sophistication in handling and responding to your typed
commands.

S
B
B

Superb text descriptions give each game special atmosphere.
Great satisfaction to be had In overcoming numerous problems and deadends.
Lack of graphics means you can fool a casual observer into thinking you're word-

[cwTim

ORDERITNOWBYFREEPOST

processing!

B

PUBLISHED BY HEINEMANN
NEWTECH ON BEHALF OF DIGITAL
RESEARCH AND AMSTRAD

To: Marketing Dept, William

They're not cheap.

Please supply

Graliam Gooch's Test Cricl<et
£19.95 -Audiogenic

B
S
B
B
B

Attractive

Choice

Plus

Ltd.

FREEPOST

10,

Handbook

London WIE 7YZ

(a

£25.00
£2.50

Postage and packaging

The basic game screen shows a view down the wicket from above the bowler's head
and features full animation of bowler, batsman and fielders. You can play limited over
or lull two innings matches, choosing your players from (editable) lists of England
and Australia players. There are two playing modes: simulation and arcade - in the
latter you have to time the batsman's shot and bowler's njnup yourself.
B A good simulation which incor|x>rates most cricket rules including LBWs, run
outs, declarations

Heinemann

copy(ies)

CP/M

Total

I

I

I

I

Cheque enclosed made payable
Please debit

to William

my Access/Visa/Amex card

Heinemann Ltd

no:

and follow ons.

animated graphics.

computer or another player.

of playing against the (hard-to-beat)

Action uninterrrupted by rain or winter.

Not too

much variety in what you have to do.
much to non-cricket fans.

Doesn't offer

Fairlight
-The Edge

DatP

£14.95

Another fine

3D graphic adventure with similar screen display to Batman. You must

explore a casfte prison in search of a book which will allow you to escape.

enemies (helmeted guards,

trolls,

wraiths, etc)

Numerous

When

paying by credit card, please use address as given on your credit card
statement.

8000/11/86

must be avoided and puzzles solved

8000 PLUS 79

1

THE COMPLETE ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM FOR JUST

GOOD

mm

GAMES

by finding the right objects and using them in

£1^Qjj(

FILE

ACCOUNTS
the right way.

3D graphics (but not quite up to Batman standards)
Good atmosphere generated by graphics and instructions

El Clear, detailed
El

Large playing area to explore and map
El Wide range of puzzles and objects to solve them
Action slows down considerably with more than one moving character on screen
May be hard to get into at first
E]

B
B

Blackstar
£14.95 -CRL

A traditional text adventure with large playing area. Your aim is to enter and explore
the mysterious Castle Blackstar and its vast underlying caverns in search of a 'power
orb'.

number and variety of locations

El Large

B
B
B
B

Pleasing traditional fantasy scenario

- gleaming swords,

strange statues, etc

Plenty of objects to discover, problems to solve.

Program's text handling Is not particularly sophisticated.
Unhelpful responses to your commands can become frustrating.

ACCOUNTS
INCLUDES INVOICING, SALES LEDGER,
PURCHASE LEDGER, NOMINAL LEDGER
& STOCK CONTROL. PAYROLL £49 inc VAT.

Sandpiper Accounts
£1 29.95 single drive system

FOR AN INFORMATION PACK PLEASE CONTACT
MAP COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD, 105-107 WINDSOR RD,
OLDHAM OL8 IRP- 061-624 5662

This package

is

•

described as a

£149.95 dual drive • Sandpiper Sottware
'simplified' integrated system

and is aimed at

inexperienced users. But although it offers a large number of features at a
it suffers from some serious drawbacks. In particular the limited
audit and enquiry facilities will make it unsuitable for many businesses.

competitive price,

PLUSES MINUSES
•

B
B
B
B
B
B

SIMPLIFILE

Comes

ready installed to run from the

M drive.

Price includes three months' telephone support.

Very poor audit trails and lack of detail on nominal ledger.
Analysis of sales and purchases very slow.
It would be easy to wipe off transactions by accident mid month.
The documentation is confusing.

How do you feel when you see adverts for databases that appear capable of
running County Hall on an Amstrad - overawed? - More
to

wait for a

more

suitable database to arrive

the majority of your
additional

power if

- one

demands on a database are

that

is

likely

you

simple

feel inclined

to

use since

easily satisified, but with

Sagesoft Accounts
£99.00 -Sagesoft

required.

An integrated accounts package consisting of purchase,
Your waiting

is

sales and nominal ledgers.
can buy Accounts Plus which also has invoicing and stock
The package is aimed at small companies with the emphasis on ease of
in particular the package cannot
But there area number of limitations
cope too easily with rapidly increasing numbers of customers and suppliers.
I^or another £50 you

over.

control.

SIMPLIFILE is a database written for the Amstrad PCW 8256 and 851 2, bearing
in mind that many Amstrad users are working with their first computer.

setting up.

Some

El Clean, tidy

—

PLUSES MINUSES
•

•

•

•

features of

SIMPLIFILE

are:

- adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides.
find matching data in any selected field - eg. you could find
Manchester by entering M, MAN, MANCH, etc.
Conditional sort for data on any or multiple fields - eg. all dates later than a
Calculation fields

You can

specified date.
•

Conditional input fields

•Easy

editing of data

- prevents

incorrect entry.

on screen,

screen layout with cursor keys controlling the positioning

•

Full editing of

•

Full editing of report

•

Report layouts allow totals of any numeric

each

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

and logical screen layouts and menus
Easy to set up and use with excellent documentation
Good audit trails and VAT reports
Can produce formatted trial balances
Restrictive account numbering system
Small batch sizes

Only single Nominal ledger and

VAT analysis per 'item

Does not caterfor settlement discounts
Won't

print

remittance advice slips

of

field.

layout using the

same concept of

cursor control.

Money Manager

fields.

Menu driven program design for ease of use.
• Window help screens - like LocoScript.
• No need to learn a new language. SIMPLIFILE
•

£24.95 • Connect Systems Ltd.
is

A personal accounts package,

which might at a pinch serve a fledgeling small
It acts as a daily diary, over 12 months, recording all incomings and
outgoings between up to 9 accounts. Transactions can tie given codes to group
ones together, and simple reports can be printed.

logic controlled.

business.

£29.95

inci

VAT

PLUSES MINUSES
•

What are you wailing for? Send your cheques, postal orders or phone your
Access number to:

INTEGER COMPUTER SYSTEMS
430 Bury

New Road

•

Prestwich

E3^Telephone:
I

80 8000 PLUS

•

Manchester • M25

061 798 7307

5BD

B
B
B
B
B
El

B
B

Fairly

simple

menu and screen entry of data

Standing orders can be added to each month
Detailed and summary statements can be produced
VAT reports can be separated out

The 24-page manual does not properly explain the package's features
The statement format is not very flexible
It's written in BASIC, and it's slow at statement preparation
Transfers between accounts are not cross-referenced

like

i

AMSTRAD
MAILORDER

RSC Ltd,

SPECIALIST

AMSTRAD P.C.W

8256

AMSTRADPCWa512

GOOD FOR

Camsoft PSIL

SMALL

Cambrian Software

£149.95 •

Consists of five integrated packages: Sales,

Co.

purchase and rmminal iedgers, invoicing

andstocl< control. In terms of sophistication it falls somewhere between the Sagesoft
package and the larger systems from MAP and Compact. But it's easier to njn than
the larger packages since all the software can be squeezed into the
drive. Good

MEGABYTE COLOUR.

20

MEGABYTE MONO.

(twin drive)

C557.75

20

MEGABYTE COLOUR.

£59.00

10

MEGABYTE

20

MEGABYTE INTERNAL. .£575,00

M

package for a small company.

FREE DISCS"

SECOND DRIVE FOR THE 8256. £1 49

FD-2

AMSTRAD

V21/23

MODEM

50

£32.50

P.CW. SOFTWARE

AMSOFT

STOCK

INV

/

SALES

/

FILE/

and search facilities.
Invoices shown on screen as you create them.
Constant need to input full five-digit account codes.
No final accounts reports available on nominal ledger.
No facility to run the ledgers in different accounting periods.

B
B
B
B
B A couple of minor, but annoying, bugs.

M CRO WORD

£39.95
£39.95
£49,95

SCRATCHPAD PLUS

£49 95

PCW at a fraction of

its

cost on larger

£19.95

TASPR1NT8000

£13,50

SAGE

All

print full

£94,50

WRITE

£94 50

WORDCHART

£94.50

DIARY

£94 50

PCWRITE

£99.00

RETRIEVE (DATABASE)

£99 00
£99.00

£69.00

£39.95

£99 00

£39.95

ACCOUNTS

£149,00

ACCOUNTS PLUS

£199.00

£75.00
£114.50

£99 00

£54.50

INVOICING

TOUCH

CAXTON
PAYROLL

GO

'N-

£22 50

£54 50

COMBO PACK

£114.50

SUPER COMBO PACK

£179.95

CARDBOX

£49.95

CONDOR 1

£84,50
£49.95

SCRATCHPAD\PLUS

MAGIC FILER

£54,50

RETRIEVE DATABASE

£54.50

STOCK CONTROL

£43,95

INVOICING

£43.95

SALES LEDGER

£43.95

BRAINSTORM

£39.95

TIMEKEEPER

trails.

CAMSOFT

management accounts.
programs means

normal responses need to be

PURCHASE LEDGER

£43.95

NOMINAL LEDGER

£43,95

STOCK

£84,50

£39 95

£PHONE

LOTUS

1,2,3

ASTONT.

dBASE

£PHONE

11

£PHONE
dBASE 111
PCW PC DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
/

disc swapping.
upper case.

tots of
in

/

INV

STOCK /

MASS

Compact Accounts

£J

VERSATILE!

Compact Software Ltd

MICRO

purchase and nominal ledger together with invoicing. The package is available
on much larger micros, and since the format in which data is produced is the same as
on PCWs, the system is particularly suitable for users planning to upgrade their
hardware at a later date. The programs' anti-piracy system means you have to use the
original discs in the A drive. This means the system is not very suitable for use on an
8256.

INV

NOMINAL

£84.50

PUR /NOM

£127.50

/

/

EASYLABELLER
P.

£32 50

POCKET WORDSTAR

£43.95

POCKET WORDSTAR DELUXE.

Another very large integrated package supplied on several discs and consisting of
sales,

SALES

/

SALES/PUR

£199.99 •

£64 SO

GRAPH

PAYROLL

handling prepayments and accruals

size of the

£27,50

£94,50

-£39.95

POPULAR ACCOUNTS PLUS

possible to run the sales and purchase ledgers over a different time period
from the nominal.

The

£64 50

DRAW

PCPUNNER

It's

Able to

3

REFLEX

£39.95

POPUUR ACCOUNTS

PLUSES -MINUSES
B A very comprehensive and professional package

Facility for

SUPERCALC

£64,50

BOOKKEEPER
SAGE

7.30

1

£287 50

£84,50

1

TASWORD8000

PASCAUMTt

8256.

B
B
B
B

1512

£19.95

C-BASIC COMPILER

the

WORDSTAR

DESKSET

The size makes it a little cumbersome to use, but apart from that there are
very few significant problems. The integrated suite includes the same five modules
as Camsoft, but they are supplied on four sides of disc, making it effectively
impossible for the software to be njn as an integrated system on an unexpanded

Very good audit

W GO

GRAPH

micros.

B
B

3EM

DRAW

POWERFULI
.GOOD VALUE.
LUEl^t

moved onto

f1

.

£39.95

I

BRAINSTORM

CARDBOX

CONDOR
TASMAN

MAP Computer Systems

a very powerful package

COLOUR MONITOR
PC 1512 SOFTWARE

£94.50

SMARTKEY

TOUCH

DIGITAL

This is

PDCM

£39.95

Excellent sort

£149.00 •

£171,35

MONO MONITOR PC151 2

SIDEKICK

CAXTON

B No need for pre-printed stationery.

MAP. Accounts

INTERNAL.. £460 00

DOAM

HMSOFT
MICRO

£91885
£1091.35

DRIVE

MEMORY UPGRADE TO 512K

SUPERCALC 2

PLUSES • MINUSES
S Comes installed for PCWs and can be run efficiently by 8256 or 851 2.

£976 35

...

DOUBLE SIDED

5,25-

£97.50

(FREE SUB; TO MICRON ET/PRESTEL)
8256

£803 85

ID

£442.50

5

AMSTRAD RS232/CENTnONICS INTERFACE
AMSTRAD

MEGABYTE MONO

(single drwa)

"ALL PCWS COME WITH

AMSTRADPCW

10

NEW WORD
ASTON

T.

dBASE

LX86

STAR

NL10

£67,50

11

165

MICRO PERIPHERALS

200

PROSPELL SPELLING CHECKER

£26.35

£17900

6100 (QUALITY 132 COL. 20

£43.95
£26.99

£299.00

DYNEER DW-12 (SPECIAL OFFER)
JUKI

11

£239,00

3000

DAJSYWHEEL PRINTERS

£99.50

MONEY MANAGER

..£269.00

..

,..£189.95

MICRO PERIPHERALS

AMSTRAD DMP

£245 00

.

(with parallel interface)

PANASONIC KX-P1080U

£62 50

.

11

NEW STAR CRACKER
CONNECT

EPSON

12

CPS

CPS

.

...

.

£159 95

.

£295 00

..

PRINTER RIBBONS

AMSTRAD

8256/8512

£4 95

MP 65/MP200/STARAJ<86

£7 50

1

LEISURE SOFTWARE

INFOCOM

PLUSES MINUSES

JUKI

B Audrt trails are an auditor's dream.
B Includes a facility to allow data to be used in WordStar, Multiplan or SuperCalc 2.
B Superb prepayment facility.
B Can run a number of companies separately.
B Easily transported to bigger computers.
B Lots of disc swapping necessary.
B Can be slow to use — njns in Mallard Basic.
B A couple of mildly annoying quirks in cash allocation routine and account code

£5 95

HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GAL

,£21

WISHBRINGER

£21 50

20RK

£21.50

20OO

SHEETS 11-X 240 mm

£21 50

1000

SHEETS ADHESIVE

50

•

1.2,3

ENCHANTER

SORCERER

£21.50

SPELLBREAKER

£21,50

DMP 3000

£5.95

PRINTER PAPER
(60

gm) FAN-FOLD, .£16.50

ADDRESS LABELS 89mm X 36mm
2000 ADHESIVE

£6.95

DOUBLE SHEET FAN-FOLD

..£9 95

.

DISC BOXES

DEADLINE

£21.50

WITNESS

£21.50

RSC

30

LOCKABLE

3-

SUSPECT

£21 50

RSC

60

LOCKABLE

3'

BALLYHOO

£21.50

RXC

75

LOCKABLE

5 25"

MOONMIST

£21.50

STARCROSS

£21.50

SUSPENDED

£21.50

PLANETFALL

£21.50

RSC PCW PRINTER EXTENSION

LEAD. £9 50

INFIDEL

£21.50

RSC PCW PRINTER POWER

LEAD... £4 95

SEASTALKER

£21 50

£10,50

it

system.

and

EDUCATIONAL software.
Our intention

rotation,

is

updating

it

as

if you are aware of any significant omissions or
as published, please let us know. We intend to

THE

authoritative guide to

RSC PCW CENTRONIC TO CENTRONICS LEAD.£1250

PCW COMMUNICATION

£21.50
£14,00

CPSOFT

BRIDGE PLAYER

£17.50

OR VIEW DATA

COLOSSUS

£17,50

COMBO PACK E-MAIL AND V-DATA.

£13.50

E-MAIL

4

CHESS

BATMAN

SAGE

CHiT-CHAT

BLANK DISCS IN tCTS
CF-2

DOUBLE SIDED/SINGLE DENSITY 3-

.

CF-2DD DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE DENSITY 3"

MODEM WITH OPTIONAL

10

£54.50

£54,50

PC COMMUMCATIONS)

COPY HOLDER AND PRINTER STAND
'^^^''

Printer stand

RSC

FREE BLANK DISCS"

PCW software.

^

Angled shell

.

^

£485 85

,'^^

elegant practical

SINGLE DRIVE COLOUR

£631,35

DOUBLE DRIVE MONO

£573 85
35

perspex

printer stand.

k

clamping
.

£21 9.00

V-DATA SOFTWARE

£57,50

£15.00

.

AMSTRAD PC1512 SINGLE DRIVE MONO

E-MAIL
£179.95

..

SOFTWARE

(PLEASE PHONE FOR INFORMATION ON

£34,50

M2D-5 TDK DOUBLE SIDED/DOUBLE DENSITY

•ALL PC'S COME WITH

£9.50

RSC ACCESSORIES

3D CYRUS CHESS

DOUBLE DRIVE COLOUR £746

Meanwhile
maintain

PRINTER

*

AMSTRAD 1512 PC/1 BM

to

it

£1.50).

errors In the File

£15.95

KEYBOARD

CUTTHROAT

FORPC.51/4-

keep publishing the three parts of the guide
each month to include new products - but if
you would like to see a complete copy of the guide (bar the Accounts
and Comms sections), it's in issue one (cost of back issues:
in

8

AMSOFT

NEXT MONTH
The guide continues next month with these categories:
DATABASES, GRAPHICS, COIVIMUNICATIONS.. These will be
followed the month after by surveys of SPREADSHEETS, UTILITIES,

£14.95

DUST COVERS
AMSTRAD PCW VDU

5mm

thick

^^ smoked perspe

^'

takes 80 col
size

copy holder

E19.95

;
'

j^

p^
^

pnnlars

El 9.95

V.A.T. & POSTAGE. EXPORT, GOVERNMENT
& EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME. ALL ENQUIRIES, PAYMENTS
TO RSC LTD., 75 QUEENS ROAD. WATFORD WD1 2QN. telex 265871
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
[0923)43301 ^fp^g^Ms
31

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

Q

8000 PLUS 81

Xfr^fEas
SPECIAL

OFFERS

ent.t>esyoutoa»

UI3^«^Ulll.J> TT

tta.\.

9

I I

t\Jt

C, Td-IUaWI^ t^».f

09

TW9MW

gM

«^WW TTIII^II

«^U«.II X*I

WW
>us

receive

yo^^P;/^,,e another

d.sc

an
backup copy

publications over the past few montiis. All are supplied with very
high-quality manuals. All come installed and ready to run on your
PCW. Better still, these prices include FULL
direct from Caxton themselves.
Barring
All five pieces of software are ready and available
bizarre circumstances your package will be on its way to you witi
three days of receiving your order.

TELEPHONE

SUPPORT

NOW.

INFOCOM
ADVENTURES

e*S

SAVE OVER £8!!

two camps: tnose wno nave piayea Hitc
the Galaxy and those who haven't. If you're in the second
camp you haven't lived.
The game is phenomenal, there's no two ways about it.

There are no

graphics,

no chasing around after

little

green

blobs. Just a combination of the brilliant wit and
imagination of Douglas Adams with the renowned
programming sophistication of Infocom.
All you do is type verbal commands into the computer in
response to the events it describes on screen. But after
you've been playing for a bit you'll be convinced your
machine is alive - the atmosphere it creates is that
convincing.
It's the same with all Infocom games. Their depth, power
and ingenuity are in a different league to most other
adventures.

^

^

AiirErtnrilfwmi
(MWOffPWWlMWMX.

wimmm
a ball of fluff, as well as some very entertaining
documentation. The four leading titles have a recommended
(and fully justified) shop price of £24.95 plus VAT (that's
£28.70). So our offer of them at just £19.95 is an absolute

'.Mk...

—

bargain.

Try one and

you'll discover a

potential for your

82 8000 PLUS

whole new world of

PCW.

SPECIAL OFFERS
SPECIAL OFFERS

S*\

t.«^*'

HOW TO ORDER
Just

fill

in

the form overleaf!

Caxton's typing tutor. Its aim is to turn you into a fest
touch typist and to give you a good time in the process.
The program has been used widely on other
computers at many times the cost and Caxton believe
you can get outstanding results within 24 hours. They also
say its fun to use, addiaive even. Having seen the
response to it of a couple of secretaries here at
Barn think we'd agree.

CARDBOX
Only
As

its

£52.50

name

The Old

You

- save over

SCRATCHPAD PLUS

£7!!

Only
suggests, this

replacement for
can use

it

program

offers a

very

to keep track of customer

details, lists of

I

products or even a fact-store for your stamp collection.
First you design the layout of your card - there's great
Then, once you've entered the
information, you can use the system to search very
quickly for what you want to know. Unlike a normal card

flexibility here.

BRAINSTORM
Only

£43.75

- save over

you could search for any type of information - for
example name, address, membership number, nature of
file

£6!!

enquiry, whatever.

the program which generated an entire
program category - it's an ideas processor.

This

is

new

Since the

number of cards the program

can handle runs

into tens of thousands disc space permitting, and since

its function is to help you organise your thoughts. Say
you're planning a complex funaion, like writing a
detective novel or launching a new range of hand-sewn

Brainstorm will allow you to link and structure
your ideas in an extremely innovative way.
dolls.

it's

and flexible, you should find it powerful enough for
almost any indexing system.
If you bear in mind that in the summer Caxton were
selling the program for £99.99. you can see that this offer

fast

IS

very special indeed.

£52.50 - save over

£7!!

slick

card-filing systems.

i superb spredd5h66t ptCgfVfi ~ many would say
machines. Complex
the best available on the
calculations ranging from simple financial planning to

PCW

it's

advanced mathematical analysis can be carried out very
quickly. And once your spreadsheet model Is created, you
can instantly see the result of varying your original
figures.

As well as all the usual spreadsheet funalons.
Scratchpad Plus boasts the ability to handle particularly
big files - you're not limited by the working memory,
only by the size of your disc.
In addition there's great flexibility over spreadsheet
size,

and the

facility

for opening

windows on

several parts

of the spreadsheet simultaneously.
features, plus the fact that the spreadsheet is
customised for the PCW keyboard and offers
extensive onscreen help, make it a superb choice.

Those

specially

ZORK-l

^

ZORK »
ZORKl"

ENCHANTER
STARCROSS

InfocomtWesfor

i'

SUSPENOEO,P.ANE;'=jyi
SEASTALK.ER
VAT

,,q95 ^

:rb')^°r';,.vousave
yoi

HITCH-HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
The world's greatest, wittiest, wackiest adventure game. You take
on the famous role of Arthur Dent who only stays alive by

from us
order:
on the
viu require

discovering ingenious solutions to problems such as that posed by
the terrifying Bugblatter Beast, a creature so stupid it thinks that if

you

mOER

can't see

it, it

of intelligence?

V

can't see you.

Can you work out what do with a pile of junk mail? Can you learn
Can you show an obstinate door a sign

to understand Vagan poetry?

A game to delight you for months.

WISHBRINGER
A stunningly atmospheric game

BATMAN

Only £9.95 -save
In

£5

the Infocom fantasy tradition. The

game starts with

you, the village postman of Festeron, discovering
that a cat belonging to the keeper of the Magicke Shoppe has been

Your only help in solving what rapidly becomes a dark
mystery is Wishbringer, a small stone bestowing seven special
powers.
Although this program is intended to appeal to relatively
inexperienced adventurers, it also has masses to offer the expert.

stolen.

SPELLBREAKER
is a sequel to Wishbringer and Is described by Infocom as
"expert level" which for you and me means "nigh Impossible"! As
well as the challenge of tackling wicked puzzles, you have the
potential for casting various spells, a power you'll need if you're to

This

survive.

Holy smoke,

this offer

to appear on the
under a tenner.

Is

HOT! The

best arcade

PCW machines and

game

you can have

it

yet

for

superb - the game's challenge, sophistication
and sheer high quality belies its comic strip roots. Until
you've seen It onscreen you simply won't believe what
your PCW Is capable of graphically.
The Idea is to explore a vast network of rooms In
search of various objects required to assemble your
Batmoblle. But numerous devious puzzles and opponents
are put in your way. so much so that you hardly have
time to admire the as,tounding animation and detailed

Batman

is

background scenery.
It may not be useful, but it's certainly great fun and a
bargain even at the normal asking price.

BALLYHOO
A brilliantly original scenario In this one.

It's

set In a strange, rather

seedy circus where the owner's daughter has been kidnapped. You
have to discover whodunnit, a quest that will have you stuck In the
lion's cage, trying to climb over the Fat Lady and holding a bizarre
conversation with a midget.
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8000 PLUS ORDER FORM
Use this form to order subscrip-tions
and special offers (see previous pages
and following page). Just tick the items
you wish

to

We're sure you've enjoyed your first encounter
with 8000 Plus. We're also confident you'd love to
ensure that all of the next 12 issues drop
comfortably onto your doormat each month.
But since it takes a couple minutes of your time
to fill out a subscription form or pick up the
telephone, here's a little extra incentive - a free
disc containing software worth more than the cost

order

CAXTON OFFER

D
D
D
n

D

Cardbox £52.50

Condor

£87.50

1

Scratchpad Plus £52.50
Brainstorm £43.75
Touch 'n Go £21.95

D BATMAN OFFER

of the subscription!
All you have to do is

fill out the relevant part of
the form on this page and send us the subscription

£9.95

INFOCOM GAMES OFFER

n
n
D
D

We

Hitch-hikers Guide £19.95

Wishbringer £19.95

Subscribe to 8000 Plus
and receive a superb

Spellbreaker £19.95

Ballyhoo £19.95
The following titles at £16.95 each
Zork 3
D Zork 2
Zork 1
Seastalker
Enchanter

disc

D

n
D
D
D

D

Planetfall

D

D PROSPELL

D

Deadline

£17.95

I

D

ELEC. STUDIO

MOUSE

D

ELEC. STUDIO

UGHTPEN

£69.95

2.

A

entitled to them,

please

If

the

you run programs from CP/M such as WordStar,
NewWord or Supercalc2, NewSpool will allow you to
keep working at the keyboard at the same time as a file

You

gift(s)

Scrivener
massively powerful and original

program created by

talent Andrew Clarke. It offers an
way of processing text files doing such
out calculations on figures. You can use

things as

carrying

it

for

tasks a spreadsheet

SUBSCRIPTIONS

D

12 months £17.95

getting to

(includes free disc + software)

valuable.

D

Two blank discs

know

the program you could find
3.

Value of total order
(inc.

subscription

if

nd

applicable)

Payment is by (please circle)
Cheque • PO • Access • Visa
Make payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING
Your credit card number

will

continue printing them even when you've exited the
CP/M program. Could literally save you hours.

generated with calculations automatically looked after.
Andrew Clarke has decided against releasing the program
commercially, and the 60 or so pages of documentation
for the program are therefore provided on a file which
you can print out. If you're willing to spend some time

Mastering the 8256 '8512

Batman

NewSpool

can queue print several jobs, and

would do, but also for some a
spreadsheet couldn't handle. Documents like delivery
notes, statements, invoices and form letters can be

you would like.

b
D

is

being printed out.
I

ingenious

some

you are

tick

touch.

programming

your total order (excluding
subscription payment) is over £40 you
may claim one of the following free gifts.
If over £80, you may claim two. If over
If

three.

in

This invaluable utility alone is worth more than the entire
cost of your subscription! It normally sells for £19.95. If

FREE!

£114.95

FREE GIFTS

£120 you get all

Pay a £17.95
subs fee and
get ALL the
following

keep

I.NewSpool

Sorceror

£22.95

D TOMAHAWK

packed with

ood software

Suspended

Starcross

fee of £17.95 - a sum which covers all postage and
will then forward the disc and ensure
packing.
you get a year's regular supply of 8000 Plus.
There's no catch. We're just eager for you to

it

immensely

Shell

you find yourself daunted by CP/M, Shell cou\d be the
program you need. It transforms CP/M's onscreen
presentation, making it far easier to selett commands and
to see what options are available to you.
If

PH3

82S6.C(M
COOKIE. COH
PIP.COH
PM)Ftt|.Sra

40k

EHS
CON

m

LTD.

Basically

offers

it

SUBHIT.COH

Cracker 2

is

power spreadsheet costing

a

in

a

the cursor keys - much as in LocoScript.
Very slick, and especially useful if you want CP/M
programs to be run by someone who isn't very familiar

with computers.

^ input

4 Cracker 2 demo

Expiry date

commands via menus, so
command you selea it using

the range of

that instead of typing

is

raac_:

£49. That's a fair
/-I

•

I

_

_

Name
you want from a spreadsheet. This demo program Is your
answer. It aaually offers ALL of Cracker 2's facilities, with
the one limitation that spreadsheets you can build up can
be no bigger than 3K.

Address

^ input ma(

programs on the
market at your leisure. A great
opportunity both for someone considering buying
Cracker and for someone who just wants to learn more

PCW

-Post code

about spreadsheets.

Send this form plus payment to
SPECIAL OFFERS 8000 PLUS
SOMERTON. SOMERSET -TAII 5AH
•

J

^pu

Please note
The

public

domain software

package Scrivener

is

being

offered by permission of
author Andrew Clarke.

its

L,

^input
.^ input
input
.35

mcic
iiiac_i
iiiac_<
ittac_<

TOMAHAWK
Only £17.95- save £1'

HOW

you've seen the review in this issue you probably won't
need further persuasion over the quality of this program.
If

It's a superb buy both as an impressively life-like
simulator and a challenging piece of entertainment.

TO
ORDER
< Just fill
on

fl

left

in

Try

it

and be amazed

Offer closes

December

at

what your

PCW

is

capable

of.

16th, 1986.

the form

of page

ELECTRIC STUDIO
LIGHTPEN
Only

£69.95 until

This package
It

is

November

terrific for

allows you to turn your

with

facilities

You

to produce

control the

16

- save £10!

anyone interested

PCW

many

in

graphics.

into a mini art studio,

different graphic effects.

program by a combination of key

controls and simply pointing the light pen at different
points on the screen.

You can draw

rectangles or free hand.

straight lines, circles,

There are various air-brush and

paint effects, plus the facility to copy and

move

different

your drawing, and to fill areas with various
texture patterns. You can add text in various sizes and
naturally the final result can be printed out.
The screen picture on this issue's cover was in fact
produced using the lightpen in about IS minutes flat!
Now, until the middle of November, you can pick up
the package at £10 off its recommended price- the
money covers the light pen (which plugs straight into
your PCWs expansion port) plus the powerful art
program which accompanies it and full documentation.
parts of

Offer closes

November

16th.

"*.S&c
S!«o
*«tf^«

ELECTRIC STUDIO

MOUSE
Only £1 14.95

until

November 16- save £15!

Here's a package which takes the success of the Elettric
Studio Lightpen one stage further, Instead of the pen you

example you have the

get a mouse, to allow

Contratt areas of the screen and to have screen

still

greater control of the cursor.

your PCW's
expansion port and you can then control an onscreen
cursor direttly by rolling the mouse around a small space
on your desktop.
The software too has some exciting extras. For
Like the pen, the

mouse

just plugs into

really useful ability to

Expand and

coordinates displayed for extra precision - that's
addition to

Our
buying

£15

in

facilities on the Lightpen software.
makes the package a great bargain. And by

the

you can also claim some great free
on the previous pages).

it

detailed

all

off

gifts (as
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POSTSCRIPT
main cover line on last
cover was carefully positioned

that the
issue 's

to overlay another slightly inaccurate
title which would
otherwise have appeared onscreen.
Choosing magazine titles is a tiring

rendition of our

and sometimes traumatic process.
Amstrad, God bless 'em, don 't like

name being used lightly, which

their

is why so many Amstrad magazines
titles which are about one
hundred words long. We reckon we
ended up with the right name, even

have

if it

moment

does take some people a

or two to work out the link between
8000 Plus and the machine numbers
8256 and 8512.

User group plug

Four pages of your (entertaining, superbly-written)
letters and the ed's (feeble, faltering) answers
One person who definitely does NOT approve of the
launch of 8000 PLUS is Somerton's whistling postman -

I

master those Pokes

any case.

in

Congratulations on the Amstrad
shares - but did you get in early
enough.'

Sorting out Cardbox
I

wonder

this

if

anyone can help

problem.

I

me with

purchased a copy of

Cardbox (at summer

prices

- Sigh!),

and began inputting a database of
bcxak authors and titles. have now
realised that having entered them in
a random order, am unable to sort
them into alphabetical order by
author, in the way had originally
envisaged. Is there any way of sorting
a Cardbox Ti\e by author on the
I

I

8000

Plus,

The Old

TAI

Barn, Somerton, Somerset

5AH.

I

LocoMail price shock
thoroughly enjoyed the first issue of
8000 Plus. It's a great magazine - not
least because of the really good
review you gave our new product
I

"LocoMail".

You

did

however mark LocoMail

down on two counts - the price and
ASCII document handling. I'm glad to
say that you were wrong on both!
LocoMail is actually going out at
£39.95 (price changed after we'd
printed - Ed) and does handle ASCII
documents. In fact part of its power is
in the way it can handle documents
produced by other programs. You
can tell LocoMail what the data
records look like and it will do the
rest.

So please can we have another
on your Features Checklist?
Howard Fisher, Director of
Marl<eting

tick

Locomotive Software Ltd,
Dorking, Surrey

664 owners

we

we

had

don't think so.

The

wished

all

Amstrad

waited.

Thankfully

I

1512 looks superb value for

but

I

don't think

it

Gwenda

is

PCW or the
As

best for their needs.

concerned, to

make

1

I

a 1512

what now do on
would have to spend

capable of doing

the 8256,

far as

about £250 extra

I

at least,

and there

is

would do on the 1512 that
don't do on the 8256.
If you (or the member of your
family) are avid games players, if you
are a businessperson who has PCs at
work, if you need lengthy or
little

that

I

I

sophisticated business programs, then

the

do

PC

is

the one for you. But

a certain

amount

you

if

of writing, don't

like computer or do enjoy messing
about with a fairly standard Basic, the
PCW will be the better buy.

Locomotive 2 {the Basic supplied
Yes,

why not.

PQ

PCW

As a shareholder in Amstrad looked
forward eagerly to the IS 12, but as
an owner of the 8256 did so with
rather mixed feelings. Would it be
I

I

the same old story - that like

86 8000 PLUS

CPC

I

do hope

so!

M

including reviews.

/

hate to say

this,

Software notes, giving hints and
guidance on the use of software,
including examples.
c)

d)

Cardbox has a

facility

Firmware notes, giving

for

data for use by other
Buying Czrdbox. Plus
(which DOES have sorting) you 'd be
guaranteed compatibility, but
cheaper databases with sort facilities
such as Atlast should also be able to
import the data (although taking that
solution would be rather ironic in
view of the last letter printed
its

applications.

I

would be most

somewhere, and

Address minus

grateful

I

Glenn Myers
Beaconsfield, Bucks

Robert Mobberley
PCW Users Group, 37 Clifford
Bridge Road, Binley, Coventry,

Gosh, aren 't you supposed to pay for
this kind of publicity^ Ad manager

Tony won 't be pleased at all.

You what?
should be very glad for general but
in

8000 Plus and

on the

PC

Plus:

MegaHertz clock speeds. How and
where does this affect the big
program?
Software printer drive heads for

DMP 3000. How

Should

we

restriaed are

not be able to expect

around next September anAmstrad
running at a speed of 12 MHz
and beating the 640K barrier? Such a
machine would he hard disc

AT/XT
we were hoping no one
would notice. At least no one noticed

you

if

look forward to

CV3 2DW.

they?

is

Bother,

I

future issues of 8000 Plus.

progressively deeper articles

Geoffrey Childs
Winchcombe, Glos

-a theme we've echoed in

discs

could give the gorup a mention

following

other machine access.

Quite so

domain software

charge.

I

overleaf!)

Public

available at a small copying/postage

the

will make
new
CALLs or

memory

extension.

change of mind, perhaps...

I

GSX

Hardware notes, giving
information on the use of hardware
items such as the CPS8256 interface,

e)

language with no POKEs,

very clever, but

details

about the operating system and
graphics system etc.

the extra disc drive and the

but you bought the

wrong program. Cardbox has
powerful SEARCH facilities, but it
won 't SOR T. Your only crumb of
comfort is that if you choose a new
software package carefully you won 't
have to retype all your data.
"exporting"

covering users comments,

b) Letters

queries and complaints.

the effort to learn a virtually

is

is

monthly newsletter consisting of:
News, information and
developments regarding the PCW
and both its software and hardware,

Why the postal address for TipOffs
"PCW Plus"? thought the magazine
was called "8000 Plus". A last minute

with the

wonder how many people

PC vs

other users comments and
experiences, the way in whihc this
achieved is by the production of a

f)

too strongly that prospective
purchasers should ask themselves the

PC
am

PCW 8256?

Sipplngs
Carlton, Bedford

money,

can be stressed

question whether the

PCW Users Group,

a)

is:

PostScript,

writing to inform you of the

Amstrad
PCW8256/85I2. The users group has
been set up to provide a means of
communication between users in
order to help them get the most out
of their machies by benefiting from
catering for users of the

this month 's Key Words, although I
don 't think I agree with your
comments about Basic. Never could

cycling to The Old Barn with sacks bulging with mail is
apparently something of a strain. We, on the other hand,
are delighted with your letters. And, this month at least,
we've taken the liberty of including some of your
extremely enthusiastic comments about issue I.
Thankyou, thankyou.
Please join the contributors to these pages by giving
us your opinions on all things 8000, both machine and
magazine. Or try us out with any questions or problems
you have - so long as they might be of interest to others
we'll do our best to print answers in the magazine (but
no personal replies, I'm afraid). The address to write to

am

existence of the

POSTSCRIPT
you had to include a PC supplement,
it needed to be on different-coloured
paper or more clearly marked as
being about the new machine. was

about a copy that

also disappointed that the

(Note: not the cheap version), and

supplement didn't include a critical
review of it!
That said - your magazine is the

to control the printer by software

I

AT rOKp LOCAL
"JTope

CC)V\PnTeP,

AM6.TRAP
/vMf>6 IT

The

went on the presses
and a half hours after the

last issue

review! -

full critical

were pleased just

we

to get In a

REPORT of the launch plus pictures
hiked down from London. The rest
of last month 's PC Plus was gained

like the

paper we print on -

fortune!

WAFlHlHCb

e.lT

OF

printer port. Tell me,

is it

feasible?

The PC 1512 keyboard, can

Or

I

am

that
in

can

it be
be replaced by a

it

key keyboard from another

15

1

system? Could

is

I

keyboard?
asking all this for a reason and
need to know all the answers
it

be

a soft

order that

detail in

another computer

I

can buy

two/three years
time. Only a very powerful computer
would be able to process the robotics
programs have in mind, and process
Finite Element Analysis and complex
statistical packages. In this context
bought my PCW 8256, and in two
years have finished my Psychology
in

I

I

I

degree.

Glenn

A Brown

East Putney,

other

London

bits either. I've

never before

NOW

years time. Perhaps

recommend

it

I

the forthcoming

Amstrad Cray compatible bundled
with voice-controlled robot and 200
giga-bytes of helium-cooled

memory.

Great for controlling satellites,
clumsy on word-processing.

if a bit

in

appearance look much better.
Why don't you list information
about the CP/M operating system to
allow people to create programs that
could be of some use, for example a

all congratulations on a magazine that
isn't afriad to make comparisons
between packages. That makes your
magazine the best of the new crop
for the PCW in my eyes. It also seems
to be packed full of helpful

suggestions.

Two criticisms - couldn't

you have managed a better-quality
paper to print it on? The second - if

a representation

on the sub-title section.
extremely irritating so

PCW?

tell

me what

is

at

the program? the

me?

NickScarrow

You and the

fT is

instruction book.

CONTROL

the

normally taken to mean

Replacing the 9 at the end of the line

CONTROL key-you use the ALT

with a 66 will set it back to normal
continuous stationery length.
Dreadfully sorry about the green,

key instead. So try ALT + Tand
you be able to begin brainstorming.
Naughty Caxton should have

glossy surface, by the way.

explained that better.

+ TOna PCW there's no

'II

Saving on leather

is

PR Consultant (without even a
wore out more than

typewriter!) and

copy to
word-processing

pair of shoes shuttling

agency.

my

Then

local
I

bought

my

I

needs.

may, on each of
is

fine,

save for the manual, and has

I

and from

if

these packages. Locoscript

retirement" a couple of years ago,
set off as a free-lance Marketing and

one

my

adequate for

A few words

Following an enforced "early

8256 and.

markedly increased my productivity
- and saved on shoe leather! The fiver
spent on "The Clarity Guide" was a
good investment. Supercalc 2 handles
all my needs for bank accounts,
I

invoice calculations, cashflow

programs separately from one format

like. The manual is
Cambase for
PR
event handled. Not the easiest
package to master - the manual could

to another.

certainly stand a re-think by

separate disk copier that could read

forecasts

and the

the old Amstrad format and write

superb.

used

using the

CF2 format?

quicker than using PIP to copy

Whilst under

CP/M

it is

I

controlling the logistics of a large

This would be

I

- but

possible to

it

Camsoft

did the job and taught

me

pause output to the screen. Under

that File Specification really does

version 2.2 used on the CPC's any

need careful planning.
A tip - or maybe it's a question?
and
wanted to run
followed your instructions. Alas,
"Syntax error in 40." Tried EDITnothing happened. Referred to the
BASIC Manual -"Unavailable in
RUN ONLY versions." So back to
the drawing-board and start all over

key would restart the output. Under
Plus it is entirely different. As with

output.

when

And

using

[ALT]Q

I

WORDCOUNT

now you

to restart

care must be taken

[ALT]Q

etc as

it

will

sometimes crash CP/M, which
happens regularly, especially from
within SID etc.

again,

Amstrad Action,

for those

to

didn't like the idea of mutilating

my

copy of your wonderful magazine by
ripping out the centre pages so
tried tb photocopy them. I'm afraid
that the green glossy surface is not
conducive to good copying which is a
I

the

I

am

menu guide

of the opinion that

is

so useful

it

needs

to be pinned to the wall at the side of

the monitor for

all

to use. So

I

reading of magazines

in

mastering

me

my
I

couple of your competitors will lapse
if you maintain the superb standard
of your

^Hoe ueAThl£R B-iAT ^e-^
HO^^ THe '^eAT OCAT o?-

dBase grief

where am

suspect that subscriptions for a

know, is a magazine published here
The Old Barn, and aimed at
owners of the Amstrad CPC 464, 664
and 6128. End of plug.

great pity as

suppose.

Amstrad. I'm delighted to be able to
add 8000 Plus to my reading list and

who don't

at

I

I

Finally, avid

has helped significantly in getting

Hate the paper
You asked for contributions to your
new magazine, so here goes. First of

is

the

instruction book?

Stewart McCall
Corby, Northants

can

is

Like the paper

to stop screen output, but

didn 't understand the

met anyone who s trying to decide
what computer he'll get in 2-3
'

costs a

First of all, an improvement over
Amstrad Attion, especially since
you've changed from the paper used
by Amstrad Action to the shiny
paper that really makes the

can only use

I

C Eaton
Stanmore, Middlesex

the old versions you can use [ALT]S

Sorry to edit your letter for length.
Glenn, but

it

get used to

a year...

1

enhanced?

'II

't

/(

upgradeable to 50 Mbytes and
would have capacity to enable a much
higher pixel resolution. It would have
double the parallel/serial ports and a
laser

Maybe you

This

fault;

command
?CHR(27)+'C'+CHR(9)

launch.

<^

get

Sawbridgeworth, Herts

information gleaned before the

lA'^

I

could you please

lines (for a label)

am deeply grieved that you don

all

of that letter

To set the form length to just nine
you would just use

from (thankfully accurate)

6IV/IHC'

I

functions

II

launch of the PC. not quite enough

I

I

I

Woodbridge, Suffolk

I

assume from the instruction book,
that jT means SHIFT + T to put the
main title in the top section of the
second screen. But each time have
tried to use |T or any of the other f

I

Jacquie Errington

time for a

recently bought Brainstorm and
have been trying to use the blasted
I

cannot get any further
than the title/sub-tltle screen.
thing, but

a snag. I've been attempting

mastered the various typefaces but
can't alter the form length and
would like to be able to do this for
changing between address labels and
statement/invoices without having to
quit dBase
and reset the Form
length using the Paper.Com
program. So can anybody out there
please help me.

'

just four

been doing a lot of
in dBase II, version 2.34

I've

control within a dBase program. I've

subscription!

POMT

Brainstorming
Brainstorm

can pin to the wall

programming
I've hit

PCW that gets my

only one for the

&2C?46

PCKJ

I

please.

TMf2.ee PAiP'i

I

PANT'?

soon wondered
ever did without it! From an
- knew nothing

to coin a phrase,

how

oP

I

absolutely cold start

first issue.

Martin Hill
Henley-on-Thames,

^J

Oxon

fl|

"

1

about word processors and
computers - I've now reached the
point where my "mastery" of
Locoscript, Supercalc 2 and Cambase

The venion of Basic you have

is

not

"run only" so EDIT should work fine.
You ha ve to use it in the form EDIT
1
RETURN where 10 is the number

of the line you want to edit. The "run
only" version of Mallard Basic is
supplied only to software houses who

want to market Basic software.

how
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POSTSCRIPT
Printing disc labels
You
I

did.

piece on

also

I

adore the TipOffs;
found Ben Taylor's

I

articles

CP/M

Plus informative and

Disgraceful indulgence,

I

reaction to issue

having capabilities available but not

knowing how to

them.

utilize

never been so delighted to

I've

(All

A selection of comments from the first week

this.

I've

always had very

about CP/M.)
For instance:

ever

little in

come

across a magazine as was when
found 8000 Plus at my local
H
Smith on Friday.

know how to
number (label) a disc with the Set
utility. And how to print out a
directory of CP/M files (using ALT +
computer to head

that printed
I

it

on the monitor

you

if

know

I

could

where readers could send

of interest

in

general, or particular to

of neat, nitty-gritty

my own

Stephen

like

of

to be able to

my

make

a 10

H

not

I

H Wells

enclose a cheque for £17.95 for one

However even

if

year's magazines

but blank pages,

the Amstrad manual, but

in

worth

commands you should
type from the CP/M A> prompt (in
this instance you have to type in the
these are the

enclose as individual characters.

ALT

RETURN are single keys)

you

comprise nothing
will still have been

searching for articles and material
relevant to my particular machine.

it

new

CP/M files SHOW.COM and
DIR.COM onto the relevant disc.
Which makes the whole operation of
dubious

value.

As

a

Somerset man and

a

former

What a

ask for an indication of the

put...

I

do the

business!

joy

on discovering your

The

Gordon Wiseman
Oldham, Lanes
like your new magazine, although
you will no doubt fine tune the
layout in the next few months. am
not particularly interested in the PC
I

I

series as
this

have no intention of buying
very much like the

I

machine.

I

We were just

do

I

at

I

I

I

the pipe-line, and

if

you

but profound urge to send

is

lurking

feel a

wild

me a copy

to test and review on papers like

88 8000 PLUS

like

it!

A friend

new 8000
so

make a photocopies set for class use.
Because of the soft of things write
and in consequence of my increasing
confidence with LocoScript as a
creative tool, have suffered
increasing impatience with the time
that it takes for Locoscript to get
about a document of modest length.
am therefore very interested in
getting hold of the Billy Whizz
version of LocoScript that

Mr D R

Halliwell

Birkenhead, Merseyside

After

some time, we came up with
amended program which

runs perfectly.

I

am

program which other

readers may be interested in
have had the same problems

if

they

as

we

did.

option?

Having purchased a PCW8256
about five months ago, we have

H

Evans

Cambridge

become

a

enclosing a copy

avid readers of

all

magazines

relating to the Amstrad. am in full
agreement with my husband when
he says that '8000 Plus' magazine is
I

NLQ version to

a

tips and, hopefully, pokes.

Locoscript will incorporate this

Martin

"

a bit of games playing, it would be
handy to have a small column on
games (adventures and arcade) giving

of this revised
in

new improved

M7 &OOP
TO &£.,.,

f*3T

IT fc^^P

know how

LocoScript 2

FIN Ding problems

I

I

HAV^A\

^

slightly

teach a lot of A-Level

appropriate,

"

and acrobat, etc.,
unless you tell it to find " bat " with a
space at each end. Does any hacker
find battle, abattoir

a search? Perhaps the

coincidence.

first issue is

to get FIND to accept
both upper and lower case letters

the publication!

planning a feature series on Moshka,
Kant and the Ontological Argument.

classes, and I've been putting my
academic notes and papers on disk
where they can easily be edited and
developed. can then run off a copy
in draft mode to use with A-level
classes, and as and where it is

in

Kant and the Ontological Argument
or Theories of Moshka, then I'd be

Salisbury

uses to which 8000 series machines

are

Software File - very well thought out
with just enough detail and easy to
refer to. Also the Tipoffs seaion everything in it was sensible, useful

Good luck with
S D Loxton

resident of Street it's good to see a
spot of Hi-ish Tech-related activity
going on in the Cider belt.

You

Good

particularly liked the

delighted to

Scrumpy

Pass the

my

publication.

many basic and
important areas. My mouth is already
watering at the prospects of issue 2.

superb, covering so

I

the

I

past like

Imagine

it!

and simple. The Locoscript wallchart
will be very useful and am looking
forward to trying out the Word
Counter listing. And then there was
the special offer on software and ...

ofyour

a printout

disc number followed by the files
sorted into alphabetical order. The
only catch is that you must first copy

purchasers of an '8256'

have in the
many others scoured
through the various 'Amstrad'
publications - sometimes in vain -

I

D Waters ARICS
London NWIO

ALT + p
show [label] RETURN
dir [sort] RETURN
This will give

You

J

I

Hooray!! Three Cheers!! Woopee!!
At long last a magazine
which deals exclusively with the
PCW 8000 series. As one of the first

the rest of the

square brackets and words they

and

in

Exeter

etc etc!!

seem to have covered everything
want to know in the first issue.

Clacton-on-Sea, Essex
It's

their

issues?

Margaret Rugg

PCW 8256

year's subscription to "8000 Plus'.

c.p.i.

direaories.

Stephen

subsequent

stuff. It's like

personal

Wells
Clacton-on>Sea, Essex

show the

on a Locoscript Disc
Management Screen and then do a
screen dump (EXTRA + PTR) but
list

in

readers could provide tipoffs

interests.

having

problems page

a

computing problems and other

But 8000 Plus offers page after page

files

I'd

of "Teach Yourself Mallard Basic"?

was

that

consultant.

insert the disc after loading
I

have a series on programming - sort

I've

number of different computer

And how about

of
I

PCW 82S6,

my

could go on and on.

I

A couple of suggestions for future
we have some
listings! And could we

more simple

magazines each month and found the

my

list

with the disc number? know
have actually labelled the disc because

Locoscript.

read a

a

consideration. Could

odd snippet here and there

get the

files

you can see

Since acquiring

I

how do you

P DIR). But

well,

I

W

owned have
their manuals

The magazine should have

bias towards serious users. However,
everyone gets fed up with number
crunching etc. and likes to relax with

's

Oh, you're so kind.

I.

I

the computers

specific magazine.

think you have got the right

balance between serious and 'fun'
articles.

hope you have more
about CP/M. It's a bit dumb

easy to read.

machine

idea of a

Rave reaction department

on the 'Opening Menu'

said

(Issue I) that I'd

and

I

told

Plus and

was pleased to

me

about the

recommended
find

one copy

it,

is still

several

months

away, but we understand that the
option ofFINDing regardless of case
is

"on the wish

list"

of its

final spec.

the village newsagents.

Problem with
Wordcounter

a

but the author should have

cautioned that

We were most

CP/M programs

interested in the

- as we

cannot normally access Locoscript
files unless they are stored in the first

are currently typing a manuscript for

group on a Locoscript

a

disc.

Therefore

Wordcounter must
be saved in the LETTERS group, or
whatever other name one has given
to Group I.
The FIND funaion on the
the ASCII

PCW8256

files

for

can be very useful, but

can also be infuriating.

FIND

all.

We shall

be buying further

issues.

Harrow, Middlesex

The Word Counter program
(Oaober issue, pp 38-39) works
treat,

the best of them
definitely

CMatz

left

it

The command

"bat", for instance, will also

wordcount program

(issue

I)

member of our family who is a
budding author. duly typed the
I

program
saving

it

as

shown

in

and running

the magazine,
it

as instructed.

However, the program would not
run.
It

may be

a quirk of

but whatever
appearing

we

in lines

our machine
kept
and 80.

did, a space

40, 60,

Be assured there 's no quirk in your
machine, and nothing wrong with
the program as printed. You, and
millions of others judging from the
simply mistook the lower case
L 's printed in lines 40, 60 and 80 as
numeral I's- Mallard Basic
calls,

automatically inserts a space after

numerals which start a program line
or fall immediately after a colon.
There is a slight difference between
the two characters if you examine
your PCW's printout closely, and
certainly mixing up the two will

POSTSCRIPT
Many thanks for the excellent
issue.

it is

first

particularly like the

I

which is user rather
Thanks also for
word count software (already

the style,

technician orientated.

the

word counting the

used for

essays!)

Mr L C De Brunner
Surrey

Esher,

WOW! You have created the
Amstrad magazine that we have
been waiting

for.

I

reviewing

finished

current offerings.

things Joyce,

and

it is

The

the good software

true...

I

wish

absolutely

before

it

buying!

I

I

Having

said the above,

the

used

now expanded,

it!

A minor

point, there

DIXONs and

had become of
late rather concerned about the
growth in magazines catering for this
machine and others, was beginning
to spend more on magazines keeping
I

up with software reviews, offers, tips
and corrections to the manuals than

on disa and software!

I

A

both drives

in

H Dare
London SW

and

therefore

I

am extremely
new magazine
shall now stop

impressed by your
the extent that

David

G Smith

program running. In future
we intend to print program listings in
upper case wherever possible.

CF2-DD disc matter,

but

I

can 't

we

listing

for

I)

please?

have a correct program
Wordcounter (p38-39 issue
The program listing given,

me

that the

it.

The next writer has the right

LocoScript

Mr C

my BBC

READ.ME

is

I

(one)

owning

friends keep saying "It is
However,
showing your magazine at
thought lock-jaw had set in!

only three months since

my

8512 but

itself

it

I

As was

somewhat
File. It

that

a

in

complete

one

I

am

using

seemed to

discuss the kind of

machine owned. After wading
through reams of reviews of games
which didn't even run on the 8000s,
and thousands of programs designed
to cheat on those games (what on
I

is

your Good Software

hardly warrants the phrase

about '...storing anything more than
your birthday reminder list.'
maintaining a private railway

association's

a

I

better database than

led to believe in

I

regards computers as dubious at best,
and probably inventions of the devil,
bought copies of all the magazines

it

membership records

Data Gem, a purpose for which

come

all

make

help to

an editor's

West Sussex

Hear, hear.

to the

some

at

one

criticism

difficulties

go, particularly

if

of trying

you try to do

is the point of buying a game
and then cheating, wonder?), there

earth

I

was precious

little left

re-sort the entire

file,

unlike Atlast

which updates the index file before
you can say "jack Robinson". Unlike
nearly all other database programs on
the market, ,4t/ast will give a correct
ordered index on a

same time, but your brief write-up
on At/ast /shows that you did not
spend very much time on It and

alphabetically

probably never even experimented
with example databases provided on

and obvious requirement, but there
aren't many that can do it.
appreciate that the early manual,
which was intended as a reference
manual for a program that is full of
powerful facilities rather than a
tutorial guide, is not very easy for
beginers and for this reason you were
notified that another manual was
being written, which faa you seem
to have forgotten.
am pleased to inform you that by
the time of your next issue, there
should be a new edition, published
through Advance Software
Promotions, with a better manual at
the ridiculously low price of £29.95.
Surely a bargain by anyone's
standards! Existing users can have a
free upgrade if they return their

disc.

compare

it.

Atlast

is

a multi-file

(record-types) to Cardbox's
and 9 different data types compared
to Cardbox's
Atlast aWows you to
list records in up to 6 different orders
without having to do a sort,
compared to Cardbox's (the order
you type the data in) and which
doesn't allow any sorting at ail. To
say that "Cardbox does it better"
might conceivably be true for some
of the few things that Cardbox does,
but would cause many of our endusers (and probably Caxton as well)
to laugh their heads off.
A comparison to </fiase// would be
far more appropriate in terms of
database power, yet even there
Atlast, with its innovative features
such as the Constant data type,
I

.

most respects.
Atlast is fuNy menu-driven whilst
dBasell requires you to learn a new
language. Every time you edit an
indexed field in dBasell you have to

comes

mixed upp)er and lower case field.

You might

think this a

fairly

simple

I

I

has already

several times over

beginner, of the age group which

Gem and

last

appreciate the

I

a hoary old journalist I'm not in

presentation.

make

the

covered with

only works with

files

A hack writes
I

Gem

it

different mutually cross-referencing

Pi0le.

note to defend Data

this

happier.

Steyning,

I

finally

I

database program that allows 10

the

to point out features that

-

Nick Landon

Only when had spent a
hour trying to run the

isn't

at

spacing,

inky scribbles, clear typed

material

the sense of Cardbox, to which you

M Gurr

increased productivity and improved

Just a

little

I

Atlast is most certainly not "a fairly
simple card index type database" in

I

paid for

Pro Data

missing).

wastes time

correct copy that

that the

ONLY a wordprocessor!".

It's

You typed it in wrong. Perhaps
same mistake as above?

me

after

bought

SW

Joyce only told

it

However, double

publisher.

life

the

not being paid to write for - but this
time have to make an exception.

M D Edwards

London

as

all,

the habit of praising publications I'm

word!

job looks fine,

lost

I

I

accounts and spreadsheets at the

program to run, informs
for

disc,

the same with word-processors,

As

word count

with the
I

mark was

represents. Justification

virtually impossible, so although the

At

corrections necessary

even for the

all,

it

and proportional spacing make

Mate, which was sent by return of

I

Tonbridge, Kent

after several

fiasco

processing section.

characters

of warning. As a

to review sixteen database programs

J

Could

my

If

again...

files,

the

order to work out how much space a
manuscript will fill, the production
people need to calculate how many

the

PCW. Worse prospects than the
Beeb!? Not if we have anything to do

school

Ditto

filled

work on

I

might even

I

swallow your remarks about the

gathered. After
prevent a

word

for a dedicated

We don 't mind being disagreed with
on Data Gem or corrected on the

have been impressed by the power
of the PCW8256 and by the vast
amounts of software and hardware
these humble machines have

Paddock Wood, Kent

it

word

program did

Beeb beater

to

a

conclusion that

with

the others.

word

I

does seem strange to

it

frustrating half

I

all

but

therefore sent immediately for Disc
post.

B.

1

idea.

I

buying

have done

address

consider myself rather a connoisseur

on them, but

already almost

hadn't read 8000 Plus,

(after

CF2-DD

should have asked before

processor that doesn't

which thought
somehow might be able to recover

J

released

first

I

side (and not taken a back-up).

result of

which even Amsoft do not sell
now, the standard CF2 is officially

were

first

a lot of

style,

I

it,

program

Finally, would like to confirm
David Langford's comments about
presentation of manuscripts for
publication, but this time for
magazines rather than books. In

I

must say

I

bought

I

content and
format of the magazine and will
like

I

because

not easy to

communication of complex ideas
extremely user-friendly.
How wish your first issue had
been published a week earlier, and
then would not have tried to format
the second side of a disc in Drive B

Next,

that

It's

offer a

when had

long Amstrad

discs

have had and 82S6,

they

1512 has been

have considerable

how

ideas.

I

for the

continue to produce and support
the PCW, whereas the BBC series
looks set to continue for a long while

are several references to

Mr M Tod

through

Gem ROM

reservations as to

subscribe to

Coventry

since

seriously considering

new

to

lightly and
amusingly - but your editorial style
just gets it right and makes the

yet.

CAMBASE

file is

had read

I

like this

have to

I

your summary of

say that
in

it

am

Now that the

launched,

readers as inferior mortals.. .unlike

one or two others. Keep
and you can count me in!

I

will

treat

it

interest by introducing

write accurately,

BBC.

first issue

melange of all

my

minus for Cardbox? D.G. also gives
you an auto-print number option
which is extremely useful for
producing 0, or more sticky labels
for any address, a definite plus.
In fact

is there any mention of this. I'm
not asking for my money back,

disc

of the subjects that interest me, and

me

Nowhere

in

I

added to

not LocoScript.

the advertisement, nor in the very limited - instruaions with the

At last you have produced what
was looking for. You have pitched
the level right for me, chosen many

not do. Surely that should rate as a

buying a Data

CP/M and

processing sort of person like me.

I

neither too stuck up

pompous nor does

records

true

in

all

the other

contains an exquisite

will sort

from Aa to Zz
which is excellent for membership
listings and something that the
standard Card box from Caxton will

say this having just
all

It

case surnames)

alphabetical order

your magazine and

presentation of

ideally suited.

my

(in

off better in

I

original disc to Rational Solutions.

replacement manual

will

A

be £4

inclusive of postage.

Mike York
Rational Solutions

London SWI8
Glad to hear confirmation of the new
manual -all that power was hard to
discover with the old one! We'll be
printing a revised version of our
Atlast review in the Software

Guide

next month.

for an

ordinary, inexperienced

word
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FREE INFORMATION SERVICE

Meadowvale

in tliis

issue simply by ticking

tlie

boxes and then

relevant

sending us this form.

^LJf

Estate, Raheen, Limerick, Ireland.

PCW 8256/8512 EDUCATION

You can request further information from any of tfie advertisers

Give your kids that extra edge with the world's leading educational soHware now on your PCW. Doni settle for
less than the best.
ONLY £14.95 each (includes PSP air mail to any country)

Better Spelling

(age 9-adutt)

A superb training course with 1 6 nnenu options to choose from. Deals with

allthe major aspeclsof spelling in a

and imaginative manner. Already available on BBC, ComrrxxJore, and other Amstrad machine. This is
an entertaining and educationally sound way to gain the confidence of those with a good command of spelling
whether you are a schoolgoer. secretary or in business.
structured

Name

Biology
This program has already been acclaimed in its Commodore, Amstrad and BBC versions. The course is well
structured, written by an educational author like all our programs and as usual programmed by a professional to

Address

give you top standards. The menu options contain notes and exercises which should give a good
understanding of the basics of Biology. kJeally suited to ages 12-16.

Chemistry
many

For a nominal price this course gives

hours of work

in

the basic areas of Chemistry. Learning

with well designed assignments wNch develop understanding. Educationally superb

programmed to

Occupation

N EW

Better

give

D
D
n
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
n
D
D
D

ADVANTAGE

72

Various software

ANSIBLE

78

Software for writers

ASTRACOM

22

Communications

BSB
CX3MPUMART
CHIASMA
COLLEEN

.9

opposite

CI

(12-1 6),

Magic Maths

Maths Mania

reinforced

(8-12)

utilities

SIMPLE ACCOUNTS

General mail order items

Computer accessories

Book-Keeping Made Easy For The Small Business

PCW 8256 851

Chibase database

17

Producer

61

Payroll software

of

is

and professionally

ages 12-16.

Ideal for

(4-8),

CP04&)/6&t«128

Rapid Entry of Sales and Purchases
Income and Expenditure
Constant Update of Creditors and Debtors
• Monthly and Year to Date Reports
• Quarterly Totals for VAT Returns
•

CONNECT.
CORNIX

•

Sells

90
29

Card index software

DIGITAL INT

b cover

Full Analysis of

•

Money Manager

17

DATAPHONE

Communications devices

"Most definitely this system removes most of the chore
from doing the txXJks, including the dreaded VAT" C WTA. Dec
.

DICTAPHONE
ELECTRIC STUDIO
ELITE

FINEGROUND
GEMINI

.44

New flight simulator Tomahawk
Machine maintenance

Detailed

Graphics add-ons

9

Programming recruitment
Computer stands and furniture

74-5

Spiralis Building, Bridge

A range of software and add-ons
A range of books

££

Road. Latchworth, Harts. SG6 4ET. Tel (0462) 682989
:

LOOK & SAVE ££

50
27
79

The Grafpad 3 drawing package
CPM Plus handbook

INTEGER
INTERCEPTOR
KINTECH

80

Simplifile

90

Mail order items

LOADS RUN
MAP

76

Mail order items

80

Accounts packages

MICROCAL
MICRO MAIL
MIRRORSOFT
MML SYSTEMS

61

Training programs

72

Mail order items

21

Fleet Street Publisher

65

CPM

61

General mail order

FAST DEUVERY by Securicor (1st
SECURICOR B service, add £7.00
PHONE 9am 9pm 6 days aweek

Supplies wide range of software

KINTECH COMPUTERS St Tudy, Bodmin,

2

of

adventure software

UPGRADE

Drive

Mem

143.65 159.99

357.82 428.00

PCW ADDONS such as GRAPHPAD,

nett

8256UPGRADE FITTED
PCW8512

+VAT,carr

155.65 179.00

463.48 535.00

INTERFACES, LIGHT PENS, MUSIC SYSTEMS,

etc,

for prices.

PC1512SDMM
PC1512DDMM
PC1512SDCM
PC1512DDCM
QUEST, DIGITAL

UPGRADE

PC1512 HD10

465.20 535.00

PC1512HD20MM
PC1512HD10CM
PC1512HD20CM

517.39 599.00

R.,

MM

378.00 435.00

607.82 699.00

ASHTON TATE, etc.

package

&

PCW8256

8256

Plus experts

+VAT,carT

nett

8256

please phone

database

Producers

985

CORNIX SOFTWARE LTD.

4
71

1

Only £34.95 inci VAT
Program Specifications Available on Request

GLENTOP
GRAFSALES
HEINNEMANN

NABITCHI

n

I

Only available by mailorder. Only £14.95
VISA HOTLINE ring 010-353-61-27994 (UK) for immediate delivery or send cheque/ P. O.A/isa no.

VISA

n
n
D
n

PCW users the very best.

Maths

651.30 749.00
738.26

849.00

781.74 899.00

848.00 975.00

CAMSOFT. COMPACT, GEMINI, CAXTON, SAGE, TASMAN,
LESS 20%

includes

lull

easy to follow

fitting

Instructions

and warranty, with

USA

chips and the correct Amstrad disc drive.

class post for software),

URGENT DEUVERY

by

till

NEWSTAR
OCEAN SOFTWARE

55-6

Cornwall, PL30

3NH

0208 850176

38

Producer

P & H ELECTRONICS

42

Mail order items

PROTEUS
RSC
SAXON COMPUTING
SBSDATA
SCHOOL SOFTWARE

77

Various products

81

Mail order items

65

Professional software suite

Now you can print your Locoscript

71

Mail order items

90

Educational software

text and spreadsheets sideways
ROTATE enables anything you can save in an ASCII

78

Various upgrades

76

Disc

62

Distributors of Infocom

n
n
n
n SILICON CITY
n SIREN SOFTWARE
^ SOFTSEL
n TASMAN SOFTWARE
n TRINITY

"Batman"

of

FOR AMSTRAD
8256

ROTATE »

format to be rotated through 90°

utilities

games

So you can now print sideways spreadsheets like
SuperCalc and Multiplan no more need to cut S
ROTATE also allows you to print in a variety

paste'.

13

Specialists

90

Various products

in

word-processing

of fonts

ROTATE only costs

£21.70 plus p

& p and VAT.

For your copy send £25.95 tO:
Trinity Business Systems, 5? Queens Road, Hethersett,

Norwich NR9 3DB

90 8000 PLUS

Tel:

0603 812195

Please send cheques/postal orders

to:

Compumart, (Deptpcw-i)
^UnitS, Falcon Street, Loughborough,!
leics,tEIIIEH

I
BY

MARSHALL

D.K.

ADAPTED BY DARRELL

Dj

TOMAHAWK - a stunningly

•

realistic flight simulation that
puts you in command of an

Apache Advanced Attack

1

helicopter. Flying low over a
spectacular 3D real world
|
d splay with over 7000 ground
features - TOMAHAWK puts
you in the hot seat.
:

Ground attack and
interception
night

day or

is
in

air-to-air

the challenge the thick of the

Your combat mission
is to locate and destroy enemy
ground forces. It could be scien
fiction isn't - the Apache is f
real.... the meanest, deadliest
combat helicopter ever.
You have the weapons, the
machine.... climb in and prepare
battlefield.

it

for take off!

.

\

Spectacular 3D cockpit view
with over 7,000 ground featurr
Authentic aerobatic
performance.

Ground attack and

air-to-air

interception, with laser guide
gOh.'
missiles, rockets and 30
Doppler navigation and target
tracking.

mm

Day/Night vision systems.
Cloudy, Crosswinds,
Turbulence.
Pilot ratings - Trainee to Ace.
Impressive sound effects, fcpc.
Pilots Notes.

FOR ALL THE AMSTRAD CPC AND PCW RANGE
VAT and

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512

SPECTRUM
Disk
D £19.95 TT Racer 48/1 28K D
AMSTRAD CPC 464, 664, 61 28 Tomahawk 48/1 28Kn
Night Gunner
D £7.95 Fighter Pilot 48K D
Night Gunner Disk D £13.95 Night Gunner 48K D

Tomahawk

Tomahawk
Tomahawk

Disk

Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot Disk

D
D
D
D

£9.95
£14.95
£8.95
£13.95

D
D

£9.95
£12.95

ATARI
Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot Disk

p.

(Overseas

£9.95
£9.95
£7.95
£6.95

& p.

inclusive within

UK

Please send

5Sp per cassette)

inc.

Tele Sales
(0276) 684959

I

Please debit

*"«"

my Access/Visa card

no.

Fighter Pilot
Fighter Pilot Disk

Name

I

I

£9.95
£14.95

Cheques payable
I

Camberley, Surrey

GU15 3AJ

Expiry date

D
D

r)|ri|7"A|

Watchmoof Trade Centre,
Watchmoor Road,

J—J—.
I

COMMODORE 64

to

INTEGRATION

I

Trade and Export enquiries
welcome. Lifetime Guarantee.

to Digital Integration Ltd

enclose a cheque/P.O. for

-Address

.

Total

~

